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Part One
Translations and Commentaries Published
by Sri Aurobindo
These texts were first published between 1909 and 1920. Sri Aurobindo later revised most of them. The revised versions are printed here.

K E N A U PA N I S H A D

T HE K ENA U PANISHAD
FIRST PART
1

keneØitaÌ patati preØitaÌ manaÕ kena prÀÍaÕ prathamaÕ praiti yuktaÕ,
keneØitÀÌ vÀcamimÀÌ vadanti cakØuÕ ÙrotraÌ ka u devo yunakti.

By whom missioned falls the mind shot to its mark? By whom
yoked moves the first life-breath forward on its paths? By whom
impelled is this word that men speak? What god set eye and ear
to their workings?
2

Ùrotrasya ÙrotraÌ manaso mano yad vÀco ha vÀcaÌ sa u prÀÍasya prÀÍaÕ
cakØuØaÙcakØuratimucya dhÈrÀÕ pretyÀsmÀllokÀdamÐtÀ bhavanti

That which is hearing of our hearing, mind of our mind, speech
of our speech, that too is life of our life-breath and sight of our
sight. The wise are released beyond and they pass from this world
and become immortal.
3

na tatra cakØurgacchati na vÀg gacchati no manaÕ
na vidmo na vijÀnÈmo yathaitadanuÙiØyÀt
anyadeva tadviditÀdatho aviditÀdadhi
iti ÙuÙruma pÓrveØÀÌ ye nastad vyÀcacakØire

There sight travels not, nor speech, nor the mind. We know It not
nor can distinguish how one should teach of It: for It is other than
the known; It is there above the unknown. It is so we have heard
from men of old who declared That to our understanding.
4

yadvÀcÀnabhyuditaÌ yena vÀgabhyudyate
tadeva brahma tvaÌ viddhi nedaÌ yadidamupÀsate

That which is unexpressed by the word, that by which the
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word is expressed, know That to be the Brahman and not this which
men follow after here.
5

yanmanasÀ na manute yenÀhurmano matam
tadeva brahma tvaÌ viddhi nedaÌ yadidamupÀsate

That which thinks not by the mind,1 that by which the mind is
thought, know That to be the Brahman and not this which men
follow after here.
6

yaccakØuØÀ na paÙyati yena cakØÓÌØi paÙyati
tadeva brahma tvaÌ viddhi nedaÌ yadidamupÀsate

That which sees not with the eye,2 that by which one sees the eye's
seeings, know That to be the Brahman and not this which men
follow after here.
7

yacchrotreÍa na ÙÐÍoti yena ÙrotramidaÌ Ùrutam
tadeva brahma tvaÌ viddhi nedaÌ yadidamupÀsate

That which hears not with the ear,3 that by which the ear's hearing is heard, know That to be the Brahman and not this which men
follow after here.
8

yatprÀÍena na prÀÍiti yena prÀÍaÕ praÍÈyate
tadeva brahma tvaÌ viddhi nedaÌ yadidamupÀsate

That which breathes not with the breath,4 that by which the lifebreath is led forward in its paths, know That to be the , Brahman
and not this which men follow after here.

1

Or, “that which one thinks not with the mind”.
Or, “that which one sees not with the eye”.
3
Or, “that which one hears not with the ear”.
4
Or, “that which one breathes not (i.e. smells not) with the breath”.
2
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SECOND PART
1

yadi manyase suvedeti dabhramevÀpi nÓnaÌ tvaÌ vettha brahmaÍo
rÓpam
yadasya tvaÌ yadasya deveØvatha nu mÈmÀÌsyameva te manye viditam

If thou thinkest that thou knowest It well, little indeed dost thou
know the form of the Brahman. That of It which is thou, that of It
which is in the gods, this thou hast to think out. I think It known.
2

nÀhaÌ manye suvedeti no na vedeti veda ca
yo nastadveda tadveda no na vedeti veda ca

I think not that I know It well and yet I know that It is not unknown
to me. He of us who knows It, knows That; he knows that It is not
unknown to him.
3

yasyÀmataÌ tasya mataÌ mataÌ yasya na veda saÕ
avijÜÀtaÌ vijÀnatÀÌ vijÜÀtamavijÀnatÀm

He by whom It is not thought out, has the thought of It; he by
whom It is thought out, knows It not. It is unknown to the discernment of those who discern of It, by those who seek not to
discern of It, It is discerned.
4

pratibodhaviditaÌ matamamÐtatvaÌ hi vindate
ÀtmanÀ vindate vÈryaÌ vidyayÀ vindate'mÐtam

When It is known by perception that reflects It, then one has the
thought of It, for one finds immortality; by the self one finds the
force to attain and by the knowledge one finds immortality.
5

iha cedavedÈdatha satyamasti na cedihÀvedÈnmahatÈ vinaØÒiÕ
bhÓteØu bhÓteØu vicitya dhÈrÀÕ pretyÀsmÀllokÀdamÐtÀ bhavanti

If here one comes to that knowledge, then one truly is; if here
one comes not to the knowledge, then great is the perdition.
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The wise distinguish That in all kinds of becomings and they pass
forward from this world and become immortal.
THIRD PART
1

brahma ha devebhyo vijigye tasya ha brahmaÍo vijaye devÀ amahÈyanta
ta aikØantÀsmÀkamevÀyaÌ vijayo'smÀkamevÀyaÌ mahimeti

The Eternal conquered for the gods and in the victory of the Eternal the gods grew to greatness. They saw, “Ours the victory, ours
the greatness.”
2

taddhaiØÀÌ vijajÜau tebhyo ha prÀdurbabhÓva tanna vyajÀnata kimidaÌ
yakØamiti

The Eternal knew their thought and appeared before them; and they
knew not what was this mighty Daemon.
3

te'gnimabruvaÜjÀtaveda etadvijÀnÈhi kimetadyakØamiti tatheti

They said to Agni, “O thou that knowest all things born, learn of this
thing, what may be this mighty Daemon,” and he said, “So be it.”
4

tadabhyadravat tamabhyavadat ko'sÈtyagnirvÀ ahamasmÈtyabravÈjjÀtavedÀ vÀ ahamasmÈti

He rushed towards the Eternal and It said to him, “Who art thou?”
“I am Agni,” he said, “I am he that knows all things born.”
5

tasmiÌstvayi kiÌ vÈryamityapÈdaÌ sarvaÌ daheyaÌ yadidaÌ
pÐthivyÀmiti

“Since such thou art, what is the force in thee?” “Even all this I
could burn, all that is upon the earth.”
6

tasmai tÐÍaÌ nidadhÀvetaddaheti tadupapreyÀya sarvajavena tanna
ÙaÙÀka dagdhuÌ sa
tata eva nivavÐte naitadaÙakaÌ vijÜÀtuÌ yadetadyakØamiti
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The Eternal set before him a blade of grass; “This burn;” and he
made towards it with all his speed, but could not burn it. There he
ceased, and turned back; “I could not know of It, what might be this
mighty Daemon.”
7

atha vÀyumabruvan vÀyavetadvijÀnÈhi kimetadyakØamiti tatheti

Then they said to Vayu, “O Vayu, this discern, what is this mighty
Daemon.” He said, “So be it.”
8

tadabhyadravat tamabhyavadat ko'sÈti vÀyurvÀ ahamasmÈtyabravÈnmÀtariÙvÀ vÀ ahamasmÈti

He rushed upon That; It said to him, “Who art thou?” “I am Vayu,”
he said, “and I am he that expands in the Mother of things.”
9

tasmiÌstvayi kiÌ vÈryamityapÈdaÌ sarvamÀdadÈya yadidaÌ
pÐthivyÀmiti

“Since such thou art, what is the force in thee?” “Even all this I can
take for myself, all this that is upon the earth.”
10

tasmai tÐÍaÌ nidadhÀvetadÀdatsveti tadupapreyÀya sarvajavena
tanna ÙaÙÀkÀdÀtuÌ
sa tata eva nivavÐte naitadaÙakaÌ vijÜÀtuÌ yadetadyakØamiti

That set before him a blade of grass; “This take.” He went towards
it with all his speed and he could not take it. Even there he ceased,
even thence he returned; “I could not discern of That, what is this
mighty Daemon.”
11

athendramabruvan maghavannetadvijÀnÈhi kimetadyakØamiti tatheti
tadabhyadravat tasmÀttirodadhe

Then they said to Indra, “Master of plenitudes, get thou the knowledge, what is this mighty Daemon.” He said, “So be it.” He rushed
upon That. That vanished from before him.
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12

sa tasminnevÀkÀÙe striyamÀjagÀma bahuÙobhamÀnÀmumÀÌ haimavatÈÌ tÀÌ hovÀca kimetadyakØamiti

He in the same ether came upon the Woman, even upon Her who
shines out in many forms, Uma daughter of the snowy summits.
To her he said, “What was this mighty Daemon?”
FOURTH PART
1

sÀ brahmeti hovÀca brahmaÍo vÀ etadvijaye mahÈyadhvamiti tato
haiva vidÀÌcakÀra brahmeti

Therefore are these gods as it were beyond all the other gods, even
Agni and Vayu and Indra, because they came nearest to the touch
of That... 5
2

tasmÀdvÀ ete devÀ atitarÀmivÀnyÀn devÀn yadagnirvÀyurindraste
hyenannediØÒhaÌ pasparÙuste hyenatprathamo vidÀÌcakÀra brahmeti

Therefore are these gods as it were beyond all the other gods, even
Agni and Vayu and Indra, because they came nearest to the touch
of That...1
3

tasmÀdvÀ indro'titarÀmivÀnyÀndevÀn sa hyenannediØÒhaÌ pasparÙa sa
hyenat prathamo vidÀÌcakÀra brahmeti

Therefore is Indra as it were beyond all the other gods because
he came nearest to the touch of That, because he first knew that it
was the Brahman.
4

tasyaiØa ÀdeÙo yadetadvidyuto vyadyutadÀ itÈnnyamÈmiØadÀ ityadhidaivatam

Now this is the indication of That, — as is this flash of the lightning upon us or as is this falling of the eyelid, so in that which is
of the gods.
5

By some mistake of early memorisers or later copyists the rest of the verse has
become hopelessly corrupted. It runs, “They he first came to know that it was the
Brahman,” which is neither fact nor sense nor grammar. The close of the third verse
has crept into and replaced the original close of the second.
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5

athÀdhyÀtmaÌ yadetadgacchatÈva ca mano'nena caitadupasmaratyabhÈkØÍaÌ saÚkalpaÕ

Then in that which is of the Self, — as the motion of this mind seems
to attain to That and by it afterwards the will in the thought continually remembers It.
6

taddha tadvanaÌ nÀma tadvanamityupÀsitavyaÌ sa ya etadevaÌ
vedÀbhi hainaÌ sarvÀÍi bhÓtÀni saÌvÀÜchanti

The name of That is “That Delight”; as That Delight one should
follow after It. He who so knows That, towards him verily all
existences yearn.
7

upaniØadaÌ bho brÓhÈtyuktÀ ta upaniØad brÀhmÈÌ vÀva ta upaniØadamabrÓmeti

Thou hast said “Speak to me Upanishad”;6 spoken to thee is Upanishad. Of the Eternal verily is the Upanishad that we have spoken.
8

tasyai tapo damaÕ karmeti pratiØÒhÀ vedÀÕ sarvÀÛgÀni satyamÀyatanam

Of this knowledge austerity and self-conquest and works are the
foundation, the Vedas are all its limbs, truth is its dwelling place.
9

yo vÀ etÀmevaÌ vedÀpahatya pÀpmÀnamanante svarge loke jyeye
pratitiØÒhati pratitiØÒhati

He who knows this knowledge, smites evil away from him and
in that vaster world and infinite heaven finds his foundation, yea,
he finds his foundation.

6
Upanishad means inner knowledge, that which enters into the final Truth and
settles in it

Commentary

I
THE SUBJECT OF THE UPANISHAD
THE TWELVE great Upanishads are written round one body of
ancient knowledge; but they approach it from different sides. Into the
great kingdom of the Brahmavidya each enters by its own gates, follows its own path or detour, aims at its own point of arrival. The Isha
Upanishad and the Kena are both concerned with the same grand problem, the winning of the state of Immortality, the relations of the divine,
all-ruling, all-possessing Brahman to the world and to the human consciousness, the means of passing out of our present state of divided
self, ignorance and suffering into the unity, the truth, the divine beatitude. As the Isha closes with the aspiration towards the supreme felicity, so the Kena closes with the definition of Brahman as the Delight and the injunction to worship and seek after That as the Delight.
Nevertheless there is a variation in the starting-point, even in the
standpoint, a certain sensible divergence in the attitude.
For the precise subject of the two Upanishads is not identical.
The Isha is concerned with the whole problem of the world and life
and works and human destiny in their relation to the supreme truth
of the Brahman. It embraces in its brief eighteen verses most of the
fundamental problems of Life and scans them swiftly with the idea
of the supreme Self and its becomings, the supreme Lord and His
workings as the key that shall unlock all gates. The oneness of all
existences is its dominating note.
The Kena Upanishad approaches a more restricted problem,
starts with a more precise and narrow inquiry. It concerns itself
only with the relation of mind-consciousness to Brahman-consciousness and does not stray outside the strict boundaries of its
subject. The material world and the physical life are taken for
granted, they are hardly mentioned. But the material world and
the physical life exist for us only by virtue of our internal
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self and our internal life. According as our mental instruments represent to us the external world, according as our vital force in obedience to the mind deals with its impacts and objects, so will be our
outward life and existence. The world is for us, not fundamentally
but practically at any rate, what our mind and senses declare it to be;
life is what our mentality or at least our half-mentalised vital being
determines that it shall become. The question is asked by the Upanishad, what then are these mental instruments? what is this mental
life which uses the external? Are they the last witnesses, the supreme
and final power? Are mind and life and body all or is this human
existence only a veil of something greater, mightier, more remote and
profound than itself?
The Upanishad replies that there is such a greater existence
behind, which is to the mind and its instruments, to the life-force and
its workings what they are to the material world. Matter does not
know Mind, Mind knows Matter; it is only when the creature embodied in Matter develops mind, becomes the mental being that he
can know his mental self and know by that self Matter also in its
reality to Mind. So also Mind does not know That which is behind
it, That knows Mind; and it is only when the being involved in Mind
can deliver out of its appearances his true Self that he can become
That, know it as himself and by it know also Mind in its reality to
that which is more real than Mind. How to rise beyond the mind and
its instruments, enter into himself, attain to the Brahman becomes
then the supreme aim for the mental being, the all-important problem of his existence.
For given that there is a more real existence than the mental
existence, a greater life than the physical life, it follows that the
lower life with its forms and enjoyments which are all that men
here ordinarily worship and pursue, can no longer be an object
of desire for the awakened spirit. He must aspire beyond; he must
free himself from this world of death and mere phenomena to
become himself in his true state of immortality beyond them.
Then alone he really exists when here in this mortal life itself
he can free himself from the mortal consciousness and know and
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be the Immortal and Eternal. Otherwise he feels that he has lost himself, has fallen from his true salvation.
But this Brahman-consciousness is not represented by the Upanishad as something quite alien to the mental and physical world,
aloof from it and in no way active upon it or concerned with its activities. On the contrary, it is the Lord and ruler of all the world; the
energies of the gods in the mortal consciousness are its energies;
when they conquer and grow great, it is because Brahman has fought
and won. This world therefore is an inferior action, a superficial representation of something infinitely greater, more perfect, more real
than itself.
What is that something? It is the All-Bliss which is infinite
being and immortal force. It is that pure and utter bliss and not
the desires and enjoyments of this world which men ought to
worship and to seek. How to seek it is the one question that matters; to follow after it with all one's being is the only truth and
the only wisdom.

II
T HE Q UESTION . WHAT GODHEAD ?
MIND IS the principal agent of the lower or phenomenal consciousness; vital force or the life-breath, speech and the five senses
of knowledge are the instruments of the mind. Prana, the life-force
in the nervous system, is indeed the one main instrument of our
mental consciousness; for it is that by which the mind receives the
contacts of the physical world through the organs of knowledge, sight,
hearing, smell, touch and taste, and reacts upon its object by speech
and the other four organs of action; all these senses are dependent
upon the nervous Life-force for their functioning. The Upanishad
therefore begins by a query as to the final source or control of the
activities of the Mind, Life-Force, Speech, Senses.
The question is, kena, by whom or what? In the ancient conception of the universe our material existence is formed from the five
elemental states of Matter, the ethereal, aerial, fiery, liquid and solid; everything that has to do with our material existence is called the
elemental, adhibhÓta. In this material there move non-material powers manifesting through the Mind-Force and Life-Force that work
upon Matter, and these are called Gods or devas; everything that has
to do with the working of the non-material in us is called adhidaiva,
that which pertains to the Gods. But above the non-material powers,
containing them, greater than they is the Self or Spirit, Àtman, and
everything that has to do with this highest existence in us is called
the spiritual, adhyÀtma. For the purpose of the Upanishads the adhidaiva is the subtle in us; it is that which is represented by Mind and
Life as opposed to gross Matter; for in Mind and Life we have the
characteristic action of the Gods.
The Upanishad is not concerned with the elemental, the
adhibhÓta; it is concerned with the relation between the subtle
existence and the spiritual, the adhidaiva and adhyÀtma. But the
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Mind, the Life, the speech, the senses are governed by cosmic
powers, by Gods, by Indra, Vayu, Agni. Are these subtle cosmic
powers the beginning of existence, the true movers of mind and
life or is there some superior unifying force, one in itself behind
them all?
By whom or what is the mind missioned and sent on its errand
so that it falls on its object like an arrow shot by a skilful archer at
its predetermined mark, like a messenger, an envoy sent by his master to a fixed place for a fixed object? What is it within us or without us that sends forth the mind on its errand? What guides it to its
object?
Then there is the Life-force, the Prana, that works in our vital
being and nervous system. The Upanishad speaks of it as the first
or supreme Breath; elsewhere in the sacred writings it is spoken of
as the chief Breath or the Breath of the mouth, mukhya, Àsanya; it
is that which carries in it the Word, the creative expression. In the
body of man there are said to be five workings of the life-force
called the five Pranas. One specially termed Prana moves in the
upper part of the body and is preeminently the breath of life, because it brings the universal Life-force into the physical system and
gives it there to be distributed. A second in the lower part of the
trunk, termed Apana, is the breath of death; for it gives away the
vital force out of the body. A third, the Samana, regulates the interchange of these two forces at their meeting-place, equalises them
and is the most important agent in maintaining the equilibrium of
the vital forces and their functions. A fourth, the Vyana, pervasive,
distributes the vital energies throughout the body. A fifth, the Udana,
moves upward from the body to the crown of the head and is a regular channel of communication between the physical life and the
greater life of the spirit. None of these are the first or supreme
Breath, although the Prana most nearly represents it; the Breath
to which so much importance is given in the Upanishads, is the
pure life-force itself, — first, because all the others are secondary to it, born from it and only exist as its special functions. It is
imaged in the Veda as the Horse; its various energies are the forces
that draw the chariots of the Gods. The Vedic image is recalled
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by the choice of the terms employed in the Upanishad, yukta, yoked,
praiti, goes forward, as a horse driven by the charioteer advances in
its path.
Who then has yoked this Life-force to the many workings of
existence or by what power superior to itself does it move forward in its paths? For it is not primal, self-existent or its own
agent. We are conscious of a power behind which guides, drives,
controls, uses it.
The force of the vital breath enables us to bring up and speed
outward from the body this speech that we use to express, to throw
out into a world of action and new-creation the willings and thoughtformations of the mind. It is propelled by Vayu, the life-breath; it is
formed by Agni, the secret will-force and fiery shaping energy in the
mind and body. But these are the agents. Who or what is the secret
Power that is behind them, the master of the word that men speak,
its real former and the origin of that which expresses itself?
The ear hears the sound, the eye sees the form; but hearing
and vision are particular operations of the life-force in us used
by the mind in order to put itself into communication with the
world in which the mental being dwells and to interpret it in the
forms of sense. The life-force shapes them, the mind uses them,
but something other than the life-force and the mind enables them
to shape and to use their objects and their instruments. What God
sets eye and ear to their workings? Not Surya, the God of light,
not Ether and his regions; for these are only conditions of vision
and hearing.
The Gods combine, each bringing his contribution, the operations of the physical world that we observe as of the mental
world that is our means of observation; but the whole universal
action is one, not a sum of fortuitous atoms; it is one, arranged
in its parts, combined in its multiple functionings by virtue of a
single conscient existence which can never be constructed or put
together (akÐta) but is for ever, anterior to all these workings.
The Gods work only by this Power anterior to themselves, live
only by its life, think only by its thought, act only for its purposes. We look into ourselves and all things and become aware
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of it there, an “I”, an “Is”, a Self, which is other, firmer, vaster than
any separate or individual being.
But since it is not anything that the mind can make its object or
the senses throw into form for the mind, what then is it — or who?
What absolute Spirit? What one, supreme and eternal Godhead? Ko
devaÕ.

III
THE SUPRAMENTAL GODHEAD
THE ETERNAL question has been put which turns man's eyes
away from the visible and the outward to that which is utterly within, away from the little known that he has become to the vast unknown
he is behind these surfaces and must yet grow into and be because
that is his Reality and out of all masquerade of phenomenon and
becoming the Real Being must eventually deliver itself. The human
soul once seized by this compelling direction can no longer be satisfied with looking forth at mortalities and seemings through those
doors of the mind and sense which the Self-existent has made to open
outward upon a world of forms; it is driven to gaze inward into a new
world of realities.
Here in the world that man knows, he possesses something
which, however imperfect and insecure, he yet values. For he aims
at and to some extent he procures enlarged being, increasing knowledge, more and more joy and satisfaction and these things are so
precious to him that for what he can get of them he is ready to pay
the price of continual suffering from the shock of their opposites. If
then he has to abandon what he here pursues and clasps, there must
be a far more powerful attraction drawing him to the Beyond, a secret offer of something so great as to be a full reward for all possible
renunciation that can be demanded of him here. This is offered, —
not an enlarged becoming, but infinite being; not always relative
piecings of knowledge mistaken in their hour for the whole of knowledge, but the possession of our essential consciousness and the flood
of its luminous realities; not partial satisfactions, but the delight. In
a word, Immortality.
The language of the Upanishad makes it strikingly clear that
it is no metaphysical abstraction, no void Silence, no indeterminate Absolute which is offered to the soul that aspires, but rather
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the absolute of all that is possessed by it here in the relative world
of its sojourning. All here in the mental is a growing light, consciousness and life; all there in the supramental is an infinite life,
light and consciousness. That which is here shadowed, is there
found; the incomplete here is there the fulfilled. The Beyond is
not an annullation, but a transfiguration of all that we are here in
our world of forms; it is sovran Mind of this mind, secret Life of
this life, the absolute Sense which supports and justifies our limited senses.
We renounce ourselves in order to find ourselves; for in the
mental life there is only a seeking, but never an ultimate finding
till mind is overpassed. Therefore there is behind all our mentality
a perfection of ourselves which appears to us as an antinomy and
contrast to what we are. For here we are a constant becoming; there
we possess our eternal being. Here we conceive of ourselves as a
changeful consciousness developed and always developing by a
hampered effort in the drive of Time; there we are an immutable
consciousness of which Time is not the master but the instrument
as well as the field of all that it creates and watches. Here we live
in an organisation of mortal consciousness which takes the form
of a transient world; there we are liberated into the harmonies of
an infinite self-seeing which knows all world in the light of the
eternal and immortal. The Beyond is our reality; that is our plenitude; that is the absolute satisfaction of our self-existence. It is
immortality and it is “That Delight”.
Here in our imprisoned mentality the ego strives to be master
and possessor of its inner field and its outer environment, yet cannot
hold anything to enjoy it, because it is not possible really to possess
what is not-self to us. But there in the freedom of the eternal our selfexistence possesses without strife by the sufficient fact that all things
are itself. Here is the apparent man, there the real man, the Purusha:
here are gods, there is the Divine: here is the attempt to exist, Life
flowering out of an all-devouring death, there Existence itself and a
dateless immortality.
The answer that is thus given is involved in the very form
of the original question. The Truth behind Mind, Life, Sense
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must be that which controls by exceeding it; it is the Lord, the allpossessing Deva. This was the conclusion at which the Isha Upanishad arrived by the synthesis of all existences; the Kena arrives at it
by the antithesis of one governing self-existence to all this that exists variously by another power of being than its own. Each follows
its own method for the resolution of all things into the one Reality,
but the conclusion is identical. It is the All-possessing and All-enjoying, who is reached by the renunciation of separate being, separate possession and separate delight.
But the Isha addresses itself to the awakened seeker; it begins
therefore with the all-inhabiting Lord, proceeds to the all-becoming
Self and returns' to the Lord as the Self of the cosmic movement,
because it has to justify works to the seeker of the Uncreated and to
institute a divine life founded on the joy of immortality and on the
unified consciousness of the individual made one with the universal. The Kena addresses itself to the soul still attracted by the external life, not yet wholly awakened nor wholly a seeker; it begins therefore with the Brahman as the Self beyond Mind and proceeds to the
Brahman as the hidden Lord of all our mental and vital activities,
because it has to point this soul upward beyond its apparent and
outward existence. But the two opening chapters of the Kena only
state less widely from this other view-point the Isha's doctrine of the
Self and its becomings; the last two repeat in other terms of thought
the Isha's doctrine of the Lord and His movement.

IV
THE ETERNAL BEYOND THE MIND
THE UPANISHAD first affirms the existence of this pro-founder, vaster, more puissant consciousness behind our mental being.
That, it affirms, is Brahman. Mind, Life, Sense, Speech are not the
utter Brahman; they are only inferior modes and external instruments.
Brahman-consciousness is our real self and our true existence.
Mind and body are not our real self; they are mutable formations or images which we go on constructing in the drive of Time as
a result of the mass of our past energies. For although those energies
seem to us to lie dead in the past because their history is behind us,
yet are they still existent in their mass and always active in the present
and the future.
Neither is the ego-function our real self. Ego is only a faculty
put forward by the discriminative mind to centralise round itself the
experiences of the sense-mind and to serve as a sort of lynchpin in
the wheel which keeps together the movement. It is no more than an
instrument, although it is true that so long as we are limited by our
normal mentality, we are compelled by the nature of that mentality
and the purpose of the instrument to mistake our ego-function for our
very self.
Neither is it the memory that constitutes our real self. Memory is another instrument, a selective instrument for the practical
management of our conscious activities. The ego-function uses it
as a rest and support so as to preserve the sense of continuity without which our mental and vital activities could not be organised for
a spacious enjoyment by the individual. But even our mental self
comprises and is influenced in its being by a host of things which
are not present to our memory, are subconscious and hardly grasped
at all by our surface existence. Memory is essential to the continuity of the ego-sense, but it is not the constituent of the ego-sense,
still less of the being.
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Neither is moral personality our real self. It is only a changing
formation, a pliable mould framed and used by our subjective life in
order to give some appearance of fixity to the constantly mutable
becoming which our mental limitations successfully tempt us to call
ourselves.
Neither is the totality of that mutable conscious becoming, although enriched by all that subconsciously underlies it, our real self.
What we become is a fluent mass of life, a stream of experience
pouring through time, a flux of Nature upon the crest of which our
mentality rides. What we are is the eternal essence of that life, the
immutable consciousness that bears the experience, the immortal
substance of Nature and mentality.
For behind all and dominating all that we become and experience, there is something that originates, uses, determines, enjoys, yet
is not changed by its origination, not affected by its instruments, not
determined by its determinations, not worked upon by its enjoyings.
What that is, we cannot know unless we go behind the veil of our
mental being which knows only what is affected, what is determined,
what is worked upon, what is changed. The mind can only be aware
of that as something which we indefinably are, not as something
which it definably knows. For the moment our mentality tries to fix
this something, it loses itself in the flux and the movement, grasps
at parts, functions, fictions, appearances which it uses as planks of
safety in the welter or tries to cut out a form from the infinite and
say “This is I.” In the words of the Veda, “when the mind approaches
That and studies it, That vanishes.”
But behind the Mind is this other or Brahman-consciousness,
Mind of our mind, Sense of our senses, Speech of our speech, Life
of our life. Arriving at that, we arrive at Self; we can draw back from
mind the image into Brahman the Reality.
But what differentiates that real from this apparent self? Or
— since we can say no more than we have said already in the way
of definition, since we can only indicate that “That” is not what
“this” is, but is the mentally inexpressible absolute of all that
is here, — what is the relation of this phenomenon to that reality? For it is the question of the relation that the Upanishad
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makes its starting-point; its opening question assumes that there
is a relation and that the reality originates and governs the phenomenon.
Obviously, Brahman is not a thing subject to our mind, senses, speech or life-force; it is no object seen, heard, expressed,
sensed formed by thought, nor any state of body or mind that
we become in the changing movement of the life. But the thought
of the Upanishad attempts to awaken deeper echoes from our
gulfs than this obvious denial of the mental and sensuous objectivity of the Brahman. It affirms that not only is it not an
object of mind or a formation of life, but it is not even dependent on our mind, life and senses for the exercise of its lordship
and activity. It is that which does not think by the mind, does
not live by the life, does not sense by the senses, does not find
expression in the speech, but rather makes these things themselves the object of its superior, all-comprehending, all-knowing consciousness.
Brahman thinks out the mind by that which is beyond mind; it
sees the sight and hears the hearing by that absolute vision and audition which are not phenomenal and instrumental but direct and inherent; it forms our expressive speech out of its creative word; it
speeds out this life we cling to from that eternal movement of its
energy which is not parcelled out into forms but has always the freedom of its own inexhaustible infinity.
Thus the Upanishad begins its reply to its own question. It first
describes Brahman as Mind of the mind, Sight of the sight, Hearing
of the hearing, Speech of the speech, Life of the life. It then takes up
each of these expressions and throws them successively into a more
expanded form so as to suggest a more definite and ample idea of
their meaning, so far as that can be done by words. To the expression “Mind of the mind” corresponds the expanded phrase “That
which thinks not with the mind, that by which mind is thought” and so
on with each of the original descriptive expressions to the closing
definition of the Life behind this life as “That which breathes not with
the life-breath, that by which the life-power is brought forward into
its movement.”
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And each of these exegetic lines is emphasised by the reiterated
admonition, “That Brahman seek to know and not this which men follow after here.” Neither Mind, Life, Sense and Speech nor their objects and expressions are the Reality which we have to know and
pursue. True knowledge is of That which forms these instruments for
us but is itself independent of their utilities. True possession and
enjoyment is of that which, while it creates these objects of our pursuit, itself makes nothing the object of its pursuit and passion, but is
eternally satisfied with all things in the joy of its immortal being.

V
THE SUPREME WORD
THE UPANISHAD, reversing the usual order of our logical
thought which would put Mind and Sense first or Life first and Speech
last as a subordinate function, begins its negative description of Brahman with an explanation of the very striking phrase, Speech of our
speech. And we can see that it means a Speech beyond ours, an absolute expression of which human language is only a shadow and as
if an artificial counterfeit. What idea underlies this phrase of the
Upanishad and this precedence given to the faculty of speech?
Continually, in studying the Upanishads, we have to divest ourselves of modern notions and to realise as closely as possible the
associations that lay behind the early Vedantic use of words. We must
recollect that in the Vedic system the Word was the creatrix; by the
Word Brahma creates the forms of the universe. Moreover, human
speech at its highest merely attempts to recover by revelation and
inspiration an absolute expression of Truth which already exists in
the Infinite above our mental comprehension. Equally, then, must that
Word be above our power of mental construction.
All creation is expression by the Word; but the form which is
expressed is only a symbol or representation of the thing which is.
We see this in human speech which only presents to the mind a mental
form of the object; but the object it seeks to express is itself only a
form or presentation of another Reality. That reality is Brahman.
Brahman expresses by the Word a form or presentation of himself in
the objects of sense and consciousness which constitute the universe,
just as the human word expresses a mental image of those objects.
That Word is creative in a deeper and more original sense than human speech and with a power of which the utmost creativeness of
human speech can be only a far-off and feeble analogy.
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The word used here for utterance means literally a raising up to
confront the mind. Brahman, says the Upanishad, is that which cannot be so raised up before the mind by speech.
Human speech, as we see, raises up only the presentation of a
presentation, the mental figure of an object which is itself only a figure of the sole Reality, Brahman. It has indeed a power of new creation, but even that power only extends to the creation of new mental images, that is to say of adaptive formations based upon previous mental images. Such a limited power gives no idea of the original creative puissance which the old thinkers attributed to the divine Word.
If, however, we go a little deeper below the surface, we shall
arrive at a power in human speech which does give us a remote image of the original creative Word. We know that vibration of sound
has the power to create — and to destroy — forms; this is a commonplace of modern Science. Let us suppose that behind all forms
there has been a creative vibration of sound.
Next, let us examine the relation of human speech to sound in
general. We see at once that speech is only a particular application
of the principle of sound, a vibration made by pressure of the breath
in its passage through the throat and mouth. At first, beyond doubt,
it must have been formed naturally and spontaneously to express the
sensations and emotions created by an object or occurrence and only
afterwards seized upon by the mind to express first the idea of the
object and then ideas about the object. The value of speech would
therefore seem to be only representative and not creative.
But, in fact, speech is creative. It creates forms of emotion,
mental images and impulses of action. The ancient Vedic theory and practice extended this creative action of speech by the
use of the Mantra. The theory of the Mantra is that it is a word
of power born out of the secret depths of our being where it has
been brooded upon by a deeper consciousness than the mental,
framed in the heart and not originally constructed by the intellect, held in the mind, again concentrated on by the waking
mental consciousness and then thrown out silently or vocally
— the silent word is perhaps held to be more potent than the
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spoken — precisely for the work of creation. The Mantra can not only
create new subjective states in ourselves, alter our psychical being,
reveal knowledge and faculties we did not before possess, can not
only produce similar results in other minds than that of the user, but
can produce vibrations in the mental and vital atmosphere which
result in effects, in actions and even in the production of material
forms on the physical plane.
As a matter of fact, even ordinarily, even daily and hourly we do produce by the word within us thought-vibrations,
thought-forms which result in corresponding vital and physical vibrations, act upon ourselves, act upon others, and end in
the indirect creation of actions and of forms in the physical
world. Man is constantly acting upon man both by the silent
and the spoken word and he so acts and creates though less
directly and powerfully even in the rest of Nature. But because
we are stupidly engrossed with the external forms and phenomena of the world and do not trouble to examine its subtle and
non-physical processes, we remain ignorant of all this field of
science behind.
The Vedic use of the Mantra is only a conscious utilisation of
this secret power of the word. And if we take the theory that underlies it together with our previous hypothesis of a creative vibration
of sound behind every formation, we shall begin to understand the
idea of the original creative Word. Let us suppose a conscious use
of the vibrations of sound which will produce corresponding forms
or changes of form. But Matter is only, in the ancient view, the lowest of the planes of existence. Let us realise then that a vibration of
sound on the material plane presupposes a corresponding vibration
on the vital without which it could not have come into play; that again
presupposes a corresponding originative vibration on the mental; the
mental presupposes a corresponding originative vibration on the
supramental at the very root of things. But a mental vibration implies
thought and perception and a supramental vibration implies a supreme
vision and discernment. All vibration of sound on that higher plane
is, then, instinct with and expressive of this supreme discernment
of a truth in things and is at the same time creative, instinct with
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a supreme power which casts into forms the truth discerned and
eventually, descending from plane to plane, reproduces it in the
physical form or object created in Matter by etheric sound. Thus
we see that the theory of creation by the Word which is the absolute expression of the Truth, and the theory of the material creation by sound-vibration in the ether correspond and are two logical poles of the same idea. They both belong to the same ancient
Vedic system.
This, then, is the supreme Word, Speech of our speech. It is vibration of pure Existence, instinct with the perceptive and originative power of infinite and omnipotent consciousness, shaped by the
Mind behind mind into the inevitable word of the Truth of things;
out of whatever substance on whatever plane, the form or physical
expression emerges by its creative agency. The Supermind using the
Word is the creative Logos.
The Word has its seed-sounds — suggesting the eternal syllable of the Veda, AUM, and the seed-sounds of the Tantriks — which
carry in them the principles of things; it has its forms which stand
behind the revelatory and inspired speech that comes to man's supreme faculties, and these compel the forms of things in the universe;
it has its rhythms, — for it is no disordered vibration, but moves out
into great cosmic measures, — and according to the rhythm is the
law, arrangement, harmony, processes of the world it builds. Life
itself is a rhythm of God.
But what is it that is expressed or raised up before the mental
consciousness by the Word in the phenomenal world? Not Brahman,
but truths, forms and phenomena of Brahman. Brahman is not, cannot be expressed by the Word; he does not use the word here to express his very self, but is known only to his own self-awareness. And
even the truths of himself that stand behind the forms of cosmic things
are in their true reality always self-expressed to his eternal vision in
a higher than the mental vibration, a rhythm and voice of themselves
that is their own very soul of movement. Speech, a lesser thing, creates, expresses, but is itself only a creation and expression. Brahman
is not expressed by speech, but speech is itself expressed by Brahman. And that which expresses speech in us, brings it up out of our
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consciousness with its strivings to raise up the truth of things to
our mind, is Brahman himself as the Word, a Thing that is in the
supreme superconscience. That Word, Speech of our speech, is in
its essence of Power the Eternal himself and in its supreme movements a part of his very form and everlasting spiritual body, brahmaÍo rÓpam.
Therefore it is not the happenings and phenomena of the world
that we have to accept finally as our object of pursuit, but That which
brings out from itself the Word by which they were thrown into form
for our observation by the consciousness and for our pursuit by the
will. In other words, the supreme Existence that has originated all.
Human speech is only a secondary expression and at its highest
a shadow of the divine Word, of the seed-sounds, the satisfying
rhythms, the revealing forms of sound that are the omniscient and
omnipotent speech of the eternal Thinker, Harmonist, Creator. The
highest inspired speech to which the human mind can attain, the word
most unanalysably expressive of supreme truth, the most puissant
syllable or mantra can only be its far-off representation.

VI
THE N ECESSITY OF SUPERMIND
AS THE Upanishad asserts a speech behind this speech, which
is the expressive aspect of the Brahman-consciousness, so it asserts
a Mind behind this mind which is its cognitive aspect. And as we
asked ourselves what could be the rational basis for the theory of the
divine Word superior to our speech, so we have now to ask ourselves
what can be the rational basis for this theory of a cognitive faculty
or principle superior to Mind. We may say indeed that if we grant a
divine Word creative of all things, we must also grant a divine Mind
cognitive of the Word and of all that it expresses. But this is not a
sufficient foundation; for the theory of the divine Word presents itself only as a rational possibility. A cognition higher than Mind
presents itself on the other hand as a necessity which arises from the
very nature of Mind itself, a necessity from which we cannot logically escape.
In the ancient system which admitted the soul's survival of the
body, Mind was the man, in a very profound and radical sense of the
phrase. It is not only that the human being is the one reasoning animal upon earth, the thinking race; he is essentially the mental being
in a terrestrial body, the manu. Quite apart from the existence of a
soul or self one in all creatures, the body is not even the phenomenal
self of man; the physical life also is not himself; both may be dissolved, man will persist. But if the mental being also is dissolved,
man as man ceases to be; for this is his centre and the nodus of his
organism.
On the contrary, according to the theory of a material evolution upheld by modern Science, man is only matter that has developed mind by an increasing sensibility to the shocks of its environment; and matter being the basis of existence there is nothing, except the physical elements, that can survive the dissolution of the body. But this formula is at most the obverse and
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inferior side of a much larger truth. Matter could not develop Mind if
in or behind the force that constitutes physical forms there were not
already a principle of Mind striving towards self-manifestation. The
will to enlighten and consciously govern the life and the form must
have been already existent in that which appears to us inconscient; it
must have been there before mind was evolved. For, if there were no
such necessity of Mind in Matter, if the stuff of mentality were not there
already and the will to mentalise, Mind could not possibly have come
into being out of inconscient substance.
But in the mere chemical elements which go to constitute
material forms or in electricity or in any other purely physical
factor, whatever unconscious will or sensation they may be possessed by or possess, we can discover nothing which could explain the emergence of conscious sensation, which could constitute a will towards the evolution of thought or which could
impose the necessity of such an evolution on inconscient physical substance. It is not then in the form of Matter itself, but in
the Force which is at work in Matter, that we must seek the origin of Mind. That Force must either be itself conscient or contain the grain of mental consciousness inherent in its being and
therefore the potentiality and indeed the necessity of its emergence. This imprisoned consciousness, though originally absorbed in the creation first of forms and then of physical relations and reactions between physical forms, must still have held
in itself from the beginning, however long kept back and suppressed, a will to the ultimate enlightenment of these relations
by the creation of corresponding conscious or mental values.
Mind is then a concealed necessity which the subconscient holds
in itself from the commencement of things; it is the thing that
must emerge once the attractions and repulsions of Matter begin to be established; it is the suppressed secret and cause of the
reactions of life in the metal, plant and animal.
If on the other hand we say that Mind in some such secret
and suppressed form is not already existent in Matter, we must
then suppose that it exists outside Matter and embraces it or
enters into it. We must suppose a mental plane of existence
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which presses upon the physical and tends to possess it. In that case
the mental being would be in its origin an entity which is formed
outside the material world; but it prepares in that world bodies which
become progressively more and more able to house and express
Mind. We may image it forming, entering into and possessing the
body, breaking into it, as it were, — as the Purusha in the Aitareya
Upanishad is said to form the body and then to enter in by breaking
open a door in Matter. Man would in this view be a mental being
incarnate in the living body who at its dissolution leaves it with full
possession of his mentality.
The two theories are far from being incompatible with each
other; they can be viewed as complements forming a single truth.
For the involution of Mind, its latency in the material Force of the
physical universe and in all its movements does not preclude the
existence of a mental world beyond and above the reign of the
physical principle. In fact, the emergence of such a latent Mind
might well depend upon and would certainly profit by the aid and
pressure of forces from a supra-physical kingdom, a mental plane
of existence.
There are always two possible views of the universe. The one
supposes, with modern Science, Matter to be the beginning of
things and studies everything as an evolution from Matter; or, if
not Matter, then, with the Sankhya philosophy, an indeterminate
inconscient active Force or Prakriti of which even mind and reason are mechanical operations, — the Conscious Soul, if any
exists, being a quite different and, although conscient, yet inactive entity. The other supposes the conscious soul, the Purusha, to be the material as well as the cause of the universe and
Prakriti to be only its Shakti or the Force of its conscious being
which operates upon itself as the material of forms. 1 The latter
is the view of the Upanishads. Certainly if we study the material world only, excluding all evidence of other planes as a dream
or a hallucination, if we equally exclude all evidence of operations
1
Cf. for example, the Aitareya Upanishad which shows us the Atman or Self
using the Purusha as that in which all the operations of Nature are formed.
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in mind which exceed the material limitation and study only its ordinary equation with Matter, we must necessarily accept the theory of
Matter as the origin and as the indispensable basis and continent.
Otherwise, we shall be irresistibly led towards the early Vedantic
conclusions.
However this may be, even from the standpoint of the sole
material world Man in the substance of his manhood is a mind occupying and using the life of the body — a mind that is greater than
the Matter in which it has emerged. He is the highest present expression of the will in the material universe; the Force that has built up
the worlds, so far as we are able to judge of its intention from its actual
operations as we see them in their present formula upon earth, arrives in him at the thing it was seeking to express. It has brought out
the hidden principle of Mind that now operates consciously and intelligently on the life and the body. Man is the satisfaction of the
necessity which Nature bore secretly in her from the very commencement of her works; he is the highest possible Name or Numen on this
planet; he is the realised terrestrial godhead.
But all this is true only if we assume that for Nature's terrestrial activities Mind is the ultimate formula. In reality and when we
study more deeply the phenomena of consciousness, the facts of
mentality, the secret tendency, aspiration and necessity of man's
own nature, we see that he cannot be the highest term. He is the
highest realised here and now; he is not the highest realisable. As
there is something below him, so there is something, if even only
a possibility, above. As physical Nature concealed a secret beyond
herself which in him she has released into creation, so he too conceals a secret beyond himself which he in turn must deliver to the
light. That is his destiny.
This must necessarily be so because Mind too is not the first
principle of things and therefore cannot be their last possibility.
As Matter contained Life in itself, contained it as its own secret
necessity and had to be delivered of that birth, and as Life contamed Mind in itself, contained it as its own secret necessity and
had to be delivered of the birth it held, so Mind too contains in
itself that which is beyond itself, contains it as its own secret
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necessity and presses to be delivered, it also, of this supreme birth.
What is the rational necessity which forbids us to suppose
Mind to be Nature's last birth and compels us to posit something
beyond it of which itself is the indication? A consideration of the
nature and working of mentality supplies us with the answer. For
mentality is composed of three principal elements, thought, will and
sensation. Sensation may be described as an attempt of divided
consciousness to seize upon its object and enjoy it, thought as its
attempt to seize upon the truth of the object and possess it, will as
its attempt to seize upon the potentiality of the object and use it.
At least these three things are such an attempt in their essentiality,
in their instinct, in their subconscious purpose. But obviously the
attempt is imperfect in its conditions and its success; its very terms
indicate a barrier, a gulf, an incapacity. As Life is limited and hampered by the conditions of its synthesis with Matter, so Mind is limited and hampered by the conditions of its synthesis with Life in
Matter. Neither Matter nor Life has found anything proper to their
own formula which could help to conquer or sufficiently expand
its limitations; they have been compelled each to call in a new principle, Matter to call into itself Life, Life to call into itself Mind.
Mind also is not able to find anything proper to its own formula
which can conquer or sufficiently expand the limitations imposed
upon its workings; Mind also has to call in a new principle beyond
itself, freer than itself and more powerful.
In other words, Mind does not exhaust the possibilities of
consciousness and therefore cannot be its last and highest expression. Mind tries to arrive at Truth and succeeds only in touching
it imperfectly with a veil between; there must be in the nature of
things a faculty or principle which sees the Truth unveiled, an
eternal faculty of knowledge which corresponds to the eternal fact
of the Truth. There is, says the Veda, such a principle; it is the
Truth-Consciousness which sees the truth directly and is in possession of it spontaneously. Mind labours to effect the will in it
and succeeds only in accomplishing partially, with difficulty and
insecurely the potentiality at which it works; there must be
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a faculty or principle of conscious effective force which corresponds
to the unconscious automatic principle of self-fulfilment in Nature,
and this principle must be sought for in the form of consciousness
that exceeds Mind. Mind, finally, aspires to seize and enjoy the essential delight-giving quality, the rasa of things, but it succeeds only
in attaining to it indirectly, holding it in an imperfect grasp and enjoying it externally and fragmentarily; there must be a principle which
can attain directly, hold rightly, enjoy intimately and securely. There
is, says the Veda, an eternal Bliss-consciousness which corresponds
to the eternal rasa or essential delight-giving quality of all experience and is not limited by the insecure approximations of the sense
in Mind.
If, then, such a deeper principle of consciousness exists, it must
be that and not mind which is the original and fundamental intention concealed in Nature and which eventually and somewhere must
emerge. But is there any reason for supposing that it must emerge
here and in Mind, as Mind has emerged in Life and Life in Matter?
We answer in the affirmative because Mind has in itself, however
obscurely, that tendency, that aspiration and, at bottom, that necessity. There is one law from the lowest to the highest. Matter, when
we examine it closely, proves to be instinct with the stuff of Life
— the vibrations, actions and reactions, attractions and repulsions,
contractions and expansions, the tendencies of combination, formation and growth, the seekings and responses which are the very
substance of life; but the visible principle of life can only emerge
when the necessary material conditions have been prepared which
will permit it to organise itself in Matter. So also Life is instinct
with the stuff of Mind, abounds with an unconscious2 sensation,
will, intelligence, but the visible principle of Mind can only emerge
when the necessary vital conditions have been prepared which will
Permit it to organise itself in living Matter. Mind too is instinct
with the stuff of supermind — sympathies, unities, intuitions,
emergences of preexistent knowledge, instincts, imperative lights
and movements, inherent self-effectivities of will which disguise
2

I use the language of the materialist Haeckel in spite of its paradoxical form.
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themselves in a mental form; but the visible principle of super-mind
can only emerge when the necessary mental conditions are prepared which will permit it to organise itself in man, the mental
living creature.
This necessary preparation is proceeding in human development as the corresponding preparations were developed in the
lower stages of the evolution, — with the same gradations, retardations, inequalities; but still it is more enlightened, increasingly self-conscious, nearer to a conscious sureness. And the
very fact that this progress is attended by less absorption in the
detail, less timidity of error, a less conservative attachment to
the step gained suggests as much as it contradicts the hope and
almost the assurance that when the new principle emerges it will
not be by the creation of a new and quite different type which,
separated after its creation, will leave the rest of mankind in the
same position to it as are the animals to man, but, if not by the
elevation of humanity as a whole to a higher level, yet by an
opening of the greater possibility to all of the race who have the
will to rise. For Man, first among Nature's children, has shown
the capacity to change himself by his own effort and the conscious aspiration to transcend.
These considerations justify to the reason the idea of a Mind
beyond our mind, but only as a final evolution out of Matter. The
Upanishad, however, enthrones it as the already existing creator and
ruler of Mind; it is a secret principle already conscient and not merely
contained inconsciently in the very stuff of things. But this is the
natural conclusion — even apart from spiritual experience — from
the nature of the supramental principle. For it is at its highest an eternal knowledge, will, bliss and conscious being and it is more reasonable to conclude that it is eternally conscious, though we are not
conscious of it, and the source of the universe, than that it is eternally inconscient and only becomes conscient in Time as a result of the
universe. Our inconscience of it is no proof that it is inconscient of
us: and yet our own incapacity is the only real basis left for the denial of an eternal Mind beyond mind superior to its creations and
originative of the cosmos.
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All other foundations for the rejection of this ancient wisdom
have disappeared or are disappearing before the increasing light of
modern knowledge.

VII
MIND AND SUPERMIND
WE ARRIVE then at this affirmation of an all-cognitive Principle superior to Mind and exceeding it in nature, scope and capacity.
For the Upanishad affirms a Mind beyond mind as the result of intuition and spiritual experience and its existence is equally a necessary
conclusion from the facts of the cosmic evolution. What then is this
Mind beyond mind? how does it function? or by what means shall we
arrive at the knowledge of it or possess it?
The Upanishad asserts about this supreme cognitive principle,
first, that it is beyond the reach of mind and the senses; secondly, that
it does not itself think with the mind; thirdly, that it is that by which
mind itself is thought or mentalised; fourthly, that it is the very nature or description of the Brahman-consciousness.
When we say, however, that “Mind of mind” is the nature or
description of the Brahman-consciousness, we must not forget that
the absolute Brahman in itself is held to be unknowable and therefore beyond description. It is unknowable, not because it is a void
and capable of no description except that of nothingness, nor because, although positive in existence, it has no content or quality, but because it is beyond all things that our present instruments
of knowledge can conceive and because the methods of ideation
and expression proper to our mentality do not apply to it. It is the
absolute of all things that we know and of each thing that we know
and yet nothing nor any sum of things can exhaust or characterise its essential being. For its manner of being is other than that
which we call existence; its unity resists all analysis, its multiple infinities exceed every synthesis. Therefore it is not in its
absolute essentiality that it can be described as Mind of the mind,
but in its fundamental nature in regard to our mental existence.
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Brahman-consciousness is the eternal outlook of the Absolute upon
the relative.
But even of this outlook we may say that it is beyond the
reach of mind and speech and senses. Yet mind, speech and senses seem to be our only available means for acquiring and expressing knowledge. Must we not say then that this Brahman-consciousness also is unknowable and that we can never hope to know
it or possess it while in this body? Yet the Upanishad commands
us to know this Brahman and by knowledge to possess it — for
the knowledge intended by the words viddhi, avedÈt, is a knowledge that discovers and takes possession, — and it declares later
on that it is here, in this body and on this earth that we must thus
possess Brahman in knowledge, otherwise great is the perdition.
A good deal of confusion has been brought into the interpretation
of this Upanishad by a too trenchant dealing with the subtlety of
its distinctions between the knowability and the unknowability
of the Brahman. We must therefore try to observe exactly what
the Upanishad says and especially to seize the whole of its drift
by synthetic intuition rather than cut up its meaning so as to make
it subject to our logical mentality.
The Upanishad sets out by saying that this Ruler of the mind,
senses, speech and life is Mind of our mind, Life of our life, Sense
of our senses, Speech of our speech; and it then proceeds to explain
what it intends by these challenging phrases. But it introduces between the description and the explanation a warning that neither the
description nor the explanation must be pushed beyond their proper limits or understood as more than guide-posts pointing us towards
our goal. For neither Mind, Speech nor Sense can travel to the Brahman; therefore Brahman must be beyond all these things in its very
nature, otherwise it would be attainable by them in their function.
The Upanishad, although it is about to teach of the Brahman, yet affirms, “we know It not, we cannot distinguish how one should teach
of It.” The two Sanskrit words that are here used, vidmaÕ and vijÀnÈmaÕ, seem to indicate the one a general grasp and possession
in knowledge, the other a total and exact comprehension in whole and
detail, by synthesis and analysis. The reason of this entire inability
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is next given, “because Brahman is other than the known and It is
there over the unknown,” possessing it and, as it were, presiding over
it. The known is all that we grasp and possess by our present mentality; it is all that i's not the supreme Brahman but only form and
phenomenon of it to our sense and mental cognition. The unknown
is that which is beyond the known and though unknown is not unknowable if we can enlarge our faculties or attain to others that we
do not yet possess.
Yet the Upanishad next proceeds to maintain and explain its
first description and to enjoin on us the knowledge of the Brahman which it so describes. This contradiction is not at once reconciled; it is only in the second chapter that the difficulty is solved
and only in the fourth that the means of knowledge are indicated.
The contradiction arises from the nature of our knowledge itself
which is a relation between the consciousness that seeks and the
consciousness that is sought; where that relation disappears,
knowledge is replaced by sheer identity. In what we call existence,
the highest knowledge can be no more than the highest relation
between that which seeks and that which is sought, and it consists
in a modified identity through which we may pass beyond knowledge to the absolute identity. This metaphysical distinction is of
importance because it prevents us from mistaking any relation in
knowledge for the absolute and from becoming so bound by our
experience as to lose or miss the fundamental awareness of the
absolute which is beyond all possible description and behind all
formulated experience. But it does not render the highest relation
in our knowledge, the modified identity in experience worthless
or otiose. On the contrary, it is that we must aim at as the consummation of our existence in the world. For if we possess it without
being limited by it, — and if we are limited by it we have not true
possession of it, — then in and through it we shall, even while in
this body, remain in touch with the Absolute.
The means for the attainment of this highest knowledge is
the constant preparation of the mind by the admission into it
of a working higher than itself until the mind is capable of
giving itself up to the supramental action which exceeds it and
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which will finally replace it. In fact, Mind also has to follow the law
of natural progression which has governed our evolution in this world
from matter into life and life into mind. For just as life-consciousness
is beyond the imprisoned material being and unattainable by it through
its own instruments, just as mind-consciousness is beyond the first
inconscient movements of life, so too this supramental consciousness is beyond the divided and dividing nature of Mind and unattainable by it through its own instruments. But as Matter is constantly
prepared for the manifestation of Life until Life is able to move in
it, possess it, manage in it its own action and reaction, and as Life
is constantly prepared for the manifestation of Mind until Mind is
able to use it, enlighten its actions and reactions by higher and higher
mental values, so must it be with Mind and that which is beyond
Mind.
And all this progression is possible because these things are only
different formations of one being and one consciousness. Life only
reveals in Matter that which is involved in Matter, that which is the
secret meaning and essence of Matter. It reveals, as it were, to material existence its own soul, its own end. So too Mind reveals in Life
all that Life means, all that it obscurely is in essence but cannot realise because it is absorbed in its own practical motion and its own
characteristic form. So also Supermind must intervene to reveal Mind
to itself, to liberate it from its absorption in its own practical motion
and characteristic form and enable the mental being to realise that
which is the hidden secret of all its formal practice and action. Thus
shall man come to the knowledge of that which rules within him and
missions his mind to its mark, sends forth his speech, impels the lifeforce in its paths and sets his senses to their workings.
This supreme cognitive Principle does not think by the
mind. Mind is to it an inferior and secondary action, not its own
proper mode. For Mind, based on limitation and division, can
act only from a given centre in the lower and obscured existence; but Supermind is founded on unity and it comprehends and
pervades; its action is in the universal and is in conscious communion with a transcendent source eternal and beyond the
formations of the universe. Supermind regards the individual in the
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universal and does not begin with him or make of him a separate being. It starts from the Transcendent and sees the universal and individual as they are in relation to it, as its terms, as its formulas; it does
not start from the individual and universal to arrive at the Transcendent. Mind acquires knowledge and mastery; it reaches it by a constant mentalising and willing: Supermind possesses knowledge and
mastery; possessing, it throws itself out freely in various willing
and knowing. Mind gropes by divided sensation; it arrives at a sort
of oneness through sympathy: Supermind possesses by a free and
all-embracing sense; it lives in the unity of which various love and
sympathy are only a secondary play of manifestation. Supermind
starts from the whole and sees in it its parts and properties, it does
not build up the knowledge of the whole by an increasing knowledge of the parts and properties; and even the whole is to it only a
unity of sum, only a partial and inferior term of the higher unity of
infinite essence.
We see, then, that these two cognitive Principles start from two
opposite poles and act in opposite directions by opposite methods.
Yet it is by the higher cognitive that the lower is formed and governed. Mind is thought by that which is beyond Mind; the mentalising consciousness shapes and directs its movement according to the
knowledge and impulse it receives from this higher Supermind and
even the stuff of which it is formed belongs to that Principle. Mentality exists because that which is beyond Mind has conceived an
inverse action of itself working in a thinner, poorer, darker, less powerful substance of conscious being and founded upon its self-concentration on different points in its own being and in different forms
of its own being. Supermind fixes these points, sees how consciousness must act from them on other forms of itself and in obedience to
the pressure of those other forms, once a particular rhythm or law
of universal action is given; it governs the whole action of mentality according to what it thus fixes and sees. Even our ignorance is
only the distorted action of a truth projected from the Supermind
and could not exist except as such a distortion; and so likewise
all our dualities of knowledge, sensation, emotion, force proceed
from that higher vision, obey it and are a secondary and, as one
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might say, perverse action of the concealed Supermmd itself which
governs always this lower action in harmony with its first conception
of a located consciousness, divided indeed and therefore not in possession of its world or itself, but feeling out towards that possession
and towards the unity which, because of the Supermind in us, it instinctively, if obscurely, knows to be its true nature and right.
But, for this very reason, the feeling out, the attempt at acquisition can only succeed in proportion as the mental being abandons
his characteristic mentality and its limitations in order to rise beyond
to that Mind of the mind which is his origin and his secret governing
principle. His mentality must admit Supramentality as Life has admitted Mind. So long as he worships, follows after, adheres to all this
that he now accepts as the object of his pursuit, to the mind and its
aims, to its broken methods, its constructions of will and opinion and
emotion dependent on egoism, division and ignorance, he cannot rise
beyond this death to that immortality which the Upanishad promises to the seeker. That Brahman we have to know and seek after and
not this which men here adore and pursue.

VIII
THE SUPREME SENSE
THE UPANISHAD is not satisfied with the definition of the
Brahman-consciousness as Mind of the mind. Just as it has described it as Speech of the speech, so also it describes it as Eye
of the eye, Ear of the ear. Not only is it an absolute cognition behind the play of expression, but also an absolute Sense behind the
action of the senses. Every part of our being finds its fulfilment in
that which is beyond its present forms of functioning and not in
those forms themselves.
This conception of the all-governing supreme consciousness does
not fall in with our ordinary theories about sense and mind and the
Brahman. We know of sense only as an action of the organs through
which embodied mind communicates with external Matter, and these
sense-organs have been separately developed in the course of evolution; the senses therefore are not fundamental things, but only subordinate conveniences and temporary physical functionings of the embodied Mind. Brahman, on the other hand, we conceive of by the elimination of all that is not fundamental, by the elimination even of the
Mind itself. It is a sort of positive zero, an x or unknowable which
corresponds to no possible equation of physical or psychological
quantities. In essence this may or may not be true; but we have now
to think not of the Unknowable but of its highest manifestation in
consciousness; and this we have described as the outlook of the
Absolute on the relative and as that which is the cause and governing power of all that we and the universe are. There in that governing cause there must be something essential and supreme of which
all our fundamental functionings here are a rendering in the terms of
embodied consciousness.
Sense, however, is not or does not appear to be fundamental;
it is only an instrumentation of Mind using the nervous system. It
is not even a pure mental functioning, but depends so much upon
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the currents of the Life-force, upon its electric energy vibrating up and
down the nerves, that in the Upanishads the senses are called Pranas,
powers or functionings of the Life-force. It is true that Mind turns these
nervous impressions when communicated to it into mental values, but
the sense-action itself seems to be rather nervous than mental. In any
case there would, at first sight, appear to be no warrant in reason for
attributing a Sense of the sense to that which is not embodied, to a
supramental consciousness which has no need of any such instrumentation.
But this is not the last word about sense; this is only its outward appearance behind which we must penetrate. What, not in its
functioning, but in its essence, is the thing we call sense? In its functioning, if we analyse that thoroughly, we see that it is the contact
of the mind with an eidolon of Matter, — whether that eidolon be
of a vibration of sound, a light-image of form, a volley of earthparticles giving the sense of odour, an impression of rasa or sap
that gives the sense of taste, or that direct sense of disturbance of
our nervous being which we call touch. No doubt, the contact of
Matter with Matter is the original cause of these sensations; but it
is only the eidolon of Matter, as for instance the image of the form
cast upon the eye, with which the mind is directly concerned. For
the mind operates upon Matter not directly, but through the Lifeforce; that is its instrument of communication and the Life-force,
being in us a nervous energy and not anything material, can seize
on Matter only through nervous impressions of form, through contactual images, as it were, which create corresponding values in the
energy-consciousness called in the Upanishads the Prana. Mind
takes these up and replies to them with corresponding mental values, mental impressions of form, so that the thing sensed comes to
us after a triple process of translation, first the material eidolon,
secondly the nervous or energy-image, third the image reproduced
in stuff of mind.
This elaborate process is concealed from us by the lightninglike rapidity with which it is managed, — rapidity in our impressions of Time; for in another notation of Time by a creature differently constituted each part of the operation might be distinct-
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ly sensible. But the triple translation is always there, because there
are really three sheaths of consciousness in us, the material, annakoØa,
in which the physical contact and image are received and formed, the
vital and nervous, prÀÍakoØa, in which there is a nervous contact and
formation, the mental, manaÕkoØa, in which there is mental contact
and imaging. We dwell centred in the mental sheath and therefore the
experience of the material world has to come through the other two
sheaths before it can reach us.
The foundation of sense, therefore, is contact, and the essential
contact is the mental without which there would not be sense at all.
The plant, for instance, feels nervously, feels in terms of life-energy,
precisely as the human nervous system does, and it has precisely the
same reactions; but it is only if the plant has rudimentary mind that
we can suppose it to be, as we understand the word, sensible of these
nervous or vital impressions and reactions. For then it would feel not
only nervously, but in terms of mind. Sense, then, may be described
as in its essence mental contact with an object and the mental reproduction of its image.
All these things we observe and reason of in terms of this
embodiment of mind in Matter; for these sheaths or koØas are
formations in a more and more subtle substance reposing on
gross Matter as their base. Let us imagine that there is a mental
world in which Mind and not Matter is the base. There sense
would be quite a different thing in its operation. It would feel
mentally an image in Mind and throw it out into form in more
and more gross substance; and whatever physical formations
there might already be in that world would respond rapidly to
the Mind and obey its modifying suggestions. Mind would be
masterful, creative, originative, not as with us either obedient
to Matter and merely reproductive or else in struggle with it and
only with difficulty able to modify a material predetermined and
dully reluctant to its touch. It would be, subject to whatever
supramental power might be above it, master of a ductile and
easily responsive material. But still Sense would be there, because contact in mental consciousness and formation of images would still be part of the law of being.
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Mind, in fact, or active consciousness generally has four necessary functions which are indispensable to it wherever and however it may act and of which the Upanishads speak in the four terms,
vijÜÀna, prajÜÀna, saÌjÜÀna and ÀjÜÀna. VijÜÀna is the original
comprehensive consciousness which holds an image of things at once
in its essence, its totality and its parts and properties; it is the original, spontaneous, true and complete view of it which belongs properly to the supermind and of which mind has only a shadow in the
highest operations of the comprehensive intellect. PrajÜÀna is the
consciousness which holds an image of things before it as an object
with which it has to enter into relations and to possess by apprehension and a combined analytic and synthetic cognition. SaÌjÜÀna is
the contact of consciousness with an image of things by which there
is a sensible possession of it in its substance; if prajÜÀna can be described as the outgoing of apprehensive consciousness to possess
its object in conscious energy, to know it, saÌjÜÀna can be described as the inbringing movement of apprehensive consciousness
which draws the object placed before it back to itself so as to possess it in conscious substance, to feel it. ÀjÜÀna is the operation by
which consciousness dwells on an image of things so as to hold,
govern and possess it in power. These four, therefore, are the basis
of all conscious action.
As our human psychology is constituted, we begin with
saÌjÜÀna, the sense of an object in its image; the apprehension
of it in knowledge follows. Afterwards we try to arrive at the comprehension of it in knowledge and the possession of it in power.
There are secret operations in us, in our subconscient and superconscient selves, which precede this action, but of these we are
not aware in our surface being and therefore for us they do not
exist. If we knew of them, our whole conscious functioning would
be changed. As it is what happens is a rapid process by which we
sense an image and have of it an apprehensive percept and concept, and a slower process of the intellect by which we try to
comprehend and possess it. The former process is the natural
action of the mind which has entirely developed in us; the latter
is an acquired action, an action of the intellect and the intelligent
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will which represent in Mind an attempt of the mental being to do what
can only be done with perfect spontaneity and mastery by something
higher than Mind. The intellect and intelligent will form a bridge by
which the mental being is trying to establish a conscious connection
with the supramental and to prepare the embodied soul for the descent
into it of a supramental action. Therefore the first process is comparatively easy, spontaneous, rapid, perfect; the second slow, laboured,
imperfect. In proportion as the intellectual action becomes associated with and dominated by a rudimentary supramental action, — and
it is this which constitutes the phenomenon of genius, — the second
process also becomes more and more easy, spontaneous, rapid and
perfect.
If we suppose a supreme consciousness, master of the world,
which really conducts behind the veil all the operations the mental gods attribute to themselves, it will be obvious that that consciousness will be the entire Knower and Lord. The basis of its
action or government of the world will be the perfect, original and
all-possessing vijÜÀna and ÀjÜÀna. It will comprehend all things
in its energy of conscious knowledge, control all things in its
energy of conscious power. These energies will be the spontaneous inherent action of its conscious being creative and possessive
of the forms of the universe. What part then will be left for the
apprehensive consciousness and the sense? They will be not independent functions, but subordinate operations involved in the
action of the comprehensive consciousness itself. In fact, all four
there will be one rapid movement. If we had all these four acting
in us with the unified rapidity with which the prajÜÀna and
saÌjÜÀna act, we should then have in our notation of Time some
inadequate image of the unity of the supreme action of the supreme energy.
If we consider, we shall see that this must be so. The supreme
consciousness must not only comprehend and possess in its conscious being the images of things which it creates as its self-expression, but it must place them before it — always in its own
being, not externally — and have a certain relation with them
by the two terms of apprehensive consciousness. Otherwise the
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universe would not take the form that it has for us; for we only reflect
in the terms of our organisation the movements of the supreme Energy. But by the very fact that the images of things are there held in front
of an apprehending consciousness within the comprehending conscious being and not externalised as our individual mind externalises them, the supreme Mind and supreme Sense will be something quite
different from our mentality and our forms of sensation. They will be
terms of an entire knowledge and self-possession and not terms of an
ignorance and limitation which strives to know and possess.
In its essential and general term our sense must reflect and be the
creation of this supreme Sense. But the Upanishad speaks of a Sight
behind our sight and a Hearing behind our hearing, not in general terms
of a Sense behind our sense. Certainly eye and ear are only taken as
typical of the senses, and are chosen because they are the highest and
subtlest of them all. But still the differentiation of sense which forms
part of our mentality is evidently held to correspond with a differentiation of some kind in the supreme Sense. How is this possible? It is
what we have next to unravel by examining the nature and source of
the functioning of the separate senses in ourselves, — their source in
our mentality and not merely their functioning in the actual terms of
our life-energy and our body. What is it in Mind that is fundamental
to sight and hearing? Why do we see and hear and not simply sense
with the mind?

IX
S ENSE OF O UR S ENSES
MIND WAS called by Indian psychologists the eleventh and ranks
as the supreme sense. In the ancient arrangement of the senses, five
of knowledge and five of action, it was the sixth of the organs of
knowledge and at the same time the sixth of the organs of action. It is
a commonplace of psychology that the effective functioning of the
senses of knowledge is inoperative without the assistance of the mind;
the eye may see, the ear may hear, all the senses may act, but if the
mind pays no attention, the man has not heard, seen, felt, touched or
tasted. Similarly, according to psychology, the organs of action act only
by the force of the mind operating as will or, physiologically, by the
reactive nervous force from the brain which must be according to
materialistic notions the true self and essence of all will. In any case,
the senses or all senses, if there are other than the ten, — according
to a text in the Upanishad there should be at least fourteen, seven and
seven, — all senses appear to be only organisations, functionings,
instrumentations of the mind-consciousness, devices which it has
formed in the course of its evolution in living Matter.
Modern psychology has extended our knowledge and has admitted us to a truth which the ancients already knew but expressed in other language. We know now or we rediscover the
truth that the conscious operation of mind is only a surface action. There is a much vaster and more potent subconscious mind
which loses nothing of what the senses bring to it; it keeps all
its wealth in an inexhaustible store of memory, akØitaÌ ÙravaÕ.
The surface mind may pay no attention, still the subconscious
mind attends, receives, treasures up with an infallible accuracy.
The illiterate servant-girl hears daily her master reciting Hebrew
in his study; the surface mind pays no attention to the unintelligible gibberish, but the subconscious mind hears, remembers and,
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when in an abnormal condition it comes up to the surface, reproduces those learned recitations with a portentous accuracy which the
most correct and retentive scholar might envy. The man or mind has
not heard because he did not attend; the greater man or mind within
has heard because he always attends, or rather sub-tends, with an
infinite capacity. So too a man put under an anaesthetic and operated upon has felt nothing; but release his subconscious mind by hypnosis and he will relate accurately every detail of the operation and
its appropriate sufferings; for the stupor of the physical sense-organ could not prevent the larger mind within from observing and
feeling.
Similarly we know that a large part of our physical action is
instinctive and directed not by the surface but by the subconscious
mind. And we know now that it is a mind that acts and not merely an
ignorant nervous reaction from the brute physical brain. The subconscious mind in the catering insect knows the anatomy of the victim
it intends to immobilise and make food for its young and it directs
the sting accordingly, as unerringly as the most skilful surgeon, provided the more limited surface mind with its groping and faltering
nervous action does not get in the way and falsify the inner knowledge or the inner will-force.
These examples point us to truths which western psychology,
hampered by past ignorance posing as scientific orthodoxy, still ignores or refuses to acknowledge. The Upanishads declare that the
Mind in us is infinite; it knows not only what has been seen but what
has not been seen, not only what has been heard but what has not
been heard, not only what has been discriminated by the thought but
what has not been discriminated by the thought. Let us say, then, in
the tongue of our modern knowledge that the surface man in us is
limited by his physical experiences; he knows only what his nervous life in the body brings to his embodied mind; and even of those
bringings he knows, he can retain and utilise only so much as his surface mind-sense attends to and consciously remembers; but there is
a larger subliminal consciousness within him which is not thus limited. That consciousness senses what has not been sensed by the surface mind and its organs and knows what the surface mind has not
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learned by its acquisitive thought. That in the insect knows the anatomy of its victim; that in the man outwardly insensible not only feels
and remembers the action of the surgeon's knife, but knows the appropriate reactions of suffering which were in the physical body
inhibited by the anaesthetic and therefore nonexistent; that in the
illiterate servant-girl heard and retained accurately the words of an
unknown language and could, as Yogic experience knows, by a
higher action of itself understand those superficially unintelligible
sounds.
To return to the Vedantic words we have been using, there is
a vaster action of the Sanjnana which is not limited by the action
of the physical sense-organs; it was this which sensed perfectly
and made its own through the ear the words of the unknown language, through the touch the movements of the unfelt surgeon's
knife, through the sense-mind or sixth sense the exact location of
the centres of locomotion in the victim insect. There is also associated with it a corresponding vaster action of Prajnana, Ajnana
and Vijnana not limited by the smaller apprehensive and comprehensive faculties of the external mind. It is this vaster Prajnana
which perceived the proper relation of the words to each other,
of the movement of the knife to the unfelt suffering of the nerves
and of the successive relation in space of the articulations in the
insect's body. Such perception was inherent in the right reproduction of the words, the right narration of the sufferings, the right
successive action of the sting. The Ajnana or Knowledge-Will
originating all these actions was also vaster, not limited by the
faltering force that governs the operations directed by the surface
mind. And although in these examples the action of the vaster
Vijnana is not so apparent, yet it was evidently there working
through them and ensuring their coordination.
But at present it is with the Sanjnana that we are concerned. Here we should note, first of all, that there is an action
of the sense-mind which is superior to the particular action of
the senses and is aware of things even without imaging them in
forms of sight, sound, contact, but which also as a sort of subordinate operation, subordinate but necessary to completeness
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of presentation, does image in these forms. This is evident in psychical phenomena. Those who have carried the study and experimentation of them to a certain extent, have found that we can sense things
known only to the minds of others, things that exist only at a great
distance, things that belong to another plane than the terrestrial but
have here their effects; we can both sense them in their images and
also feel, as it were, all that they are without any definite image proper
to the five senses.
This shows, in the first place, that sight and the other senses are
not mere results of the development of our physical organs in the
terrestrial evolution. Mind, subconscious in all Matter and evolving
in Matter, has developed these physical organs in order to apply its
inherent capacities of sight, hearing etc., on the physical plane by
physical means for a physical life; but they are inherent capacities
and not dependent on the circumstance of terrestrial evolution and
they can be employed without the use of the physical eye, ear, skin,
palate. Supposing that there are psychical senses which act through
a psychical body and we thus explain these psychical phenomena,
still that action also is only an organisation of the inherent functioning of the essential sense, the Sanjnana, which in itself can operate
without bodily organs. This essential sense is the original capacity
of consciousness to feel in itself all that consciousness has formed
and to feel it in all the essential properties and operations of that which
has form, whether represented materially by vibration of sound or
images of light or any other physical symbol.
The trend of knowledge leads more and more to the conclusion that not only are the properties of form, even the most obvious such as colour, light etc., merely operations of Force, but
form itself is only an operation of Force. This Force again proves
to be self-power of conscious-being 1 in a state of energy and activity. Practically, therefore, all form is only an operation of consciousness impressing itself with presentations of its own workings. We see colour because that is the presentation which con1
DevÀtmaÙaktiÌ svaguÍair nigÓÄhÀm, self-power of the divine Existent hidden by its own modes. Swetaswatara Upanishad.
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sciousness makes to itself of one of its own operations; but colour is only an operation of Force working in the form of Light,
and Light again is only a movement, that is to say an operation
of Force. The question is what is essential to this operation of
Force taking on itself the presentation of form? For it is this that
must determine the working of Sanjnana or Sense on whatever
plane it may operate.
Everything begins with vibration or movement, the original
kØobha or disturbance. If there is no movement of the conscious
being, it can only know its own pure static existence. Without vibration2 or movement of being in consciousness there can be no act
of knowledge and therefore no sense; without vibration or movement
of being in force there can be no object of sense. Movement of conscious being as knowledge becoming sensible of itself as movement
of force, in other words the knowledge separating itself from its own
working to watch that and take it into itself again by feeling, — this
is the basis of universal Sanjnana. This is true both of our internal
and external operations. I become anger by a vibration of conscious
force acting as nervous emotion and I feel the anger that I have become by another movement of conscious force acting as light of
knowledge. I am conscious of my body because I have myself become the body; that same force of conscious being which has made
this form of itself, this presentation of its workings, knows it in that
form, in that presentation. I can know nothing except what I myself
am; if I know others, it is because they also are myself, because my
self has assumed these apparently alien presentations as well as that
which is nearest to my own mental centre. All sensation, all action
of sense is thus the same in essence whether external or internal,
physical or psychical.
But this vibration of conscious being is presented to itself
by various forms of sense which answer to the successive
operations of movement in its assumption of form. For first
2
The term is used not because it is entirely adequate or accurate, no physical
term can be, but because it is most suggestive of the original outgoing of consciousness to seek itself.
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we have intensity of vibration creating regular rhythm which is the
basis or constituent of all creative formation; secondly, contact or
intermiscence of the movements of conscious being which constitute the rhythm; thirdly, definition of the grouping of movements
which are in contact, their shape; fourthly, the constant welling up
of the essential force to support in its continuity the movement that
has been thus defined; fifthly, the actual enforcement and compression of the force in its own movement which maintains the form
that has been assumed. In Matter these five constituent operations
are said by the Sankhyas to represent themselves as five elemental conditions of substance, the etheric, atmospheric, igneous, liquid and solid; and the rhythm of vibration is seen by them as Ùabda, sound, the basis of hearing, the intermiscence as contact, the
basis of touch, the definition as shape, the basis of sight, the upflow of force as rasa, sap, the basis of taste, and the discharge of
the atomic compression as gandha, odour, the basis of smell. It is
true that this is only predicated of pure or subtle matter; the physical matter of our world being a mixed operation of force, these
five elemental states are not found there separately except in a very
modified form. But all these are only the physical workings or
symbols. Essentially all formation, to the most subtle and most
beyond our senses such as form of mind, form of character, form
of soul, amount when scrutinised to this five-fold operation of
conscious-force in movement.
All these operations, then, the Sanjnana or essential sense
must be able to seize, to make its own by that union in knowledge of knower and object which is peculiar to itself. Its sense
of the rhythm or intensity of the vibrations which contain in
themselves all the meaning of the form, will be the basis of the
essential hearing of which our apprehension of physical sound
or the spoken word is only the most outward result; so also its
sense of the contact or intermiscence of conscious force with
conscious force must be the basis of the essential touch; its sense
of the definition or form of force must be the basis of the essential sight; its sense of the upflow of essential being in the form,
that which is the secret of its self-delight, must be the basis of the
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essential taste; its sense of the compression of force and the selfdischarge of its essence of being must be the basis of the essential inhalation grossly represented in physical substance by the
sense of smell. On whatever plane, to whatever kind of formation these essentialities of sense will apply themselves and on
each they will seek an appropriate organisation, an appropriate
functioning.
This various sense will, it is obvious, be in the highest consciousness a complex unity, just as we have seen that there the
various operation of knowledge is also a complex unity. Even if
we examine the physical senses, say, the sense of hearing, if we
observe how the underlying mind receives their action, we shall
see that in their essence all the senses are in each other. That mind
is not only aware of the vibration which we call sound; it is aware
also of the contact and interchange between the force in the sound
and the nervous force in us with which that intermixes; it is aware
of the definition or form of the sound and of the complex contacts or relations which make up the form; it is aware of the essence or outwelling conscious force which constitutes and maintains the sound and prolongs its vibrations in our nervous being;
it is aware of our own nervous inhalation of the vibratory discharge proceeding from the compression of force which makes,
so to speak, the solidity of the sound. All these sensations enter
into the sensitive reception and joy of music which is the highest
physical form of this operation of force, — they constitute our
physical sensitiveness to it and the joy of our nervous being in it;
diminish one of them and the joy and the sensitiveness are to that
extent dulled. Much more must there be this complex unity in a
higher than the physical consciousness and most of all must there
be unity in the highest. But the essential sense must be capable
also of seizing the secret essence of all conscious being in action,
in itself and not only through the results of the operation; its appreciation of these results can be nothing more than itself an outcome of this deeper sense which it has of the essence of the Thing
behind its appearances.
If we consider these things thus subtly in the light of our
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own deeper psychology and pursue them beyond the physical appearances by which they are covered, we shall get to some intellectual
conception of the sense behind our senses or rather the Sense of our
senses, the Sight of our sight and the Hearing of our hearing. The
Brahman-consciousness of which the Upanishad speaks is not the
Absolute withdrawn into itself, but that Absolute in its outlook on
the relative; it is the Lord, the Master-Soul, the governing Transcendent and All, He who constitutes and controls the action of the gods on
the different planes of our being. Since it constitutes them, all our
workings can be no more than psychical and physical results and
representations of something essential proper to its supreme creative
outlook, our sense a shadow of the divine Sense, our sight of the
divine Sight, our hearing of the divine Hearing. Nor are that divine
sight and hearing limited to things physical, but extend themselves
to all forms and operations of conscious being.
The supreme Consciousness does not depend on what we call
sight and hearing for its own essential seeing and audition. It operates by a supreme Sense, creative and comprehensive, of which
our physical and psychical sight and hearing are external results
and partial operations. Neither is it ignorant of these, nor excludes
them; for since it constitutes and controls, it must be aware of them
but from a supreme plane, paraÌ dhÀma, which includes all in
its view; for its original action is that highest movement of Vishnu which, the Veda tells us, the seers behold like an eye extended
in heaven. It is that by which the soul sees its seeings and hears
its hearings; but all sense only assumes its true value and attains
to its absolute, its immortal reality when we cease to pursue the
satisfactions of the mere external and physical senses and go
beyond even the psychical being to this spiritual or essential which
is the source and fountain, the knower, constituent and true valuer of all the rest.
This spiritual sense of things, secret and superconscient in us,
alone gives their being, worth and reality to the psychical and
physical sense; in themselves they have none. When we attain to
it, these inferior operations are as it were taken up into it and the
whole world and everything in it changes to us and takes on a
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different and a non-material value. That Master-consciousness in us
senses our sensations of objects, sees our seeings, hears our hearings
no longer for the benefit of the senses and their desires, but with the
embrace of the self-existent Bliss which has no cause, beginning or
end, eternal in its own immortality.

X
T HE S UPERLILE — L IFE OF O UR L IFE
BUT THE Brahman-consciousness is not only Mind of our mind,
Speech of our speech, Sense of our sense; it is also Life of our life. In
other words, it is a supreme and universal energy of existence of which
our own material life and its sustaining energy are only an inferior
result, a physical symbol, an external and limited functioning. That
which governs our existence and its functionings, does not live and
act by them, but is their superior cause and the supra-vital principle
out of which they are formed and by which they are controlled.
The English word life does duty for many very different shades
of meaning; but the word Prana familiar in the Upanishad and in the
language of Yoga is restricted to the life-force whether viewed in itself
or in its functionings. The popular significance of Prana was indeed
the breath drawn into and thrown out from the lungs and so, in its
most material and common sense, the life or the life-breath; but this
is not the philosophic significance of the word as it is used in the
Upanishads. The Prana of the Upanishads is the life-energy itself
which was supposed to occupy and act in the body with a fivefold
movement, each with its characteristic name and each quite as necessary to the functioning of the life of the body as the act of respiration. Respiration in fact is only one action of the chief movement of
the life-energy, the first of the five, — the action which is most normally necessary and vital to the maintenance and distribution of the
energy in the physical frame, but which can yet be suspended without the life being necessarily destroyed.
The existence of a vital force or life-energy has been doubted by western Science, because that Science concerns itself only
with the most external operations of Nature and has as yet no true
knowledge of anything except the physical and outward. This
Prana, this life-force is not physical in itself; it is not material
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energy, but rather a different principle supporting Matter and involved in it. It supports and occupies all forms and without it no
physical form could have come into being or could remain in being. It acts in all material forces such as electricity and is nearest
to self-manifestation in those that are nearest to pure force; material forces could not exist or act without it, for from it they derive
their energy and movement and they are its vehicles. But all material aspects are only field and form of the Prana which is in itself
a pure energy, their cause and not their result. It cannot therefore
be detected by any physical analysis; physical analysis can only
resolve for us the combinations of those material happenings which
are its results and the external signs and symbols of its presence
and operation.
How then do we become aware of its existence? By that purification of our mind and body and that subtilisation of our means
of sensation and knowledge which become possible through Yoga.
We become capable of analysis other than the resolution of forms
into their gross physical elements and are able to distinguish the
operations of the pure mental principle from those of the material
and both of these from the vital or dynamic which forms a link
between them and supports them both. We are then able to distinguish the movements of the Pranic currents not only in the physical body which is all that we are normally aware of, but in that subtle
frame of our being which Yoga detects underlying and sustaining the physical. This is ordinarily done by the process of Pranayama, the government and control of the respiration. By Pranayama the Hathayogin is able to control, suspend and transcend
the ordinary fixed operation of the Pranic energy which is all that
Nature needs for the normal functioning of the body and of the
physical life and mind, and he becomes aware of the channels in
which that energy distributes itself in all its workings and is therefore able to do things with his body which seem miraculous to the
ignorant, just as the physical scientist by his knowledge of the
workings of material forces is able to do things with them which
would seem to us magic if their law and process were not divulged.
For all the workings of life in the physical form are governed
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by the Prana and not only those which are normal and constant and
those which, being always potential, can be easily brought forward
and set in action, but those which are of a more remote potentiality
and seem to our average experience difficult or impossible.
But the Pranic energy supports not only the operations of our
physical life, but also those of the mind in the living body. Therefore by the control of the Pranic energy it is not only possible to
control our physical and vital functionings and to transcend their
ordinary operation, but to control also the workings of the mind
and to transcend its ordinary operations. The human mind in fact
depends always on the pranic force which links it with the body
through which it manifests itself, and it is able to deploy its own
force only in proportion as it can make that energy available for
its own uses and subservient to its own purposes. In proportion,
therefore, as the Yogin gets back to the control of the Prana, and
by the direction of its batteries opens up those nervous centres
(cakras) in which it is now sluggish or only partially operative,
he is able to manifest powers of mind, sense and consciousness
which transcend our ordinary experience. The so-called occult
powers of Yoga are such faculties which thus open up of themselves as the Yogin advances in the control of the Pranic force and,
purifying the channels of its movement, establishes an increasing communication between the consciousness of his subtle subliminal being and the consciousness of his gross physical and
superficial existence.
Thus the Prana is vital or nervous force which bears the operations of mind and body, is yoked by them as it were like a horse
to a chariot and driven by the mind along the paths on which it
wishes to travel to the goal of its desire. Therefore it is described
in this Upanishad as yoked and moving forward and again as being led forward, the images recalling the Vedic symbol of the
Horse by which the pranic force is constantly designated in the
Rig Veda. It is in fact that which does all the action of the world
in obedience to conscious or subconscious mind and in the conditions of material force and material form. While the mind is
that movement of Nature in us which represents in the mould
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of our material and phenomenal existence and within the triple term
of the Ignorance the knowledge aspect of the Brahman, the consciousness of the knower, and body is that which similarly represents the
being of the existent in the mask of phenomenally divisible substance,
so Prana or life-energy represents in the flux of phenomenal things
the force, the active dynamis of the Lord who controls and enjoys
the manifestation of His own being.1 It is a universal energy present
in every atom and particle of the universe and active in every stirring and current of the constant flux and interchange which constitutes
the world.
But just as mind is only an inferior movement of the supreme
Conscious-Being and above mind there is a divine and infinite principle of consciousness, will and knowledge which controls the ignorant action of mind, and it is by this superior principle and not
by mind that Brahman cognises His own being whether in itself or
in its manifestation, so also it must be with this Life-force. The characteristics of the life-force as it manifests itself in us are desire, hunger, an enjoyment which devours the object enjoyed and a sensational movement and activity of response which gropes after possession and seeks to pervade, embrace, take into itself the object of
its desire.2 It is not in this breath of desire and mortal enjoyment that
the true life can consist or the highest, divine energy act, any more
than the supreme knowledge can think in the terms of ignorant, groping, limited and divided mind. As the movements of mind are merely representations in the terms of the duality and the ignorance, reflections of a supreme consciousness and knowledge, so the movements of this life-force can only be similar representations of a supreme energy expressing a higher and truer existence possessed of
that consciousness and knowledge and therefore free from desire,
hunger, transient enjoyment and hampered activity. What is desire here must there be self-existent Will or Love; what is hunger
1

The three are the reverse aspects of Chit, Sat and Chit-Tapas.
All these significances are intended by the Vedic Rishis in their use of the word
Ashwa, Horse, for the Prana, the root being capable of all of them as we see from
the words ÀÙÀ, hope; aÙanÀ, hunger; aÙ, to eat; aÙ, to enjoy; ÀÙu, swift; aÙ, to move,
attain, pervade, etc.
2
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here must there be desireless satisfaction; what is here enjoyment
must there be self-existent delight; what is here a groping action and
response, must be there self-possessing and all-possessing energy,
— such must be the Life of our life by which this inferior action is
sustained and led to its goal. Brahman does not breathe with the
breath, does not live by this Life-force and its dual terms of birth
and death.
What then is this Life of our life? It is the supreme Energy3 which
is nothing but the infinite force in action of the supreme conscious Being
in His own illumined self. The Self-existent is luminously aware of
Himself and full of His own delight; and that self-awareness is a timeless self-possession which in action reveals itself as a force of infinite consciousness omnipotent as well as omniscient; for it exists
between two poles, one of eternal stillness and pure identity, the other of eternal energy and identity of All with itself, the stillness eternally supporting the energy. That is the true existence, the Life from
which our life proceeds; that is the immortality, while what we cling
to as life is “hunger that is death”. Therefore the object of the wise
must be to pass in their illumined consciousness beyond the false and
phenomenal terms of life and death to this immortality.
Yet is this Life-force, however inferior its workings, instinct
with the being, will, light of that which it represents, of that which
transcends it; by That it is “led forward” on its paths to a goal which
its own existence implies by the very imperfection of its movements
and renderings. This death called life is not only a dark figure of
that light, but it is the passage by which we pass through transmutation of our being from the death-sleep of Matter into the spirit's
infinite immortality.

3

Tapas or Chit-Shakti.

XI
THE G REAT TRANSITION
THE THOUGHT of the Upanishad, as expressed in its first chapter in the brief and pregnant sentences of the Upanishadic style,
amounts then to this result that the life of the mind, senses, vital
activities in which we dwell is not the whole or the chief part of our
existence, not the highest, not self-existent, not master of itself. It is
an outer fringe, a lower result, an inferior working of something beyond; a superconscient Existence has developed, supports and governs this partial and fragmentary, this incomplete and unsatisfying
consciousness and activity of the mind, life and senses. To rise out of
this external and surface consciousness towards and into that superconscient is our progress, our goal, our destiny of completeness and
satisfaction.
The Upanishad does not assert the unreality, but only the incompleteness and inferiority of our present existence. All that we follow
after here is an imperfect representation, a broken and divided functioning of what is eternally in an absolute perfection on that higher
plane of existence. This mind of ours unpossessed of its object, groping, purblind, besieged by error and incapacity, its action founded
on an external vision of things, is only the shadow thrown by a superconscient Knowledge which possesses, creates and securely uses
the truth of things because nothing is external to it, nothing is other than itself, nothing is divided or at war within its all-comprehensive self-awareness. That is the Mind of our mind. Our speech, limited, mechanical, imperfectly interpretative of the outsides of
things, restricted by the narrow circle of the mind, based on the
appearances of sense is only the far-off and feeble response, the ignorant vibration returned to a creative and revelatory Word which
has built up all the forms which our mind and speech seek to comprehend and express. Our sense, a movement in stuff of consciousness vibratory to outward impacts, attempting imperfectly to grasp
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them by laboured and separately converging reactions, is only the
faulty image of a supreme Sense which at once, fully, harmoniously
unites itself with and enjoys all that the supreme Mind and Speech
create in the self-joyous activity of the divine and infinite existence.
Our life, a breath of force and movement and possession attached
to a form of mind and body and restricted by the form, limited in its
force, hampered in its movement, besieged in its possession and
therefore a thing of discords at war with itself and its environment,
hungering and unsatisfied, moving inconstantly from object to object and unable to embrace and retain their multiplicity, devouring
its objects of enjoyment and therefore transient in its enjoyments, is
only a broken movement of the one, undivided, infinite Life which
is all-possessing and ever satisfied because in all it enjoys its eternal self unimprisoned by the divisions of space, unoccupied by the
moments of Time, undeluded by the successions of Cause and Circumstance.
This superconscient Existence, one, conscious of itself, conscious both of its eternal peace and its omniscient and omnipotent
force, is also conscious of our cosmic existence which it holds in
itself, inspires secretly and omnipotently governs. It is the Lord of
the Isha Upanishad who inhabits all the creations of His Force, all
form of movement in the ever mobile principle of cosmos. It is our
self and that of which and by which we are constituted in all our
being and activities, the Brahman. The mortal life is a dual representation of That with two conflicting elements in it, negative and
positive. Its negative elements of death, suffering, incapacity, strife,
division, limitation are a dark figure which conceal and serve the
development of that which its positive elements cannot yet achieve,
— immortality hiding itself from life in the figure of death, delight
hiding itself from pleasure in the figure of suffering, infinite force
hiding itself from finite effort in the figure of incapacity, fusion of
love hiding itself from desire in the figure of strife, unity hiding
itself from acquisition in the figure of division, infinity hiding itself from growth in the figure of limitation. The positive elements
suggest what the Brahman is, but never are what the Brahman is,
although their victory, the victory of the gods, is always the
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victory of the Brahman over its own self-negations, always the
self-affirmation of His vastness against the denials of the dark and
limiting figure of things. Still, it is not this vastness merely, but the
absolute infinity which is Brahman itself. And therefore within this
dual figure of things we cannot attain to our self, our Highest; we
have to transcend in order to attain. Our pursuit of the positive elements of this existence, our worship of the gods of the mind, life,
sense is only a preparatory to the real travail of the soul, and we
must leave this lower Brahman and know that Higher if we are to
fulfil ourselves. We pursue, for instance, our mental growth, we
become mental beings full of an accomplished thought-power and
thought-acquisition, dhÈrÀÕ, in order that we may by thought of
mind go beyond mind itself to the Eternal. For always the life of
mind and senses is the jurisdiction of death and limitation; beyond
is the immortality.
The wise, therefore, the souls seated and accomplished in luminous thought-power put away from them the dualities of our
mind, life and senses and go forward from this world; they go beyond to the unity and the immortality. The word used for going
forward is that which expresses the passage of death; it is also that
which the Upanishad uses for the forward movement of the Lifeforce yoked to the car of embodied mind and sense on the paths of
life. And in this coincidence we can find a double and most pregnant suggestion.
It is not by abandoning life on earth in order to pursue immortality on other more favourable planes of existence that the great
achievement becomes possible. It is here, ihaiva, in this mortal life
and body that immortality must be won, here in this lower Brahman
and by this embodied soul that the Higher must be known and possessed. “If here one-find it not, great is the perdition.” This life-force
in us is led forward by the attraction of the supreme Life on its path
of constant acquisition through types of the Brahman until it reaches a point where it has to go entirely forward, to go across out of
the mortal life, the mortal vision of things to some Beyond. So long
as death is not entirely conquered, this going beyond is represented
in the terms of death and by a passing into other worlds where death is
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not present, where a type of immortality is tasted corresponding to that
which we have found here in our soul-experience; but the attraction
of death and limitation is not overpassed because they still conceal something of immortality and infinity which we have not yet
achieved; therefore there is a necessity of return, an insistent utility of farther life in the mortal body which we do not overcome
until we have passed beyond all types to the very being of the Infinite, One and Immortal.
The worlds of which the Upanishad speaks are essentially
soul-conditions and not geographical divisions of the cosmos.
This material universe is itself only existence as we see it when
the soul dwells on the plane of material movement and experience
in which the spirit involves itself in form, and therefore all the
framework of things in which it moves by the life and which it
embraces by the consciousness is determined by the principle of
infinite division and aggregation proper to Matter, to substance of
form. This becomes then its world or vision of things. And to
whatever soul-condition it climbs, its vision of things will
change from the material vision and correspond to that other
condition, and in that other framework it will move in its living
and embrace it in its consciousness. These are the worlds of the
ancient tradition.
But the soul that has entirely realised immortality passes beyond
all worlds and is free from frameworks. It enters into the being of
the Lord; like this supreme superconscient Self and Brahman, it is
not subdued to life and death. It is no longer subject to the necessity
of entering into the cycle of rebirth, of travelling continually between
the imprisoning dualities of death and birth, affirmation and negation; for it has transcended name and form. This victory, this supreme
immortality it must achieve here as an embodied soul in the mortal
framework of things. Afterwards, like the Brahman, it transcends and
yet embraces the cosmic existence without being subject to it. Personal freedom, personal fulfilment is then achieved by the liberation
of the soul from imprisonment in the form of this changing personality and by its ascent to the One that is the All. If afterwards there is
any assumption of the figure of mortality, it is an assumption and
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not a subjection, a help brought to the world and not a help to be derived from it, a descent of the ensouled superconscient existence not
from any personal necessity, but from the universal need in the cosmic labour for those yet unfree and unfulfilled to be helped and
strengthened by the force that has already described the path up to the
goal in its experience and achieved under the same conditions the
Work and the Sacrifice.

XII
MIND AND THE BRAHMAN
BEFORE we can proceed to the problem how, being what we
are and the Brahman being what it is, we can effect the transition from
the status of mind, life and senses proper to man over to the status
proper to the supreme Consciousness which is master of mind, life
and senses, another and prior question arises. The Upanishad does
not state it explicitly, but implies and answers it with the strongest
emphasis on the solution and the subtlest variety in its repetition of
the apparent paradox that is presented.
The Master-Consciousness of the Brahman is that for which we
have to abandon this lesser status of the mere creature subject to the
movement of Nature in the cosmos; but after all this Master-Consciousness, however high and great a thing it may be, has a relation
to the universe and the cosmic movement; it cannot be the utter
Absolute, Brahman superior to all relativities. This Conscious-Being who originates, supports and governs our mind, life, senses is the
Lord; but where there is no universe of relativities, there can be no
Lord, for there is no movement to transcend and govern. Is not then
this Lord, as one might say in a later language, not so much the creator of Maya as himself a creation of Maya? Do not both Lord and
cosmos disappear when we go beyond all cosmos? And is it not beyond all cosmos that the only true reality exists? Is it not this only
true reality and not the Mind of our mind, the Sense of our sense,
the Life of our life, the Word behind our speech, which we have to
know and possess? As we must go behind all effects to the Cause,
must we not equally go beyond the Cause to that in which neither
cause nor effects exist? Is not even the immortality spoken of in the
Veda and Upanishads a petty thing to be overpassed and abandoned?
and should we not reach towards the utter Ineffable where mortality
and immortality cease to have any meaning?
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The Upanishad does not put to itself the question in this form and
language which only became possible when Nihilistic Buddhism and
Vedantic Illusionism had passed over the face of our thought and
modified philosophical speech and concepts. But it knows of the
ineffable Absolute which is the utter reality and absoluteness of the
Lord even as the Lord is the absolute of all that is in the cosmos. Of
That it proceeds to speak in the only way in which it can be spoken
of by the human mind.
Its answer to the problem is that That is precisely the Unknowable1 of which no relations can be affirmed2 and about which therefore our intellect must for ever be silent. The injunction to know the
utterly Unknowable would be without any sense or practical meaning. Not that That is a Nihil, a pure Negative, but it cannot either be
described by any of the positives of which our mind, speech or perception is capable, nor even can it be indicated by any of them. It is
only a little that we know; it is only in the terms of the little that we
can put the mental forms of our knowledge. Even when we go beyond to the real form of the Brahman which is not this universe, we
can only indicate, we cannot really describe. If then we think we
have known it perfectly, we betray our ignorance; we show that we
know very little indeed, not even the little that we can put into the
forms of our knowledge. For the universe seen as our mind sees it
is the little, the divided, the parcelling out of existence and consciousness in which we know and express things by fragments, and we can
never really cage in our intellectual and verbal fictions that infinite
totality. Yet it is through the principles manifested in the universe
that we have to arrive at That, through the life, through the mind and
through that highest mental knowledge which grasps at the fundamental Ideas that are like doors concealing behind them the Brahman and
yet seeming to reveal Him.
Much less, then, if we can only thus know the Master-Consciousness which is the form of the Brahman, can we pretend to
know its utter ineffable reality which is beyond all knowledge.
1
2

AjÜeyam atarkyam.
AvyavahÀryam.
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But if this were all, there would be no hope for the soul and a resigned Agnosticism would be the last word of wisdom. The truth is
that though thus beyond our mentality and our highest ideative
knowledge, the Supreme does give Himself both to this knowledge
and to our mentality in the way proper to each and by following
that way we can arrive at Him, but only on condition that we do
not take our mentalising by the mind and our knowing by the higher
thought for the full knowledge and rest in that with a satisfied possession.
The way is to use our mind rightly for such knowledge as is open
to its highest, purified capacity. We have to know the form of the Brahman, the Master-Consciousness of the Lord through and yet beyond
the universe in which we live. But first we must put aside what is
mere form and phenomenon in the universe; for that has nothing to
do with the form of the Brahman, the body of the Self, since it is not
His form, but only His most external mask. Our first step therefore
must be to get behind the forms of Matter, the forms of Life, the forms
of Mind and go back to that which is essential, most real, nearest to
actual entity. And when we have gone on thus eliminating, thus analysing all forms into the fundamental entities of the cosmos, we shall
find that these fundamental entities are really only two, ourselves
and the gods.
The gods of the Upanishad have been supposed to be a figure for
the senses, but although they act in the senses, they are yet much more
than that. They represent the divine power in its great and fundamental cosmic functionings whether in man or in mind and life and matter
in general; they are not the functionings themselves but something of
the Divine which is essential to their operation and its immediate
possessor and cause. They are, as we see from other Upanishads,
positive self-representations of the Brahman leading to good, joy,
light, love, immortality as against all that is a dark negation of these
things. And it is necessarily in the mind, life, senses, and speech
of man that the battle here reaches its height and approaches to its
full meaning. The gods seek to lead these to good and light; the
Titans, sons of darkness, seek to pierce them with ignorance
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and evil.3 Behind the gods is the Master-Consciousness of which they
are the positive cosmic self-representations.
The other entity which represents the Brahman in the cosmos
is the self of the living and thinking creature, man. This self also
is not an external mask; it is not form of the mind or form of the
life or form of the body. It is something that supports these and
makes them possible, something that can say positively like the
gods, “I am” and not only “I seem”. We have then to scrutinise these
two entities and see what they are in relation to each other and to
the Brahman; or, as the Upanishad puts it, “That of it which is thou,
that of it which is in the gods, this is what thy mind has to resolve.”
Well, but what then of the Brahman is myself? and what of the
Brahman is in the Gods? The answer is evident. I am a representation in the cosmos, but for all purposes of the cosmos a real representation of the Self; and the gods are a representation in the cosmos — a real representation since without them the cosmos could
not continue — of the Lord. The one supreme Self is the essentiality of all these individual existences; the one supreme Lord is
the Godhead in the gods.
The Self and the Lord are one Brahman, whom we can realise
through our self and realise through that which is essential in the
cosmic movement. Just as our self constitutes our mind, body, life,
senses, so that Self constitutes all mind, body, life, senses; it is the
origin and essentiality of things. Just as the gods govern, supported by our self, the cosmos of our individual being, the action of our
mind, senses and life, so the Lord governs as Mind of the mind,
Sense of the sense, Life of the life, supporting His active divinity
by His silent essential self-being, all cosmos and all form of being. As we have gone behind the forms of the cosmos to that which
is essential in their being and movement and found our self and the
gods, so we have to go behind our self and the gods and find the
one supreme Self and the one supreme Godhead. Then we can say,
“I think that I know.”
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But at once we have to qualify our assertion. I think not that I know
perfectly, for that is impossible in the terms of our instruments of
knowledge. I do not think for a moment that I know the Unknowable,
that that can be put into the forms through which I must arrive at the
Self and Lord; but at the same time I am no longer in ignorance, I know
the Brahman in the only way in which I can know Him, in His selfrevelation to me in terms not beyond the grasp of my psychology,
manifest as the Self and the Lord. The mystery of existence is revealed
in a way that utterly satisfies my being because it enables me first to
comprehend it through these figures as far as it can be comprehended
by me and, secondly, to enter into, to live in, to be one in law and being
with and even to merge myself in the Brahman.
If we fancy that we have grasped the Brahman by the
mind and in that delusion fix down our knowledge of Him to
the terms our mentality has found, then our knowledge is no
knowledge; it is the little knowledge that turns to falsehood.
So too those who try to fix Him into our notion of the fundamental ideas in which we discern Him by the thought that rises above ordinary mental perception, have no real discernment of the Brahman, since they take certain idea-symbols for
the Reality. On the other hand if we recognise that our mental perceptions are simply so many clues by which we can
rise beyond mental perception and if we use these fundamental idea-symbols and the arrangement of them which our uttermost thought makes in order to go beyond the symbol to
that reality, then we have rightly used mind and the higher
discernment for their supreme purpose. Mind and the higher
discernment are satisfied of the Brahman even in being exceeded by Him.
The mind can only reflect in a sort of supreme understanding and experience the form, the image of the supreme as He
shows Himself to our mentality. Through this reflection we find,
we know; the purpose of knowledge is accomplished, for we find
immortality, we enter into the law, the being, the beatitude of the
Brahman-consciousness. By self-realisation of Brahman as our
self we find the force, the divine energy which lifts us beyond
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the limitation, weakness, darkness, sorrow, all-pervading death of our
mortal existence; by the knowledge of the one Brahman in all beings
and in all the various movement of the cosmos we attain beyond these
things to the infinity, the omnipotent being, the omniscient light, the
pure beatitude of that divine existence.
This great achievement must be done here in this mortal world,
in this limited body; for if we do it, we arrive at our true existence
and are no longer bound down to our phenomenal becoming. But if
here we find it not, great is the loss and perdition; for we remain
continually immersed in the phenomenal life of the mind and body
and do not rise above it into the true supramental existence. Nor, if
we miss it here, will death give it to us by our passage to another and
less difficult world. Only those who use their awakened self and enlightened powers to distinguish and discover that One and Immortal
in all existences, the all-originating self, the all-inhabiting Lord, can
make the real passage which transcends life and death, can pass out
of this mortal status, can press beyond and rise upward into a worldtranscending immortality.
This, then, and no other is the means to be seized on and the goal
to be reached. “There is no other path for the great journey.” The Self
and the Lord are that indeterminable, unknowable, ineffable Parabrahman and when we seek rather that which is indeterminable and
unknowable to us, it is still the Self and the Lord always that we find,
though by an attempt which is not the straight and possible road intended for the embodied soul seeking here to accomplish its true
existence.4 They are the self-manifested Reality which so places itself before man as the object of his highest aspiration and the fulfilment of all his activities.

4

Gita.

XIII
T HE PARABLE OF THE GODS
FROM its assertion of the relative knowableness of the unknowable Brahman and the justification of the soul's aspiration towards
that which is beyond its present capacity and status the Upanishad
turns to the question of the means by which that high-reaching aspiration can put itself into relation with the object of its search. How
is the veil to be penetrated and the subject consciousness of man to
enter into the master-consciousness of the Lord? What bridge is there
over this gulf? Knowledge has already been pointed out as the supreme means open to us, a knowledge which begins by a sort of reflection of the true existence in the awakened mental understanding.
But Mind is one of the gods; the Light behind it is indeed the greatest of the gods, Indra. Then, an awakening of all the gods through
their greatest to the essence of that which they are, the one Godhead
which they represent. By the mentality opening itself to the Mind of
our mind, the sense and speech also will open themselves to the Sense
of our sense and to the Word behind our speech and the life to the
Life of our life. The Upanishad proceeds to develop this consequence
of its central suggestion by a striking parable or apologue.
The gods, the powers that affirm the Good, the Light, the Joy
and Beauty, the Strength and Mastery have found themselves victorious in their eternal battle with the powers that deny. It is Brahman that has stood behind the gods and conquered for them; the
Master of all who guides all has thrown His deciding will into
the balance, put down his darkened children and exalted the children of Light. In this victory of the Master of all the gods are
conscious of a mighty development of themselves, a splendid
efflorescence of their greatness in man, their joy, their light,
their glory, their power and pleasure. But their vision is as
yet sealed to their own deeper truth; they know of themselves,
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they know not the Eternal; they know the godheads, they do not know
God. Therefore they see the victory as their own, the greatness as their
own. This opulent efflorescence of the gods and uplifting of their greatness and light is the advance of man to his ordinary ideal of a perfectly enlightened mentality, a strong and sane vitality, a well-ordered
body and senses, a harmonious, rich, active and happy life, the Hellenic ideal which the modern world holds to be our ultimate potentiality. When such an efflorescence takes place whether in the individual or the kind, the gods in man grow luminous, strong, happy; they
feel they have conquered the world and they proceed to divide it among
themselves and enjoy it.
But such is not the full intention of Brahman in the universe
or in the creature. The greatness of the gods is His own victory
and greatness, but it is only given in order that man may grow
nearer to the point at which his faculties will be strong enough
to go beyond themselves and realise the Transcendent. Therefore Brahman manifests Himself before the exultant gods in their
well-ordered world and puts to them by His silence the heartshaking, the world-shaking question, “If ye are all, then what am
I? for see, I am and I am here.” Though He manifests, He does
not reveal Himself, but is seen and felt by them as a vague and
tremendous presence, the Yaksha, the Daemon, the Spirit, the
unknown Power, the Terrible beyond good and evil for whom
good and evil are instruments towards His final self-expression.
Then there is alarm and confusion in the divine assembly; they
feel a demand and a menace; on the side of the evil the possibility of monstrous and appalling powers yet unknown and unmastered which may wreck the fair world they have built, upheave and shatter to pieces the brilliant harmony of the intellect, the aesthetic mind, the moral nature, the vital desires, the
body and senses which they have with such labour established;
on the side of the good the demand of things unknown which
are beyond all these and therefore are equally a menace, since
the little which is realised cannot stand against the much that is
unrealised, cannot shut out the vast, the infinite that presses
against the fragile walls we have erected to define and shelter
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our limited being and pleasure. Brahman presents itself to them as
the Unknown; the gods knew not what was this Daemon.
Therefore Agni first arises at their bidding to discover its nature, limits, identity. The gods of the Upanishad differ in one allimportant respect from the gods of the Rig Veda; for the latter are
not only powers of the One, but conscious of their source and true
identity; they know the Brahman, they dwell in the supreme Godhead, their origin, home and proper plane is the superconscient
Truth. It is true they manifest themselves in man in the form of
human faculties and assume the appearance of human limitations,
manifest themselves in the lower cosmos and assume the mould
of its cosmic operations; but this is only their lesser and lower
movement and beyond it they are for ever the One, the Transcendent and Wonderful, the Master of Force and Delight and Knowledge and Being. But in the Upanishads the Brahman idea has
grown and cast down the gods from this high preeminence so that
they appear only in their lesser human and cosmic workings.
Much of their other Vedic aspects they keep. Here the three gods
Indra, Vayu, Agni represent the cosmic Divine on each of its three
planes, Indra on the mental, Vayu on the vital, Agni on the material. In that order, therefore, beginning from the material they
approach the Brahman.
Agni is the heat and flame of the conscious force in Matter which
has built up the universe; it is he who has made life and mind possible and developed them in the material universe where he is the greatest deity. Especially he is the primary impeller of speech of which
Vayu is the medium and Indra the lord. This heat of conscious force
in Matter is Agni Jatavedas, the knower of all births: of all things born,
of every cosmic phenomenon he knows the law, the process, the limit,
the relation. If then it is some mighty Birth of the cosmos that stands
before them, some new indeterminate developed in the cosmic struggle and process, who shall know him, determine his limits, strength,
potentialities if not Agni Jatavedas?
Full of confidence he rushes towards the object of his search
and is met by the challenge “Who art thou? What is the force in
thee?” His name is Agni Jatavedas, the Power that is at the basis
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of all birth and process in the material universe and embraces and
knows their workings and the force in him is this that all that is thus
born, he as the flame of Time and Death can devour. All things are his
food which he assimilates and turns into material of new birth and formation. But this all-devourer cannot devour with all his force a fragile blade of grass so long as it has behind it the power of the Eternal.
Agni is compelled to return, not having discovered. One thing only is
settled that this Daemon is no Birth of the material cosmos, no transient thing that is subject to the flame and breath of Time; it is too great
for Agni.
Another god rises to the call. It is Vayu Matarishwan, the great LifePrinciple, he who moves, breathes, expands infinitely in the mother element. All things in the universe are the movement of this mighty Life; it
is he who has brought Agni and placed him secretly in all existence; for
him the worlds have been upbuilded that Life may move in them, that it
may act, that it may riot and enjoy. If this Daemon be no birth of Matter, but some stupendous Life-force active whether in the depths or
on the heights of being, who shall know it, who shall seize it in , his
universal expansion if not Vayu Matarishwan?
There is the same confident advance upon the object, the same
formidable challenge “Who art thou? What is the force in thee?” This
is Vayu Matarishwan and the power in him is this that he, the Life,
can take all things in his stride and growth and seize on them for his
mastery and enjoyment. But even the veriest frailest trifle he cannot
seize and master so long as it is protected against him by the shield
of the Omnipotent. Vayu too returns, not having discovered. One
thing only is settled that this is no form or force of cosmic Life which
operates within the limits of the all-grasping vital impulse; it is too
great for Vayu.
Indra next arises, the Puissant, the Opulent. Indra is the
power of the Mind; the senses which the Life uses for enjoyment,
are operations of Indra which he conducts for knowledge and
all things that Agni has upbuilt and supports and destroys in the
universe are Indra's field and the subject of his functioning. If
then this unknown Existence is something that the senses can
grasp or, if it is something that the mind can envisage, Indra
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shall know it and make it part of his opulent possessions. But it is
nothing that the senses can grasp or the mind envisage, for as soon
as Indra approaches it, it vanishes. The mind can only envisage what
is limited by Time and Space and this Brahman is that which, as
the Rig Veda has said, is neither today nor tomorrow and though it
moves and can be approached in the conscious being of all conscious existences, yet when the mind tries to approach it and study
it in itself, it vanishes from the view of the mind. The Omnipresent
cannot be seized by the senses, the Omniscient cannot be known
by the mentality.
But Indra does not turn back from the quest like Agni and Vayu;
he pursues his way through the highest ether of the pure mentality
and there he approaches the Woman, the many-shining, Uma Haimavati; from her he learns that this Daemon is the Brahman by whom
alone the gods of mind and life and body conquer and affirm themselves, and in whom alone they are great. Uma is the supreme Nature from whom the whole cosmic action takes its birth; she is the
pure summit and highest power of the One who here shines out in
many forms. From this supreme Nature which is also the supreme
Consciousness the gods must learn their own truth; they must proceed by reflecting it in themselves instead of limiting themselves
to their own lower movement. For she has the knowledge and consciousness of the One, while the lower nature of mind, life and
body can only envisage the many. Although therefore Indra, Vayu
and Agni are the greatest of the gods, the first coming to know
the existence of the Brahman, the others approaching and feeling the touch of it, yet it is only by entering into contact with the
supreme consciousness and reflecting its nature and by the elimination of the vital, mental, physical egoism so that their whole
function shall be to reflect the One and Supreme that Brahman
can be known by the gods in us and possessed. The conscious
force that supports our embodied life must become simply and
purely a reflector of that supreme Consciousness and Power of
which its highest ordinary action is only a twilight figure; the Life
must become a passively potent reflection and pure image of that
supreme Life which is greater than all our utmost actual and
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potential vitality; the Mind must resign itself to be no more than a faithful mirror of the image of the superconscient Existence. By this conscious surrender of mind, life and senses to the Master of our senses,
life and mind who alone really governs their action, by this turning of
the cosmic existence into a passive reflection of the eternal being and
a faithful reproductor of the nature of the Eternal we may hope to know
and through knowledge to rise into that which is superconscient to us;
we shall enter into the Silence that is master of an eternal, infinite, free
and all-blissful activity.

XIV
T HE T RANSFIGURATION OF THE S ELF
AND THE G ODS
THE MEANS of the knowledge of Brahman are, we have seen,
to get back behind the forms of the universe to that which is essential in the cosmos — and that which is essential is twofold, the gods
in Nature and the self in the individual, — and then to get behind
these to the Beyond which they represent. The practical relation of the
gods to Brahman in this process of divine knowledge has been already
determined. The cosmic functionings through which the gods act, mind,
life, speech, senses, body, must become aware of something beyond
them which governs them, by which they are and move, by whose force
they evolve, enlarge themselves and arrive at power and joy and capacity; to that they must turn from their ordinary operations; leaving
these, leaving the false idea of independent action and self-ordering
which is an egoism of mind and life and sense they must become consciously passive to the power, light and joy of something which is
beyond themselves. What happens then is that this divine Unnameable reflects Himself openly in the gods. His light takes possession of
the thinking mind, His power and joy of the life, His light and rapture
of the emotional mind and the senses. Something of the supreme image of Brahman falls upon the world-nature and changes it into divine
nature.
All this is not done by a sudden miracle. It comes by flashes,
revelations, sudden touches and glimpses; there is as if a leap of
the lightning of revelation flaming out from those heavens for a moment and then returning into its secret source; as if the lifting of
the eyelid of an inner vision and its falling again because the eye
cannot look long and steadily on the utter light. The repetition of
these touches and visitings from the Beyond fixes the gods in their
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upward gaze and expectation, constant repetition fixes them in a constant passivity; not moving out any longer to grasp at the forms of
the universe mind, life and senses will more and more be fixed in
the memory, in the understanding, in the joy of the touch and vision of that transcendent glory which they have now resolved to
make their sole object; to that only they will learn to respond and
not to the touches of outward things. The silence which has fallen
on them and which is now their foundation and status will become
their knowledge of the eternal silence which is Brahman; the response of their functioning to a supernal light, power, joy will become their knowledge of the eternal activity which is Brahman.
Other status, other response and activity they will not know. The
mind will know nothing but the Brahman, think of nothing but the
Brahman, the Life will move to, embrace, enjoy nothing but the
Brahman, the eye will see, the ear hear, the other senses sense nothing but the Brahman.
But is then a complete oblivion of the external the goal? Must
the mind and senses recede inward and fall into an unending trance
and the life be for ever stilled? This is possible, if the soul so wills,
but it is not inevitable and indispensable. The Mind is cosmic, one
in all the universe; so too are the Life, and the Sense, so too is
Matter of the body; and when they exist in and for the Brahman
only, they will not only know this but will sense, feel and live
in that universal unity. Therefore to whatever thing they turn
which to the individual sense and mind and life seems now external to them, there also it is not the mere form of things which
they will know, think of, sense, embrace and enjoy, but always
and only the Brahman. Moreover, the external will cease to exist
for them, because nothing will be external but all things internal to us, even the whole world and all that is in it. For the limit
of ego, the wall of individuality will break; the individual Mind
will cease to know itself as individual, it will be conscious only
of universal Mind one everywhere in which individuals are only
knots of the one mentality; so the individual life will lose its
sense of separateness and live only in and as the one life in which
all individuals are simply whirls of the indivisible flood of pranic
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activity; the very body and senses will be no longer conscious of a
separated existence, but the real body which the man will feel himself to be physically will be the whole Earth and the whole universe
and the whole indivisible form of things wheresoever existent, and
the senses also will be converted to this principle of sensation so that
even in what we call the external, the eye will see Brahman only in
every sight, the ear will hear Brahman only in every sound, the inner and outer body will feel Brahman only in every touch and the
touch itself as if internal in the greater body. The soul whose gods
are thus converted to this supreme law and religion, will realise in
the cosmos itself and in all its multiplicity the truth of the One besides
whom there is no other or second. Moreover, becoming one with the
formless and infinite, it will exceed the universe itself and see all the
worlds not as external, not even as commensurate with itself, but as
if within it.
And in fact, in the higher realisation it will not be Mind,
Life, Sense of which even the mind, life and sense themselves
will be originally aware, but rather that which constitutes them.
By this process of constant visiting and divine touch and influence the Mind of the mind, that is to say, the superconscient
Knowledge will take possession of the mental understanding and
begin to turn all its vision and thinking into luminous stuff and
vibration of light of the Supermind. So too the sense will be
changed by the visitings of the Sense behind the sense and the
whole sense-view of the universe itself will be altered so that
the vital, mental and supramental will become visible to the
senses with the physical only as their last, outermost and smallest result. So too the Life will become a superlife, a conscious
movement of the infinite Conscious-Force; it will be impersonal, unlimited by any particular acts and enjoyment, unbound to
their results, untroubled by the dualities or the touch of sin and
suffering, grandiose, boundless, immortal. The material world
itself will become for these gods a figure of the infinite, luminous and blissful Superconscient.
This will be the transfiguration of the gods, but what of the
self? For we have seen that there are two fundamental entities,
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the gods and the self, and the self in us is greater than the cosmic
Powers, its God-ward destination more vital to our perfection and
self-fulfilment than any transfiguration of these lesser deities. Therefore not only must the gods find their one Godhead and resolve themselves into it; that is to say, not only must the cosmic principles
working in us resolve themselves into the working of the One, the
Principle of all principles, so that they shall become only a unified
existence and single action of That in spite of all play of differentiation, but also and with a more fundamental necessity the self in us
which supports the action of the gods must find and enter into the
one Self of all individual existences, the indivisible Spirit to whom
all souls are no more than dark or luminous centres of its consciousness.
This the self of man, since it is the essentiality of a mental being, will do through the mind. In the gods the transfiguration is effected by the Superconscient itself visiting their substance and
opening their vision with its flashes until it has transformed them;
but the mind is capable of another action which is only apparently
movement of mind, but really the movement of the self towards its
own reality. The mind seems to go to That, to attain to it; it is lifted
out of itself into something beyond and, although it falls back, still
by the mind the will of knowledge in the mental thought continually and at last continuously remembers that into which it has entered. On this the Self through the mind seizes and repeatedly dwells
and so doing it is finally caught up into it and at last able to dwell
securely in that transcendence. It transcends the mind, it transcends
its own mental individualisation of the being, that which it now
knows as itself; it ascends and takes foundation in the Self of all
and in the status of self-joyous infinity which is the supreme manifestation of the Self. This is the transcendent immortality, this is
the spiritual existence which the Upanishads declare to be the goal
of man and by which we pass out of the mortal state into the heaven of the Spirit.
What then happens to the gods and the cosmos and all that
the Lord develops in His being? Does it not all disappear? Is
not the transfiguration of the gods even a mere secondary state
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through which we pass towards that culmination and which drops
away from us as soon as we reach it? And with the disappearance
of the gods and the cosmos does not the Lord too, the Master-Consciousness, disappear so that nothing is left but the one pure indeterminate Existence self-blissful in an eternal inaction and noncreation? Such was the conclusion of the later Vedanta in its extreme monistic form and such was the sense which it tried to read
into all the Upanishads; but it must be recognised that in the language whether of the Isha or the Kena Upanishad there is absolutely
nothing, not even a shade or a nuance pointing to it. If we want to
find it there, we have to put it in by force; for the actual language
used favours instead the conclusion of other Vedantic systems,
which considered the goal to be the eternal joy of the soul in a
Brahmaloka or world of the Brahman in which it is one with the
infinite existence and yet in a sense still a soul able to enjoy differentiation in the oneness.
In the next verse we have the culmination of the teaching of
the Upanishad, the result of the great transcendence which it has
been setting forth and afterwards the description of the immortality to which the souls of knowledge attain when they pass beyond
the mortal status. It declares that Brahman is in its nature “That Delight”, Tadvanam. “Vana” is the Vedic word for delight or delightful, and “Tadvanam” means therefore the transcendent Delight, the
all-blissful Ananda of which the Taittiriya Upanishad speaks as the
highest Brahman from which all existences are born, by which all
existences live and increase and into which all existences arrive in
their passing out of death and birth. It is as this transcendent Delight that the Brahman must be worshipped and sought. It is this
beatitude therefore which is meant by the immortality of the Upanishads. And what will be the result of knowing and possessing
Brahman as the supreme Ananda? It is that towards the knower and
possessor of the Brahman is directed the desire of all creatures. In
other words, he becomes a centre of the divine Delight shedding it
on all the world and attracting all to it as to a fountain of joy and
love and self-fulfilment in the universe.
This is the culmination of the teaching of the Upanishad;
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there was a demand for the secret teaching that enters into the ultimate truth, for the “Upanishad”, and in response this doctrine has
been given. It has been uttered, the Upanishad of the Brahman, the
hidden ultimate truth of the supreme Existence; its beginning was
the search for the Lord, Master of mind, life, speech and senses
in whom is the absolute of mind, the absolute of life, the absolute of speech and senses and its close is the finding of Him as
the transcendent Beatitude and the elevation of the soul that finds
and possesses it into a living centre of that Delight towards
which all creatures in the universe shall turn as to a fountain of
its ecstasies.
*
* *
The Upanishad closes with two verses which seem to review
and characterise the whole work in the manner of the ancient writings when they have drawn to their close. This Upanishad or gospel of the inmost Truth of things has for its foundation, it is said,
the practice of self-mastery, action and the subdual of the senselife to the power of the Spirit. In other words, life and works are to
be used as a means of arriving out of the state of subjection proper
to the soul in the ignorance into a state of mastery which brings it
nearer to the absolute self-mastery and all-mastery of the supreme
Soul seated in the knowledge. The Vedas, that is to say, the utterances of the inspired seers and the truths they hold, are described
as all the limbs of the Upanishad; in other words, all the convergent lines and aspects, all the necessary elements of this great practice, this profound psychological self-training and spiritual aspiration are set forth in these great Scriptures, channels of supreme
knowledge and indicators of a supreme discipline. Truth is its
home; and this Truth is not merely intellectual verity, — for that
is not the sense of the word in the Vedic writings, — but man's
ultimate human state of true being, true consciousness, right knowledge, right works, right joy of existence, all indeed that is contrary
to the falsehood of egoism and ignorance. It is by these means, by
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using works and self-discipline for mastery of oneself and for the
generation of spiritual energy, by fathoming in all its parts the knowledge and repeating the high example of the great Vedic seers and by
living in the Truth that one becomes capable of the great ascent which
the Upanishad opens to us.
The goal of the ascent is the world of the true and vast existence of which the Veda speaks as the Truth that is the final goal and
home of man. It is described here as the greater infinite heavenly
world, (Swargaloka, Swarloka of the Veda), which is not the lesser
Swarga of the Puranas or the lesser Brahmaloka of the Mundaka
Upanishad, its world of the sun's rays to which the soul arrives by
works of virtue and piety, but falls from them by the exhaustion of their
merit; it is the higher Swarga or Brahman- world of the Katha which
is beyond the dual symbols of birth and death, the higher Brahmanworlds of the Mundaka which the soul enters by knowledge and renunciation. It is therefore a state not belonging to the Ignorance, but
to Knowledge. It is, in fact, the infinite existence and beatitude of the
soul in the being of the all-blissful existence; it is too the higher status, the light of the Mind beyond the mind, the joy and eternal mastery
of the Life beyond the life, the riches of the Sense beyond the senses.
And the soul finds in it not only its own largeness but finds too and
possesses the infinity of the One and it has firm foundation in that
immortal state because there a supreme Silence and eter nal Peace are
the secure foundation of eternal Knowledge and absolute Joy.

XV
A LAST WORD
WE HAVE now completed our review of this Upanishad; we have
considered minutely the bearings of its successive utterances and striven to make as precise as we can to the intelligence the sense of the
puissant phrases in which it gives us its leading clues to that which
can never be entirely expressed by human speech. We have some idea
of what it means by that Brahman, by the Mind of mind, the Life of
life, the Sense of sense, the Speech of speech, by the opposition of
ourselves and the gods, by the Unknowable who is yet not utterly unknowable to us, by the transcendence of the mortal state and the conquest of immortality.
Fundamentally its teaching reposes on the assertion of three
states of existence, the human and mortal, the Brahman-consciousness which is the absolute of our relativities, and the utter Absolute which is unknowable. The first is in a sense a false status of
misrepresentation because it is a continual term of apparent opposites and balancings where the truth of things is a secret unity; we
have here a bright or positive figure and a dark or negative figure
and both are figures, neither the Truth; still in that we now live and
through that we have to move to the Beyond. The second is the Lord
of all this dual action who is beyond it; He is the truth of Brahman
and not in any way a falsehood or misrepresentation, but the truth
of it as attained by us in our eternal supramental being; in Him are
the absolutes of all that here we experience in partial figures. The
Unknowable is beyond our grasp because though it is the same
Reality, yet it exceeds even our highest term of eternal being and
is beyond Existence and Non-existence; it is therefore to the Brahman, the Lord who has a relation to what we are that we must direct our search if we would attain beyond what temporarily seems
to what eternally is.
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The attainment of the Brahman is our escape from the mortal status into Immortality, by which we understand not the survival of death, but the finding of our true self of eternal being
and bliss beyond the dual symbols of birth and death. By immortality we mean the absolute life of the soul as opposed to the
transient and mutable life in the body which it assumes by birth
and death and rebirth and superior also to its life as the mere
mental being who dwells in the world subjected helplessly to this
law of death and birth or seems at least by his ignorance to be
subjected to this and to other laws of the lower Nature, To know
and possess its true nature, free, absolute, master of itself and its
embodiments is the soul's means of transcendence, and to know
and possess this is to know and possess the Brahman. It is also
to rise out of mortal world into immortal world, out of world of
bondage into world of largeness, out of finite world into infinite
world. It is to ascend out of earthly joy and sorrow into a transcendent Beatitude.
This must be done by the abandonment of our attachment to the
figure of things in the mortal world. We must put from us its death
and dualities if we would compass the unity and immortality. Therefore it follows that we must cease to make the goods of this world
or even its right, light and beauty our object of pursuit; we must go
beyond these to a supreme Good, a transcendent Truth, Light and
Beauty in which the opposite figures of what we call evil disappear.
But still, being in this world, it is only through something in this
world itself that we can transcend it; it is through its figures that we
must find the absolute. Therefore, we scrutinise them and perceive
that there are first these forms of mind, life, speech and sense, all
of them figures and imperfect suggestions, and then behind them the
cosmic principles through which the One acts. It is to these cosmic principles that we must proceed and turn them from their
ordinary aim and movement in the world to find their own supreme aim and absolute movement in their own one Godhead, the
Lord, the Brahman; they must be drawn to leave the workings of
ordinary mind and find the superconscient Mind, to leave the
workings of ordinary speech and sense and find the supra-mental
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Sense and original Word, to leave the apparent workings of mundane
Life and find the transcendent Life.
Besides the gods, there is our self, the spirit within who supports all this action of the gods. Our spirit too must turn from its
absorption in its figure of itself as it sees it involved in the movement of individual life, mind, body and subject to it and must direct its gaze upward to its own supreme Self who is beyond all
this movement and master of it all. Therefore the mind must indeed become passive to the divine Mind, the sense to the divine
Sense, the life to the divine Life and by receptivity to constant
touches and visitings of the highest be transfigured into a reflection of these transcendences; but also the individual self must
through the mind's aspiration upwards, through upliftings of itself beyond, through constant memory of the supreme Reality in
which during these divine moments it has lived, ascend finally
into that Bliss and Power and Light.
But this will not necessarily mean the immersion into an alloblivious Being eternally absorbed in His own inactive self-existence. For the mind, sense, life going beyond their individual formations find that they are only one centre of the sole Mind, Life, Form
of things and therefore they find Brahman in that also and not only
in an individual transcendence; they bring down the vision of the
superconscient into that also and not only into their own individual
workings. The mind of the individual escapes from its limits and
becomes the one universal mind, his life the one universal life, his
bodily sense the sense of the whole universe and even more as his
own indivisible Brahman-body. He perceives the universe in himself and he perceives also his self in all existences and knows it to
be the one, the omnipresent, the single-multiple all-inhabiting Lord
and Reality. Without this realisation he has not fulfilled the conditions of immortality. Therefore it is said that what the sages seek is
to distinguish and see the Brahman in all existences; by that discovery, realisation and possession of Him everywhere and in all they
attain to their immortal existence.
Still although the victory of the gods, that is to say, the
progressive perfection of the mind, life, body in the positive
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terms of good, right, joy, knowledge, power is recognised as a victory of the Brahman and the necessity of using life and human works
in the world as a means of preparation and self-mastery is admitted, yet a final passing away into the infinite heavenly world or
status of the Brahman-consciousness is held out as the goal. And
this would seem to imply a rejection of the life of the cosmos. Well
then may we ask, we the modern humanity more and more conscious of the inner warning of that which created us, be it Nature
or God, that there is a work for the race, a divine purpose in its
creation which exceeds the salvation of the individual soul, because
the universal is as real or even more real than the individual, we who
feel more and more, in the language of the Koran, that the Lord did
not create heaven and earth in a jest, that Brahman did not begin
dreaming this world-dream in a moment of aberration and delirium, — well may we ask whether this gospel of individual salvation is all the message even of this purer, earlier, more catholic
Vedanta. If so, then Vedanta at its best is a gospel for the saint, the
ascetic, the monk, the solitary, but it has not a message which the
widening consciousness of the world can joyfully accept as the
word for which it was waiting. For there is evidently something
vital that has escaped it, a profound word of the riddle of existence from which it has turned its eyes or which it was unable or
thought it not worth while to solve.
Now certainly there is an emphasis in the Upanishads increasing steadily as time goes on into an over-emphasis, on the salvation of the individual, on his rejection of the lower cosmic life.
This note increases in them as they become later in date, it swells
afterwards into the rejection of all cosmic life whatever and that
becomes finally in later Hinduism almost the one dominant and
all-challenging cry. It does not exist in the earlier Vedic revelation where individual salvation is regarded as a means towards
a great cosmic victory, the eventual conquest of heaven and earth
by the superconscient Truth and Bliss and those who have
achieved the victory in the past are the conscious helpers of their
yet battling posterity. If this earlier note is missing in the Upanishads, then, — for great as are these Scriptures, luminous,
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profound, sublime in their unsurpassed truth, beauty and power, yet
it is only the ignorant soul that will make itself the slave of a book,
— then in using them as an aid to knowledge we must insistently
call back that earlier missing note, we must seek elsewhere a solution for the word of the riddle that has been ignored. The Upanishad alone of extant scriptures gives us without veil or stinting, with plenitude and a noble catholicity the truth of the Brahman; its aid to humanity is therefore indispensable. Only, where
anything essential is missing, we must go beyond the Upanishads
to seek it, — as for instance when we add to its emphasis on divine knowledge the indispensable ardent emphasis of the later
teachings upon divine love and the high emphasis of the Veda upon
divine works.
The Vedic gospel of a supreme victory in heaven and on earth
for the divine in man, the Christian gospel of a kingdom of God and
divine city upon earth, the Puranic idea of progressing Avataras ending in the kingdom of the perfect and the restoration of the golden
Age, not only contain behind their forms a profound truth, but they
are necessary to the religious sense in mankind. Without it the teaching of the vanity of human life and of a passionate fleeing and renunciation can only be powerful in passing epochs or else on the few
strong souls in each age that are really capable of these things. The
rest of humanity will either reject the creed which makes that its
foundation or ignore it in practice while professing it in precept or
else must sink under the weight of its own impotence and the sense
of the illusion of life or of the curse of God upon the world as mediaeval Christendom sank into ignorance and obscurantism or later
India into stagnant torpor and the pettiness of a life of aimless egoism. The promise for the individual is well but the promise for the
race is also needed. Our father Heaven must remain bright with the
hope of deliverance, but also our mother Earth must not feel herself
for ever accursed.
It was necessary at one time to insist even exclusively on
the idea of individual salvation so that the sense of a Beyond
might be driven into man's mentality, as it was necessary at one
time to insist on a heaven of joys for the virtuous and pious so that
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man might be drawn by that shining bait towards the practice of
religion and the suppression of his unbridled animality. But as the
lures of earth have to be conquered, so also have the lures of heaven. The lure of a pleasant Paradise of the rewards of virtue has
been rejected by man; the Upanishads belittled it ages ago in India and it is now no longer dominant in the mind of the people;
the similar lure in popular Christianity and popular Islam has no
meaning for the conscience of modern humanity. The lure of a
release from birth and death and withdrawal from the cosmic labour must also be rejected, as it was rejected by Mahayanist
Buddhism which held compassion and helpfulness to be greater
than Nirvana. As the virtues we practise must be done without
demand of earthly or heavenly reward, so the salvation we seek
must be purely internal and impersonal; it must be the release from
egoism, the union with the Divine, the realisation of our universality as well as our transcendence, and no salvation should be
valued which takes us away from the love of God in his manifestation and the help we can give to the world. If need be, it must
be taught for a time, “Better this hell with our other suffering selves
than a solitary salvation.”
Fortunately, there is no need to go to such lengths and deny one
side of the truth in order to establish another. The Upanishad itself
suggests the door of escape from any overemphasis in its own statement of the truth. For the man who knows and possesses the supreme
Brahman as the transcendent Beatitude becomes a centre of that
delight to which all his fellows shall come, a well from which they
can draw the divine waters. Here is the clue that we need. The connection with the universe is preserved for the one reason which supremely justifies that connection; it must subsist not from the desire
of personal earthly joy, as with those who are still bound, but for
help to all creatures. Two then are the objects of the high-reaching
soul, to attain the Supreme and to be for ever for the good of all the
world, — even as Brahman Himself; whether here or elsewhere,
does not essentially matter. Still where the struggle is thickest, there
should be the hero of the spirit, that is surely the highest choice of
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the son of Immortality; the earth calls most, because it has most need
of him, to the soul that has become one with the universe.
And the nature of the highest good that can be done is also indicated, — though other lower forms of help are not therefore excluded. To assist in the lesser victories of the gods which must prepare
the supreme victory of the Brahman may well be and must be in some
way or other a part of our task; but the greatest helpfulness of all is
this, to be a human centre of the Light, the Glory, the Bliss, the Strength,
the Knowledge of the Divine Existence, one through whom it shall
communicate itself lavishly to other men and attract by its magnet of
delight their souls to that which is the Highest.

KAT H A U PA N I S H A D

THE KATHA UPANISHAD
OF THE B LACK YAJURVEDA
THE FIRST CYCLE; FIRST CHAPTER
1

uÙan ha vai vÀjaÙravasaÕ sarvavedasaÌ dadau
tasya ha naciketÀ nÀma putra Àsa

Vajasravasa, desiring, gave all he had. Now Vajasravasa had a son
named Nachiketas.
2

taÌ ha kumÀraÌ santaÌ dakØiÍÀsu nÈyamÀnÀsu ÙraddhÀ viveÙa
so'manyata

As the gifts were led past, faith took possession of him who was
yet a boy unwed and he pondered:
3

pÈtodakÀ jagdhatÐÍÀ dugdhadohÀ nirindriyÀÕ
anandÀ nÀma te lokÀstÀn sa gacchati tÀ dadat

“Cattle that have drunk their water, eaten their grass, yielded their
milk, worn out their organs, of undelight are the worlds which he
reaches who gives such as these.”
4

sa hovÀca pitaraÌ tata kasmai mÀÌ dÀsyasÈti
dvitÈyaÌ tÐtÈyaÌ taÌ hovÀca mÐtyave tvÀ dadÀmÈti

He said to his father, “Me, O my father, to whom wilt thou give?”
A second time and a third he said it, and he replied, “To Death I
give thee.”
5

bahÓnÀmemi prathamo bahÓnÀmemi madhyamaÕ
kiÌ svidyamasya kartavyaÌ yanmayÀdya kariØyati

“Among many I walk the first, among many I walk the midmost;
something Death means to do which today by me he will accomplish.”
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6

anupaÙya yathÀ pÓrve pratipaÙya tathÀpare
sasyamiva martyaÕ pacyate sasyamivÀjÀyate punaÕ

“Look back and see, even as were the men of old, — look round!
— even so are they that have come after. Mortal man withers like
the fruits of the field and like the fruits of the field he is born again.”
7

vaiÙvÀnaraÕ praviÙatyatithirbrÀhmaÍo gÐhÀn
tasyaitÀÌ ÙÀntiÌ kurvanti hara vaivasvatodakam

His attendants say to Yama:
“Fire is the Brahmin who enters as a guest the houses of men; him
thus they appease. Bring, O son of Vivasvan,1 the water of the
guest-rite.
8

ÀÙÀpratÈkØe saÌgataÌ sÓnÐtÀÌ ceØÒÀpÓrte putrapaÙÓÌÙca sarvÀn
etad vÐÛkte puruØasyÀlpamedhaso yasyÀnaÙnan vasati brÀhmaÍo gÐhe

“That man of little understanding in whose house a Brahmin dwells
fasting, all his hope and his expectation and all he has gained and
the good and truth that he has spoken and the wells he has dug and
the sacrifices he has offered and all his sons and his cattle are torn
from him by that guest unhonoured.”
9

tisro rÀtrÈryadavÀtsÈrgÐhe me'naÙnan brahmannatithirnamasyaÕ
namaste'stu brahman svasti me'stu tasmÀtprati trÈnvarÀnvÐÍÈØva

“Because for three nights thou hast dwelt in my house, O Brahmin,
a guest worthy of reverence, — salutation to thee, O Brahmin, on
me let there be the weal, — therefore three boons do thou choose;
for each night a boon.”

1
Yama, lord of death, is also the master of the Law in the world, and he is therefore the child of the Sun, luminous Master of Truth from which the Law is born.
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10

ÙÀntasaÌkalpaÕ sumanÀ yathÀ syÀd vÈtamanyurgautamo mÀbhi
mÐtyo
tvatprasÐØÒaÌ mÀbhivadetpratÈta etat trayÀÍÀÌ prathamaÌ varaÌ vÐÍe

“Tranquillised in his thought and serene of mind be the Gautama,
my father, let his passion over me pass away from him; assured
in heart let him greet me from thy grasp delivered; this boon I
choose, the first of three.”
11

yathÀ purastÀd bhavitÀ pratÈta auddÀlakirÀruÍirmatprasÐØÒaÕ
sukhaÌ rÀtrÈÕ ÙayitÀ vÈtamanyustvÀÌ dadÐÙivÀnmÐtyumukhÀtpramuktam

“Even as before assured in heart and by me released shall he be,
Auddalaki Aruni, thy father; sweetly shall he sleep through the
nights and his passion shall pass away from him, having seen thee
from death's jaws delivered.”
12

svarge loke na bhayaÌ kiÌcanÀsti na tatra tvaÌ na jarayÀ bibheti
ubhe tÈrtvÀÙanÀyÀpipÀse ÙokÀtigo modate svargaloke

“In heaven fear is not at all, in heaven, O Death, thou art not, nor
old age and its terrors; crossing over hunger and thirst as over two
rivers, leaving sorrow behind the soul in heaven rejoices.
13

sa tvamagniÌ svargyamadhyeØi mÐtyo prabrÓhi tvaÌ ÙraddadhÀnÀya mahyam
svargalokÀ amÐtatvaÌ bhajanta etad dvitÈyena vÐÍe vareÍa

“Therefore that heavenly Flame2 which thou, O Death, studiest,
expound unto me, for I believe. They who win their world of heaven, have immortality for their portion. This for the second boon I
have chosen.”
14

pra te bravÈmi tadu me nibodha svargyamagniÌ naciketaÕ prajÀnan
anantalokÀptimatho pratiØÒhÀÌ viddhi tvametaÌ nihitaÌ guhÀyÀm
2
The celestial force concealed subconsciently in man's mortality by the kindling
of which and its right ordering man transcends his earthly nature; not the physical
flame of the external sacrifice to which these profound phrases are inapplicable.
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“Hearken to me and understand, O Nachiketas; I declare to thee that
heavenly Flame, for I know it. Know this to be the possession of
infinite existence and the foundation and the thing hidden in the
secret cave of our being.”
15

lokÀdimagniÌ tamuvÀca tasmai yÀ iØÒakÀ yÀvatÈrvÀ yathÀ vÀ
sa cÀpi tatpratyavadad yathoktamathÀsya mÐtyuÕ punarevÀha tuØÒaÕ

Of the Flame that is the world's beginning3 he told him and what
are the bricks to him and how many and the way of their setting;
and Nachiketas too repeated it even as it was told; then Death was
pleased and said to him yet farther;
16

tamabravÈtprÈyamÀÍo mahÀtmÀ varaÌ tavehÀdya dadÀmi bhÓyaÕ
tavaiva nÀmnÀ bhavitÀyamagniÕ sÐÛkÀÌ cemÀmanekarÓpÀÌ gÐhÀÍa

Yea; the Great Soul was gratified and said to him, “Yet a farther
boon today I give thee; for even by thy name shall this Fire be
called; this necklace also take unto thee, a necklace4 of many figures.
17

triÍÀciketastribhiretya saÚdhiÌ trikarmakÐt tarati janmamÐtyÓ
brahmajajÜaÌ devamÈÄyaÌ viditvÀ nicÀyyemÀÌ ÙÀntimatyantameti

“Whoso lights the three fires 5 of Nachiketas and comes to
union with the Three 6 and does the triple works, 7 beyond
birth and death he crosses; for he finds the God of our
3
The Divine Force concealed in the subconscient is that which has originated and
built up the worlds. At the other end in the superconscient it reveals itself as the
Divine Being, Lord and Knower who has manifested Himself out of the Brahman.
4
The necklace of many figures is Prakriti, creative Nature which comes under
the control of the soul that has attained to the divine existence.
5
Probably, the divine force utilised to raise to divinity the triple being of man.
6
Possibly, the three Purushas, soul-states or Personalities of the divine Being,
indicated by the three letters AUM. The highest Brahman is beyond the three letters of the mystic syllable.
7
The sacrifice of the lower existence to the divine, consummated on the three
planes of man's physical, vital and mental consciousness.
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adoration, the Knower8 who is born from the Brahman, whom having beheld he attains to surpassing peace.
18

triÍÀciketastrayametad viditvÀ ya evaÌ vidvÀÌÙcinute nÀciketam
sa mÐtyupÀÙÀnpurataÕ praÍodya ÙokÀtigo modate svargaloke

“When a man has the three flames of Nachiketas and knows this
that is Triple, when so knowing he beholds the Flame of Nachiketas, then he thrusts from in front of him the meshes of the snare
of death; leaving sorrow behind him he in heaven rejoices.
19

eØa te'gnirnaciketaÕ svargyo yamavÐÍÈthÀ dvitÈyena vareÍa
etamagniÌ tavaiva pravakØyanti janÀsastÐtÈyaÌ varaÌ naciketo vÐÍÈØva

“This is the heavenly Flame, O Nachiketas, which thou hast
chosen for the second boon; of this Flame the peoples shall
speak that it is thine indeed. A third boon choose, O Nachiketas.”
20

yeyaÌ prete vicikitsÀ manuØye'stÈtyeke nÀyamastÈti caike
etad vidyÀmanuÙiØÒastvayÀhaÌ varÀÍÀmeØa varastÐtÈyaÕ

“This debate that there is over the man who has passed and some
say 'This he is not' and some that he is, that, taught by thee, I would
know; this is the third boon of the boons of my choosing.”
21

devairatrÀpi vicikitsitaÌ purÀ na hi sujÜeyamaÍureØa dharmaÕ
anyaÌ varaÌ naciketo vÐÍÈØva mÀ moparotsÈrati mÀ sÐjainam

“Even by the gods was this debated of old; for it is not easy of
knowledge, since very subtle is the law of it. Another boon
choose, O Nachiketas; importune me not, nor urge me; this, this
abandon.”

8
The Purusha or Divine Being, Knower of the Field, who dwells within all and
for whose pleasure Prakriti fulfils the cosmic play.
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22

devairatrÀpi vicikitsitaÌ kila tvaÌ ca mÐtyo yanna sujÜeyamÀttha
vaktÀ cÀsya tvÀdÐganyo na labhyo nÀnyo varastulya etasya kaÙcit

“Even by the gods was this debated, it is sure, and thou thyself hast
said that it is not easy of knowledge; never shall I find another like
thee9 to tell of it, nor is there any other boon that is its equal.”
23

ÙatÀyuØaÕ putrapautrÀnvÐÍÈØva bahÓnpaÙÓn hastihiraÍyamaÙvÀn
bhÓmermahadÀyatanaÌ vÐÍÈØva svayaÌ ca jÈva Ùarado yÀvadicchasi

“Choose sons and grandsons who shall live each a hundred years,
choose much cattle and elephants and gold and horses; choose a
mighty reach of earth and thyself live for as many years as thou
listest.
24

etattulyaÌ yadi manyase varaÌ vÐÍÈØva vittaÌ cirajÈvikÀÌ ca
mahÀbhÓmau naciketastvamedhi kÀmÀnÀÌ tvÀ kÀmabhÀjaÌ karomi

“This boon if thou deemest equal to that of thy asking, choose wealth
and long living; possess thou, O Nachiketas, a mighty country; I give
thee thy desire of all desirable things for thy portion.
25

ye ye kÀmÀ durlabhÀ martyaloke sarvÀnkÀmÀÌÙchandataÕ prÀrthayasva
imÀ rÀmÀÕ sarathÀÕ satÓryÀ na hÈdÐÙÀ lambhanÈyÀ manuØyaiÕ
ÀbhirmatprattÀbhiÕ paricÀrayasva naciketo maraÍaÌ mÀnuprÀkØÈÕ

“Yea, all desires that are hard to win in the world of mortals, all
demand at thy pleasure; lo, these delectable women with their
chariots and their bugles, whose like are not to be won by men,
these I will give thee; live with them for thy handmaidens. But of
death question not, O Nachiketas.”
26

ÙvobhÀvÀ martyasya yadantakaitat sarvendriyÀÍÀÌ jarayanti tejaÕ

9
Yama is the knower and keeper of the cosmic Law through which the soul has
to rise by death and life to the freedom of Immortality.
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api sarvaÌ jÈvitamalpameva tavaiva vÀhÀstava nÐtyagÈte

“Until the morrow mortal man has these things, O Ender, and they
wear away all this keenness and glory of his senses; nay, all life is
even for a little. Thine are these chariots and thine the dancing of
these women and their singing.
27

na vittena tarpaÍÈyo manuØyo lapsyÀmahe vittamadrÀkØma cettvÀ
jÈviØyÀmo yÀvadÈÙiØyasi tvaÌ varastu me varaÍÈyaÕ sa eva

“Man is not to be satisfied by riches, and riches we shall have if
we have beheld thee and shall live as long as thou shalt be lord of
us.10 This boon and no other is for my choosing.
28

ajÈryatÀmamÐtÀnÀmupetya jÈryanmartyaÕ kvadhaÕsthaÕ prajÀnan
abhidhyÀyan varÍaratipramodÀnatidÈrghe jÈvite ko rameta

“Who that is a mortal man and grows old and dwells down upon
the unhappy earth, when he has come into the presence of the ageless Immortals and knows, yea, who when he looks very close at
beauty and enjoyment and pleasure, can take delight in overlong
living?
29

yasminnidaÌ vicikitsanti mÐtyo yatsÀÌparÀye mahati brÓhi nastat
yo'yaÌ varo gÓÄhamanupraviØÒo nÀnyaÌ tasmÀnnaciketÀ vÐÍÈte

“This of which they thus debate, O Death, declare to me, even that
which is in the great passage; than this boon which enters in into
the secret that is hidden from us, no other chooses Nachiketas.

10
Life being a figure of death and Death of life, the only true existence is the
infinite, divine and immortal.
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THE FIRST CYCLE; SECOND CHAPTER
1

anyacchreyo'nyadutaiva preyaste ubhe nÀnÀrthe puruØaÌ sinÈtaÕ
tayoÕ Ùreya ÀdadÀnasya sÀdhu bhavati hÈyate'rthÀdya u preyo vÐÍÈte

Yama speaks:
One thing is the good and quite another thing is the pleasant, and
both seize upon a man with different meanings. Of these whoso
takes the good, it is well with him; he falls from the aim of life
who chooses the pleasant.
2

ÙreyaÙca preyaÙca manuØyametastau saÌparÈtya vivinakti dhÈraÕ
Ùreyo hi dhÈro'bhi preyaso vÐÍÈte preyo mando yogakØemÀd vÐÍÈte

The good and the pleasant come to a man and the thoughtful mind
turns all around them and distinguishes. The wise chooses out the
good from the pleasant, but the dull soul chooses the pleasant
rather than the getting of his good and its having.
3

sa tvaÌ priyÀnpriyarÓpÀÌÙca kÀmÀnabhidhyÀyan naciketo'tyasrÀkØÈÕ
naitÀÌ sÐÛkÀÌ vittamayÈmavÀpto yasyÀÌ majjanti bahavo manuØyÀÕ

And thou, O Nachiketas, hast looked close at the objects of desire, at pleasant things and beautiful, and thou hast cast them from
thee; thou hast not entered into the net of riches in which many
men sink to perdition.
4

dÓramete viparÈte viØÓcÈ avidyÀ yÀ ca vidyeti jÜÀtÀ
vidyÀbhÈpsinaÌ naciketasaÌ manye na tvÀ kÀmÀ bahavo'lolupanta

For far apart are these, opposite, divergent, the one that is known
as the Ignorance and the other the Knowledge. But Nachiketas I
deem truly desirous of the knowledge whom so many desirable
things could not make to lust after them.
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5

avidyÀyÀmantare vartamÀnÀÕ svayaÌ dhÈrÀÕ paÍÄitaÌmanyamÀnÀÕ
dandramyamÀÍÀÕ pariyanti mÓÄhÀ andhenaiva nÈyamÀnÀ yathÀndhÀÕ

They who dwell in the ignorance, within it, wise in their own wit
and deeming themselves very learned, men bewildered are they
who wander about round and round circling like blind men led by
the blind.
6

na sÀÌparÀyaÕ pratibhÀti bÀlaÌ pramÀdyantaÌ vittamohena mÓÄham
ayaÌ loko nÀsti para iti mÀnÈ punaÕ punarvaÙamÀpadyate me

The childish wit bewildered and drunken with the illusion of riches
cannot open its eyes to see the passage to heaven; for he that thinks
this world is and there is no other, comes again and again into
Death's thraldom.
7

ÙravaÍÀyÀpi bahubhiryo na labhyaÕ ÙÐÍvanto'pi bahavo yaÌ na vidyuÕ
ÀÙcaryo vaktÀ kuÙalo'sya labdhÀ'Ùcaryo jÜÀtÀ kuÙalÀnuÙiØÒaÕ

He that is not easy even to be heard of by many, and even of those
that have heard they are many who have not known Him, — a
miracle is the man that can speak of Him wisely or is skilful to
win Him, and when one is found, a miracle is the listener who can
know God even when taught of Him by the knower.
8

na nareÍÀvareÍa prokta eØa suvijÜeyo bahudhÀ cintyamÀnaÕ
ananyaprokte gatiratra nÀstyaÍÈyÀn hyatarkyamaÍupramÀÍÀt

An inferior man cannot tell you of Him; for thus told thou canst
not truly know Him, since He is thought of in many aspects. Yet
unless told of Him by another thou canst not find thy way there
to Him; for He is subtler than subtlety and that which logic cannot reach.
9

naiØÀ tarkeÍa matirÀpaneyÀ proktÀnyenaiva sujÜÀnÀya preØÒha
yÀÌ tvamÀpaÕ satyadhÐtirbatÀsi tvÀdÐÛ no bhÓyÀnnaciketaÕ praØÒÀ
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This wisdom is not to be had by reasoning, O beloved Nachiketas; only when told thee by another it brings real knowledge, — the
wisdom which thou hast gotten. Truly thou art steadfast in the Truth!
Even such a questioner as thou art may I meet with always.
10

jÀnÀmyahaÌ ÙevadhirityanityaÌ na hyadhruvaiÕ prÀpyate hi dhruvaÌ
tat
tato mayÀ nÀciketaÙcito'gniranityairdravyaiÕ prÀptavÀnasmi nityam

Nachiketas speaks:
I know of treasure that it is not for ever; for not by things unstable
shall one attain That which is stable; therefore I heaped the fire of
Nachiketas, and by the sacrifice of transitory things I won the Eternal.
11

kÀmasyÀptiÌ jagataÕ pratiØÒhÀÌ kratorÀnantyamabhayasya pÀram
stomaÌ mahadurugÀyaÌ pratiØÒhÀÌ dÐØÒvÀ dhÐtyÀ dhÈro naciketo'tyasrÀkØÈÕ

Yama speaks:
When thou hast seen in thy grasp, O Nachiketas, the possession
of desire and firm foundation of this world and an infinity of power
and the other shore of security and praise and scope and wide
moving and firm foundation,11 wise and strong in steadfastness
thou didst cast these things from thee.
12

taÌ durdarÙaÌ gÓÄhamanupraviØÒaÌ guhÀhitaÌ gahvareØÒhaÌ purÀÍam
adhyÀtmayogÀdhigamena devaÌ matvÀ dhÈro harØaÙokau jahÀti

Realising God by attainment to Him through spiritual Yoga, even
the Ancient of Days who hath entered deep into that which is hidden and is hard to see, for he is established in our secret being and
lodged in the cavern heart of things, the wise and steadfast man
casts far from him joy and sorrow.

11

Or, “and great fame chanted through widest regions”.
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13

etacchrutvÀ saÌparigÐhya martyaÕ pravÐhya dharmyamaÍumetamÀpya
sa modate modanÈyaÌ hi labdhvÀ vivÐtaÌ sadma naciketasaÌ manye

When mortal man has heard, when he has grasped, when he has
forcefully separated the Righteous One from his body and won that
subtle Being, then he has delight, for he has got that which one can
indeed delight in. Verily I deem of Nachiketas as a house wide open.
14

anyatra dharmÀdanyatrÀdharmÀdanyatrÀsmÀt kÐtÀkÐtÀt
anyatra bhÓtÀcca bhavyÀcca yattatpaÙyasi tadvada

Nachiketas speaks:
Tell me of That which thou seest otherwhere than in virtue and
otherwhere than in unrighteousness, otherwhere than in the created and the uncreated, otherwhere than in that which has been
and that which shall be.
15

sarve vedÀ yatpadamÀmananti tapÀÌsi sarvÀÍi ca yadvadanti
yadicchanto brahmacaryaÌ caranti tatte padaÌ saÌgraheÍa bravÈmyomityetat

Yama speaks:
The seat and goal that all the Vedas glorify and which all austerities declare, for the desire of which men practise holy living, of
That will I tell thee in brief compass. OM is that goal, O Nachiketas.
16

etaddhyevÀkØaraÌ brahma etaddhyevÀkØaraÌ param
etaddhyevÀkØaraÌ jÜÀtvÀ yo yadicchati tasya tat

For this Syllable is Brahman, this Syllable is the Most High: this
Syllable if one know, whatsoever one shall desire, it is his.
17

etadÀlambanaÌ ÙreØÒhametadÀlambanaÌ param
etadÀlambanaÌ jÜÀtvÀ brahmaloke mahÈyate

This support is the best, this support is the highest, knowing
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this support one grows great in the world of the Brahman.
18

na jÀyate mriyate vÀ vipaÙcinnÀyaÌ kutaÙcinna babhÓva kaÙcit
ajo nityaÕ ÙÀÙvato'yaÌ purÀÍo na hanyate hanyamÀne ÙarÈre

That Wise One is not born, neither does he die; he came not from
anywhere, neither is he anyone; he is unborn, he is everlasting, he
is ancient and sempiternal, he is not slain in the slaying of the body.
19

hantÀ cenmanyate hantuÌ hataÙcenmanyate hatam
ubhau tau na vijÀnÈto nÀyaÌ hanti na hanyate

If the slayer think that he slays, if the slain think that he is slain,
both of these have not the knowledge. This slays not, neither is
He slain.
20

aÍoraÍÈyÀnmahato mahÈyÀnÀtmÀsya jantornihito guhÀyÀm
tamakratuÕ paÙyati vÈtaÙoko dhÀtuprasÀdÀnmahimÀnamÀtmanaÕ

Finer than the fine, huger than the huge the Self hides in the secret heart of the creature: when a man strips himself of will and is
weaned from sorrow, then he beholds Him, purified from the
mental elements he sees the greatness of the Self-being.
21

ÀsÈno dÓraÌ vrajati ÙayÀno yÀti sarvataÕ
kastaÌ madÀmadaÌ devaÌ madanyo jÜÀtumarhati

Seated He journeys far off, lying down He goes everywhere. Who
other than I is fit to know God, even Him who is rapture and the
transcendence of rapture?
22

aÙarÈraÌ ÙarÈreØvanavastheØvavasthitam
mahÀntaÌ vibhumÀtmÀnaÌ matvÀ dhÈro na Ùocati

Realising the Bodiless in bodies, the Established in things unsettled, the Great and Omnipresent Self, the wise and steadfast soul
grieves no longer.
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23

nÀyamÀtmÀ pravacanena labhyo na medhayÀ na bahunÀ Ùrutena
yamevaiØa vÐÍute tena labhyastasyaiØa ÀtmÀ vivÐÍute tanÓÌ svÀm

The Self is not to be won by eloquent teaching, nor by brain power, nor by much learning: but only he whom this being chooses can
win Him, for to him this Self bares His body.
24

nÀvirato duÙcaritÀnnÀÙÀnto nÀsamÀhitaÕ
nÀÙÀntamÀnaso vÀpi prajÜÀnenainamÀpnuyÀt

None who has not ceased from doing evil, or who is not calm, or
not concentrated in his being, or whose mind has not been tranquillised, can by wisdom attain to Him.
25

yasya brahma ca kØatraÌ ca ubhe bhavata odanaÕ
mÐtyuryasyopasecanaÌ ka itthÀ veda yatra saÕ

He to whom the sages are as meat and heroes as food for His eating and Death is an ingredient of His banquet, how thus shall one
know of Him where He abideth?

THE FIRST CYCLE; THIRD CHAPTER
1

ÐtaÌ pibantau sukÐtasya loke guhÀÌ praviØÒau parame parÀrdhe
chÀyÀtapau brahmavido vadanti paÜcÀgnayo ye ca triÍÀciketÀÕ

Yama speaks:
There are two that drink deep of the Truth in the world of work
well accomplished: they are lodged in the secret plane of being
and in the highest kingdom of the most High is their dwelling: as
of light and shade the knowers of the Brahman speak of them and
those of the five fires and those who have the three fires of Nachiketas.
2

yaÕ seturÈjÀnÀnÀmakØaraÌ brahma yatparam
abhayaÌ titÈrØatÀÌ pÀraÌ nÀciketaÌ Ùakemahi
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May we have strength to kindle Agni Nachiketas, for he is the bridge
of those who do sacrifice and he is Brahman supreme and imperishable, and the far shore of security to those who would cross this
ocean.
3

ÀtmÀnaÌ rathinaÌ viddhi ÙarÈraÌ rathameva tu
buddhiÌ tu sÀrathiÌ viddhi manaÕ pragrahameva ca

Know the body for a chariot and the soul for the master of the chariot: know Reason for the charioteer and the mind for the reins only.
4

indriyÀÍi hayÀnÀhurviØayÀÌsteØu gocarÀn
ÀtmendriyamanoyuktaÌ bhoktetyÀhurmanÈØiÍaÕ

The senses they speak of as the steeds and the objects of sense as
the paths in which they move; and One yoked with Self and the
mind and the senses is the enjoyer, say the thinkers.
5

yastvavijÜÀnavÀn bhavatyayuktena manasÀ sadÀ
tasyendriyÀÍyavaÙyÀni duØÒÀÙvÀ iva sÀratheÕ

Now he that is without knowledge with his mind ever unapplied,
his senses are to him as wild horses and will not obey the driver
of the chariot.
6

yastu vijÜÀnavÀn bhavati yuktena manasÀ sadÀ
tasyendriyÀÍi vaÙyÀni sadaÙvÀ iva sÀratheÕ

6. But he that has knowledge with his mind ever applied, his senses
are to him as noble steeds and they obey the driver.
7

yastvavijÜÀnavÀn bhavatyamanaskaÕ sadÀ'ÙuciÕ
na sa tatpadamÀpnoti saÌsÀraÌ cÀdhigacchati

Yea, he that is without knowledge and is unmindful and is ever
unclean, reaches not that goal, but wanders in the cycle of phenomena.
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8

yastu vijÜÀnavÀn bhavati samanaskaÕ sadÀ ÙuciÕ
sa tu tatpadamÀpnoti yasmÀd bhÓyo na jÀyate

But he that has knowledge and is mindful and pure always, reaches that goal whence he is not born again.
9

vijÜÀnasÀrathiryastu manaÕpragrahavÀn naraÕ
so'dhvanaÕ pÀramÀpnoti tadviØÍoÕ paramaÌ padam

That man who uses the mind for reins and the knowledge for the
driver, reaches the end of his road, the highest seat of Vishnu.
10

indriyebhyaÕ parÀ hyarthÀ arthebhyaÙca paraÌ manaÕ
manasastu parÀ buddhirbuddherÀtmÀ mahÀnparaÕ

Than the senses the objects of sense are higher; and higher than
the objects of sense is the Mind; and higher than the Mind is the
faculty of knowledge; and than that is the Great Self higher.
11

mahataÕ paramavyaktamavyaktÀt puruØaÕ paraÕ
puruØÀnna paraÌ kiÚcitsÀ kÀØÒhÀ sÀ parÀ gatiÕ

And higher than the Great Self is the Unmanifest and higher than
the Unmanifest is the Purusha: than the Purusha there is none
higher: He is the culmination, He is the highest goal of the journey.
12

eØa sarveØu bhÓteØu gÓÄho'tmÀ na prakÀÙate
dÐÙyate tvagryayÀ buddhyÀ sÓkØmayÀ sÓkØmadarÙibhiÕ

The secret Self in all existences does not manifest Himself to the
vision: yet is He seen by the seers of the subtle by a subtle and
perfect understanding.
13

yacched vÀÛmanasÈ prÀjÜastadyacchejjÜÀna Àtmani
jÜÀnamÀtmani mahati niyacchet tadyacchecchÀnta Àtmani
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Let the wise man restrain speech in his mind and mind in his self
of knowledge, and knowledge in the Great Self, and that again let
him restrain in the Self that is at peace.
14

uttiØÒhata jÀgrata prÀpya varÀnnibodhata
kØurasya dhÀrÀ niÙitÀ duratyayÀ durgaÌ pathastat kavayo vadanti

Arise, awake, find out the great ones and learn of them; for sharp
as a razor's edge, hard to traverse, difficult of going is that path,
say the sages.
15

aÙabdamasparÙamarÓpamavyayaÌ tathÀrasaÌ nityamagandhavacca yat
anÀdyanantaÌ mahataÕ paraÌ dhruvaÌ nicÀyya tanmÐtyumukhÀt pramucyate

That in which sound is not, nor touch, nor shape, nor diminution,
nor taste, nor smell, that which is eternal, and It is without end or
beginning, higher than the Great Self and stable, — that having
seen, from the mouth of death there is deliverance.
16

nÀciketamupÀkhyÀnaÌ mÐtyuproktaÌ sanÀtanam
uktvÀ ÙrutvÀ ca medhÀvÈ brahmaloke mahÈyate

The man of intelligence having spoken or heard the eternal story
of Nachiketas wherein Death was the speaker, grows great in the
world of the Brahman.
17

ya imaÌ paramaÌ guhyaÌ ÙrÀvayed brahmasaÌsadi
prayataÕ ÙrÀddhakÀle vÀ tadÀnantyÀya kalpate
tadÀnantyÀya kalpata iti

He who being pure recites this supreme secret at the time of the
Shraddha in the assembly of the Brahmins, that turns for him to
infinite existence.
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THE SECOND CYCLE; FIRST CHAPTER
1

parÀÜci khÀni vyatÐÍat svayambhÓstasmÀtparÀÛ paÙyati nÀntarÀtman
kaÙciddhÈraÕ pratyagÀtmÀnamaikØadÀvÐttacakØuramÐtatvamicchan

Yama said:
The Self-born hath set the doors of the body to face outward, therefore the soul of a man gazeth outward and not at the Self within;
hardly a wise man here and there desiring immortality turneth his
eyes inward and seeth the Self within him.
2

parÀcaÕ kÀmÀnanuyanti bÀlÀste mÐtyoryanti vitatasya pÀÙam
atha dhÈrÀ amÐtatvaÌ viditvÀ dhruvamadhruveØviha na prÀrthayante

The rest childishly follow after desire and pleasure and walk into
the snare of Death who gapeth wide for them. But calm souls
having learned of immortality seek not for permanence in the
things of this world that pass and are not.
3

yena rÓpaÌ rasaÌ gandhaÌ ÙabdÀn sparÙÀÌÙca maithunÀn
etenaiva vijÀnÀti kimatra pariÙiØyate
etadvai tat

By the Self one knoweth taste and form and smell, by the Self one
knoweth sound and touch and the joy of man with woman; what
is there left in this world of which the Self not knoweth? This is
the thing thou seekest.
4

svapnÀntaÌ jÀgaritÀntaÌ cobhau yenÀnupaÙyati
mahÀntaÌ vibhumÀtmÀnaÌ matvÀ dhÈro na Ùocati

The calm soul having comprehended the great Lord, the omnipresent Self by whom one beholdeth both to the end of dream and to
the end of waking, ceaseth from grieving.
5

ya imaÌ madhvadaÌ veda ÀtmÀnaÌ jÈvamantikÀt
ÈÙÀnaÌ bhÓtabhavyasya na tato vijugupsate
etadvai tat
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He that hath known from very close this Eater of sweetness, the Jiva,
the Self within that is lord of what was and what shall be, shrinketh not thereafter from aught nor abhorreth any. This is the thing
thou seekest.
6

yaÕ pÓrvaÌ tapaso jÀtamadbhyaÕ pÓrvamajÀyata
guhÀÌ praviÙya tiØÒhantaÌ yo bhÓtebhirvyapaÙyata
etadvai tat

He is the seer that seeth Him who came into being before austerity and was before the waters; deep in the heart of the creature he
seeth Him, for there He standeth by the mingling of the elements.
This is the thing thou seekest.
7

yÀ prÀÍena saÌbhavatyaditirdevatÀmayÈ
guhÀÌ praviÙya tiØÒhantÈÌ yÀ bhÓtebhirvyajÀyata
etadvai tat

This is Aditi, the mother of the Gods, who was born through the
Prana and by the mingling of the elements had her being; deep in
the heart of things she has entered, there she is seated. This is the
thing thou seekest.
8

araÍyornihito jÀtavedÀ garbha iva subhÐto garbhiÍÈbhiÕ
dive diva ÈÄyo jÀgÐvadbhirhaviØmadbhirmanuØyebhiragniÕ
etadvai tat

As a woman carrieth with care the unborn child in her womb, so is
the Master of knowledge lodged in the tinders, and day by day should
men worship him who live their waking life and stand before him
with sacrifice; for he is that Agni. This is the thing thou seekest.
9

yataÙcodeti sÓryo'staÌ yatra ca gacchati
taÌ devÀÕ sarve'rpitÀstadu nÀtyeti kaÙcana
etadvai tat

He from whom the sun riseth and to whom the sun returneth, and
in Him are all the Gods established, — none passeth beyond Him.
This is the thing thou seekest.
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10

yadeveha tadamutra yadamutra tadanviha
mÐtyoÕ sa mÐtyumÀpnoti ya iha nÀneva paÙyati

What is in this world is also in the other, and what is in the other,
that again is in this; who thinketh he sees difference here, from death
to death he goeth.
11

manasaivedamÀptavyaÌ neha nÀnÀsti kiÌcana
mÐtyoÕ sa mÐtyuÌ gacchati ya iha nÀneva paÙyati

Through the mind must we understand that there is nothing in this
world that is really various; who thinketh he sees difference here,
from death to death he goeth.
12

aÛguØÒhamÀtraÕ puruØo madhya Àtmani tiØÒhati
ÈÙÀno bhÓtabhavyasya na tato vijugupsate
etadvai tat

The Purusha who is seated in the midst of ourself is no larger than
the finger of a man. He is the lord of what was and what shall be;
Him having seen one shrinketh not from aught nor abhorreth any.
This is the thing thou seekest.
13

aÛguØÒhamÀtraÕ puruØo jyotirivÀdhÓmakaÕ
ÈÙÀno bhÓtabhavyasya sa evÀdya sa u ÙvaÕ
etadvai tat

The Purusha that is within is no larger than the finger of a man;
He is like a blazing fire that is without smoke, He is lord of His
past and His future. He alone is today and He alone shall be tomorrow. This is the thing thou seekest.
14

yathodakaÌ durge vÐØÒaÌ parvateØu vidhÀvati
evaÌ dharmÀnpÐthak paÙyaÌstÀnevÀnuvidhÀvati

As water that raineth in the rough and difficult places, runneth to
many sides on the mountain-tops, so he that seeth separate law
and action of the one Spirit, followeth in the track of what he seeth.
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15

yathodakaÌ Ùuddhe ÙuddhamÀsiktaÌ tÀdÐgeva bhavati
evaÌ munervijÀnata ÀtmÀ bhavati gautama

But as pure water that is poured into pure water, even as it was such
it remaineth, so is it with the soul of the thinker who knoweth God,
O seed of Gotama.

THE SECOND CYCLE; SECOND CHAPTER
1

puramekÀdaÙadvÀramajasyÀvakracetasaÕ
anuØÒhÀya na Ùocati vimuktaÙca vimucyate
etadvai tat

Yama said:
The Unborn who is not devious-minded hath a city with eleven gates;
when He taketh up his abode in it, He grieveth not, but when He is
set free from it, that is His deliverance. This is the thing thou seekest.
2

haÌsaÕ ÙuciØad vasurantarikØasaddhotÀ vediØadatithirduroÍasat
nÐØadvarasadÐtasad vyomasadabjÀ gojÀ ÐtajÀ adrijÀ ÐtaÌ bÐhat

Lo, the Swan whose dwelling is in the purity, He is the Vasu in
the interregions, the Sacrificer at the altar, the Guest in the vessel
of the drinking; He is in man and in the Great Ones and His home
is in the Law and His dwelling is in the firmament; He is all that
is born of water and all that is born of earth and all that is born of
the mountains. He is the Truth and He is the Mighty One.
3

ÓrdhvaÌ prÀÍamunnayatyapÀnaÌ pratyagasyati
madhye vÀmanamÀsÈnaÌ viÙve devÀ upÀsate

This is He that draweth the main breath upward and casteth the
lower breath downward. The Dwarf that sitteth in the centre, to
Him all the Gods do homage.
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4

asya visraÌsamÀnasya ÙarÈrasthasya dehinaÕ
dehÀd vimucyamÀnasya kimatra pariÙiØyate
etadvai tat

When this encased spirit that is in the body falleth away from it,
when He is freed from its casing, what is there then that remaineth? This is the thing thou seekest.
5

na prÀÍena nÀpÀnena martyo jÈvati kaÙcana
itareÍa tu jÈvanti yasminnetÀvupÀÙritau

Man that is mortal liveth not by the breath, no, nor by the lower
breath; but by something else we live in which both these have
their being.
6

hanta ta idaÌ pravakØyÀmi guhyaÌ brahma sanÀtanam
yathÀ ca maraÍaÌ prÀpya ÀtmÀ bhavati gautama

Surely, O Gautama, I will tell thee of this secret and eternal Brahman and likewise what becometh of the soul when one dieth.
7

yonimanye prapadyante ÙarÈratvÀya dehinaÕ
sthÀÍumanye'nusaÌyanti yathÀkarma yathÀÙrutam

For some enter a womb to the embodying of the Spirit and others
follow after the Immovable; according to their deeds is their goal
and after the measure of their revealed knowledge.
8

ya eØa supteØu jÀgarti kÀmaÌ kÀmaÌ puruØo nirmimÀÍaÕ
tadeva ÙukraÌ tad brahma tadevÀmÐtamucyate
tasmiÌllokÀÕ ÙritÀÕ sarve tadu nÀtyeti kaÙcana
etadvai tat

This that waketh in the sleepers creating desire upon desire, this
Purusha, Him they call the Bright One, Him Brahman, Him Immortality, and in Him are all the worlds established; none goeth
beyond Him. This is the thing thou seekest.
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9

agniryathaiko bhuvanaÌ praviØÒo rÓpaÌ rÓpaÌ pratirÓpo babhÓva
ekastathÀ sarvabhÓtÀntarÀtmÀ rÓpaÌ rÓpaÌ pratirÓpo bahiÙca

Even as one Fire hath entered into the world but it shapeth itself to
the forms it meeteth, so there is one Spirit within all creatures but
it shapeth itself to form and form; it is likewise outside these.
10

vÀyuryathaiko bhuvanaÌ praviØÒo rÓpaÌ rÓpaÌ pratirÓpo babhÓva
ekastathÀ sarvabhÓtÀntarÀtmÀ rÓpaÌ rÓpaÌ pratirÓpo bahiÙca

Even as one Air hath entered into the world but it shapeth itself
to the forms it meeteth, so there is one Spirit within all creatures
but it shapeth itself to form and form; it is likewise outside these.
11

sÓryo yathÀ sarvalokasya cakØurna lipyate cÀkØuØairbÀhyadoØaiÕ
ekastathÀ sarvabhÓtÀntarÀtmÀ na lipyate lokaduÕkhena bÀhyaÕ

Even as the Sun is the eye of all this world, yet it is not soiled by
the outward blemishes of the visual, so there is one Spirit within
all creatures, but the sorrow of this world soils it not, for it is
beyond grief and his danger.
12

eko vaÙÈ sarvabhÓtÀntarÀtmÀ ekaÌ rÓpaÌ bahudhÀ yaÕ karoti
tamÀtmasthaÌ ye'nupaÙyanti dhÈrÀsteØÀÌ sukhaÌ ÙÀÙvataÌ netareØÀm

One calm and controlling Spirit within all creatures that maketh one
form into many fashions; the calm and strong who see Him in the
self as in a mirror, theirs is eternal felicity and 'tis not for others.
13

nityo'nityÀnÀÌ cetanaÙcetanÀnÀmeko bahÓnÀÌ yo vidadhÀti kÀmÀn
tamÀtmasthaÌ ye'nupaÙyanti dhÈrÀsteØÀÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀÙvatÈ netareØÀm

The One Eternal in many transient, the One Conscious in many
conscious beings, who being One ordereth the desires of many;
the calm and strong who behold Him in the self as in a mirror,
theirs is eternal peace and 'tis not for others.
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14

tadetaditi manyante'nirdeÙyaÌ paramaÌ sukham
kathaÌ nu tadvijÀnÈyÀÌ kimu bhÀti vibhÀti vÀ

“This is He,” is all they can realise of Him, a highest felicity which
none can point to nor any define it. How shall I know of Him whether He shineth or reflecteth one light and another?
15

na tatra sÓryo bhÀti na candratÀrakaÌ nemÀ vidyuto bhÀnti kuto'yamagniÕ
tameva bhÀntamanubhÀti sarvaÌ tasya bhÀsÀ sarvamidaÌ vibhÀti

There the Sun cannot shine and the moon has no lustre; all the stars
are blind; there our lightnings flash not, neither any earthly fire. For
all that is bright is but the shadow of His brightness and by His
shining all this shineth.

THE SECOND CYCLE; THIRD CHAPTER
1

ÓrdhvamÓlo'vÀkÙÀkha eØo'ÙvatthaÕ sanÀtanaÕ
tadeva ÙukraÌ tad brahma tadevÀmÐtamucyate
tasmiÌllokÀÕ ÙritÀÕ sarve tadu nÀtyeti kaÙcana
etadvai tat

Yama said:
This is the eternal uswattha tree whose roots are aloft, but its
branches are downward. It is He that is called the Bright One and
Brahman and Immortality, and in Him are all the worlds established; none goeth beyond Him. This is the thing thou seekest.
2

yadidaÌ kiÚca jagatsarvaÌ prÀÍa ejati niÕsÐtam
mahad bhayaÌ vajramudyataÌ ya etad viduramÐtÀste bhavanti

All this universe of motion moveth in the Prana and from the Prana
also it proceeded; a mighty terror is He, yea, a thunderbolt uplifted. Who know Him are the immortals.
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3

bhayÀdasyÀgnistapati bhayÀttapati sÓryaÕ
bhayÀdindraÙca vÀyuÙca mÐtyurdhÀvati paÜcamaÕ

For fear of Him the fire burneth, for fear of Him the sun giveth heat,
for fear of Him Indra and Vayu and Death hasten in their courses.
4

iha cedaÙakadboddhuÌ prÀk ÙarÈrasya visrasaÕ
tataÕ sargeØu lokeØu ÙarÈratvÀya kalpate

If in this world of men and before thy body fall from thee, thou
art able to apprehend it, then thou availest for embodiment in the
worlds that are His creations.
5

yathÀdarÙe tathÀtmani yathÀ svapne tathÀ pitÐloke
yathÀpsu parÈva dadÐÙe tathÀ gandharvaloke chÀyÀtapayoriva brahmaloke

In the self one seeth God as in a mirror but as in a dream in the
world of the fathers, and as in water one seeth the surface of an
object, so one seeth Him in the world of the Gandharvas; but He
is seen as light and shade in the heaven of the Spirit.
6

indriyÀÍÀÌ pÐthagbhÀvamudayÀstamayau ca yat
pÐthagutpadyamÀnÀnÀÌ matvÀ dhÈro na Ùocati

The calm soul having comprehended the separateness of the senses and the rising of them and their setting and their separate emergence putteth from him pain and sorrow.
7

indriyebhyaÕ paraÌ mano manasaÕ sattvamuttamam
sattvÀdadhi mahÀnÀtmÀ mahato'vyaktamuttamam

The mind is higher than the senses, and above the mind is the
thought, and above the thought is the mighty Spirit, and above the
Mighty One is the Unmanifest.
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8

avyaktÀttu paraÕ puruØo vyÀpako'liÛga eva ca
yaÌ jÜÀtvÀ mucyate janturamÐtatvaÌ ca gacchati

But highest above the Unmanifest is the Purusha who pervadeth all
and alone hath no sign nor feature. Mortal man knowing Him is
released into immortality.
9

na saÌdÐÙe tiØÒhati rÓpamasya na cakØuØÀ paÙyati kaÙcanainam
hÐdÀ manÈØÀ manasÀbhikËpto ya etad viduramÐtÀste bhavanti

He hath not set His body within the ken of seeing, neither doth
any man with the eye behold Him, but to the heart and mind and
the supermind He is manifest. Who know Him are the immortals.
10

yadÀ paÜcÀvatiØÒhante jÜÀnÀni manasÀ saha
buddhiÙca na viceØÒati tÀmÀhuÕ paramÀÌ gatim

10. When the five senses cease and are at rest and the mind resteth
with them and the Thought ceaseth from its workings, that is the
highest state, say thinkers.
11

tÀÌ yogamiti manyante sthirÀmindriyadhÀraÍÀm
apramattastadÀ bhavati yogo hi prabhavÀpyayau

The state unperturbed when the senses are imprisoned in the mind,
of this they say “it is Yoga”. Then man becomes very vigilant, for
Yoga is the birth of things and their ending.12
12

naiva vÀcÀ na manasÀ prÀptuÌ Ùakyo na cakØuØÀ
astÈti bruvato'nyatra kathaÌ tadupalabhyate

Not with the mind hath man the power to see God, no, nor by
speech nor with the eye. Unless one saith “He is,” how can one
become sensible of Him?
12
Shankara interprets, “As Yoga hath a beginning (birth) so hath it an ending.”
But this is not what the Sruti says.
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13

astÈtyevopalabdhavyastattvabhÀvena cobhayoÕ
astÈtyevopalabdhasya tattvabhÀvaÕ prasÈdati

One must apprehend Him in the concept “He is” and also in His
essential principle, but when he hath grasped Him as the Is, then
the essential of Him dawneth upon a man.
14

yadÀ sarve pramucyante kÀmÀ ye'sya hÐdi ÙritÀÕ
atha martyo'mÐto bhavatyatra brahma samaÙnute

When every desire that harboureth in the heart of a man hath been
loosened from its moorings, then this mortal putteth on immortality; even here he enjoyeth Brahman in this human body.
15

yadÀ sarve prabhidyante hÐdayasyeha granthayaÕ
atha martyo'mÐto bhavatyetÀvaddhyanuÙÀsanam

When all the strings of the heart are rent asunder, even here in this
human birth, then the mortal becometh immortal. This is the whole
teaching of the Scriptures.
16

ÙataÌ caikÀ ca hÐdayasya nÀÄyastÀsÀÌ mÓrdhÀnamabhiniÕsÐtaikÀ
tayordhvamÀyannamÐtatvameti viÙvaÛÛanyÀ utkramaÍe bhavanti

A hundred and one are the nerves of the heart and of all these only
one issueth out through the head of a man; by this the soul
mounteth up to its immortal home but the rest lead him to all sorts
and conditions of births in his passing.
17

aÛguØÒhamÀtraÕ puruØo'ntarÀtmÀ sadÀ janÀnÀÌ hÐdaye saÚniviØÒaÕ
taÌ svÀccharÈrÀt pravÐhenmuÜjÀdiveØÈkÀÌ dhairyeÍa
taÌ vidyÀcchukramamÐtaÌ taÌ vidyÀcchukramamÐtamiti

The Purusha, the Spirit within, who is no larger than the
finger of a man is seated for ever in the heart of creatures;
one must separate Him with patience from one's own body
as one separates from a blade of grass its main fibre. Thou
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shalt know Him for the Bright Immortal, yea, for the Bright Immortal.
18

mÐtyuproktÀÌ naciketo'tha labdhvÀ vidyÀmetÀÌ yogavidhiÌ ca
kÐtsnam
brahmaprÀpto virajo'bhÓd vimÐtyuranyo'pyevaÌ yo vidadhyÀtmameva

Thus did Nachiketas with Death for his teacher win the God-knowledge; he learned likewise the whole ordinance of the Yoga: thereafter he obtained Brahman and became void of stain and void of
death. So shall another be who cometh likewise to the science of
the Spirit.

M U N D A K A U PA N I S H A D

MUNDAKA UPANISHAD
CHAPTER ONE: SECTION I
1

brahmÀ devÀnÀÌ prathamaÕ saÌbabhÓva viÙvasya kartÀ bhuvanasya goptÀ
sa brahmavidyÀÌ sarvavidyÀpratiØÒhÀmatharvÀya jyeØÒhaputrÀya
prÀha

Brahma first of the Gods was born, the creator of all, the world's
protector; he to Atharvan, his eldest son, declared the God-knowledge in which all sciences have their foundation.
2

atharvaÍe yÀÌ pravadeta brahmÀtharvÀ tÀÌ purovÀcÀÛgire brahmavidyÀm
sa bhÀradvÀjÀya satyavahÀya prÀha bhÀradvÀjo'Ûgirase parÀvarÀm

The God-knowledge by Brahma declared to Atharvan, Atharvan of
old declared to Angir; he to Satyavaha the Bharadwaja told it, the
Bharadwaja to Angiras, both the higher and the lower knowledge.
3

Ùaunako ha vai mahÀÙÀlo'ÛgirasaÌ vidhivadupasannaÕ papraccha
kasminnu bhagavo vijÜÀte sarvamidaÌ vijÜÀtaÌ bhavatÈti

Shaunaka, the great house-lord, came to Angiras in the due way
of the disciple and asked of him, “Lord, by knowing what does all
this that is become known?”
4

tasmai sa hovÀca
dve vidye veditavye iti ha sma yad brahmavido vadanti parÀ caivÀparÀ ca

To him thus spoke Angiras: Twofold is the knowledge that must
be known of which the knowers of the Brahman tell, the higher
and the lower knowledge.
5

tatrÀparÀ Ðgvedo yajurvedaÕ sÀmavedo'tharvavedaÕ ÙikØÀ kalpo
vyÀkaraÍaÌ niruktaÌ chando jyotiØamiti
atha parÀ yayÀ tadakØaramadhigamyate
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Of which the lower, the Rig Veda and the Yajur Veda and the Sama
Veda and the Atharva Veda, chanting, ritual, grammar, etymological interpretation, and prosody and astronomy. And then the higher by which is known the Immutable.
6

yat tadadreÙyamagrÀhyamagotramavarÍamacakØuÕÙrotraÌ tadapÀÍipÀdam
nityaÌ vibhuÌ sarvagataÌ susÓkØmaÌ tadavyayaÌ yad bhÓtayoniÌ
paripaÙyanti dhÈrÀÕ

That the invisible, that the unseizable, without connections, without hue, without eye or ear, that which is without hands or feet,
eternal, pervading, which is in all things and impalpable, that
which is Imperishable, that which is the womb of creatures sages
behold everywhere.
7

yathorÍanÀbhiÕ sÐjate gÐhÍate ca yathÀ pÐthivyÀmoØadhayaÕ saÌbhavanti
yathÀ sataÕ puruØÀtkeÙalomÀni tathÀkØarÀtsaÌbhavatÈha viÙvam

As the spider puts out and gathers in, as herbs spring up upon the
earth, as hair of head and body grow from a living man, so here
all is born from the Immutable.
8

tapasÀ cÈyate brahma tato'nnamabhijÀyate
annÀtprÀÍo manaÕ satyaÌ lokÀÕ karmasu cÀmÐtam

Brahman grows by his energy at work, and then from Him is
Matter born, and out of Matter life, and mind and truth and the
worlds, and in works immortality.
9

yaÕ sarvajÜaÕ sarvavid yasya jÜÀnamayaÌ tapaÕ
tasmÀdetad brahma nÀma rÓpamannaÌ ca jÀyate

He who is the Omniscient, the all-wise, He whose energy is all
made of knowledge, from Him is born this that is Brahman here,
this Name and Form and Matter.
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CHAPTER ONE: SECTION II
1

tadetatsatyaÌ mantreØu karmÀÍi kavayo yÀnyapaÙyaÌstÀni tretÀyÀÌ
bahudhÀ saÚtatÀni
tÀnyÀcaratha niyataÌ satyakÀmÀ eØa vaÕ panthÀÕ sukÐtasya loke

This is That, the Truth of things: works which the sages beheld in
the Mantras1 were in the Treta2 manifoldly extended. Works do
ye perform religiously with one passion for the Truth; this is your
road to the heaven of good deeds.
2

yadÀ lelÀyate hyarciÕ samiddhe havyavÀhane
tadÀjyabhÀgÀvantareÍÀhutÈÕ pratipÀdayecchraddhayÀ hutam

When the fire of the sacrifice is kindled and the flame sways and
quivers, then between the double pourings of butter cast therein
with faith thy offerings.
3

yasyÀgnihotramadarÙamapaurÍamÀsamacÀturmÀsyamanÀgrayaÍamatithivarjitaÌ ca
ahutamavaiÙvadevamavidhinÀ hutamÀsaptamÀÌstasya lokÀn hinasti

For he whose altar-fires are empty of the new-moon offering and
the full-moon offering and the offering of the rains and the offering of the first fruits, or unfed, or fed without right ritual, or without guests or without the dues to the Vishwa-Devas, destroys his
hope of all the seven worlds.
4

kÀlÈ karÀlÈ ca manojavÀ ca sulohitÀ yÀ ca sudhÓmravarÍÀ
sphuliÛginÈ viÙvarucÈ ca devÈ lelÀyamÀnÀ iti sapta jihvÀÕ

Kali, the black, Karali, the terrible, Manojava, thought-swift, Sulohita, blood-red, Sudhumravarna, smoke-hued, Sphulingini, scattering sparks, Vishwaruchi, the all-beautiful, these are the seven
swaying tongues of the fire.
1
2

The inspired verses of the Veda.
The second of the four ages.
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5

eteØu yaÙcarate bhrÀjamÀneØu yathÀkÀlaÌ cÀhutayo hyÀdadÀyan
taÌ nayantyetÀÕ sÓryasya raÙmayo yatra devÀnÀÌ patireko'dhivÀsaÕ

He who in these when they are blazing bright performs the rites,
in their due season, him his fires of sacrifice take and they lead him,
these rays of the Sun, there where the Overlord of the gods is the
Inhabitant on high.
6

ehyehÈti tamÀhutayaÕ suvarcasaÕ sÓryasya raÙmibhiryajamÀnaÌ vahanti
priyÀÌ vÀcamabhivadantyo'rcayantya eØa vaÕ puÍyaÕ sukÐto brahmalokaÕ

“Come with us”, “Come with us”, they cry to him, these luminous fires
of sacrifice, and they bear him by the rays of the Sun speaking to him
pleasant words of sweetness, doing him homage, “This is your holy
world of Brahman and the heaven of your righteousness.”
7

plavÀ hyete adÐÄhÀ yajÜarÓpÀ aØÒÀdaÙoktamavaraÌ yeØu karma
etacchreyo ye'bhinandanti mÓÄhÀ jarÀmÐtyuÌ te punarevÀpi yanti

But frail are the ships of sacrifice, frail these forms of sacrifice,
all the eighteen of them, in which are declared the lower works;
fools are they who hail them as the highest good and they come
yet again to this world of age and death.
8

avidyÀyÀmantare vartamÀnÀÕ svayaÌ dhÈrÀÕ paÍÄitaÌmanyamÀnÀÕ
jaÛghanyamÀnÀÕ pariyanti mÓÄhÀ andhenaiva nÈyamÀnÀ yathÀndhÀÕ

They who dwell shut within the Ignorance and they hold themselves for learned men thinking “We, even we are the wise and the
sages” — fools are they and they wander around beaten and stumbling like blind men led by the blind.
9

avidyÀyÀÌ bahudhÀ vartamÀnÀ vayaÌ kÐtÀrthÀ ityabhimanyanti bÀlÀÕ
yatkarmiÍo na pravedayanti rÀgÀt tenÀturÀÕ kØÈÍalokÀÙcyavante

They dwell in many bonds of the Ignorance, children thinking, “We have achieved our aim of Paradise”; for when the
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men of works are held by their affections, and arrive not at the
Knowledge, then they are overtaken by anguish, then their Paradise
wastes by enjoying and they fall from their heavens.
10

iØÒÀpÓrtaÌ manyamÀnÀ variØÒhaÌ nÀnyacchreyo vedayante pramÓÄhÀÕ
nÀkasya pÐØÒhe te sukÐte'nubhÓtvemaÌ lokaÌ hÈnataraÌ vÀ viÙanti

Minds bewildered who hold the oblation offered and the well dug
for the greatest righteousness and know not any other highest good,
on the back of heaven they enjoy the world won by their righteousness and enter again this or even a lower world.
11

tapaÕÙraddhe ye hyupavasantyaraÍye ÙÀntÀ vidvÀÌso bhaikØyacaryÀÌ carantaÕ
sÓryadvÀreÍa te virajÀÕ prayÀnti yatrÀmÐtaÕ sa puruØo hyavyayÀtmÀ

But they who in the forest follow after faith and self-discipline,
calm and full of knowledge, living upon alms, cast from them the
dust of their passions, and through the gate of the Sun they pass on
there where is the Immortal, the Spirit, the Self undecaying and
imperishable.
12

parÈkØya lokÀnkarmacitÀn brÀhmaÍo nirvedamÀyÀnnÀstyakÐtaÕ kÐtena
tadvijÜÀnÀrthaÌ sa gurumevÀbhigacchet samitpÀÍiÕ ÙrotriyaÌ brahmaniØÒham

The seeker of the Brahman, having put to the test the worlds piled
up by works, arrives at world-distaste, for not by work done is
reached He who is Uncreated.3 For the knowledge of That, let him
approach, fuel in hand, a Guru, one who is learned in the Veda and
is devoted to contemplation of the Brahman.
13

tasmai sa vidvÀnupasannÀya samyak praÙÀntacittÀya ÙamÀnvitÀya
yenÀkØaraÌ puruØaÌ veda satyaÌ provÀca tÀÌ tattvato brahmavidyÀm

3
Or, “He, the uncreated, lives not by that which is made.” Literally, “not by the
made (or, by that which is done) the Unmade (He who is uncreated)”.
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To him because he has taken entire refuge with him, with a heart
tranquillised and a spirit at peace, that man of knowledge declares
in its principles the science of the Brahman by which one comes
to know the Immutable Spirit, the True and Real.
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C HAPTER T WO: S ECTION I
1

tadetatsatyaÌ yathÀ sudÈptÀtpÀvakÀd visphuliÛgÀÕ sahasraÙaÕ
prabhavante sarÓpÀÕ
tathÀkØarÀd vividhÀÕ somya bhÀvÀÕ prajÀyante tatra caivÀpi yanti

This is That, the Truth of things: as from one high-kindled fire thousands of different sparks are born and all have the same form of
fire, so, O fair son, from the immutable manifold becomings are
born and even into that they depart.
2

divyo hyamÓrtaÕ puruØaÕ sa bÀhyÀbhyantaro hyajaÕ
aprÀÍo hyamanÀÕ Ùubhro hyakØarÀtparataÕ paraÕ

He, the divine, the formless Spirit, even he is the outward and the
inward and he the Unborn; he is beyond life, beyond mind, luminous, Supreme beyond the immutable.
3

etasmÀjjÀyate prÀÍo manaÕ sarvendriyÀÍi ca
khaÌ vÀyurjyotirÀpaÕ pÐthivÈ viÙvasya dhÀriÍÈ

Life and mind and the senses are born from Him and the sky, and
the wind, and light, and the waters and earth upholding all that is.
4

agnirmÓrdhÀ cakØuØÈ candrasÓryau diÙaÕ Ùrotre vÀg vivÐtÀÙca vedÀÕ
vÀyuÕ prÀÍo hÐdayaÌ viÙvamasya padbhyÀÌ pÐthivÈ hyeØa
sarvabhÓtÀntarÀtmÀ

Fire is the head of Him and his eyes are the Sun and Moon, the
quarters his organs of hearing and the revealed Vedas are his voice,
air is his breath, the universe is his heart, Earth lies at his feet. He
is the inner Self in all beings.
5

tasmÀdagniÕ samidho yasya sÓryaÕ somÀtparjanya oØadhayaÕ pÐthivyÀm
pumÀn retaÕ siÜcati yoØitÀyÀÌ bahvÈÕ prajÀÕ puruØÀtsaÌprasÓtÀÕ

From Him is fire, of which the Sun is the fuel, then rain
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from the Soma, herbs upon the earth, and the male casts his seed
into woman: thus are these many peoples born from the Spirit.
6

tasmÀdÐcaÕ sÀma yajÓÌØi dÈkØÀ yajÜÀÙca sarve kratavo dakØiÍÀÙca
saÌvatsaraÙca yajamÀnaÙca lokÀÕ somo yatra pavate yatra sÓryaÕ

From Him are the hymns of the Rig-veda, the Sama and the Yajur,
initiation, and all sacrifices and works of sacrifice, and dues given, the year and the giver of the sacrifice and the worlds, on which
the moon shines and the sun.
7

tasmÀcca devÀ bahudhÀ saÌprasÓtÀÕ sÀdhyÀ manuØyÀÕ paÙavo vayÀÌsi
prÀÍÀpÀnau vrÈhiyavau tapaÙca ÙraddhÀ satyaÌ brahmacaryaÌ vidhiÙca

And from Him have issued many gods, and demi-gods and men
and beasts and birds, the main breath and downward breath, and
rice and barley, and askesis and faith and Truth, and chastity and
rule of right practice.
8

sapta prÀÍÀÕ prabhavanti tasmÀtsaptÀrciØaÕ samidhaÕ sapta homÀÕ
sapta ime lokÀ yeØu caranti prÀÍÀ guhÀÙayÀ nihitÀÕ sapta sapta

The seven breaths are born from Him and the seven lights and
kinds of fuel and the seven oblations and these seven worlds in
which move the life-breaths set within with the secret heart for
their dwelling-place, seven and seven.
9

ataÕ samudrÀ girayaÙca sarve'smÀtsyandante sindhavaÕ sarvarÓpÀÕ
ataÙca sarvÀ oØadhayo ramaÙca yenaiØa bhÓtaistiØÒhate hyantarÀtmÀ

From Him are the oceans and all these mountains and from Him
flow rivers of all forms, and from Him are all plants, and sensible
delight which makes the soul to abide with the material elements.
10

puruØa evedaÌ viÙvaÌ karma tapo brahma parÀmÐtam
etadyo veda nihitaÌ guhÀyÀÌ so'vidyÀgranthiÌ vikiratÈha somya
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The Spirit is all this universe; He is works and askesis and the
Brahman, supreme and immortal. O fair son, he who knows this
hidden in the secret heart, scatters even here in this world the knot
of the Ignorance.

CHAPTER T WO : S ECTION II
1

ÀviÕ saÚnihitaÌ guhÀcaraÌ nÀma mahatpadamatraitat samarpitam
ejatprÀÍannimiØacca yadetajjÀnatha sadasadvareÍyaÌ paraÌ vijÜÀnÀd
yadvariØÒhaÌ prajÀnÀm

Manifested, it is here set close within, moving in the secret heart,
this is the mighty foundation and into it is consigned all that moves
and breathes and sees. This that is that great foundation here, know,
as the Is and Is-not, the supremely desirable, greatest and the Most
High, beyond the knowledge of creatures.
2

yadarcimad yadaÍubhyo'Íu ca yasmiÌllokÀ nihitÀ lokinaÙca
tadetadakØaraÌ brahma sa prÀÍastadu vÀÛmanaÕ
tadetatsatyaÌ tadamÐtaÌ tadveddhavyaÌ somya viddhi

That which is the Luminous, that which is smaller than the atoms,
that in which are set the worlds and their peoples, That is This,—
it is Brahman immutable: life is That, it is speech and mind. That
is This, the True and Real, it is That which is immortal: it is into
That that thou must pierce, O fair son, into That penetrate.
3

dhanurgÐhÈtvaupaniØadaÌ mahÀstraÌ ÙaraÌ hyupÀsÀniÙitaÌ saÚdhayÈta
Àyamya tadbhÀvagatena cetasÀ lakØyaÌ tadevÀkØaraÌ somya viddhi

Take up the bow of the Upanishad, that mighty weapon, set to it
an arrow sharpened by adoration, draw the bow with a heart
wholly devoted to the contemplation of That, and O fair son, penetrate into That as thy target, even into the Immutable.
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4

praÍavo dhanuÕ Ùaro hyÀtmÀ brahma tallakØyamucyate
apramattena veddhavyaÌ Ùaravat tanmayo bhavet

OM is the bow and the soul is the arrow, and That, even the Brahman, is spoken of as the target. That must be pierced with an unfaltering aim; one must be absorbed into That as an arrow is lost
in its target.
5

yasmindyauÕ pÐthivÈ cÀntarikØamotaÌ manaÕ saha prÀÍaiÙca sarvaiÕ
tamevaikaÌ jÀnatha ÀtmÀnamanyÀ vÀco vimuÜcathÀmÐtasyaiØa setuÕ

He in whom are inwoven heaven and earth and the mid-region,
and mind with all the life-currents, Him know to be the one
Self; other words put away from you: this is the bridge to immortality.
6

arÀ iva rathanÀbhau saÌhatÀ yatra nÀÄyaÕ sa eØo'ntaÙcarate bahudhÀ
jÀyamÀnaÕ
omityevaÌ dhyÀyatha ÀtmÀnaÌ svasti vaÕ pÀrÀya tamasaÕ parastÀt

Where the nerves are brought close together like the spokes in the
nave of a chariot-wheel, this is He that moves within, — there is
He manifoldly born. Meditate on the Self as OM and happy be
your passage to the other shore beyond the darkness.
7

yaÕ sarvajÜaÕ sarvavid yasyaiØa mahimÀ bhuvi
divye brahmapure hyeØa vyomnyÀtmÀ pratiØÒhitaÕ

The Omniscient, the All-wise, whose is this might and majesty upon
the earth, is this self enthroned in the divine city of the Brahman,
in his ethereal heaven.
8

manomayaÕ prÀÍaÙarÈranetÀ pratiØÒhito'nne hÐdayaÌ saÚnidhÀya
tadvijÜÀnena paripaÙyanti dhÈrÀ ÀnandarÓpamamÐtaÌ yadvibhÀti

A mental being, leader of the life and the body, has set a
heart in matter, in matter he has taken his firm foundation.
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By its knowing the wise see everywhere around them That which
shines in its effulgence, a shape of Bliss and immortal.
9

bhidyate hÐdayagranthiÙchidyante sarvasaÌÙayÀÕ
kØÈyante cÀsya karmÀÍi tasmindÐØÒe parÀvare

The knot of the heart-strings is rent, cut away are all doubts, and a
man's works are spent and perish, when is seen That which is at
once the being below and the Supreme.
10

hiraÍmaye pare koÙe virajaÌ brahma niØkalam
tacchubhraÌ jyotiØÀÌ jyotistadyadÀtmavido viduÕ

In a supreme golden sheath the Brahman lies, stainless, without
parts. A Splendour is That, It is the Light of Lights, It is That which
the self-knowers know.
11

na tatra sÓryo bhÀti na candratÀrakaÌ nemÀ vidyuto bhÀnti
kuto'yamagniÕ
tameva bhÀntamanubhÀti sarvaÌ tasya bhÀsÀ sarvamidaÌ vibhÀti

There the sun shines not and the moon has no splendour and the
stars are blind; there these lightnings flash not, how then shall burn
this earthly fire? All that shines is but the shadow of his shining;
all this universe is effulgent with his light.
12

brahmaivedamamÐtaÌ purastÀd brahma paÙcÀd brahma dakØiÍataÙcottareÍa
adhaÙcordhvaÌ ca prasÐtaÌ brahmaivedaÌ viÙvamidaÌ variØÒham

All this is Brahman immortal, naught else; Brahman is in front of
us, Brahman behind us, and to the south of us and to the north of
us4 and below us and above us; it stretches everywhere. All this
is Brahman alone, all this magnificent universe.

4

Or, “to the right and the left of us”.
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CHAPTER THREE : S ECTION I
1

dvÀ suparÍÀ sayujÀ sakhÀyÀ samÀnaÌ vÐkØaÌ pariØasvajÀte
tayoranyaÕ pippalaÌ svÀdvattyanaÙnannanyo abhicÀkaÙÈti

Two birds, beautiful of wing, close companions, cling to one common tree: of the two one eats the sweet fruit of the tree, the other
eats not but watches his fellow.
2

samÀne vÐkØe puruØo nimagno'nÈÙayÀ Ùocati muhyamÀnaÕ
juØÒaÌ yadÀ paÙyatyanyamÈÙamasya mahimÀnamiti vÈtaÙokaÕ

The soul is the bird that sits immersed on the one common tree;
but because he is not lord he is bewildered and has sorrow. But
when he sees that other who is the Lord and beloved, he knows
that all is His greatness and his sorrow passes away from him.
3

yadÀ paÙyaÕ paÙyate rukmavarÍaÌ kartÀramÈÙaÌ puruØaÌ brahmayonim
tadÀ vidvÀnpuÍyapÀpe vidhÓya niraÜjanaÕ paramaÌ sÀmyamupaiti

When, a seer, he sees the Golden-hued, the maker, the Lord, the
Spirit who is the source of Brahman,5 then he becomes the knower and shakes from his wings sin and virtue; pure of all stain he
reaches the supreme identity.6
4

prÀÍo hyeØa yaÕ sarvabhÓtairvibhÀti vijÀnan vidvÀnbhavate nÀtivÀdÈ
ÀtmakrÈÄa ÀtmaratiÕ kriyÀvÀneØa brahmavidÀÌ variØÒhaÕ

This is the life in things that shines manifested by all these beings; a man of knowledge coming wholly to know this, draws back
from creeds and too much disputings. In the Self his delight, at
play in the Self, doing works, — the best is he among the knowers of the Eternal.
5
Or, “whose source is Brahman”; Shankara admits the other meaning as an alternative, but explains it as “the source of the lower Brahman”.
6
Or, “pure of all staining tinge he reaches to a supreme equality.”
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5

satyena labhyastapasÀ hyeØa ÀtmÀ samyagjÜÀnena brahmacaryeÍa nityam
antaÕÙarÈre jyotirmayo hi Ùubhro yaÌ paÙyanti yatayaÕ kØÈÍadoØÀÕ

The Self can always be won by truth, by self-discipline, by integral knowledge, by a life of purity, — this Self that is in the inner
body, radiant, made all of light whom by the perishing of their
blemishes the doers of askesis behold.
6

satyameva jayate nÀnÐtaÌ satyena panthÀ vitato devayÀnaÕ
yenÀkramantyÐØayo hyÀptakÀmÀ yatra tatsatyasya paramaÌ nidhÀnam

It is Truth that conquers and not falsehood; by Truth was stretched
out the path of the journey of the gods, by which the sages winning their desire ascend there where Truth has its supreme abode.
7

bÐhacca taddivyamacintyarÓpaÌ sÓkØmÀcca tatsÓkØmataraÌ vibhÀti
dÓrÀtsudÓre tadihÀntike ca paÙyatsviÌhaiva nihitaÌ guhÀyÀm

Vast is That, divine, its form unthinkable; it shines out subtler than
the subtle:7 very far and farther than farness, it is here close to us,
for those who have vision it is even here in this world; it is here,
hidden in the secret heart.
8

na cakØuØÀ gÐhyate nÀpi vÀcÀ nÀnyairdevaistapasÀ karmaÍÀ vÀ
jÜÀnaprasÀdena viÙuddhasattvastatastu taÌ paÙyate niØkalaÌ dhyÀyamÀnaÕ

Eye cannot seize, speech cannot grasp Him, nor these other godheads; not by austerity can he be held nor by works: only when
the inner being is purified by a glad serenity of knowledge, then
indeed, meditating, one beholds the Spirit indivisible.
9

eØo'ÍurÀtmÀ cetasÀ veditavyo yasminprÀÍaÕ paÜcadhÀ saÌviveÙa
prÀÍaiÙcittaÌ sarvamotaÌ prajÀnÀÌ yasminviÙuddhe vibhavatyeØa ÀtmÀ

This Self is subtle and has to be known by a thought-mind into
7

Or, “minuter than the minute”.
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which the life-force has made its fivefold entry: all the conscious
heart of creatures is shot through and inwoven with the currents of
the life-force and only when it is purified can this Self manifest its
power.8
10

yaÌ yaÌ lokaÌ manasÀ saÌvibhÀti viÙuddhasattvaÕ kÀmayate yÀÌÙca kÀmÀn
taÌ taÌ lokaÌ jayate tÀÌÙca kÀmÀÌstasmÀdÀtmajÜaÌ hyarcayed bhÓtikÀmaÕ

Whatever world the man whose inner being is purified sheds the
light of his mind upon, and whatsoever desires he cherishes, that
world he takes by conquest, and those desires. Then, let whosoever seeks for success and well-being approach with homage a
self-knower.

CHAPTER T HREE : SECTION II
1

sa vedaitatparamaÌ brahma dhÀma yatra viÙvaÌ nihitaÌ bhÀti Ùubhram
upÀsate puruØaÌ ye hyakÀmÀste Ùukrametadativartanti dhÈrÀÕ

He knows this supreme Brahman as the highest abiding place in
which shines out, inset, the radiant world. The wise who are without desire and worship the Spirit pass beyond this sperm.9
2

kÀmÀn yaÕ kÀmayate manyamÀnaÕ sa kÀmabhirjÀyate tatra tatra
paryÀptakÀmasya kÐtÀtmanastu ihaiva sarve pravilÈyanti kÀmÀÕ

He who cherishes desires and his mind dwells with his longings,
is by his desires born again wherever they lead him, but the man
who has won all his desire10 and has found his soul, for him even
here in this world vanish away all desires.
8
The verb vibhavati seems here to have a complex sense and to mean, “to manifest its full power and pervading presence”.
9
Shankara takes it so in the sense of semen virile, which is the cause of birth
into the cosmos. But it is possible that it means rather “pass beyond this brilliant universe”, the radiant world which has just been spoken of, to the greater Light which
is its abiding place and source, the supreme Brahman.
10
Or, “finished with desires”.
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3

nÀyamÀtmÀ pravacanena labhyo na medhayÀ na bahunÀ Ùrutena
yamevaiØa vÐÍute tena labhyastasyaiØa ÀtmÀ vivÐÍute tanuÌ svÀm

This Self is not won by exegesis, nor by brain-power, nor by much
learning of Scripture. Only by him whom It chooses can It be won;
to him this Self unveils its own body.
4

nÀyamÀtmÀ balahÈnena labhyo na ca pramÀdÀttapaso vÀpyaliÛgÀt
etairupÀyairyatate yastu vidvÀÌstasyaiØa ÀtmÀ viÙate brahmadhÀma

This Self cannot be won by any who is without strength, nor with
error in the seeking, nor by an askesis without the true mark: but
when a man of knowledge strives by these means his self enters
into Brahman, his abiding place.
5

saÌprÀpyainamÐØayo jÜÀnatÐptÀÕ kÐtÀtmÀno vÈtarÀgÀÕ praÙÀntÀÕ
te sarvagaÌ sarvataÕ prÀpya dhÈrÀ yuktÀtmÀnaÕ sarvamevÀviÙanti

Attaining to him, seers glad with fullness of knowledge, perfected in the Self, all passions cast from them, tranquillised, — these,
the wise, come to the all-pervading from every side, and, uniting
themselves with him, enter utterly the All.
6

vedÀntavijÜÀnasuniÙcitÀrthÀÕ saÚnyÀsayogÀd yatayaÕ ÙuddhasattvÀÕ
te brahmalokeØu parÀntakÀle parÀmÐtÀÕ parimucyanti sarve

Doers of askesis who have made sure of the aim11 of the wholeknowledge of Vedanta, the inner being purified by the Yoga of
renunciation, all in the hour of their last end passing beyond death
are released into the worlds of the Brahman.
7

gatÀÕ kalÀÕ paÜcadaÙa pratiØÒhÀ devÀÙca sarve pratidevatÀsu
karmÀÍi vijÜÀnamayaÙca ÀtmÀ pare'vyaye sarva ekÈbhavanti

11

Or, “meaning”.
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The fifteen parts return into their foundations, and all the gods pass
into their proper godheads, works and the Self of Knowledge, —
all become one in the Supreme and Imperishable.
8

yathÀ nadyaÕ syandamÀnÀÕ samudre'staÌ gacchanti nÀmarÓpe vihÀya
tathÀ vidvÀn nÀmarÓpÀdvimuktaÕ parÀtparaÌ puruØamupaiti divyam

As rivers in their flowing reach their home12 in the ocean and cast
off their names and forms, even so one who knows is delivered
from name and form and reaches the Supreme beyond the Most
High, even the Divine Person.
9

sa yo ha vai tatparamaÌ brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati
nÀsyÀbrahmavit kule bhavati
tarati ÙokaÌ tarati pÀpmÀnaÌ guhÀgranthibhyo vimukto'mÐto bhavati

He, verily, who knows that Supreme Brahman becomes himself
Brahman; in his lineage none is born who knows not the Brahman. He crosses beyond sorrow, he crosses beyond sin, he is delivered from the knotted cord of the secret heart and becomes
immortal.
10

tadetadÐcÀbhyuktam kriyÀvantaÕ ÙrotriyÀ brahmaniØÒhÀÕ svayaÌ juhvata
ekarØiÌ ÙraddhayantaÕ
teØÀmevaitÀÌ brahmavidyÀÌ vadeta ÙirovrataÌ vidhivad yaistu cÈrÍam

This is That declared by the Rig Veda. Doers of works, versed in
the Veda, men absorbed in the Brahman, who putting their faith
in the sole-seer offer themselves to him sacrifice, — to them one
should speak this Brahman-knowledge, men by whom the Vow of
the Head has been done according to the rite.
11

tadetatsatyamÐØiraÛgirÀÕ purovÀca naitadacÈrÍavrato'dhÈte
namaÕ paramaÐØibhyo namaÕ paramaÐØibhyaÕ

12

Or, “come to their end”.
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This is That, the Truth of things, which the seer Angiras spoke of
old. This none learns who has not performed the Vow of the Head.
Salutation to the seers supreme! Salutation to the seers supreme!

READINGS IN THE
T A I T T I R I YA U PA N I S H A D

THE KNOWLEDGE OF B RAHMAN
The knower of Brahman reacheth that which is supreme.
This is that verse which was spoken; “Truth, Knowledge, Infinity
the Brahman,
He who knoweth that hidden in the secrecy in the supreme ether,
Enjoyeth all desires along with the wise-thinking Brahman.”
This is the burden of the opening sentences of the Taittiriya Upanishad's second section; they begin its elucidation of the highest truth.
Or in the Sanskrit,
brahmavid Àpnoti param 
tad eØÀbhyuktÀ  satyaÌ jÜÀnam anantaÌ brahma 
yo veda nihitaÌ guhÀyÀÌ  parame vyoman 
so'Ùnute sarvÀn kÀmÀn saha  brahmaÍÀ vipaÙciteti.

But what is Brahman?
Whatever reality is in existence, by which all the rest subsists, that is Brahman. An Eternal behind all instabilities, a Truth
of things which is implied, if it is hidden in all appearances, a
Constant which supports all mutations, but is not increased, diminished, abrogated, — there is such an unknown x which makes
existence a problem, our own self a mystery, the universe a riddle. If we were only what we seem to be to our normal selfawareness, there would be no mystery; if the world were only •
what it can be made out to be by the perceptions of the senses
and their strict analysis in the reason, there would be no riddle; and if to take our life as it is now and the world as it has so
far developed to our experience were the whole possibility of
our knowing and doing, there would be no problem. Or at best
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there would be but a shallow mystery, an easily solved riddle, the
problem only of a child's puzzle. But there is more, and that more is
the hidden head of the Infinite and the secret heart of the Eternal. It
is the highest and this highest is the all; there is none beyond and there
is none other than it. To know it is to know the highest and by knowing the highest to know all. For as it is the beginning and source of
all things, so everything else is its consequence; as it is the support
and constituent of all things, so the secret of everything else is explained by its secret; as it is the sum and end of all things, so everything else amounts to it and by throwing itself into it achieves the sense
of its own existence.
This is the Brahman.
*
* *

If this unknown be solely an indecipherable, only indefinable
x, always unknown and unknowable, the hidden never revealed, the
secret never opened to us, then our mystery would for ever remain
a mystery, our riddle insoluble, our problem intangible. Its existence,
even while it determines all we are, know and do, could yet make
no practical difference to us; for our relation to it would then be a
blind and helpless dependence, a relation binding us to ignorance
and maintainable only by that ignorance. Or again, if it be in some
way knowable, but the sole result of knowledge were an extinction
or cessation of our being, then within our being it could have no consequences; the very act and fructuation of knowledge would bring
the annihilation of all that we now are, not its completion or fulfilment. The mystery, riddle, problem would not be so much solved as
abolished, for it would lose all its data. In effect we should have to
suppose that there is an eternal and irreconcilable opposition between
Brahman and what we now are, between the supreme cause and all
its effects or between the supreme source and all its derivations. And
it would then seem that all that the Eternal originates, all he supports,
all he takes back to himself is a denial or contradiction of his being
which, though in itself a negative of that which alone is, has yet
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in some way become a positive. The two could not coexist in consciousness; if he allowed the world to know him, it would disappear
from being.
But the Eternal is knowable, He defines himself so that we may
seize him, and man can become, even while he exists as man and in
this world and in this body, a knower of the Brahman.
The knowledge of the Brahman is not a thing luminous but otiose, informing to the intellectual view of things but without consequence to the soul of the individual or his living; it is a knowledge
that is a power and a divine compulsion to change; by it his existence gains something that now he does not possess in consciousness.
What is this gain? it is this that he is conscious now in a lower state
only of his being, but by knowledge he gains his highest being.
The highest state of our being is not a denial, contradiction and
annihilation of all that we now are; it is a supreme accomplishment
of all things that our present existence means and aims at, but in their
highest sense and in the eternal values.
*
* *

To live in our present state of self-consciousness is to live and
to act in ignorance. We are ignorant of ourselves, because we know
as yet only that in us which changes always, from moment to moment, from hour to hour, from period to period, from life to life, and
not that in us which is eternal. We are ignorant of the world because
we do not know God; we are aware of the law of appearances, but
not of the law and truth of being.
Our highest wisdom, our minutest most accurate science, our
most effective application of knowledge can be at most a thinning
of the veil of ignorance, but not a going beyond it, so long as we do
not get at the fundamental knowledge and the consciousness to which
that is native. The rest are effective for their own temporal purposes,
but prove ineffective in the end, because they do not bring to the highest good; they lead to no permanent solution of the problem of existence.
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The ignorance in which we live is not a baseless and wholesale falsehood, but at its lowest the misrepresentation of a Truth,
at its highest an imperfect representation and translation into inferior and to that extent misleading values. It is a knowledge of
the superficial only and therefore a missing of the secret essential which is the key to all that the superficial is striving for; a
knowledge of the finite and apparent, but a missing of all that the
apparent symbolises and the finite suggests; a knowledge of inferior forms, but a missing of all that our inferior life and being
has above it and to which it must aspire if it is to fulfil its greatest possibilities. The true knowledge is that of the highest, the
inmost, the infinite. The knower of the Brahman sees all these
lower things in the light of the Highest, the external and superficial as a translation of the internal and essential, the finite from
the view of the Infinite. He begins to see and know existence no
longer as the thinking animal, but as the Eternal sees and knows
it. Therefore he is glad and rich in being, luminous in joy, satisfied of existence.
*
* *

Knowledge does not end with knowing, nor is it pursued and
found for the sake of knowing alone. It has its full value only when
it leads to some greater gain than itself, some gain of being. Simply to know the eternal and to remain in the pain, struggle and inferiority of our present way of being, would be a poor and lame
advantage.
A greater knowledge opens the possibility and, if really possessed, brings the actuality of a greater being. To be is the first verb
which contains all the others; knowledge, action, creation, enjoyment are only a fulfilment of being. Since we are incomplete in
being, to grow is our aim, and that knowledge, action, creation, enjoyment are the best which most help us to expand, grow, feel our
existence.
Mere existence is not fullness of being. Being knows itself as
power, consciousness, delight; a greater being means a greater
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power, consciousness and delight.
If by greater being we incurred only a greater pain and suffering, this good would not be worth having. Those who say that it is,
mean simply that we get by it a greater sense of fulfilment which
brings of itself a greater joy of the power of existence, and an extension of suffering or a loss of other enjoyment is worth having as a price
for this greater sense of wideness, height and power. But this could
not be the perfection of being or the highest height of its fulfilment;
suffering is the seal of a lower status. The highest consciousness is
integrally fulfilled in wideness and power of its existence, but also it
is integrally fulfilled in delight.
The knower of Brahman has not only the joy of light, but gains
something immense as the result of his knowledge, brahmavid Àpnoti.
What he gains is that highest, that which is supreme; he
gains the highest being, the highest consciousness, the highest
wideness and power of being, the highest delight; brahmavid
Àpnoti param.

*
* *

The Supreme is not something aloof and shut up in itself. It is not
a mere indefinable, prisoner of its own featureless absoluteness, impotent to define, create, know itself variously, eternally buried in a
sleep or a swoon of self-absorption. The Highest is the Infinite and
the Infinite contains the All. Whoever attains the highest consciousness, becomes infinite in being and embraces the All.
To make this clear the Upanishad has defined the Brahman as the
Truth, Knowledge, Infinity and has defined the result of the knowledge
of Him in the secrecy, in the cave of being, in the supreme ether as
the enjoyment of all its desires by the soul of the individual in the attainment of its highest self-existence.
Our highest state of being is indeed a becoming one with Brahman in his eternity and infinity, but it is also an association with
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him in delight of self-fulfilment, aÙnute saha brahmaÍÀ. And that
principle of the Eternal by which this association is possible, is the
principle of his knowledge, his self-discernment and all-discernment,
the wisdom by which he knows himself perfectly in all the world and
all beings, brahmaÍÀ vipaÙcitÀ.
Delight of being is the continent of all the fulfilled values of existence which we now seek after in the forms of desire. To know its
conditions and possess it purely and perfectly is the infinite privilege
of the eternal Wisdom.

TRUTH , K NOWLEDGE, INFINITY
Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, not as three separate things, but in
their inseparable unity, are the supernal conscious being of the Eternal. It is an infinite being, an infinite truth of being, an infinite selfknowledge of self-being. Take one of these away and the idea of the
Eternal fails us; we land ourselves in half-lights, in dark or shining
paradoxes without issue or in a vain exaggeration and apotheosis of
isolated intellectual conceptions.
Infinity is the timeless and spaceless and causeless infinity of
the eternal containing all the infinities of space and time and the
endless succession which humanly we call causality. But in fact causality is only an inferior aspect and translation into mental and vital
terms of something which is not mechanical causality, but the harmonies of a free self-determination of the being of the Eternal.
Truth is truth of the infinite and eternal, truth of being, and truth
of becoming only as a self-expression of the being. The circumstances
of the self-expression appear to the mind as the finite, but nothing is
really finite except the way the mind has of experiencing all that
appears to its view. All things are, each thing is the Brahman.
Knowledge is the Eternal's inalienable self-knowledge of his
infinite self-existence and of all its truth and reality and, in that truth,
of all things as seen not by the mind, but by the self-view of the Spirit.
This knowledge is not possible to the mind; it can only be reflected
inadequately by it when it is touched by a ray from the secret luminous cavern of our superconscient being; yet of that ray we can make
a shining ladder to climb into the source of this supreme self-viewing wisdom.
To know the eternal Truth, Knowledge, Infinity is to know the
Brahman.
*
* *

Part Two
Translations and Commentaries
from Manuscripts
These texts written between c. 1900 and 1914 were found among Sri
Aurobindo's manuscripts and typescripts. He did not revise them for
publication.

SECTION ONE
INTRODUCTION

ON TRANSLATING THE UPANISHADS
OM TAT SAT
This translation of a few of the simpler and more exoteric Upanishads to be followed by other sacred and philosophical writings of
the Hindus not included in the Revealed Scriptures, all under the one
title of the Book of God, has been effected on one definite and unvarying principle, to present to England and through England to Europe
the religious message of India only in those parts of her written thought
which the West is fit to hear and to present these in such a form as
should be attractive and suggestive to the Occidental intellect. The first
branch of this principle necessitated a rigid selection on definite lines,
the second dictated the choice of a style and method of rendering
which should be literary rather than literal.
The series of translations called the Sacred Books of the East,
edited by the late Professor Max Muller, was executed in a scholastic and peculiar spirit. Professor Max Muller, a scholar of wide
attainments, great versatility and a refreshingly active, ingenious and
irresponsible fancy, has won considerable respect in India by his
attachment to Vedic studies, but it must fairly be recognized that he
was more of a grammarian and philologist, than a sound Sanscrit
scholar. He could construe Sanscrit well enough, but he could not
feel the language or realise the spirit behind the letter. Accordingly
he committed two serious errors of judgment; he imagined that by sitting in Oxford and evolving new meanings out of his own brilliant
fancy he could understand the Upanishads better than Shankaracharya or any other Hindu of parts and learning; and he also imagined that
what was important for Europe to know about the Upanishads was
what he and other European scholars considered they ought to mean.
This, however, is a matter of no importance to anybody but the
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scholars themselves. What it is really important for Europe to know
is in the first place what the Upanishads really do mean, so far as
their exoteric teaching extends, and in a less degree what philosophic
Hinduism took them to mean. The latter knowledge may be gathered
from the commentaries of Shankaracharya and other philosophers
which may be studied in the original or in the translations which the
Dravidian Presidency, ignorantly called benighted by the materialists, has been issuing with a truly noble learning and high-minded
enterprise. The former this book makes some attempt to convey.
But it may be asked, why these particular Upanishads alone,
when there are so many others far larger in plan and of a not inferior importance? In answer I may quote a sentence from Professor Max Muller's Preface to the Sacred Books of the East. “I
confess” he says “it has been for many years a problem to me,
aye, and to a great extent is so still, how the Sacred Books of the
East should, by the side of so much that is fresh, natural, simple,
beautiful and true, contain so much that is not only unmeaning, artificial and silly, but even hideous and repellent.” Now I am
myself only a poor coarsemmded Oriental and therefore not disposed to deny the gross physical facts of life and nature or able
to see why we should scuttle them out of sight and put on a smug,
respectable expression which suggests while it affects to hide
their existence. This perhaps is the reason why I am somewhat
at a loss to imagine what the Professor found in the Upanishads
that is hideous and repellent. Still I was brought up almost from
my infancy in England and received an English education, so that
sometimes I have glimmerings. But as to what he intends by the
unmeaning, artificial and silly elements, there can be no doubt.
Everything is unmeaning in the Upanishads which the Europeans
cannot understand, everything is artificial which does not come
within the circle of their mental experience and everything is
silly which is not explicable by European science and wisdom.
Now this attitude is almost inevitable on the part of an European, for we all judge according to our lights and those who
keep their minds really open, who can realise that there may be
lights which are not theirs and yet as illuminating or more
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illuminating than theirs, are in any nation a very small handful. For
the most part men are the slaves of their associations.
Let us suppose that the ceremonies and services of the Roman Catholic were not mere ceremonies and formularies, borrowed for the most part from Eastern occultisms without understanding them, — that they had been arranged so as to be perfect
symbols of certain deep metaphysical truths and to produce certain effects spiritual and material according to a scientific knowledge of the power of sound over both mind and matter; let us
suppose that deep philosophical works had been written in the
terminology of these symbols and often in a veiled allusive language; and let us suppose finally that these were translated into
Bengali or Hindustani and presented to an educated Pundit who
had studied both at Calcutta and at Nuddea or Benares. What
would he make of them? It will be as well to take a concrete instance. Jesus Christ was a great thinker, a man who had caught,
apparently by his unaided power, though this is not certain, something of the divine knowledge, but the writers who recorded his
sayings were for the most part ordinary men of a very narrow culture and scope of thought and they seem grossly to have misunderstood his deepest sayings. For instance when he said “I and
my Father are one” expressing the deep truth that the human self
and the divine self are identical, they imagined that he was setting
up an individual claim to be God; hence the extraordinary legend
of the Virgin Mary and all that followed from it. Well, we all know
the story of the Last Supper and Jesus' marvellously pregnant utterance as he broke the bread and gave of the wine to his disciples “This is my body and this is my blood” and the remarkable
rite of the Eucharist and the doctrine of Transubstantiation which the
Roman Catholic Church has founded upon it. “Corruption! superstition! blasphemous nonsense!” cries the Protestant. “Only a vivid
Oriental metaphor and nothing more.” If so, it was certainly an “unmeaning, artificial and silly” metaphor, nay, “even a hideous and
repellent” one. But I prefer to believe that Jesus' words had always
a meaning and generally a true and beautiful one. On the other
hand the Transubstantiation doctrine is one which the Catholics
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themselves do not understand, it is to them a “mystery”. And yet how
plain the meaning is to an Oriental intelligence! The plasm of matter,
the foodsheath of the universe to which bread and wine belong, is
indeed the blood and body of God and typifies the great primal sacrifice by which God crucified himself so that the world might exist.
The Infinite had to become finite, the Unconditioned to condition himself, Spirit to evolve matter. In the bread and the wine which the communicant eats, God actually is but he is not present to our consciousness, and he only becomes so present by an act of faith; this is the
whole doctrine of the Transubstantiation. For as the Upanishad
says, we must believe in God before we can know him; we must
realise him as the “He is” before we realise him in his essential.
And indeed if the child had not believed in what his teacher or his
book told him, how could the grown man know anything? But if a
deep philosophical work were written on the Eucharist hinting at
great truths but always using the symbol of the bread and wine and
making its terminology from the symbol and from the doctrine of
Transubstantiation based upon the symbol, what would our Hindu
Pundit make of it? Being a scholar and philosopher, he would find
there undoubtedly much that was fresh, natural, simple, beautiful
and true but also a great deal that was unmeaning, artificial and
silly and even to his vegetarian imagination hideous and repellent.
As for the symbol itself, its probable effect on the poor vegetarian would be to make him vomit. “What hideous nonsense,” says
the Protestant, “we are to believe that we are eating God!” But that
is exactly what the Protestant himself does believe if he is sincere
and not a parrot when he says “God is everywhere”, which is true
enough, though it would be truer to say everything is in God. If God
is everywhere, He must be in the food we eat. Not only is God the
eaten, but He is the eater and eventually, says the Vedanta, when
you come to the bottom fact of existence there is neither eaten or
eater, but all is God. These are hard sayings for the rationalist who
insists on limiting knowledge within the circle of the five senses.
“God to whom the sages are as meat and princes as excellent eating and Death is the spice of his banquet, how shall such an one
know of Him where He abideth?”
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Many of the Upanishads are similarly written round symbols and
in a phraseology and figures which have or had once a deep meaning
and a sacred association to the Hindus but must be unintelligible and
repellent to the European. What possible use can be served by presenting to Europe such works as the Chandogya or Aitareya Upanishads in which even the majority of Hindus find it difficult or impossible to penetrate every symbol to its underlying truth? Only the few
Upanishads have been selected which contain the kernel of the matter in the least technical and most poetical form; the one exception is
the Upanishad of the Questions which will be necessarily strange and
not quite penetrable to the European mind. It was, however, necessary to include it for the sake of a due presentation of Upanishad philosophy in some of its details as well as in its main ideas, and its technical element has a more universal appeal than that of the Chandogya
or Taittiriya.
An objection may be urged to the method of translation that
has been adopted. Professor Max Muller in his translation did
not make any attempt to render into English the precise shades
of Aryan philosophical terms like Atman and Prana which do not
correspond to any philosophical conception familiar to the West;
he believed that the very unfamiliarity of the terms he used to
translate them would be like a bracing splash of cold water to
the mind forcing it to rouse itself and think. In this I think the
Professor was in error; his proposition may be true of undaunted philosophical intellects such as Schopenhauer's or of those
who are already somewhat familiar with the Sanscrit language,
but to the ordinary reader the unfamiliar terminology forms a
high and thick hedge of brambles shutting him off from the noble
palace and beautiful gardens of the Upanishads. Moreover the
result of a scholastic faithfulness to the letter has been to make
the style of the translation intolerably uncouth and unworthy of
the solemn rhythmic grandeur and ineffable poetical depth and
beauty of these great religious poems. I do not say that this translation is worthy of them, for in no other human tongue than
Sanscrit is such grandeur and beauty possible. But there are ways
and their degrees. For instance Étadwaitad, the refrain of the
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Katha Upanishad has a deep and solemn ring in Sanscrit because étad
and tad so used have in Sanscrit a profound and grandiose philosophical signification which everybody at once feels; but in English “This
truly is That” can be nothing but a juggling with demonstrative pronouns; it is far better and renders more nearly both rhythm and meaning to translate “This is the God of your seeking” however inadequate
such a translation may be.
It may, however, fairly be said that a version managed on these
lines cannot give a precise and accurate idea of the meaning. It is
misleading to translate Prana sometimes by life, sometimes by
breath, sometimes by life breath or breath of life, because breath
and life are merely subordinate aspects of the Prana. Atman again
rendered indifferently by soul, spirit and self, must mislead, because
what the West calls the soul is really the Atman yoked with mind
and intelligence, and spirit is a word of variable connotation often
synonymous with soul; even “self” cannot be used precisely in that
way in English. Again the Hindu idea of “immortality” is different from the European; it implies not life after death, but freedom
from both life and death, for what we call life is after all impossible without death. Similarly Being does not render Purusha,
nor “matter” rayi, nor askesis the whole idea of “tapas”. To a
certain extent all this may be admitted, but at the same time I do
not think that any reader who can think and feel will be seriously misled, and at any rate he will catch more of the meaning from
imperfect English substitutes than from Sanscrit terms which will
be a blank to his intelligence. The mind of man demands, and the
demand is legitimate, that new ideas shall be presented to him in
words which convey to him some association, with which he will
not feel like a foreigner in a strange country where no one -knows
his language nor he theirs. The new must be presented to him in
the terms of the old; new wine must be put to some extent in old
bottles. What is the use of avoiding the word “God” and speaking
always of the Supreme as “It” simply because the Sanscrit usually, — but not, be it observed, invariably — employs the neuter
gender? The neuter in Sanscrit applies not only to what is inanimate but to what is beyond such terms as animate and inanimate,
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not only to what is below gender but to what is above gender. In English this is not the case. The use of “It” may therefore lead to far more
serious misconceptions than to use the term “God” and the pronoun
“He”. When Matthew Arnold said that God was a stream of tendency
making towards righteousness, men naturally scoffed because it
seemed to turn God into an inanimate force; yet surely such was not
Arnold's meaning. On the other side if the new ideas are presented
with force and power, a reader of intelligence will soon come to understand that something different is meant by “God” from the ideas
he attaches to that word. And in the meanwhile we gain this distinct
advantage that he has not been repelled at the outset by what would
naturally seem to him bizarre, repulsive or irreverent.
It is true however that this translation will not convey a precise, full and categorical knowledge of the truths which underlie
the Upanishads. To convey such knowledge is not the object of
this translation, neither was it the object of the Upanishads themselves. It must always be remembered that these great treatises
are simply the gate of the Higher Knowledge; there is much that
lies behind the gate. Srikrishna has indeed said that the knowledge in the Vedas is sufficient for a holy mind that is capable of
knowing God, just as the water in a well is sufficient for a man's
purpose though there may be whole floods of water all around.
But this does not apply to ordinary men. The ordinary man who
wishes to reach God through knowledge, must undergo an elaborate training. He must begin by becoming absolutely pure, he
must cleanse thoroughly his body, his heart and his intellect, he
must get himself a new heart and be born again; for only the twiceborn can understand or teach the Vedas. When he has done this
he needs yet four things before he can succeed, the Sruti or recorded revelation, the Sacred Teacher, the practice of Yoga and the
Grace of God. The business of the Sruti and especially of the
Upanishads is to seize the mind and draw it into a magic circle,
to accustom it to the thought of God and aspirations after the
Supreme, to bathe it in certain ideas, surround it with a certain
spiritual atmosphere; for this purpose it plunges and rolls the
mind over and over in an ocean of marvellous sound thro' which
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a certain train of associations goes ever rolling. In other words it
appeals through the intellect, the ear and the imagination to the soul.
The purpose of the Upanishad cannot therefore be served by a translation; a translation at best prepares him for and attracts him to the
original. But even when he has steeped himself in the original, he
may have understood what the Upanishad suggests, but he has not
understood all that it implies, the great mass of religious truth that
lies behind, of which the Upanishad is but a hint or an echo. For this
he must go to the Teacher. “Awake ye, arise and learn of God seeking
out the Best who have the knowledge.” Hard is it in these days to find
the Best; for the Best do not come to us, we have to show our sincerity, patience and perseverance by seeking them. And when we have
heard the whole of the Brahmavidya from the Teacher, we still know
of God by theory only; we must farther learn from a preceptor the
practical knowledge of God, the vision of Him and attainment of Him
which is Yoga and the goal of Yoga. And even in that we cannot succeed unless we have the Grace of God, for Yoga is beset with temptations not the least of which are the powers it gives us, powers which
the ignorant call supernatural. “Then must a man be very vigilant for
Yoga, as it hath a beginning, so hath it an ending.” Only the Grace of
God, the blessing of triumphant self-mastery that comes from long and
patient accumulation of soul-experience, can keep us firm and help
us over these temptations. “The Spirit is not to be won by eloquent
teaching, nor by brain power, nor by much learning: but he whom the
Spirit chooseth, he getteth the Spirit, and to him God discovereth His
body.” Truly does the Upanishad say “for sharp as a razor's edge is
the path, difficult and hard to traverse, say the seers.” Fortunately it
is not necessary and indeed it is not possible for all to measure the
whole journey in a single life, nor can we, or should we abandon our
daily duties like Buddha and flee into the mountain or the forest. It is
enough for us to make a beginning.

SECTION TWO
C O M P L E T E T R A N S L AT I O N S

Circa 1900-1902

THE PRUSNA UPANISHAD
OF THE ATHURVAVEDA
being the Upanishad of the Six Questions.
Before which one repeats the Mantra.
oÌ bhadraÌ karÍebhiÕ ÙÐÍuyÀma devÀ bhadraÌ paÙyemÀkØabhiryajatrÀÕ
sthirairaÛgaistuØÒuvÀÌsastanÓbhirvyaÙema devahitaÌ yadÀyuÕ
svasti na indro vÐddhaÙravÀÕ svasti naÕ pÓØÀ viÙvavedÀÕ
svasti nastÀrkØyo ariØÒanemiÕ svasti no bÐhaspatirdadhÀtu
oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

OM. May we hear what is auspicious with our ears, O ye Gods;
may we see what is auspicious with our eyes, O ye of the sacrifice; giving praise with steady limbs, with motionless bodies, may
we enter into that life which is founded in the Gods.
Ordain weal unto us Indra of high-heaped glories; ordain weal
unto us Pushan, the all-knowing Sun; ordain weal unto us Tarkshya Arishtanerm; Brihaspati ordain weal unto us. OM. Peace!
peace! peace!
Then the Chapter of the First Question.
1

oÌ namaÕ paramÀtmane
hariÕ oÌ
sukeÙÀ ca bhÀradvÀjaÕ ÙaivyaÙca satyakÀmaÕ sauryÀyaÍÈ ca gÀrgyaÕ
kausalyaÙcÀÙvalÀyano bhÀrgavo vaidarbhiÕ kabandhÈ kÀtyÀyanaste haite
brahmaparÀ brahmaniØÒhÀÕ paraÌ brahmÀnveØamÀÍÀ eØa ha vai tatsarvaÌ
vakØyatÈti te ha samitpÀÍayo bhagavantaÌ pippalÀdamupasannÀÕ

OM! Salutation to the Supreme Spirit. The Supreme
is OM.
Sukesha the Bharadwaja; the Shaivya, Satyakama; Gargya,
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son of the Solar race; the Coshalan, son of Uswal; the Bhargove
of Vidurbha; and Cobundhy Catyaian; — these sought the Most High
God, believing in the Supreme and to the Supreme devoted. Therefore they came to the Lord Pippalada, for they said “This is he that
shall tell us of that Universal.”
2

tÀn ha sa ÐØiruvÀca bhÓya eva tapasÀ brahmacaryeÍa ÙraddhayÀ
saÚvatsaraÌ saÚvatsyatha yathÀkÀmaÌ praÙnÀnpÐcchata
yadi vijÜÀsyÀmaÕ sarvaÌ ha vo vakØyÀma iti

The Rishi said to them, “Another year do ye dwell in holiness and
faith and askesis; then ask what ye will, and if I know, surely I
will conceal nothing.”
3

atha kabandhÈ kÀtyÀyana upetya papraccha
bhagavan kuto ha vÀ imÀÕ prajÀÕ prajÀyanta iti

Then came Cobundhy, son of Katya, to him and asked: “Lord,
whence are all these creatures born?”
4

tasmai sa hovÀca prajÀkÀmo vai prajÀpatiÕ sa tapo'tapyata sa
tapastaptvÀ sa mithunamutpÀdayate rayiÌ ca prÀÍaÌ
cetyetau me bahudhÀ prajÀÕ kariØyata iti

To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: “The Eternal Father desired
children, therefore he put forth his energy and by the heat of his
energy produced twin creatures, Prana the Life, who is Male, and
Rayi the Matter, who is Female. 'These' said he 'shall make for me
children of many natures.'
5

Àdityo ha vai prÀÍo rayireva candramÀ rayirvÀ etatsarvaÌ yanmÓrtaÌ
cÀmÓrtaÌ ca tasmÀnmÓrtireva rayiÕ

“The Sun verily is Life and the Moon is no more than Matter; yet
truly all this Universe formed and formless is Matter; therefore
Form and Matter are One.
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6

athÀditya udayan yatprÀcÈÌ diÙaÌ praviÙati tena prÀcyÀnprÀÍÀn
raÙmiØu saÚnidhatte
yaddakØiÍÀÌ yatpratÈcÈÌ yadudÈcÈÌ yadadho yadÓrdhvaÌ yadantarÀ
diÙo yatsarvaÌ prakÀÙayati tena sarvÀnprÀÍÀn raÙmiØu saÚnidhatte

“Now when the Sun rising entereth the East, then absorbeth he the
eastern breaths into his rays. But when he illumineth the south and
west and north, and below and above and all the angles of space,
yea, all that is, then he taketh all the breaths into his rays.
7

sa eØa vaiÙvÀnaro viÙvarÓpaÕ prÀÍo'gnirudayate
tadetadÐcÀbhyuktam

“Therefore is this fire that riseth, this Universal Male, of whom all
things are the bodies, Prana the breath of existence. This is that
which was said in the Rigveda.
8

viÙvarÓpaÌ hariÍaÌ jÀtavedasaÌ parÀyaÍaÌ jyotirekaÌ tapantam
sahasraraÙmiÕ ÙatadhÀ vartamÀnaÕ prÀÍaÕ prajÀnÀmudayatyeØa sÓryaÕ

“'Fire is this burning and radiant Sun, he is the One lustre and allknowing Light, he is the highest heaven of spirits. With a thousand rays he burneth and existeth in a hundred existences; lo this
Sun that riseth, he is the Life of all his creatures.'
9

saÚvatsaro vai prajÀpatistasyÀyane dakØiÍaÌ cottaraÌ ca
tadye ha vai tadiØÒÀpÓrte kÐtamityupÀsate te cÀndramasameva lokamabhijayante
ta eva punarÀvartante tasmÀdeta ÐØayaÕ prajÀkÀmÀ dakØiÍaÌ pratipadyante
eØa ha vai rayiryaÕ pitÐyÀÍaÕ

“The year also is that Eternal Father and of the year there are two
paths, the northern solstice and the southern. Now they who worship God with the well dug and the oblation offered, deeming these
to be righteousness, conquer their heavens of the Moon; these return again to the world of birth. Therefore do the souls of sages
who have not yet put from them the desire of offspring, take the way
of the southern solstice which is the road of the Fathers. And this
also is Matter, the Female.
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athottareÍa tapasÀ brahmacaryeÍa ÙraddhayÀ
vidyayÀtmÀnamanviØyÀdityamabhijayante
etadvai prÀÍÀnÀmÀyatanametadamÐtamabhayametat
parÀyaÍametasmÀnna punarÀvartanta ityeØa nirodhastadeØa ÙlokaÕ

“But by the way of the northern solstice go the souls that have sought
the Spirit through holiness and knowledge and faith and askesis;
for they conquer their heavens of the Sun. There is the resting place
of the breaths, there immortality casteth out fear, there is the highest heaven of spirits; thence no soul returneth; therefore is the wall
and barrier. Whereof this is the Scripture.
11

paÜcapÀdaÌ pitaraÌ dvÀdaÙÀkÐtiÌ diva ÀhuÕ pare ardhe purÈØiÍam
atheme anya u pare vicakØaÍaÌ saptacakre ØaÄara Àhurarpitamiti

'“Five-portioned, some say, is the Father and hath twelve figures
and he floweth in the upper hemisphere beyond the heavens; but
others speak of him as the Wisdom who standeth in a chariot of
six spokes and seven wheels.'
12

mÀso vai prajÀpatistasya kÐØÍapakØa eva rayiÕ ÙuklaÕ prÀÍastasmÀdeta
ÐØayaÕ Ùukla iØÒaÌ kurvantÈtara itarasmin

“The month also is that Eternal Father, whereof the dark fortnight
is Matter the Female and the bright fortnight is Life the Male.
Therefore do one manner of sages offer sacrifice in the bright
fortnight and another in the dark.
13

ahorÀtro vai prajÀpatistasyÀhareva prÀÍo rÀtrireva rayiÕ prÀÍaÌ vÀ ete
praskandanti ye divÀ ratyÀ saÚyujyante brahmacaryameva
tadyad rÀtrau ratyÀ saÚyujyante

“Day and night also are the Eternal Father, whereof the day is Life and
the night is Matter. Therefore do they offend against their own life who
take joy with woman by day; by night who take joy, enact holiness.
14

annaÌ vai prajÀpatistato ha vai tad retastasmÀdimÀÕ prajÀÕ prajÀyanta iti
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“Food is the Eternal Father; for of this came the seed and of the
seed is the world of creatures born.
15

tadye ha vai tatprajÀpativrataÌ caranti te mithunamutpÀdayante
teØÀmevaiØa brahmaloko yeØÀÌ tapo brahmacaryaÌ yeØu satyaÌ
pratiØÒhitam

“They therefore who perform the vow of the Eternal Father produce the
twin creature. But theirs is the heaven of the spirit in whom are established askesis and holiness and in whom Truth has her dwelling.
16

teØÀmasau virajo brahmaloko na yeØu jihmamanÐtaÌ na mÀyÀ ceti

“Theirs is the heaven of the Spirit, the world all spotless, in whom
there is neither crookedness nor lying nor any illusion.”
And afterwards
The Chapter of the Second Question.
1

atha hainaÌ bhÀrgavo vaidarbhiÕ papraccha
bhagavan katyeva devÀÕ prajÀÌ vidhÀrayante katara etatprakÀÙayante
kaÕ punareØÀÌ variØÒha iti

Then the Bhargove, the Vidurbhan, asked him: “Lord, how many
Gods maintain this creature, and how many illumine it, and which
of these again is the mightiest?”
2

tasmai sa hovÀcÀkÀÙo ha vÀ eØa devo vÀyuragnirÀpaÕ pÐthivÈ
vÀÛmanaÙcakØuÕ ÙrotraÌ ca
te prakÀÙyÀbhivadanti vayametad bÀÍamavaØÒabhya vidhÀrayÀmaÕ

To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: “These are the Gods, even
Ether and Wind and Fire and Water and Earth and Speech and
Mind and Sight and Hearing. These nine illumine the creature;
therefore they vaunted themselves, — We, even we support this
harp of God and we are the preservers.
3

tÀn variØÒhaÕ prÀÍa uvÀca
mÀ mohamÀpadyathÀhamevaitat paÜcadhÀtmÀnaÌ pravibhajyaitad
bÀÍamavaØÒabhya vidhÀrayÀmÈti te'ÙraddadhÀnÀ babhÓvuÕ
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“Then answered Breath, their mightiest: 'Yield not unto delusion;
I dividing myself into this fivefold support this harp of God, I am
its preserver.' But they believed him not.
4

so'bhimÀnÀdÓrdhvamutkramata iva tasminnutkrÀmatyathetare sarva
evotkrÀmante tasmiÌÙca pratiØÒhamÀne sarva eva prÀtiØÒhante
tadyathÀ makØikÀ madhukararÀjÀnamutkrÀmantaÌ sarvÀ evotkrÀmante
tasmiÌÙca pratiØÒhamÀne sarvÀ eva prÀtiØÒhanta evaÌ vÀÛmanaÙcakØuÕ
ÙrotraÌ ca te prÈtÀÕ prÀÍaÌ stuvanti

“Therefore offended he rose up, he was issuing out from the body.
But when the Breath goeth out, then go all the others with him,
and when the Breath abideth all the others abide; therefore as bees
with the kingbee: when he goeth out all go out with him, and when
he abideth all abide, even so was it with Speech and Mind and
Sight and Hearing; then were they well-pleased and hymned the
Breath to adore him.
5

eØo'gnistapatyeØa sÓrya eØa parjanyo maghavÀneØa vÀyuÕ
eØa pÐthivÈ rayirdevaÕ sadasaccÀmÐtaÌ ca yat

“'Lo this is he that is Fire and the Sun that burneth, Rain and Indra
and Earth and Air, Matter and Deity, Form and Formless, and Immortality.
6

arÀ iva rathanÀbhau prÀÍe sarvaÌ pratiØÒhitam
Ðco yajÓÌØi sÀmÀni yajÜaÕ kØatraÌ brahma ca

“'As the spokes meet in the nave of a wheel, so are all things in the
Breath established, the Rigveda and the Yajur and the Sama, and
Sacrifice and Brahminhood and Kshatriyahood.
7

prajÀpatiÙcarasi garbhe tvameva pratijÀyase
tubhyaÌ prÀÍa prajÀstvimÀ baliÌ haranti yaÕ prÀÍaiÕ pratitiØÒhasi

“'As the Eternal Father thou movest in the womb and art born in
the likeness of the parents. To thee, O Life, the world of creatures
offer the burnt offering, who by the breaths abidest.
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8

devÀnÀmasi vahnitamaÕ pitÔÍÀÌ prathamÀ svadhÀ
ÐØÈÍÀÌ caritaÌ satyamatharvÀÛgirasÀmasi

“'Of all the Gods thou art the strongest and fiercest and to the fathers thou art the first oblation; thou art the truth and virtue of the
sages and thou art Athurvan among the sons of Ungirus.
9

indrastvaÌ prÀÍa tejasÀ rudro'si parirakØitÀ
tvamantarikØe carasi sÓryastvaÌ jyotiØÀÌ patiÕ

“'Thou art Indra, O Breath, by thy splendour and energy and Rudra
because thou preservest; thou walkest in the welkin as the Sun,
that imperial lustre.
10

yadÀ tvamabhivarØasyathemÀÕ prÀÍa te prajÀÕ
ÀnandarÓpÀstiØÒhanti kÀmÀyÀnnaÌ bhaviØyatÈti

“'When thou, O Breath, rainest, thy creatures stand all joy because
there shall be grain to the heart's desire.
11

vrÀtyastvaÌ prÀÍaikaÐØirattÀ viÙvasya satpatiÕ
vayamÀdyasya dÀtÀraÕ pitÀ tvaÌ mÀtariÙva naÕ

“'Thou art, O Breath, the unpurified and thou art Fire, the only purity, the devourer of all and the lord of existences. We are the givers
to thee of thy eating; for thou, O Matariswun, art our Father.
12

yÀ te tanÓrvÀci pratiØÒhitÀ yÀ Ùrotre yÀ ca cakØuØi
yÀ ca manasi saÚtatÀ ÙivÀÌ tÀÌ kuru motkramÈÕ

“'That body of thine which is established in the speech, sight and
hearing, and in the mind is extended, that make propitious; O Life,
go not out from our midst!
13

prÀÍasyedaÌ vaÙe sarvaÌ tridive yatpratiØÒhitam
mÀteva putrÀn rakØasva ÙrÈÙca prajÜÀÌ ca vidhehi na iti
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“'For all this Universe, yea, all that is established in the heavens
to the Breath is subject; guard us as a mother watches over her little children; give us fortune and beauty, give us Wisdom.'”
And afterwards
The Chapter of the Third Question.
1

atha hainaÌ kausalyaÙcÀÙvalÀyanaÕ papraccha
bhagavan kuta eØa prÀÍo jÀyate kathamÀyÀtyasmiÜÙarÈra ÀtmÀnaÌ vÀ
pravibhajya kathaÌ prÀtiØÒhate kenotkramate kathaÌ
bÀhyamabhidhatte kathamadhyÀtmamiti

Then the Coshalan, the son of Uswal, asked him: “Lord, whence
is this Life born? How comes it in this body or how stands by selfdivision? By what departeth, or how maintaineth the outward and
how the inward spiritual?”
2

tasmai sa hovÀcÀtipraÙnÀn pÐcchasi brahmiØÒho'sÈti tasmÀt te'haÌ
bravÈmi

To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: “Many and difficult things thou
askest; but because thou art very holy, therefore will I tell thee.
3

Àtmana eØa prÀÍo jÀyate
yathaiØÀ puruØe chÀyaitasminnetadÀtataÌ manokÐtenÀyÀtyasmiÜÙarÈre

“Of the Spirit is this breath of Life born; even as a shadow is cast
by a man, so is this Life extended in the Spirit and by the action
of the Mind it entereth into this body.
4

yathÀ samrÀÄevÀdhikÐtÀn viniyuÛkte
etÀngrÀmÀnetÀngrÀmÀnadhitiØÒhasvetyevamevaiØa prÀÍa itarÀnprÀÍÀn
pÐthakpÐthageva saÚnidhatte

“As an Emperor commandeth his officers, and he sayeth to one
'Govern for me these villages', and to another 'Govern for me these
others', so this breath, the Life, appointeth the other breaths each
in his province.
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5

pÀyÓpasthe'pÀnaÌ cakØuÕÙrotre mukhanÀsikÀbhyÀÌ prÀÍaÕ svayaÌ
prÀtiØÒhate madhye tu samÀnaÕ
eØa hyetaddhutamannaÌ samaÌ nayati tasmÀdetÀÕ saptÀrciØo bhavanti

“In the anus and the organ of pleasure is the lower breath, and in
the eyes and the ears, the mouth and the nose, the main breath itself
is seated; but the medial breath is in the middle. This is he that
equally distributeth the burnt offering of food; for from this are
the seven fires born.
6

hÐdi hyeØa ÀtmÀ, atraitadekaÙataÌ nÀÄÈnÀÌ tÀsÀÌ ÙataÌ ÙatamekaikasyÀÌ
dvÀsaptatirdvÀsaptatiÕ pratiÙÀkhÀnÀÄÈsahasrÀÍi bhavantyÀsu vyÀnaÙcarati

“The Spirit in the heart abideth, and in the heart there are one hundred and one nerves, and each nerve hath a hundred branch-nerves
and each branch-nerve hath seventy two thousand sub-branchnerves; through these the breath pervasor moveth.
7

athaikayordhva udÀnaÕ puÍyena puÍyaÌ lokaÌ nayati pÀpena
pÀpamubhÀbhyÀmeva manuØyalokam

“Of these many there is one by which the upper breath departeth
that by virtue taketh to the heaven of virtue, by sin to the hell of sin,
and by mingled sin and righteousness back to the world of men restoreth.
8

Àdityo ha vai bÀhyaÕ prÀÍa udayatyeØa hyenaÌ cÀkØuØaÌ prÀÍamanugÐhÍÀnaÕ
pÐthivyÀÌ yÀ devatÀ saiØÀ puruØasyÀpÀnamavaØÒabhyÀntarÀ yadÀkÀÙaÕ
sa samÀno vÀyurvyÀnaÕ

“The Sun is the main breath outside this body, for it cherisheth the
eye in its rising. The divinity in the earth, she attracteth the lower
breath of man, and the ether between is the medial breath; air is
the breath pervasor.
9

tejo ha vÀ udÀnastasmÀdupaÙÀntatejÀÕ
punarbhavamindriyairmanasi saÌpadyamÀnaiÕ
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“Light, the primal energy, is the upper breath; therefore when the
light and heat in a man hath dwindled, his senses retire into the mind
and with these he departeth into another birth.
10

yaccittastenaiØa prÀÍamÀyÀti prÀÍastejasÀ yuktaÕ
sahÀtmanÀ yathÀsaÚkalpitaÌ lokaÌ nayati

“Whatsoever be the mind of a man, with that mind he seeketh refuge with the breath when he dieth, and the breath and the upper
breath lead him with the Spirit within him to the world of his imaginings.
11

ya evaÌ vidvÀn prÀÍaÌ veda
na hÀsya prajÀ hÈyate'mÐto bhavati tadeØa ÙlokaÕ

“The wise man that knoweth thus of the breath, his progeny wasteth
not and he becometh immortal. Whereof this is the Scripture.
12

utpattimÀyatiÌ sthÀnaÌ vibhutvaÌ caiva paÜcadhÀ
adhyÀtmaÌ caiva prÀÍasya vijÜÀyÀmÐtamaÙnuta iti

“'By knowing the origin of the Breath, his coming and his staying
and his lordship in the five provinces, likewise his relation to the
Spirit, one shall taste immortality.' ”
And afterwards
The Chapter of the Fourth Question.
1

atha hainaÌ sauryÀyaÍÈ gÀrgyaÕ papraccha
bhagavannetasmin puruØe kÀni svapanti kÀnyasmiÜjÀgrati katara eØa
devaÕ svapnÀnpaÙyati kasyaitat sukhaÌ bhavati kasminnu sarve
saÌpratiØÒhitÀ bhavantÈti

Then Gargya of the Solar race asked him, “Lord, what are they that
slumber in this Existing and what that keep vigil? Who is this god
who seeth dreams or whose is this felicity? Into whom do all they
vanish?”
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2

tasmai sa hovÀca
yathÀ gÀrgya marÈcayo'rkasyÀstaÌ gacchataÕ sarvÀ
etasmiÚstejomaÍÄala ekÈbhavanti
tÀÕ punaÕ punarudayataÕ pracarantyevaÌ ha vai
tatsarvaÌ pare deve manasyekÈbhavati
tena tarhyeØa puruØo na ÙÐÍoti na paÙyati na jighrati na rasayate na spÐÙate
nÀbhivadate nÀdatte nÀnandayate na visÐjate neyÀyate svapitÈtyÀcakØate

To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: “O Gargya, as are the rays
of the sun in its setting, for they retire and all become one in yonder circle of splendour, but when he riseth again once more they
walk abroad, so all the man becomes one in the highest god, even
the mind. Then indeed this being seeth not, neither heareth, nor
doth he smell, nor taste, nor touch, nor speaketh he aught, nor
taketh in or giveth out, nor cometh nor goeth; he feeleth not any
felicity. Then they say of him, 'He sleepeth'.
3

prÀÍÀgnaya evaitasmin pure jÀgrati
gÀrhapatyo ha vÀ eØo'pÀno vyÀno'nvÀhÀryapacano yad gÀrhapatyÀt
praÍÈyate praÍayanÀdÀhavanÈyaÕ prÀÍaÕ

“But the fires of the breath keep watch in that sleeping city. The
lower breath is the householder's fire and the breath pervasor the
fire of the Lares that burneth to the southward. The main breath
is the orient fire of the sacrifice; and even as the eastern fire taketh
its fuel from the western, so in the slumber of a man the main
breath taketh from the lower.
4

yaducchvÀsaniÙvÀsÀvetÀvÀhutÈ samaÌ nayatÈti sa samÀnaÕ
mano ha vÀva yajamÀna iØÒaphalamevodÀnaÕ sa enaÌ
yajamÀnamaharaharbrahma gamayati

“But the medial breath is the priest, the sacrificant; for he equaliseth the offering of the inbreath and the offering of the outbreath.
The Mind is the giver of the sacrifice and the upper breath is the
fruit of the sacrifice, for it taketh the sacrificer day by day into the
presence of the Eternal.
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5

atraiØa devaÕ svapne mahimÀnamanubhavati
yad dÐØÒaÌ dÐØÒamanupaÙyati ÙrutaÌ ÙrutamevÀrthamanuÙÐÍoti
deÙadigantaraiÙca pratyanubhÓtaÌ punaÕ punaÕ pratyanubhavati
dÐØÒaÌ cÀdÐØÒaÌ ca ÙrutaÌ cÀÙrutaÌ cÀnubhÓtaÌ cÀnanubhÓtaÌ
ca saccÀsacca sarvaÌ paÙyati sarvaÕ paÙyati

“Now the Mind in dream revelleth in the glory of his imag inings.
All that it hath seen it seemeth to see over again, and of all that it
hath heard it repeateth the hearing; yea, all that it hath felt and
thought and known in many lands and in various regions, these it
liveth over again in its dreaming. What it hath seen and what it
hath not seen, what it hath heard and what it hath not heard, what
it hath known and what it hath not known, what is and what is not,
all, all it seeth; for the Mind is the Universe.
6

sa yadÀ tejasÀbhibhÓto bhavati
atraiØa devaÕ svapnÀn na paÙyatyatha tadaitasmiÜÙarÈra etatsukhaÌ bhavati

“But when he is overwhelmed with light, then Mind, the God,
dreameth no longer; then in this body he hath felicity.
7

sa yathÀ somya vayÀÚsi vÀsovÐkØaÌ saÌpratiØÒhante
evaÌ ha vai tatsarvaÌ para Àtmani saÌpratiØÒhate

“O fair son, as birds wing towards their resting tree, so do all these
depart into the Supreme Spirit:
8

pÐthivÈ ca pÐthivÈmÀtrÀ cÀpaÙcÀpomÀtrÀ ca tejaÙca tejomÀtrÀ ca vÀyuÙca
vÀyumÀtrÀ cÀkÀÙaÙcÀkÀÙamÀtrÀ ca cakØuÙca draØÒavyaÌ ca ÙrotraÌ
ca ÙrotavyaÌ ca ghrÀÍaÌ ca ghrÀtavyaÌ ca rasaÙca rasayitavyaÌ ca
tvak ca sparÙayitavyaÌ ca vÀk ca vaktavyaÌ ca hastau cÀdÀtavyaÌ
copasthaÙcÀnandayitavyaÌ ca pÀyuÙca visarjayitavyaÌ ca pÀdau ca
gantavyaÌ ca manaÙca mantavyaÌ ca buddhiÙca boddhavyaÌ
cÀhaÚkÀraÙcÀhaÚkartavyaÌ ca cittaÌ ca cetayitavyaÌ ca tejaÙca
vidyotayitavyaÌ ca prÀÍaÙca vidhÀrayitavyaÌ ca

“Earth and the inner things of earth; water and the inner
things of water; light and the inner things of light; air and
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the inner things of air; ether and the inner things of ether; the eye
and its seeings; the ear and its hearings; smell and the objects of
smell; taste and the objects of taste; the skin and the objects of touch;
speech and the things to be spoken; the two hands and their takings;
the organ of pleasure and its enjoyings; the anus and its excretions;
the feet and their goings; the mind and its feelings; the intelligence
and what it understandeth; the sense of Ego and that which is felt
to be Ego; the conscious heart and that of which it is conscious; light
and what it lighteneth; Life and the things it maintaineth.
9

eØa hi draØÒÀ spraØÒÀ ÙrotÀ ghrÀtÀ rasayitÀ mantÀ boddhÀ kartÀ vijÜÀnÀtmÀ
puruØaÕ
sa pare'kØara Àtmani saÌpratiØÒhate

“For this that seeth and toucheth, heareth, smelleth, tasteth, feeleth,
understandeth, acteth, is the reasoning self, the Male within. This
too departeth into the Higher Self which is Imperishable.
10

paramevÀkØaraÌ pratipadyate sa yo ha vai tadacchÀyamaÙarÈramalohitaÌ
ÙubhramakØaraÌ vedayate yastu somya
sa sarvajÜaÕ sarvo bhavati tadeØa ÙlokaÕ

“He that knoweth the shadowless, colourless, bodiless, luminous
and imperishable Spirit, attaineth to the Imperishable, even to the
Most High. O fair son, he knoweth the All and becometh the All.
Whereof this is the Scripture.
11

vijÜÀnÀtmÀ saha devaiÙca sarvaiÕ prÀÍÀ bhÓtÀni saÌpratiØÒhanti
yatra
tadakØaraÌ vedayate yastu somya sa sarvajÜaÕ sarvamevÀviveÙeti

“'He, O fair son, that knoweth the Imperishable into whom the understanding self departeth, and all the Gods, and the life-breaths
and the elements, he knoweth the Universe!' ”
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And afterwards
The Chapter of the Fifth Question.
1

atha hainaÌ ÙaivyaÕ satyakÀmaÕ papraccha
sa yo ha vai tad bhagavan manuØyeØu prÀyaÍÀntamoÚkÀramabhidhyÀyÈta
katamaÌ vÀva sa tena lokaÌ jayatÈti

Then the Shaivya Satyakama asked him: “Lord, he among men that
meditate unto death on OM the syllable, which of the worlds doth
he conquer by its puissance?”
2

tasmai sa hovÀca
etadvai satyakÀma paraÌ cÀparaÌ ca brahma yadoÚkÀraÕ
tasmÀd vidvÀnetenaivÀyatanenaikataramanveti

To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: “This imperishable Word
that is OM, O Satyakama, is the Higher Brahman and also the
Lower. Therefore the wise man by making his home in the Word,
winneth to one of these.
3

sa yadyekamÀtramabhidhyÀyÈta sa tenaiva saÚveditastÓrÍameva
jagatyÀmabhisaÌpadyate
tamÐco manuØyalokamupanayante sa tatra tapasÀ brahmacaryeÍa
ÙraddhayÀ saÌpanno mahimÀnamanubhavati

“If he meditate on the one letter of OM the syllable, by that enlightened he attaineth swiftly in the material universe, and the hymns
of the Rigveda escort him to the world of men; there endowed with
askesis and faith and holiness he experienceth majesty.
4

atha yadi dvimÀtreÍa manasi saÌpadyate so'ntarikØaÌ
yajurbhirunnÈyate somalokam
sa somaloke vibhÓtimanubhÓya punarÀvartate

“Now if by the two letters of the syllable he in the mind attaineth,
to the skies he is exalted and the hymns of the Yajur escort him to
the Lunar World. In the heavens of the Moon he feeleth his soul's
majesty; then once more he returneth.
5
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yaÕ punaretaÌ trimÀtreÍomityetenaivÀkØareÍa paraÌ
puruØamabhidhyÀyÈta sa tejasi sÓrye saÌpannaÕ
yathÀ pÀdodarastvacÀ vinirmucyata evaÌ ha vai sa pÀpmanÀ vinirmuktaÕ
sa sÀmabhirunnÈyate brahmalokaÌ sa etasmÀjjÈvaghanÀtparÀtparaÌ
puriÙayaÌ puruØamÈkØate tadetau Ùlokau bhavataÕ

“But he who by all the three letters meditateth by this syllable, even
by OM on the Most High Being, he in the Solar World of light and
energy is secured in his attainings; as a snake casteth off its slough,
so he casteth off sin, and the hymns of the Samaveda escort him to
the heaven of the Spirit. He from that Lower who is the density of
existence beholdeth the Higher than the Highest of whom every form
is one city. Whereof these are the verses.
6

tisro mÀtrÀ mÐtyumatyaÕ prayuktÀ anyonyasaktÀ anaviprayuktÀÕ
kriyÀsu bÀhyÀbhyantaramadhyamÀsu samyakprayuktÀsu na kampate
jÜaÕ

“'Children of death are the letters when they are used as three, the
embracing and the inseparable letters; but the wise man is not
shaken; for there are three kinds of works, outward deed and inward action and another which is blended of the two, and all these
he doeth rightly without fear and without trembling.
7

ÐgbhiretaÌ yajurbhirantarikØaÌ sÀmabhiryattatkavayo vedayante
tamoÚkÀreÍaivÀyatanenÀnveti vidvÀn
yattacchÀntamajaramamÐtamabhayaÌ paraÌ ceti

“To the earth the Rigveda leadeth, to the skies the Yajur, but the
Sama to That of which the sages know. Thither the wise man by
resting on OM the syllable attaineth, even to that Supreme Quietude where age is not and fear is cast out by immortality.'”
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And afterwards
The Chapter of the Sixth Question.
1

atha hainaÌ sukeÙÀ bhÀradvÀjaÕ papraccha
bhagavan hiraÍyanÀbhaÕ kausalyo rÀjaputro mÀmupetyaitaÌ praÙnamapÐcchata
ØoÄaÙakalaÌ bhÀradvÀja puruØaÌ vettha
tamahaÌ kumÀramabruvaÌ nÀhamimaÌ veda
yadyahamimamavediØaÌ kathaÌ te nÀvakØyamiti
samÓlo vÀ eØa pariÙuØyati yo'nÐtamabhivadati tasmÀnnÀrhÀmyanÐtaÌ vaktum
sa tÓØÍÈÌ rathamÀruhya pravavrÀja
taÌ tvÀ pÐcchÀmi kvÀsau puruØa iti

Then Sukesha the Bharadwaja asked him, “Lord, Hiranyanabha of
Coshala, the king's son, came to me and put me this question, 'O
Bharadwaja, knowest thou the Being and the sixteen parts of Him?'
and I answered the boy, 'I know Him not; for if I knew Him, surely
I should tell thee of Him: but I cannot tell thee a lie; for from the
roots he shall wither who speaketh falsehood.' But he mounted his
chariot in silence and departed from me. Of Him I ask thee, who
is the Being?”
2

tasmai sa hovÀca
ihaivÀntaÕÙarÈre somya sa puruØo yasminnetÀÕ ØoÄaÙa kalÀÕ prabhavantÈti

To him answered the Rishi Pippalada: “O fair son, even here is
that Being, in the inner body of every creature for in Him are the
sixteen members born.
3

sa ÈkØÀÌcakre
kasminnahamutkrÀnta utkrÀnto bhaviØyÀmi kasmin vÀ pratiØÒhite pratiØÒhÀsyÀmÈti

“He bethought Him. 'What shall that be in whose issuing forth I shall
issue forth from the body and in his abiding I shall abide?'
4

sa prÀÍamasÐjata prÀÍÀcchraddhÀÌ khaÌ vÀyurjyotirÀpaÕ pÐthivÈndriyaÌ manaÕ
annamannÀdvÈryaÌ tapo mantrÀÕ karma lokÀ lokeØu ca nÀma ca

“Then he put forth the Life, and from the Life faith, next
ether and then air, and then light, and then water, and then
earth, the senses and mind and food, and from food virility
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and from virility askesis, and from askesis the mighty verses and
from these action, and the worlds from action and name in the
worlds; in this wise were all things born from the Spirit.
5

sa yathemÀ nadyaÕ syandamÀnÀÕ samudrÀyaÍÀÕ samudraÌ
prÀpyÀstaÌ
gacchanti bhidyete tÀsÀÌ nÀmarÓpe samudra ityevaÌ procyate
evamevÀsya paridraØÒurimÀÕ ØoÄaÙa kalÀÕ puruØÀyaÍÀÕ puruØaÌ
prÀpyÀstaÌ gacchanti bhidyete cÀsÀÌ nÀmarÓpe puruØa ityevaÌ
procyate sa eØo'kalo'mÐto bhavati tadeØa ÙlokaÕ

“Therefore as all these flowing rivers move towards the sea, but
when they reach the sea they are lost in it and name and form break
away from them and all is called only the sea, so all the sixteen
members of the silent witnessing Spirit move towards the Being,
and when they have attained the Being they are lost in Him and name
and form break away from them and all is called only the Being;
then is He without members and immortal. Whereof this is the
Scripture.
6

arÀ iva rathanÀbhau kalÀ yasminpratiØÒhitÀÕ
taÌ vedyaÌ puruØaÌ veda yathÀ mÀ vo mÐtyuÕ parivyathÀ iti

“'He in whom the members are set as the spokes of a wheel are set
in its nave, Him know for the Being who is the goal of knowledge,
so shall death pass away from you and his anguish.'”
7

tÀn hovÀcaitÀvadevÀhametat paraÌ brahma veda
nÀtaÕ paramastÈti

And Pippalada said to them: “Thus far do I know the Most High
God; than He there is none Higher.”
8

te tamarcayantastvaÌ hi naÕ pitÀ yo'smÀkamavidyÀyÀÕ paraÌ pÀraÌ
tÀrayasÈti
namaÕ paramaÐØibhyo namaÕ paramaÐØibhyaÕ

And they worshipping him: “For thou art our father who hast carried us over to the other side of the Ignorance.”
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Salutation to the mighty sages, salutation!
After which one repeats the Mantra.
oÌ bhadraÌ karÍebhiÕ ÙÐÍuyÀma devÀ bhadraÌ paÙyemÀkØabhiryajatrÀÕ
sthirairaÛgaistuØÒuvÀÌsastanÓbhirvyaÙema devahitaÌ yadÀyuÕ
svasti na indro vÐddhaÙravÀÕ svasti naÕ pÓØÀ viÙvavedÀÕ
svasti nastÀrkØyo ariØÒanemiÕ svasti no bÐhaspatirdadhÀtu
oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

OM. May we hear what is auspicious with our ears, O ye Gods;
may we see what is auspicious with our eyes, O ye of the sacrifice; giving praise with steady limbs, with motionless bodies, may
we enter into that life which is founded in the Gods.
Ordain weal unto us Indra of high-heaped glories; ordain weal
unto us Pushan, the all-knowing Sun; ordain weal unto us Tarkshya Anshtanemi; Brihaspati ordain weal unto us. OM. Peace!
peace! peace!

THE MANDOUKYA UPANISHAD
ÌÀÍÄÓkyopaniØad
Before which one repeats the Mantra.
oÌ bhadraÌ karÍebhiÕ ÙÐÍuyÀma devÀ bhadraÌ paÙyemÀkØabhiryajatrÀÕ
sthirairaÛgaistuØÒuvÀÚsastanÓbhirvyaÙema devahitaÌ yadÀyuÕ
svasti na indro vÐddhaÙravÀÕ svasti naÕ pÓØÀ viÙvavedÀÕ
svasti nastÀrkØyo ariØÒanemiÕ svasti no bÐhaspatirdadhÀtu
oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

OM. May we hear what is auspicious with our ears, O ye Gods;
may we see what is auspicious with our eyes, O ye of the sacrifice; giving praise with steady limbs, with motionless bodies, may
we enter into that life which is founded in the Gods.
Ordain weal unto us Indra of high-heaped glories; ordain
weal unto us Pushan, the all-knowing Sun; ordain weal unto us
Tarkshya Anshtanemi; Brihaspati ordain weal unto us. OM. Peace!
peace! peace!
1

omityetadakØaramidaÌ sarvaÌ tasyopavyÀkhyÀnaÌ bhÓtaÌ
bhavad bhaviØyaditi sarvamoÚkÀra eva
yaccÀnyat trikÀlÀtÈtaÌ tadapyoÚkÀra eva

OM is this imperishable Word, OM is the Universe, and this is the
exposition of OM. The past, the present and the future, all that was,
all that is, all that will be, is OM. Likewise all else that may exist
beyond the bounds of Time, that too is OM.
2

sarvaÌ hyetad brahmÀyamÀtmÀ brahma so'yamÀtmÀ catuØpÀt

All this Universe is the Eternal Brahman, this Self is the Eternal,
and the Self is fourfold.
3

jÀgaritasthÀno bahiØprajÜaÕ saptÀÛga ekonaviÌÙatimukhaÕ
sthÓlabhug vaiÙvÀnaraÕ prathamaÕ pÀdaÕ
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He whose place is the wakefulness, who is wise of the outward,
who has seven limbs, to whom there are nineteen doors, who feeleth
and enjoyeth gross objects, Vaiswanor, the Universal Male, He is
the first.
4

svapnasthÀno'ntaÕprajÜaÕ saptÀÛga ekonaviÌÙatimukhaÕ
praviviktabhuk taijaso dvitÈyaÕ pÀdaÕ

He whose place is the dream, who is wise of the inward, who has
seven limbs, to whom there are nineteen doors, who feeleth and
enjoyeth subtle objects, Taijasa, the Inhabitant in Luminous Mind,
He is the second.
5

yatra supto na kaÚcana kÀmaÌ kÀmayate na kaÚcana svapnaÌ
paÙyati tatsuØuptam
suØuptasthÀna ekÈbhÓtaÕ prajÜÀnaghana evÀnandamayo hyÀnandabhuk
cetomukhaÕ prÀjÜastÐtÈyaÕ pÀdaÕ

When one sleepeth and yearneth not with any desire, nor seeth any
dream, that is the perfect slumber. He whose place is the perfect
slumber, who is become Oneness, who is wisdom gathered into
itself, who is made of mere delight, who enjoyeth delight unrelated, to whom conscious mind is the door, Prajna, the Lord of Wisdom, He is the third.
6

eØa sarveÙvara eØa sarvajÜa eØo'ntaryÀmyeØa yoniÕ sarvasya
prabhavÀpyayau hi bhÓtÀnÀm

This is the Almighty, this is the Omniscient, this is the Inner Soul,
this is the Womb of the Universe, this is the Birth and Destruction
of creatures.
7

nÀntaÕprajÜaÌ na bahiØprajÜaÌ nobhayataÕprajÜaÌ na prajÜÀnaghanaÌ
na prajÜaÌ nÀprajÜam
adÐØÒamavyavahÀryamagrÀhyamalakØaÍamacintyamavyapadeÙyamekÀtmapratyayasÀraÌ
prapaÜcopaÙamaÌ ÙÀntaÌ ÙivamadvaitaÌ caturthaÌ
manyante sa ÀtmÀ sa vijÜeyaÕ

He who is neither inward-wise, nor outward-wise, nor both inward and outward wise, nor wisdom self-gathered, nor possessed of wisdom, nor unpossessed of wisdom, He Who
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is unseen and incommunicable, unseizable, featureless, unthinkable, and unnameable, Whose essentiality is awareness of the Self
in its single existence, in Whom all phenomena dissolve, Who is
Calm, Who is Good, Who is the One than Whom there is no other, Him they deem the fourth; He is the Self, He is the object of
Knowledge.
8

so'yamÀtmÀdhyakØaramoÚkÀro'dhimÀtraÌ pÀdÀ mÀtrÀ mÀtrÀÙca
pÀdÀ akÀra ukÀro makÀra iti

Now this the Self, as to the imperishable Word, is OM; and as to
the letters, His parts are the letters and the letters are His parts,
namely, AUM.
9

jÀgaritasthÀno vaiÙvÀnaro'kÀraÕ prathamÀ mÀtrÀpterÀdimattvÀdvÀpnoti
ha vai sarvÀnkÀmÀnÀdiÙca bhavati ya evaÌ veda

The Waker, Vaiswanor, the Universal Male, He is A, the first letter, because of Initiality and Pervasiveness; he that knoweth Him
for such pervadeth and attaineth all his desires; he becometh the
source and first.
10

svapnasthÀnastaijasa ukÀro dvitÈyÀ mÀtrotkarØÀdubhayatvÀdvotkarØati
ha vai jÜÀnasaÌtatiÌ samÀnaÙca bhavati
nÀsyÀbrahmavit kule bhavati ya evaÌ veda

The Dreamer, Taijasa, the Inhabitant in Luminous Mind, He is U,
the second letter, because of Advance and Centrality; he that
knoweth Him for such, advanceth the bounds of his knowledge
and riseth above difference; nor of his seed is any born that
knoweth not the Eternal.
11

suØuptasthÀnaÕ prÀjÜo makÀrastÐtÈyÀ mÀtrÀ miterapÈtervÀ minoti
ha vÀ idaÌ sarvamapÈtiÙca bhavati ya evaÌ veda

The Sleeper, Prajna, the Lord of Wisdom, He is M, the third letter, because of Measure and Finality; he that knoweth Him for such
measureth with himself the Universe and becometh the departure
into the Eternal.
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12

amÀtraÙcaturtho'vyavahÀryaÕ prapaÜcopaÙamaÕ Ùivo'dvaita
evamoÚkÀra
Àtmaiva saÌviÙatyÀtmanÀtmÀnaÌ ya evaÌ veda ya evaÌ veda

Letterless is the fourth, the Incommunicable, the end of phenomena, the Good, the One than Whom there is no other; thus is OM. He
that knoweth is the Self and entereth by his self into the Self, he that
knoweth, he that knoweth.
Here ends the Mandoukya Upanishad.
After which one repeats the Mantra.
oÌ bhadraÌ karÍebhiÕ ÙÐÍuyÀma devÀ bhadraÌ paÙyemÀkØabhiryajatrÀÕ
sthirairaÛgaistuØÒuvÀÌsastanÓbhirvyaÙema devahitaÌ yadÀyuÕ
svasti na indro vÐddhaÙravÀÕ svasti naÕ pÓØÀ viÙvavedÀÕ
svasti nastÀrkØyo ariØÒanemiÕ svasti no bÐhaspatirdadhÀtu
oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

OM. May we hear what is auspicious with our ears, O ye Gods;
may we see what is auspicious with our eyes, O ye of the sacrifice; giving praise with steady limbs, with motionless bodies, may
we enter into that life which is founded in the Gods.
Ordain weal unto us Indra of high-heaped glories; ordain
weal unto us Pushan, the all-knowing Sun; ordain weal unto us
Tarkshya Arishtanemi; Brihaspati ordain weal unto us. OM. Peace!
peace! peace!

THE AITEREYA UPANISHAD
aitareyopaniØat
CHAPTER I
1

ÀtmÀ vÀ idameka evÀgra ÀsÈt
nÀnyatkiÚcana miØat
sa ÈkØata lokÀnnu sÐjÀ iti

In the beginning the Spirit was One and all this (universe) was
the Spirit; there was nought else that saw. The Spirit thought, “Lo,
I will make me worlds from out my being.”
2

sa imÀÌllokÀnasÐjata
ambho marÈcÈrmaramÀpo'do'mbhaÕ pareÍa divaÚ dyauÕ
pratiØÒhÀntarikØaÌ marÈcayaÕ pÐthivÈ maro yÀ adhastÀt tÀ ÀpaÕ

These were the worlds he made; Ambhah, of the ethereal waters,
Marichih of light, Mara, of death and mortal things, Apah, of the
lower waters. Beyond the shining firmament are the ethereal waters and the firmament is their base and resting-place; Space is the
world of light; the earth is the world mortal; and below the earth
are the lower waters.
3

sa ÈkØateme nu lokÀ lokapÀlÀnnu sÐjÀ iti
so'dbhya eva puruØaÌ samuddhÐtyÀmÓrchayat

The Spirit thought, “Lo, these are the worlds; and now will I make
me guardians for my worlds.” Therefore he gathered the Purusha
out of the waters and gave Him shape and substance.
4

tamabhyatapat tasyÀbhitaptasya mukhaÌ nirabhidyata yathÀÍÄam
mukhÀdvÀg vÀco'gnirnÀsike nirabhidyetÀÌ nÀsikÀbhyÀÌ prÀÍaÕ
prÀÍÀdvÀyurakØiÍÈ nirabhidyetÀmakØibhyÀÌ cakØuÙcakØuØa ÀdityaÕ
karÍau nirabhidyetÀÌ karÍÀbhyÀÌ ÙrotraÌ ÙrotrÀddiÙastvaÛ
nirabhidyata tvaco lomÀni lomabhya oØadhivanaspatayo hÐdayaÌ
nirabhidyata hÐdayÀnmano manasaÙcandramÀ nÀbhirnirabhidyata
nÀbhyÀ apÀno'pÀnÀnmÐtyuÕ ÙiÙnaÌ nirabhidyata ÙiÙnÀdreto retasa
ÀpaÕ
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Yea, the Spirit brooded over Him and of Him thus brooded over
the mouth broke forth, as when an egg is hatched and breaketh;
from the mouth brake Speech and of Speech fire was born. The
nostrils brake forth and from the nostrils Breath and of Breath air
was born. The eyes brake forth and from the eyes Sight and of
Sight the Sun was born. The ears brake forth and from the ears
Hearing and of Hearing the regions were born. The skin brake
forth and from the skin hairs and from the hairs herbs of healing
and all trees and plants were born. The heart brake forth and from
the heart Mind and of Mind the moon was born. The navel brake
forth and from the navel Apana and of Apana Death was born. The
organ of pleasure brake forth and from the organ seed and of seed
the waters were born.
CHAPTER II
1

tÀ etÀ devatÀÕ sÐØÒÀ asminmahatyarÍave prÀpatan
tamaÙanÀyÀpipÀsÀbhyÀmanvavÀrjat
tÀ enamabruvannÀyatanaÌ naÕ prajÀnÈhi yasminpratiØÒhitÀ annamadÀmeti

These were the Gods that He created; they fell into this great Ocean,
and Hunger and Thirst leaped upon them. Then they said to Him,
“Command unto us an habitation that we may dwell secure and eat
of food.”
2

tÀbhyo gÀmÀnayat tÀ abruvanna vai no'yamalamiti
tÀbhyo'ÙvamÀnayat tÀ abruvanna vai no'yamalamiti

He brought unto them the cow, but they said, “Verily, it is not sufficient for us.” He brought unto them the horse, but they said, “Verily, it is not enough for us.”
3

tÀbhyaÕ puruØamÀnayat tÀ abruvan sukÐtaÌ bateti puruØo vÀva sukÐtam
tÀ abravÈdyathÀyatanaÌ praviÙateti

He brought unto them Man, and they said, “O well fashioned
truly! Man indeed is well and beautifully made.” Then
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the Spirit said unto them, “Enter ye in each according to his habitation.”
4

agnirvÀgbhÓtvÀ mukhaÌ prÀviÙad vÀyuÕ prÀÍo bhÓtvÀ nÀsike
prÀviÙadÀdityaÙcakØurbhÓtvÀkØiÍÈ prÀviÙad diÙaÕ ÙrotraÌ bhÓtvÀ
karÍau prÀviÙannoØadhivanaspatayo lomÀni bhÓtvÀ tvacaÌ
prÀviÙaÌÙcandramÀ mano bhÓtvÀ hÐdayaÌ prÀviÙanmÐtyurapÀno
bhÓtvÀ nÀbhiÌ prÀviÙadÀpo reto bhÓtvÀ ÙiÙnaÌ prÀviÙan

Fire became Speech and entered into the mouth; Air became
Breath and entered into the nostrils; the Sun became Sight and entered into the eyes; the Quarters became Hearing and entered into
the ears; Herbs of healing and the plants and trees became Hairs
and entered into the skin; the Moon became Mind and entered into
the heart; Death became Apana, the lower breathing, and entered into
the navel; the Waters became Seed and entered into the organ.
5

tamaÙanÀyÀpipÀse abrÓtÀmÀvÀbhyÀmabhiprajÀnÈhÈti te abravÈdetÀsveva
vÀÌ devatÀsvÀbhajÀmyetÀsu bhÀginyau karomÈti
tasmÀdyasyai kasyai ca devatÀyai havirgÐhyate
bhÀginyÀvevÀsyÀmaÙanÀyÀpipÀse bhavataÕ

Then Hunger and Thirst said unto the Spirit, “Unto us too command
an habitation.” But He said unto them, “Even among these gods do
I apportion you; lo! I have made you sharers in their godhead.”
Therefore to whatever god the oblation is offered, Hunger and
Thirst surely have their share in the offering.
CHAPTER III
1

sa ÈkØateme nu lokÀÙca lokapÀlÀÙcÀnnamebhyaÕ sÐjÀ iti

The Spirit thought, “These verily are my worlds and their guardians; and now will I make me food for these.”
2

so'po'bhyatapat tÀbhyo'bhitaptÀbhyo mÓrtirajÀyata
yÀ vai sÀ mÓrtirajÀyatÀnnaÌ vai tat
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The Spirit brooded in might upon the waters and from the waters
brooded mightily over Form was born. Lo, all this that was born
as form, is no other than Food.
3

tadenatsÐØÒaÌ parÀÛatyajighÀÌsat tadvÀcÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknodvÀcÀ
grahÈtuÌ sa yaddhainad vÀcÀgrahaiØyadabhivyÀhÐtya haivÀnnamatrapsyat

Food being created fled back from his grasp. By speech He would
have seized it, but He could not seize it by speech. Had He seized
it by speech, then would a man be satisfied by merely speaking food.
4

tatprÀÍenÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknotprÀÍena grahÈtuÌ sa yaddhainat
prÀÍenÀgrahaiØyadabhiprÀÍya haivÀnnamatrapsyat

By the breath He would have seized it, but He could not seize it
by the breath. Had He seized it by the breath, then would a man
be satisfied by merely breathing food.
5

taccakØuØÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknoccakØuØÀ grahÈtuÌ sa
yaddhainaccakØuØÀgrahaiØyad dÐØÒvÀ haivÀnnamatrapsyat

By the eye He would have seized it, but He could not seize it by
the eye. Had He seized it by the eye, then would a man be satisfied by merely seeing food.
6

tacchrotreÍÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknocchrotreÍa grahÈtuÌ sa
yaddhainacchrotreÍÀgrahaiØyacchrutvÀ haivÀnnamatrapsyat

By the ear He would have seized it, but He could not seize it by
the ear. Had He seized it by the ear, then would a man be satisfied
by merely hearing food.
7

tattvacÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknottvacÀ grahÈtuÌ sa
yaddhainattvacÀgrahaiØyat spÐØÒvÀ haivÀnnamatrapsyat

By the skin He would have seized it, but He could not seize it by
the skin. Had He seized it by the skin, then would a man be satisfied by merely touching food.
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8

tanmanasÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknonmanasÀ grahÈtuÌ sa
yaddhainanmanasÀgrahaiØyad dhyÀtvÀ haivÀnnamatrapsyat

By the mind He would have seized it, but He could not seize it by
the mind. Had He seized it by the mind, then would a man be satisfied by merely thinking food.
9

tacchiÙnenÀjighÐkØat tannÀÙaknocchiÙnena grahÈtuÌ sa
yaddhainacchiÙnenÀgrahaiØyad visÐjya haivÀnnamatrapsyat

By the organ He would have seized it, but He could not seize it by
the organ. Had He seized it by the organ, then would a man be satisfied by merely emitting food.
10

tadapÀnenÀjighÐkØat tadÀvayat saiØo'nnasya graho
yadvÀyurannÀyurvÀ eØa yadvÀyuÕ

By the Apana He would have seized it, and it was seized. Lo this
is the seizer of food which is also Breath of the Life, and therefore
all that is Breath hath its life in food.
11

sa ÈkØata kathaÌ nvidaÌ madÐte syÀditi sa ÈkØata katareÍa prapadyÀ iti
sa ÈkØata yadi vÀcÀbhivyÀhÐtaÌ yadi prÀÍenÀbhiprÀÍitaÌ yadi cakØuØÀ
dÐØÒaÌ yadi ÙrotreÍa ÙrutaÌ yadi tvacÀ spÐØÒaÌ yadi manasÀ
dhyÀtaÌ yadyapÀnenÀbhyapÀnitaÌ yadi ÙiÙnena visÐØÒamatha
ko'hamiti

The Spirit thought, “Without Me how should all this be?” and He
thought, “By what way shall I enter in?” He thought also, “If utterance
is by Speech, if breathing is by the Breath, if sight is by the Eye, if
hearing is by the Ear, if thought is by the Mind, if the lower workings
are by Apana, if emission is by the organ, who then am I?”
12

sa etameva sÈmÀnaÌ vidÀryaitayÀ dvÀrÀ prÀpadyata
saiØÀ vidÐtirnÀma dvÀstadetannÀndanam
tasya traya ÀvasathÀstrayaÕ svapnÀ ayamÀvasatho'yamÀvasatho'yamÀvasatha iti

It was this bound that He cleft, it was by this door that He entered in. 'Tis this that is called the gate of the cleaving; this is
the door of His coming and here is the place of His delight.
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He hath three mansions in His city, three dreams wherein He
dwelleth, and of each in turn He saith, “Lo, this is my habitation”
and “This is my habitation” and “This is my habitation.”
13

sa jÀto bhÓtÀnyabhivyaikhyat kimihÀnyaÌ vÀvadiØaditi
sa etameva puruØaÌ brahma tatamamapaÙyat
idamadarÙamitÈ

Now when He was born, He thought and spoke only of Nature and
her creations; in this world of matter of what else should He speak
or reason? Thereafter He beheld that Being who is the Brahman
and the last Essence. He said, “Yea, this is He; verily, I have beheld Him.”
14

tasmÀdidandro nÀmedandro ha vai nÀma
tamidandraÌ santamindra ityÀcakØate parokØeÍa
parokØapriyÀ iva hi devÀÕ parokØapriyÀ iva hi devÀÕ

Therefore is He Idandra; for Idandra is the true name of Him. But
though He is Idandra, they call Him Indra because of the veil of
the Unrevelation; for the gods love the veil of the Unrevelation, yea,
verily, the gods love the Unrevelation.
CHAPTER IV
1

puruØe ha vÀ ayamÀdito garbho bhavati yadetad retaÕ
tadetat sarvebhyo'ÛgebhyastejaÕ saÌbhÓtamÀtmanyevÀtmÀnaÌ bibharti
tadyadÀ striyÀÌ siÜcatyathainajjanayati tadasya prathamaÌ janma

In the male first the unborn child becometh. This which is seed is
the force and heat of him that from all parts of the creature draweth
together for becoming; therefore he beareth himself in himself,
and when he casteth it into the woman, 'tis himself he begetteth.
And this is the first birth of the Spirit.
2

tat striyÀ ÀtmabhÓyaÌ gacchati yathÀ svamaÛgaÌ tathÀ
tasmÀdenÀÌ na hinasti
sÀsyaitamÀtmÀnamatra gataÌ bhÀvayati
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It becometh one self with the woman, therefore it doeth her no hurt and
she cherisheth this self of her husband that hath got into her womb.
3

sÀ bhÀvayitrÈ bhÀvayitavyÀ bhavati
taÌ strÈ garbhaÌ bibharti
so'gra eva kumÀraÌ janmano'gre'dhibhÀvayati
sa yatkumÀraÌ janmano'gre'dhibhÀvayatyÀtmÀnameva tad
bhÀvayatyeØÀÌ lokÀnÀÌ saÌtatyÀ evaÌ saÌtatÀ
hÈme lokÀstadasya dvitÈyaÌ janma

She the cherisher must be cherished. So the woman beareth the unborn child and the man cherisheth the boy even from the beginning
ere it is born. And whereas he cherisheth the boy ere it is born, 'tis
verily himself that he cherisheth for the continuance of these worlds
and their peoples; for 'tis even thus the thread of these worlds spinneth on unbroken. And this is the second birth of the Spirit.
4

so'syÀyamÀtmÀ puÍyebhyaÕ karmabhyaÕ pratidhÈyate
athÀsyÀyamitara ÀtmÀ kÐtakÐtyo vayogataÕ praiti
sa itaÕ prayanneva punarjÀyate tadasya tÐtÈyaÌ janma

Lo this is the spirit and self of him and he maketh it his vicegerent
for the works of righteousness. Now this his other self when it hath
done the works it came to do and hath reached its age, lo! it goeth
hence, and even as it departeth, it is born again. And this is the third
birth of the Spirit.
5

taduktamÐØiÍÀ
garbhe nu sannanveØÀmavedamahaÌ devÀnÀÌ janimÀni viÙvÀ
ÙataÌ mÀ pura ÀyasÈrarakØannadhaÕ Ùyeno javasÀ niradÈyamiti
garbha evaitacchayÀno vÀmadeva evamuvÀca

Therefore it was said by the sage Vamadeva: “I, Vamadeva, being
yet in the womb, knew all the births of these gods and their causes. In a hundred cities of iron they held me down and kept me; I
broke through them all with might and violence, like a hawk I
soared up into my heavens.” While yet he lay in the womb, thus said
Vamadeva.
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6

sa evaÌ vidvÀnasmÀccharÈrabhedÀdÓrdhva utkramyÀmuØmin svarge loke
sarvÀn kÀmÀnÀptvÀmÐtaÕ samabhavatsamabhavat

And because he knew this, therefore when the strings of the body
were snapped asunder, lo he soared forth into yonder world of Paradise and there having possessed all desires, put death behind him,
yea, he put death behind him.
CHAPTER V
1

ko'yamÀtmeti vayamupÀsmahe kataraÕ sa ÀtmÀ
yena vÀ paÙyati yena vÀ ÙÐÍoti yena vÀ gandhÀnÀjighrati
yena vÀ vÀcaÌ vyÀkaroti yena vÀ svÀdu cÀsvÀdu ca vijÀnÀti

Who is this Spirit that we may adore Him? and which of all these
is the Spirit? by whom one seeth or by whom one heareth or by
whom one smelleth all kinds of perfume or by whom one uttereth
clearness of speech or by whom one knoweth the sweet and bitter.
2

yadetaddhÐdayaÌ manaÙcaitat
saÚjÜÀnamÀjÜÀnaÌ vijÜÀnaÌ prajÜÀnaÌ medhÀ dÐØÒirdhÐtirmatirmanÈØÀ
jÓtiÕ smÐtiÕ saÚkalpaÕ kraturasuÕ kÀmo vaÙa iti
sarvÀÍyevaitÀni prajÜÀnasya nÀmadheyÀni bhavanti

This which is the heart, is mind also. Concept and will and analysis and wisdom and intellect and vision and continuity of purpose and feeling and understanding, pain and memory and volition
and operation of thought and vitality and desire and passion, all
these, yea all, are but names of the Eternal Wisdom.
3

eØa brahmaiØa indra eØa prajÀpatirete sarve devÀ imÀni ca paÜca mahÀbhÓtÀni
pÐthivÈ vÀyurÀkÀÙa Àpo jyotÈÌØÈtyetÀnÈmÀni ca kØudramiÙrÀÍÈva
bÈjÀnÈtarÀÍi cetarÀÍi cÀÍÄajÀni ca jÀrujÀni ca svedajÀni codbhijjÀni cÀÙvÀ
gÀvaÕ puruØÀ hastino yatkiÌcedaÌ prÀÍi jaÛgamaÌ ca patatri ca
yacca sthÀvaraÌ sarvaÌ tat prajÜÀnetraÌ prajÜÀne pratiØÒhitaÌ
prajÜÀnetro lokaÕ prajÜÀ pratiØÒhÀ prajÜÀnaÌ brahma
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This creating Brahma; this ruling Indra; this Prajapati Father of his
peoples; all these Gods and these five elemental substances, even
earth, air, ether, water and the shining principles; and these great
creatures and those small; and seeds of either sort; and things eggborn and things sweat-born and things born of the womb and plants
that sprout; and horses and cattle and men and elephants; yea, whatsoever thing here breatheth and all that moveth and everything that
hath wings and whatso moveth not; by Wisdom all these are guided and have their firm abiding in Wisdom. For Wisdom is the eye
of the world, Wisdom is the sure foundation, Wisdom is Brahman
Eternal.
4

sa etena prajÜenÀtmanÀsmÀllokÀdutkramyÀmuØmin svarge loke sarvÀn
kÀmÀnÀptvÀmÐtaÕ samabhavatsamabhavat

By the strength of the wise and seeing Self the sage having soared
up from this world ascended into his other world of Paradise; and
there having possessed desire, put death behind him, yea, he put
death behind him.

TAITTIRIYA UPANISHAD
SHIKSHA VALLI
CHAPTER I
hariÕ oÌ, ÙaÌ no mitraÕ ÙaÌ varuÍaÕ, ÙaÌ no bhavatvaryamÀ, ÙaÌ na
indro bÐhaspatiÕ, ÙaÌ no viØÍururukramaÕ, namo brahmaÍe, namaste
vÀyo, tvameva pratyakØaÌ brahmÀsi, tvÀmeva pratyakØaÌ brahma
vadiØyÀmi, ÐtaÌ vadiØyÀmi, satyaÌ vadiØyÀmi, tanmÀmavatu, tadvaktÀramavatu, avatu mÀm, avatu vaktÀram, oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

Hari OM. Be peace to us Mitra. Be peace to us Varouna. Be peace
to us Aryaman. Be peace to us Indra and Brihaspati. May far-striding
Vishnu be peace to us. Adoration to the Eternal. Adoration to thee, O
Vaiou. Thou, thou art the visible Eternal and as the visible Eternal I
will declare thee. I will declare Righteousness! I will declare Truth!
May that protect me! May that protect the Speaker! Yea, may it protect me! May it protect the Speaker. OM Peace! Peace! Peace!
CHAPTER II
oÌ ÙÈkØÀÌ vyÀkhyÀsyÀmaÕ, varÍaÕ svaraÕ, mÀtrÀ balam, sÀma
saÚtÀnaÕ, ityuktaÕ ÙÈkØÀdhyÀyaÕ

OM. We will expound Shiksha, the elements. Syllable and Accent, Pitch and Effort, Even Tone and Continuity, in these six we have
declared the chapter of the elements.
CHAPTER III
saha nau yaÙaÕ, saha nau brahmavarcasam, athÀtaÕ saÌhitÀyÀ
upaniØadaÌ vyÀkhyÀsyÀmaÕ, paÜcasvadhikaraÍeØu, adhilokamadhijyautiØamadhividyamadhiprajamadhyÀtmam, tÀ mahÀsaÌhitÀ ityÀcakØate
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athÀdhilokam, pÐthivÈ pÓrvarÓpam, dyauruttararÓpam, ÀkÀÙaÕ
saÌdhiÕ, vÀyuÕ saÌdhÀnam, ityadhilokam
athÀdhijyautiØam, agniÕ pÓrvarÓpam, Àditya uttararÓpam, ÀpaÕ
saÌdhiÕ, vaidyutaÕ saÌdhÀnam, ityadhijyautiØam
athÀdhividyam, ÀcÀryaÕ pÓrvarÓpam, antevÀsyuttararÓpam, vidyÀ
saÌdhiÕ, pravacanaÌ saÌdhÀnam, ityadhividyam
athÀdhiprajam, mÀtÀ pÓrvarÓpam, pitottararÓpam, prajÀ saÌdhiÕ,
prajananaÌ saÌdhÀnam, ityadhiprajam
athÀdhyÀtmam, adharÀ hanuÕ pÓrvarÓpam, uttarÀ hanuruttararÓpam, vÀk saÌdhiÕ, jihvÀ saÌdhÀnam, ityadhyÀtmam
itÈmÀ mahÀsaÌhitÀÕ, ya evametÀ mahÀsaÌhitÀ vyÀkhyÀtÀ veda,
saÌdhÈyate prajayÀ paÙubhiÕ, brahmavarcasenÀnnÀdyena suvargyeÍa
lokena

Together may we attain glory, together to the radiance of
holiness. Hereupon we will expound next the secret meaning of
Sanhita whereof there are five capitals; Concerning the Worlds:
Concerning the Shining Fires: Concerning the Knowledge: Concerning Progeny: Concerning Self. These are called the great Sanhitas.
Now concerning the worlds. Earth is the first form; the heavens
are the second form; ether is the linking; air is the joint of the linking.
Thus far concerning the worlds.
Next concerning the shining fires. Fire is the first form; the Sun
is the latter form; the waters are the linking; electricity is the joint of
the linking. Thus far concerning the shining fires.
Next concerning the Knowledge. The Master is the first form;
the disciple is the latter form; Knowledge is the linking; exposition
is the joint of the linking. Thus far concerning the Knowledge.
Next concerning progeny. The mother is the first form; the father is the latter form; progeny is the linking; act of procreation is
the joint of the linking. Thus far concerning progeny.
Next concerning Self. The upper jaw is the first form; the lower
jaw is the latter form; speech is the linking; the tongue is the joint of
the linking. Thus far concerning Self.
These are the great Sanhitas. He who knoweth thus the great
Sanhitas as we have expounded them, to him are linked progeny
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and wealth of cattle and the radiance of holiness and food and all that
is of food and the world of his high estate in heaven.
CHAPTER IV
yaÙchandasÀmÐØabho viÙvarÓpaÕ, chandobhyo'dhyamÐtÀtsaÌbabhÓva, sa
mendro medhayÀ spÐÍotu, amÐtasya deva dhÀraÍo bhÓyÀsam, ÙarÈraÌ me
vicarØaÍam, jihvÀ me madhumattamÀ, karÍÀbhyÀÌ bhÓri viÙruvam,
brahmaÍaÕ koÙo'si medhayÀ pihitaÕ, ÙrutaÌ me gopÀya
ÀvahantÈ vitanvÀnÀ, kurvÀÍÀcÈramÀtmanaÕ, vÀsÀÌsi mama gÀvaÙca,
annapÀne ca sarvadÀ, tato me ÙriyamÀvaha, lomaÙÀÌ paÙubhiÕ saha
svÀhÀ
À mÀ yantu brahmacÀriÍaÕ svÀhÀ
vi mÀyantu brahmacÀriÍaÕ svÀhÀ
pra mÀyantu brahmacÀriÍaÕ svÀhÀ
damÀyantu brahmacÀriÍaÕ svÀhÀ
ÙamÀyantu brahmacÀriÍaÕ svÀhÀ
yaÙo jane'sÀni svÀhÀ
ÙreyÀn vasyaso'sÀni svÀhÀ
taÌ tvÀ bhaga praviÙÀni svÀhÀ
sa mÀ bhaga praviÙa svÀhÀ
tasmin sahasraÙÀkhe, ni bhagÀhaÌ tvayi mÐje svÀhÀ
yathÀpaÕ pravatÀ yanti, yathÀ mÀsÀ aharjaram, evaÌ mÀÌ brahmacÀriÍaÕ, dhÀtarÀyantu sarvataÕ svÀhÀ
prativeÙo'si pra mÀ bhÀhi pra mÀ padyasva

The bull of the hymns of Veda whose visible form is all this
Universe, he above the Vedas who sprang from that which is deathless, may Indra increase intellect unto me for my strengthening. O
God, may I become a vessel of immortality. May my body be swift
to all works, may my tongue drop pure honey. May I hear vast and
manifold lore with my ears. O Indra, thou art the sheath of the Eternal
and the veil that the workings of brain have drawn over Him; preserve
whole unto me the sacred lore that I have studied.
She bringeth unto me wealth and extendeth it, yea, she
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maketh speedily my own raiment and cattle and drink and food now
and always; therefore carry to me Fortune of much fleecy wealth and
cattle with her. Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins come unto me. Swaha!
From here and there may the Brahmacharins come unto me.
Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins set forth unto me. Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins attain self-mastery. Swaha!
May the Brahmacharins attain to peace of soul. Swaha!
May I be a name among the folk! Swaha!
May I be the first of the wealthy! Swaha!
O Glorious Lord, into That which is Thou may I enter.
Swaha!
Do thou also enter into me, O Shining One. Swaha!
Thou art a river with a hundred branching streams, O Lord of
Grace, in thee may I wash me clean. Swaha!
As the waters of a river pour down the steep, as the months
of the year hasten to the old age of days, O Lord that cherisheth,
so may the Brahmacharins come to me from all the regions. Swaha!
O Lord, thou art my neighbour, thou dwellest very near me.
Come to me, be my light and sun.
CHAPTER V
bhÓrbhuvaÕ suvariti vÀ etÀstisro vyÀhÐtayaÕ, tÀsÀmu ha smaitÀÌ caturthÈm, mÀhÀcamasyaÕ pravedayate, maha iti, tad brahma, sa ÀtmÀ,
aÛgÀnyanyÀ devatÀÕ
bhÓriti vÀ ayaÌ lokaÕ, bhuva ityantarikØam, suvarityasau lokaÕ,
maha ityÀdityaÕ, Àdityena vÀva sarve lokÀ mahÈyante
bhÓriti vÀ agniÕ, bhuva iti vÀyuÕ, suvarityÀdityaÕ, maha iti candramÀÕ, candramasÀ vÀva sarvÀÍi jyotÈÌØi mahÈyante
bhÓriti vÀ ÐcaÕ, bhuva iti sÀmÀni, suvariti yajÓÌØi, maha iti brahma,
brahmaÍÀ vÀva sarve vedÀ mahÈyante
bhÓriti vai prÀÍaÕ, bhuva ityapÀnaÕ, suvariti vyÀnaÕ, maha ityannam,
annena vÀva sarve prÀÍÀ mahÈyante
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tÀ vÀ etÀÙcatasraÙcaturdhÀ, catasraÙcatasro vyÀhÐtayaÕ, tÀ yo veda,
sa veda brahma, sarve'smai devÀ balimÀvahanti

Bhur, Bhuvar and Suvar, these are the three Words of His naming. Verily the Rishi Mahachamasya made known a fourth to these,
which is Mahas. It is Brahman, it is the Self, and the other gods are
his members.
Bhur, it is this world; Bhuvar, it is the sky; Suvar, it is the other
world: but Mahas is the Sun. By the Sun all these worlds increase
and prosper.
Bhur, it is Fire; Bhuvar, it is Air; Suvar, it is the Sun: but
Mahas is the Moon. By the Moon all these shining fires increase
and prosper.
Bhur, it is the hymns of the Rigveda; Bhuvar, it is the hymns of
the Sama; Suvar, it is the hymns of the Yajur: but Mahas is the Eternal. By the Eternal all these Vedas increase and prosper.
Bhur, it is the main breath; Bhuvar, it is the lower breath; Suvar,
it is the breath pervasor: but Mahas is food. By food all these breaths
increase and prosper.
These are the four and they are fourfold; — four Words of His
naming and each is four again. He who knoweth these knoweth the
Eternal, and to him all the Gods carry the offering.

CHAPTER VI
sa ya eØo'ntarhÐdaya ÀkÀÙaÕ, tasminnayaÌ puruØo manomayaÕ,
amÐto hiraÍmayaÕ, antareÍa tÀluke, ya eØa stana ivÀvalambate,
sendrayoniÕ, yatrÀsau keÙÀnto vivartate, vyapohya ÙÈrØakapÀle
bhÓrityagnau pratitiØÒhati, bhuva iti vÀyau, suvarityÀditye, maha iti
brahmaÍi, Àpnoti svÀrÀjyam, Àpnoti manasaspatim, vÀkpatiÙcakØuØpatiÕ, ÙrotrapatirvijÜÀnapatiÕ, etattato bhavati, ÀkÀÙaÙarÈraÌ
brahma, satyÀtma prÀÍÀrÀmaÌ mana Ànandam, ÙÀntisamÐddhamamÐtam, iti prÀcÈnayogyopÀssva

Lo this heaven of ether which is in the heart within, there
dwelleth the Being who is all Mind, the radiant and golden Immortal. Between the two palates, this that hangeth down like
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the breast of a woman, is the womb of Indra; yea where the hair at its
end whirleth round like an eddy, there it divideth the skull and pusheth through it.
As Bhur He is established in Agni, as Bhuvar in Vaiou, as Suvar
in the Sun, as Mahas in the Eternal. He attaineth to the kingdom of
Himself; He attaineth to be the Lord of Mind; He becometh Lord of
Speech, Lord of Sight, Lord of Hearing, Lord of the Knowledge. Thereafter this too He becometh, — the Eternal whose body is all ethereal
space, whose soul is Truth, whose bliss is in Mind, who taketh His
ease in Prana, the Rich in Peace, the Immortal. As such, O son of the
ancient Yoga, do thou adore Him.
CHAPTER VII
pÐthivyantarikØaÌ dyaurdiÙo'vÀntaradiÙaÕ, agnirvÀyurÀdityaÙcandramÀ nakØatrÀÍi, Àpa oØadhayo vanaspataya ÀkÀÙa ÀtmÀ, ityadhibhÓtam
athÀdhyÀtmam, prÀÍo vyÀno'pÀna udÀnaÕ samÀnaÕ, cakØuÕ ÙrotraÌ
mano vÀk tvak, carma mÀÌsaÌ snÀvÀsthi majjÀ, etadadhividhÀya ÐØiravocat, pÀÛktaÌ vÀ idaÌ sarvam, pÀÛktenaiva pÀÛktaÌ spÐÍotÈti

Earth, sky, heaven, the quarters and the lesser quarters; Fire, Air,
Sun, Moon and the Constellations; Waters, herbs of healing, trees of
the forest, ether and the Self in all; these three concerning this outer
creation.
Then concerning the Self. The main breath, the middle breath,
the nether breath, the upper breath and the breath pervasor; eye, ear,
mind, speech and the skin; hide, flesh, muscle, bone and marrow. Thus
the Rishi divided them and said, “In sets of five is this universe; five
and five with five and five He relateth.”
CHAPTER VIII
omiti brahma, omitÈdaÌ sarvam, omityetadanukÐtirha sma vÀ apyo
ÙrÀvayetyÀÙrÀvayanti, omiti sÀmÀni gÀyanti, oÌ Ùomiti ÙastrÀÍi ÙaÌsanti,
omityadhvaryuÕ pratigaraÌ pratigÐÍÀti, omiti brahmÀ prasauti,
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omityagnihotramanujÀnÀti, omiti brÀhmaÍaÕ pravakØyannÀha
brahmopÀpnavÀnÈti, brahmaivopÀpnoti

OM is the Eternal, OM is all this universe. OM is the syllable of
assent: saying OM! let us hear, they begin the citation. With OM they
sing the hymns of the Sama; with OM SHOM they pronounce the Shastra. With OM the priest officiating at the sacrifice sayeth the response.
With OM Brahma beginneth creation (or With OM the chief priest
giveth sanction). With OM one sanctioneth the burnt offering. With OM
the Brahmin ere he expound the Knowledge, crieth “May I attain the
Eternal.” The Eternal verily he attaineth.
CHAPTER IX
ÐtaÌ ca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca, satyaÌ ca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca,
tapaÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca, damaÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca,
ÙamaÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca, agnayaÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca,
agnihotraÌ ca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca, atithayaÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane
ca, mÀnuØaÌ ca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca, prajÀ ca svÀdhyÀyapravacane
ca, prajanaÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane ca, prajÀtiÙca svÀdhyÀyapravacane
ca, satyamiti satyavacÀ rÀthÈtaraÕ, tapa iti taponityaÕ pauruÙiØÒiÕ,
svÀdhyÀyapravacane eveti nÀko maudgalyaÕ, taddhi tapastaddhi tapaÕ

Righteousness with the study and teaching of Veda; Truth with
the study and teaching of Veda; askesis with the study and teaching
of Veda; self-mastery with the study and teaching of Veda. Peace of
soul with the study and teaching of Veda. The household fires with the
study and teaching of Veda. The burnt offering with the study and
teaching of Veda. Progeny with the study and teaching of Veda. Act of
procreation with the study and teaching of Veda. Children of thy children with the study and teaching of Veda — these duties. “Truth is
first” said the truth-speaker, the Rishi son of Rathitar. “Askesis is first”
said the constant in austerity, the Rishi son of Purushishta. “Study and
teaching of Veda is first” said Naka son of Mudgala. For this too is
austerity and this too is askesis.
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CHAPTER X
ahaÌ vÐkØasya rerivÀ, kÈrtiÕ pÐØÒhaÌ gireriva, Órdhvapavitro vÀjinÈva
svamÐtamasmi, draviÍaÌ savarcasam, sumedhÀ amÐto'kØitaÕ, iti
triÙaÛkorvedÀnuvacanam

“I am He that moveth the Tree of the Universe and my glory is
like the shoulders of a high mountain. I am lofty and pure like sweet
nectar in the strong, I am the shining riches of the world, I am the
deep thinker, the deathless One who decayeth not from the beginning.”
This is Trishanku's voicing of Veda and the hymn of his self-knowledge.

CHAPTER XI
vedamanÓcyÀcÀryo'ntevÀsinamanuÙÀsti
satyaÌ vada, dharmaÌ cara, svÀdhyÀyÀnmÀ pramadaÕ, ÀcÀryÀya
priyaÌ dhanamÀhÐtya prajÀtantuÌ mÀ vyavacchetsÈÕ, satyÀnna
pramaditavyam, dharmÀnna pramaditavyam, kuÙalÀnna pramaditavyam, bhÓtyai na pramaditavyam, svÀdhyÀyapravacanÀbhyÀÌ na
pramaditavyam
devapitÐkÀryÀbhyÀÌ na pramaditavyam, mÀtÐdevo bhava, pitÐdevo
bhava, ÀcÀryadevo bhava, atithidevo bhava, yÀnyanavadyÀni karmÀÍi,
tÀni sevitavyÀni, no itarÀÍi, yÀnyasmÀkaÌ sucaritÀni, tÀni tvayopÀsyÀni,
no itarÀÍi
ye ke cÀsmacchreyÀÌso brÀhmaÍÀÕ, teØÀÌ tvayÀsanena praÙvasitavyam,
ÙraddhayÀ deyam, aÙraddhayÀ'deyam, ÙriyÀ deyam, hriyÀ deyam, bhiyÀ
deyam, saÌvidÀ deyam, atha yadi te karmavicikitsÀ vÀ vÐttavicikitsÀ
vÀ syÀt, ye tatra brÀhmaÍÀÕ saÌmarÙinaÕ, yuktÀ ÀyuktÀÕ, alÓkØÀ
dharmakÀmÀÕ syuÕ, yathÀ te tatra varteran, tathÀ tatra vartethÀÕ,
athÀbhyÀkhyÀteØu, ye tatra brÀhmaÍÀÕ saÌmarÙinaÕ, yuktÀ ÀyuktÀÕ,
alÓkØÀ dharmakÀmÀÕ syuÕ, yathÀ te teØu varteran, tathÀ teØu vartethÀÕ
eØa ÀdeÙaÕ, eØa upadeÙaÕ, eØÀ vedopaniØat, etadanuÙÀsanam, evamupÀsitavyam, evamu caitadupÀsyam

When the Master hath declared Veda, then he giveth the commandments to his disciple.
Speak truth, walk in the way of thy duty, neglect not the
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study of Veda. Wheh thou hast brought to the Master the wealth that
he desireth, thou shalt not cut short the long thread of thy race. Thou
shalt not be negligent of truth; thou shalt not be negligent of thy duty;
thou shalt not be negligent of welfare; thou shalt not be negligent towards thy increase and thy thriving; thou shalt not be negligent of the
study and teaching of Veda.
Thou shalt not be negligent of thy works unto the Gods or thy
works unto the Fathers. Let thy father be unto thee as thy God and
thy mother as thy Goddess whom thou adorest. Serve the Master as
a God and as a God the stranger within thy dwelling. The works that
are without blame before the people, thou shalt do these with diligence
and no others. The deeds we have done that are good and righteous,
thou shalt practise these as a religion and no others.
Whosoever are better and nobler than we among the Brahmins,
thou shalt refresh with a seat to honour them. Thou shalt give with
faith and reverence; without faith thou shalt not give. Thou shalt give
with shame, thou shalt give with fear; thou shalt give with fellow-feeling. Moreover if thou doubt of thy course or of thy action, then whatsoever Brahmins be there who are careful thinkers, devout, not moved
by others, lovers of virtue, not severe or cruel, even as they do in that
thing, so do thou. Then as to men accused and arraigned by their fellows, whatsoever Brahmins be there who are careful thinkers, devout,
not moved by others, lovers of virtue, not severe or cruel, even as they
are towards these, so be thou.
This is the law and the teaching. These are the Commandments.
In such wise shalt thou practise religion, yea, verily in such wise do
ever religiously.

CHAPTER XII
ÙaÌ no mitraÕ ÙaÌ varuÍaÕ, ÙaÌ no bhavatvaryamÀ, ÙaÌ na indro
bÐhaspatiÕ, ÙaÌ no viØÍururukramaÕ, namo brahmaÍe, namaste vÀyo,
tvameva pratyakØaÌ brahmÀsi, tvÀmeva pratyakØaÌ brahmÀvÀdiØam,
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ÐtamavÀdiØam, satyamavÀdiØam, tanmÀmÀvÈt, tadvaktÀramÀvÈt,
ÀvÈnmÀm, ÀvÈdvaktÀram, oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ, hariÕ oÌ

Be peace to us Mitra. Be peace to us Varouna. Be peace to us
Aryaman. Be peace to us Indra and Brihaspati. May far-striding Vishnu be peace to us. Adoration to the Eternal. Adoration to thee, O Vaiou.
Thou, thou art the visible Eternal and as the visible Eternal I have
declared thee. I have declared Righteousness; I have declared Truth.
That has protected me. That has protected the Speaker. Yea it protected
me; it protected the Speaker. OM. Peace. Peace. Peace. Hari OM.

BRAHMANANDA VALLI
hariÕ oÌ, saha nÀvavatu, saha nau bhunaktu, saha vÈryaÌ karavÀvahai, tejasvi nÀvadhÈtamastu mÀ vidviØÀvahai, oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

Hari OM. Together may He protect us, together may He possess us, together may we make unto us strength and virility. May our
study be full to us of light and power. May we never hate. OM! Peace,
peace, peace.
CHAPTER I
oÌ brahmavidÀpnoti param, tadeØÀbhyuktÀ, satyaÌ jÜÀnamanantaÌ
brahma, yo veda nihitaÌ guhÀyÀÌ parame vyoman, so'Ùnute
sarvÀnkÀmÀn saha, brahmaÍÀ vipaÙciteti
tasmÀdvÀ etasmÀdÀtmana ÀkÀÙaÕ saÌbhÓtaÕ, ÀkÀÙÀd vÀyuÕ, vÀyoragniÕ,
agnerÀpaÕ, adbhyaÕ pÐthivÈ, pÐthivyÀ oØadhayaÕ, oØadhÈbhyo'nnam,
annÀtpuruØaÕ, sa vÀ eØa puruØo'nnarasamayaÕ, tasyedameva ÙiraÕ, ayaÌ
dakØiÍaÕ pakØaÕ, ayamuttaraÕ pakØaÕ, ayamÀtmÀ, idaÌ pucchaÌ
pratiØÒhÀ, tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati

OM. The knower of Brahman attaineth the Highest; for this is the
verse that was declared of old, “Brahman is Truth, Brahman is Knowledge, Brahman is the Infinite, he that findeth Him hidden in the cavern heart of being; in the highest heaven of His creatures, lo he enjoyeth all desire and he abideth with the Eternal, even with that cognisant and understanding Spirit.”
This is the Self, the Spirit, and from the Spirit ether was
born; and from the ether, air; and from the air, fire; and from
the fire, the waters; and from the waters, earth; and from the
earth, herbs and plants; and from the herbs and plants, food;
and from food man was born. Verily, man, this human being, is
made of the essential substance of food. And this that we see is
the head of him, and this is his right side and this is his left; and
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this is his spirit and the self of him; and this is his lower member
whereon he resteth abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER II
annÀdvai prajÀÕ prajÀyante, yÀÕ kÀÙca pÐthivÈÌ ÙritÀÕ, atho annenaiva jÈvanti, athainadapi yantyantataÕ, annaÌ hi bhÓtÀnÀÌ jyeØÒham,
tasmÀt sarvauØadhamucyate, sarvaÌ vai te'nnamÀpnuvanti, ye'nnaÌ
brahmopÀsate, annaÌ hi bhÓtÀnÀÌ jyeØÒham, tasmÀtsarvauØadhamucyate, annÀd bhÓtÀni jÀyante, jÀtÀnyannena vardhante, adyate'tti ca
bhÓtÀni, tasmÀdannaÌ taducyata iti
tasmÀdvÀ etasmÀdannarasamayÀt, anyo'ntara ÀtmÀ prÀÍamayaÕ,
tenaiØa pÓrÍaÕ, sa vÀ eØa puruØavidha eva, tasya puruØavidhatÀm,
anvayaÌ puruØavidhaÕ, tasya prÀÍa eva ÙiraÕ, vyÀno dakØiÍaÕ pakØaÕ, apÀna uttaraÕ pakØaÕ, ÀkÀÙa ÀtmÀ, pÐthivÈ pucchaÌ pratiØÒhÀ,
tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati

Verily all sorts and races of creatures that have their refuge upon
earth, are begotten from food; thereafter they live also by food and
'tis to food again that they return at the end and last. For food is the
eldest of created things and therefore they name it the Green Stuff of
the Universe. Verily they who worship the Eternal as food, attain the
mastery of food to the uttermost; for food is the eldest of created things
and therefore they name it the Green Stuff of the Universe. From food
all creatures are born and being born they increase by food. Lo it is
eaten and it eateth; yea it devoureth the creatures that feed upon it,
therefore it is called food from the eating.
Now there is a second and inner Self which is other than this
that is of the substance of food; and it is made of the vital stuff called
Prana. And the Self of Prana filleth the Self of food. Now the Self
of Prana is made in the image of a man; according as is the human
image of the other, so is it in the image of the man. The main Breath
is the head of him, the breath pervasor is his right side and the lower breath is his left side; ether is his spirit which is the self of him,
earth is his lower member whereon he resteth abidingly. Whereof
this is the Scripture.
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CHAPTER III

prÀÍaÌ devÀ anu prÀÍanti, manuØyÀÕ paÙavaÙca ye, prÀÍo hi
bhÓtÀnÀmÀyuÕ, tasmÀtsarvÀyuØamucyate, sarvameva ta Àyuryanti, ye
prÀÍaÌ brahmopÀsate, prÀÍo hi bhÓtÀnÀmÀyuÕ, tasmÀtsarvÀyuØamucyata iti, tasyaiØa eva ÙÀrÈra ÀtmÀ, yaÕ pÓrvasya
tasmÀdvÀ etasmÀtprÀÍamayÀt, anyo'ntara ÀtmÀ manomayaÕ, tenaiØa
pÓrÍaÕ, sa vÀ eØa puruØavidha eva, tasya puruØavidhatÀm, anvayaÌ
puruØavidhaÕ, tasya yajureva ÙiraÕ, ÐgdakØiÍaÕ pakØaÕ, sÀmottaraÕ
pakØaÕ, ÀdeÙa ÀtmÀ, atharvÀÛgirasaÕ pucchaÌ pratiØÒhÀ, tadapyeØa Ùloko
bhavati

The Gods live and breathe under the dominion of Prana and men
and all these that are beasts; for Prana is the life of created things
and therefore they name it the Life-Stuff of the All. Verily they who
worship the Eternal as Prana attain mastery of Life to the uttermost;
for Prana is the life of created things and therefore they name it the
Life-Stuff of the All. And this Self of Prana is the soul in the body of
the former one which was of food.
Now there is yet a second and inner Self which is other than this
that is of Prana, and it is made of Mind. And the Self of Mind filleth
the Self of Prana. Now the Self of Mind is made in the image of a man;
according as is the human image of the other, so is it in the image of
the man. Yajur is the head of him and the Rigveda is his right side and
the Samaveda is his left side: the Commandment is his spirit which
is the self of him, Atharvan Ungirus is his lower member whereon he
resteth abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER IV
yato vÀco nivartante, aprÀpya manasÀ saha, ÀnandaÌ brahmaÍo
vidvÀn, na bibheti kadÀcaneti, tasyaiØa eva ÙÀrÈra ÀtmÀ, yaÕ pÓrvasya
tasmÀdvÀ etasmÀnmanomayÀt, anyo'ntara ÀtmÀ vijÜÀnamayaÕ,
tenaiØa pÓrÍaÕ, sa vÀ eØa puruØavidha eva, tasya puruØavidhatÀm,
anvayaÌ puruØavidhaÕ, tasya Ùraddhaiva ÙiraÕ, ÐtaÌ dakØiÍaÕ
pakØaÕ, satyamuttaraÕ pakØaÕ, yoga ÀtmÀ, mahaÕ pucchaÌ
pratiØÒhÀ, tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati
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The delight of the Eternal from which words turn away without
attaining and the mind also returneth baffled, who knoweth the delight
of the Eternal? He shall fear nought now or hereafter. And this Self of
Mind is the soul in the body to the former one which was of Prana.
Now there is yet a second and inner Self which is other than this
which is of Mind and it is made of Knowledge. And the Self of Knowledge filleth the Self of Mind. Now the Knowledge-Self is made in the
image of a man; according as is the human image of the other, so is it
in the image of the man. Faith is the head of him, Law is his right side,
Truth is his left side; Yoga is his spirit which is the self of him; Mahas (the material world) is his lower member whereon he resteth
abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER V
vijÜÀnaÌ yajÜaÌ tanute, karmÀÍi tanute'pi ca, vijÜÀnaÌ devÀÕ sarve,
brahma jyeØÒhamupÀsate, vijÜÀnaÌ brahma cedveda, tasmÀccenna
pramÀdyati, ÙarÈre pÀpmano hitvÀ, sarvÀnkÀmÀn samaÙnuta iti, tasyaiØa
eva ÙÀrÈra ÀtmÀ, yaÕ pÓrvasya
tasmÀdvÀ etasmÀdvijÜÀnamayÀt, anyo'ntara ÀtmÀnandamayaÕ, tenaiØa
pÓrÍaÕ, sa vÀ eØa puruØavidha eva, tasya puruØavidhatÀm, anvayaÌ
puruØavidhaÕ, tasya priyameva ÙiraÕ, modo dakØiÍaÕ pakØaÕ, pramoda uttaraÕ pakØaÕ, Ànanda ÀtmÀ, brahma pucchaÌ pratiØÒhÀ, tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati

Knowledge spreadeth the feast of sacrifice and knowledge spreadeth also the feast of works; all the gods offer adoration to him as to
Brahman and the Elder of the Universe. For if one worship Brahman
as the knowledge and if one swerve not from it neither falter, then he
casteth sin from him in this body and tasteth all desire. And this Self
of Knowledge is the soul in the body to the former one which was of
Mind.
Now there is yet a second and inner self which is other than
this which is of Knowledge and it is fashioned out of Bliss. And
the Self of Bliss filleth the Self of Knowledge. Now the Bliss
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Self is made in the image of a man; according as is the human image
of the other, so is it made in the image of the man. Love is the head of
Him; Joy is His right side; pleasure is His left side; Bliss is His spirit which is the self of Him; the Eternal is His lower member wherein
He resteth abidingly. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER VI
asanneva sa bhavati, asad brahmeti veda cet, asti brahmeti cedveda,
santamenaÌ tato viduriti, tasyaiØa eva ÙÀrÈra ÀtmÀ, yaÕ pÓrvasya,
athÀto'nupraÙnÀÕ, utÀvidvÀnamuÌ lokaÌ pretya, kaÙcana gacchatÈ, Àho
vidvÀnamuÌ lokaÌ pretya, kaÙcitsamaÙnutÀ3 u
so'kÀmayata, bahu syÀÌ prajÀyeyeti, sa tapo'tapyata, satapastaptvÀ,
idaÌ sarvamasÐjata, yadidaÌ kiÌca, tatsÐØÒvÀ, tadevÀnuprÀviÙat, tadanupraviÙya, sacca tyaccÀbhavat, niruktaÌ cÀniruktaÌ ca, nilayanaÌ
cÀnilayanaÌ ca, vijÜÀnaÌ cÀvijÜÀnaÌ ca, satyaÌ cÀnÐtaÌ ca satyamabhavat, yadidaÌ kiÌca, tatsatyamityÀcakØate, tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati

One becometh as the unexisting, if he know the Eternal as negation; but if one knoweth of the Eternal that He is, then men know
him for the saint and the one reality. And this Self of Bliss is the soul
in the body to the former one which was of Knowledge. And thereupon there arise these questions. “When one who hath not the Knowledge, passeth over to that other world, doth any such travel farther?
Or when one who knoweth, hath passed over to the other world, doth
any such enjoy possession?”
The Spirit desired of old “I would be manifold for the birth
of peoples.” Therefore He concentrated all Himself in thought,
and by the force of His brooding He created all this universe,
yea all whatsoever existeth. Now when He had brought it forth,
He entered into that He had created, He entering in became the
Is here and the May Be there; He became that which is defined
and that which hath no feature; He became this housed thing
and that houseless; He became Knowledge and He became Ignorance; He became Truth and He became falsehood. Yea He
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became all truth, even whatsoever here existeth. Therefore they say
of Him that He is Truth. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER VII
asadvÀ idamagra ÀsÈt, tato vai sadajÀyata, tadÀtmÀnaÌ svayamakuruta, tasmÀt tatsukÐtamucyata iti, yadvai tatsukÐtam, raso vai saÕ,
rasaÌ hyevÀyaÌ labdhvÀnandÈ bhavati, ko hyevÀnyÀtkaÕ prÀÍyÀt,
yadeØa ÀkÀÙa Ànando na syÀt, eØa hyevÀnandayÀti, yadÀ hyevaiØa
etasminnadÐÙye'nÀtmye'nirukte'nilayane'bhayaÌ pratiØÒhÀÌ vindate, atha
so'bhayaÌ gato bhavati, yadÀ hyevaiØa etasminnudaramantaraÌ kurute,
atha tasya bhayaÌ bhavati, tat tveva bhayaÌ viduØo'manvÀnasya,
tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati

In the beginning all this Universe was Non-Existent and Unmanifest, from which this manifest Existence was born. Itself created
itself; none other created it. Therefore they say of it the well and
beautifully made. Lo this that is well and beautifully made, verily it
is no other than the delight behind existence. When he hath gotten him
this delight, then it is that this creature becometh a thing of bliss; for
who could labour to draw in the breath or who could have strength to
breathe it out, if there were not that Bliss in the heaven of his heart,
the ether within his being? It is He that is the fountain of bliss; for
when the Spirit that is within us findeth his refuge and firm foundation in the Invisible Bodiless Undefinable and Unhoused Eternal, then
he hath passed beyond the reach of Fear. But when the Spirit that is
within us maketh for himself even a little difference in the Eternal,
then he hath fear, yea the Eternal himself becometh a terror to such
a knower who thinketh not. Whereof this is the Scripture.

CHAPTER VIII
bhÈØÀsmÀd vÀtaÕ pavate, bhÈØodeti sÓryaÕ, bhÈØÀsmÀdagniÙcendraÙca,
mÐtyurdhÀvati paÜcama iti, saiØÀnandasya mÈmÀÚsÀ bhavati, yuvÀ syÀt
sÀdhuyuvÀdhyÀyakaÕ, ÀÙiØÒho dÐÄhaØÒho baliØÒhaÕ, tasyeyaÌ pÐthivÈ
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sarvÀ vittasya pÓrÍÀ syÀt, sa eko mÀnuØa ÀnandaÕ, te ye ÙataÌ
mÀnuØÀ ÀnandÀÕ, sa eko manuØyagandharvÀÍÀmÀnandaÕ,
Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙataÌ manuØyagandharvÀÍÀmÀnandÀÕ, sa eko devagandharvÀÍÀmÀnandaÕ, Ùrotriyasya
cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙataÌ devagandharvÀÍÀmÀnandÀÕ, sa ekaÕ
pitÔÍÀÌ
ciralokalokÀnÀmÀnandaÕ, Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙataÌ
pitÔÍÀÌ ciralokalokÀnÀmÀnandÀÕ, sa eka ÀjÀnajÀnÀÌ devÀnÀmÀnandaÕ,
Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙatamÀjÀnajÀnÀÌ devÀnÀmÀnandÀÕ, sa
ekaÕ karmadevÀnÀÌ devÀnÀmÀnandaÕ, ye karmaÍÀ devÀnapiyanti,
Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙataÌ karmadevÀnÀÌ
devÀnÀmÀnandÀÕ, sa eko devÀnÀmÀnandaÕ, Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya,
te ye ÙataÌ devÀnÀmÀnandÀÕ, sa eka indrasyÀnandaÕ, Ùrotriyasya
cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙatamindrasyÀnandÀÕ, sa eko bÐhaspaterÀnandaÕ,
Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙataÌ bÐhaspaterÀnandÀÕ, sa ekaÕ
prajÀpaterÀnandaÕ, Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya, te ye ÙataÌ
prajÀpaterÀnandÀÕ, sa eko brahmaÍa ÀnandaÕ,
Ùrotriyasya cÀkÀmahatasya
sa yaÙcÀyaÌ puruØe, yaÙcÀsÀvÀditye, sa ekaÕ, sa ya evaÌvit, asmÀllokÀt
pretya, etamannamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkrÀmati, etaÌ prÀÍamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkrÀmati, etaÌ manomayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkrÀmati,
etaÌ vijÜÀnamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkrÀmati, etamÀnandamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkrÀmati, tadapyeØa Ùloko bhavati

Through the fear of Him the Wind bloweth; through the fear
of Him the Sun riseth; through the fear of Him Indra and Agni and
Death hasten in their courses. Behold this exposition of the Bliss
to which ye shall hearken. Let there be a young man, excellent
and lovely in his youth, a great student; let him have fair manners and a most firm heart and great strength of body, and let all
this wide earth be full of wealth for his enjoying. That is the
measure of bliss of one human being. Now a hundred and a hundredfold of the human measure of bliss, is one bliss of men that
have become angels in heaven. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and
a hundredfold of this measure of angelic bliss is one bliss of
Gods that are angels in heaven. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and
a hundredfold of this measure of divine angelic bliss is one bliss
of the Fathers whose world of heaven is their world for ever. And
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this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire not
toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of bliss of the
Fathers whose worlds are for ever, is one bliss of the Gods who are
born as Gods in heaven. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose
soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of
this measure of bliss of the firstborn in heaven, is one bliss of the Gods
of work who are Gods, for by the strength of their deeds they depart
and are Gods in heaven. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose
soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of
this measure of bliss of the Gods of work, is one bliss of the great Gods
who are Gods for ever. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose
soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of
this measure of divine bliss, is one bliss of Indra, the King in Heaven. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of Indra's bliss is one bliss of Brihaspati, who taught the Gods in heaven.
And this is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire
not toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of Brihaspati's bliss, is one bliss of Prajapati, the Almighty Father. And this
is the bliss of the Vedawise whose soul the blight of desire not toucheth. A hundred and a hundredfold of this measure of Prajapati's bliss,
is one bliss of the Eternal Spirit. And this is the bliss of the Vedawise
whose soul the blight of desire not toucheth.
The Spirit who is here in a man and the Spirit who is there in
the Sun, it is one Spirit and there is no other. He who knoweth this,
when he hath gone away from this world, passeth to this Self which
is of food; he passeth to this Self which is of Prana; he passeth to
this Self which is of Mind; he passeth to this Self which is of Knowledge; he passeth to this Self which is of Bliss. Whereof this is the
Scripture.
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CHAPTER IX

yato vÀco nivartante, aprÀpya manasÀ saha, ÀnandaÌ brahmaÍo
vidvÀn, na bibheti kutaÙcaneti, etaÌ ha vÀva na tapati, kimahaÌ sÀdhu
nÀkaravam, kimahaÌ pÀpamakaravamiti, sa ya evaÌ vidvÀnete
ÀtmÀnaÌ spÐÍute, ubhe hyevaiØa ete ÀtmÀnaÌ spÐÍute, ya evaÌ veda,
ityupaniØat
saha nÀvavatu, saha nau bhunaktu, saha vÈryaÌ karavÀvahai, tejasvi
nÀvadhÈtamastu mÀ vidviØÀvahai, oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

The Bliss of the Eternal from which words turn back without
attaining and mind also returneth baffled, who knoweth the Bliss of
the Eternal? He feareth not for aught in this world or elsewhere. Verily
to him cometh not remorse and her torment saying “Why have I left
undone the good and why have I done that which was evil?” For he
who knoweth the Eternal, knoweth these that they are alike his Spirit; yea, he knoweth both evil and good for what they are and delivereth Spirit, who knoweth the Eternal. And this is Upanishad, the secret
of the Veda.
Together may He protect us, together may He possess us, together may we make unto us strength and virility. May our reading be
full of light and power. May we never hate. OM Peace! Peace! Peace!
Hari OM!

BHRIGU VALLI
hariÕ oÌ, saha nÀvavatu, saha nau bhunaktu, saha vÈryaÌ karavÀvahai, tejasvi nÀvadhÈtamastu mÀ vidviØÀvahai, oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ

Hari OM. Together may He protect us, together may He possess us, together may we make unto us force and virility. May our
reading be full of light and power. May we never hate. OM Peace!
Peace! Peace!
CHAPTER I
bhÐgurvai vÀruÍiÕ, varuÍaÌ pitaramupasasÀra, adhÈhi bhagavo
brahmeti, tasmÀ etat provÀca, annaÌ prÀÍaÌ cakØuÕ ÙrotraÌ mano
vÀcamiti, taÌ hovÀca, yato vÀ imÀni bhÓtÀni jÀyante, yena jÀtÀni
jÈvanti, yat prayantyabhisaÌviÙanti, tad vijijÜÀsasva, tad brahmeti, sa
tapo'tapyata, sa tapastaptvÀ

Bhrigu, Varouna's son, came unto his father Varouna and said
“Lord, teach me the Eternal.” And his father declared it unto him thus
“Food and Prana and Eye and Ear and Mind — even these.” Verily
he said unto him “Seek thou to know that from which these creatures
are born, whereby being born they live and to which they go hence
and enter again; for that is the Eternal.” And Bhrigu concentrated himself in thought and by the askesis of his brooding

CHAPTER II
annaÌ brahmeti vyajÀnÀt, annÀddhyeva khalvimÀni bhÓtÀni jÀyante,
annena jÀtÀni jÈvanti, annaÌ prayantyabhisaÌviÙantÈti, tadvijÜÀya,
punareva varuÍaÌ pitaramupasasÀra, adhÈhi bhagavo brahmeti, taÌ
hovÀca, tapasÀ brahma vijijÜÀsasva, tapo brahmeti, sa tapo'tapyata, sa
tapastaptvÀ
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He knew food for the Eternal. For from food alone, it appeareth,
are these creatures born and being born they live by food, and into food
they depart and enter again. And when he had known this, he came
again to Varouna his father and said “Lord, teach me the Eternal.” And
his father said to him “By askesis do thou seek to know the Eternal,
for concentration in thought is the Eternal.” He concentrated himself
in thought and by the energy of his brooding

CHAPTER III
prÀÍo brahmeti vyajÀnÀt, prÀÍÀddhyeva khalvimÀni bhÓtÀni jÀyante,
prÀÍena jÀtÀni jÈvanti, prÀÍaÌ prayantyabhisaÌviÙantÈti, tadvijÜÀya,
punareva varuÍaÌ pitaramupasasÀra, adhÈhi bhagavo brahmeti, taÌ
hovÀca, tapasÀ brahma vijijÜÀsasva, tapo brahmeti, sa tapo'tapyata, sa
tapastaptvÀ

He knew Prana for the Eternal. For from Prana alone, it appeareth, are these creatures born and being born they live by Prana
and to Prana they go hence and return. And when he had known this,
he came again to Varouna his father and said “Lord, teach me the Eternal.” But his father said to him “By askesis do thou seek to know the
Eternal, for askesis in thought is the Eternal.” He concentrated himself in thought and by the energy of his brooding

CHAPTER IV
mano brahmeti vyajÀnÀt, manaso hyeva khalvimÀni bhÓtÀni jÀyante,
manasÀ jÀtÀni jÈvanti, manaÕ prayantyabhisaÌviÙantÈti, tadvijÜÀya,
punareva varuÍaÌ pitaramupasasÀra, adhÈhi bhagavo brahmeti, taÌ
hovÀca, tapasÀ brahma vijijÜÀsasva, tapo brahmeti, sa tapo'tapyata, sa
tapastaptvÀ

He knew mind for the Eternal. For from mind alone, it appeareth, are these creatures born and being born they live by
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mind, and to mind they go hence and return. And when he had known
this, he came again to Varouna his father and said “Lord, teach me the
Eternal.” But his father said to him “By askesis do thou seek to know
the Eternal, for concentration of force is the Eternal.” He concentrated himself in thought and by the energy of his brooding

CHAPTER V
vijÜÀnaÌ brahmeti vyajÀnÀt, vijÜÀnÀddhyeva khalvimÀni bhÓtÀni
jÀyante, vijÜÀnena jÀtÀni jÈvanti, vijÜÀnaÌ prayantyabhisaÌviÙantÈti,
tadvijÜÀya, punareva varuÍaÌ pitaramupasasÀra, adhÈhi bhagavo
brahmeti, taÌ hovÀca, tapasÀ brahma vijijÜÀsasva, tapo brahmeti, sa
tapo'tapyata, sa tapastaptvÀ

He knew Knowledge for the Eternal. For from Knowledge alone,
it appeareth, are these creatures born and being born they live by
Knowledge and to Knowledge they go hence and return. And when
he had known this, he came again to Varouna his father and said “Lord,
teach me the Eternal.” But his father said to him “By askesis do thou
seek to know the Eternal, for concentration of force is the Eternal.”
He concentrated himself in thought and by the energy of his brooding

CHAPTER VI
Ànando brahmeti vyajÀnÀt, ÀnandÀddhyeva khalvimÀni bhÓtÀni
jÀyante, Ànandena jÀtÀni jÈvanti, ÀnandaÌ prayantyabhisaÌviÙantÈti,
saiØÀ bhÀrgavÈ vÀruÍÈ vidyÀ, parame vyomanpratiØÒhitÀ, sa ya evaÌ
veda pratitiØÒhati, annavÀnannÀdo bhavati, mahÀnbhavati prajayÀ
paÙubhirbrahmavarcasena, mahÀnkÈrtyÀ

He knew Bliss for the Eternal. For from Bliss alone, it appeareth, are these creatures born and being born they live by Bliss
and to Bliss they go hence and return. This is the lore of Bhrigu, the
lore of Varouna, which hath its firm base in the highest heaven.
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Who knoweth, getteth his firm base, he becometh the master of food
and its eater, great in progeny, great in cattle, great in the splendour
of holiness, great in glory.

CHAPTER VII
annaÌ na nindyÀt, tad vratam, prÀÍo vÀ annam, ÙarÈramannÀdam,
prÀÍe ÙarÈraÌ pratiØÒhitam, ÙarÈre prÀÍaÕ pratiØÒhitaÕ, tadetadannamanne pratiØÒhitam, sa ya etadannamanne pratiØÒhitaÌ veda
pratitiØÒhati, annavÀnannÀdo bhavati, mahÀnbhavati prajayÀ paÙubhirbrahmavarcasena, mahÀnkÈrtyÀ

Thou shalt not blame food; for that is thy commandment unto
labour. Verily Prana also is food, and the body is the eater. The body
is established upon Prana and Prana is established upon the body.
Therefore food here is established upon food. He who knoweth this
food that is established upon food, getteth his firm base, he becometh
the master of food and its eater, great in progeny, great in cattle, great
in the radiance of holiness, great in glory.

CHAPTER VIII
annaÌ na paricakØÈta, tad vratam, Àpo vÀ annam, jyotirannÀdam,
apsu jyotiÕ pratiØÒhitam, jyotiØyÀpaÕ pratiØÒhitÀÕ, tadetadannamanne
pratiØÒhitam, sa ya etadannamanne pratiØÒhitaÌ veda pratitiØÒhati,
annavÀnannÀdo bhavati, mahÀnbhavati prajayÀ paÙubhirbrahmavarcasena, mahÀnkÈrtyÀ

Thou shalt not reject food; for that too is the vow of thy labour.
Verily the waters also are food, and the bright fire is the eater. The
fire is established upon the waters and the waters are established upon
the fires. Here too is food established upon food. He who knoweth
this food that is established upon food, getteth his firm base, he becometh the master of food and its eater, great in progeny, great in
cattle, great in the radiance of holiness, great in glory.
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CHAPTER IX
annaÌ bahu kurvÈta, tad vratam, pÐthivÈ vÀ annam, ÀkÀÙo'nnÀdaÕ,
pÐthivyÀmÀkÀÙaÕ pratiØÒhitaÕ, ÀkÀÙe pÐthivÈ pratiØÒhitÀ, tadetadannamanne pratiØÒhitam, sa ya etadannamanne pratiØÒhitaÌ veda pratitiØÒhati,
annavÀnannÀdo bhavati, mahÀnbhavati prajayÀ paÙubhirbrahmavarcasena, mahÀnkÈrtyÀ

Thou shalt increase and amass food; for that too is thy commandment unto labour. Verily, earth also is food and ether is the eater. Ether
is established upon earth and earth is established upon ether. Here
too is food established upon food. He who knoweth this food that is
established upon food, getteth his firm base. He becometh the master of food and its eater, great in progeny, great in cattle, great in the
radiance of holiness, great in glory.

CHAPTER X
na kaÌcana vasatau pratyÀcakØÈta, tad vratam, tasmÀd yayÀ kayÀ ca
vidhayÀ bahvannaÌ prÀpnuyÀt, arÀdhyasmÀ annamityÀcakØate, etadvai
mukhato'nnaÌ rÀddham, mukhato'smÀ annaÌ rÀdhyate, etadvai
madhyato'nnaÌ rÀddham, madhyato'smÀ annaÌ rÀdhyate, etadvÀ
antato'nnaÌ rÀddham, antato'smÀ annaÌ rÀdhyate, ya evaÌ veda, kØema
iti vÀci, yogakØema iti prÀÍÀpÀnayoÕ, karmeti hastayoÕ, gatiriti pÀdayoÕ,
vimuktiriti pÀyau, iti mÀnuØÈÕ samÀjÜÀÕ, atha daivÈÕ, tÐptiriti vÐØÒau,
balamiti vidyuti, yaÙa iti paÙuØu, jyotiriti nakØatreØu, prajÀtiramÐtamÀnanda ityupasthe, sarvamityÀkÀÙe, tatpratiØÒhetyupÀsÈta,
pratiØÒhÀvÀn bhavati, tanmaha ityupÀsÈta, mahÀn bhavati, tanmana
ityupÀsÈta, mÀnavÀn bhavati, tannama ityupÀsÈta, namyante'smai kÀmÀÕ,
tad brahmetyupÀsÈta, brahmavÀn bhavati, tad brahmaÍaÕ parimara
ityupÀsÈta, paryeÍaÌ mriyante dviØantaÕ sapatnÀÕ, pari ye'priyÀ bhrÀtÐvyÀÕ, sa yaÙcÀyaÌ puruØe, yaÙcÀsÀvÀditye, sa ekaÕ, sa ya evaÌvit,
asmÀllokÀt pretya, etamannamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkramya, etaÌ
prÀÍamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkramya, etaÌ manomayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkramya, etaÌ vijÜÀnamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkramya, etamÀnandamayamÀtmÀnamupasaÌkranya, imÀÌllokÀn kÀmÀnnÈ kÀmarÓpyanusaÌcaran, etat sÀma gÀyannÀste, hÀ3vu hÀ3vu hÀ3vu, ahamannamahamannamahamannam, ahamannÀdo3'hamannÀdo3'hamannÀdaÕ, ahaÌ
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ÙlokakÐdahaÌ ÙlokakÐdahaÌ ÙlokakÐt, ahamasmi prathamajÀ
ÐtÀ3sya, pÓrvaÌ devebhyo amÐtasya nÀ3bhÀyi, yo mÀ dadÀti sa ideva
mÀ3vÀÕ, ahamannamannamadantamÀ3dmi, ahaÌ viÙvaÌ
bhuvanamabhyabhavÀ3m, suvarna jyotÈÕ, ya evaÌ veda, ityupaniØat
saha nÀvavatu, saha nau bhunaktu, saha vÈryaÌ karavÀvahai, tejasvi
nÀvadhÈtamastu mÀ vidviØÀvahai, oÌ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ ÙÀntiÕ, hariÕ oÌ

Thou shalt not reject any man in thy habitation, for that
too is thy commandment unto labour. Therefore in whatsoever
sort do thou get thee great store of food. They say unto the
stranger in their dwelling “Arise, the food is ready.” Was the
food made ready at the beginning? To him also is food made
ready in the beginning. Was the food made ready in the middle? To him also is food made ready in the middle. Was the
food made ready at the end and last? To him also is the food
made ready at the end and last, who hath this knowledge. As
prosperity in speech, as getting and having in the main breath
and the nether, as work in the hands, as movement in the feet,
as discharge in the anus, these are the cognitions in the human. Then in the divine; as satisfaction in the rain, as force
in the lightning, as splendour in the beasts, as brightness in
the constellations, as procreation and bliss and death conquered in the organ of pleasure, as the All in Ether. Pursue
thou Him as the firm foundation of things and thou shalt get
thee firm foundation. Pursue Him as Mahas, thou shalt become Mighty; pursue Him as Mind, thou shalt become full of
mind; pursue Him as adoration, thy desires shall bow down
before thee; pursue Him as the Eternal, thou shalt become full
of the Spirit; pursue Him as the destruction of the Eternal that
rangeth abroad, thou shalt see thy rivals and thy haters perish thick around thee and thy kin who loved thee not. The
Spirit who is here in man and the Spirit who is there in the
Sun, lo, it is One Spirit and there is no other. He who hath this
knowledge, when he goeth from this world having passed to the
Self which is of food; having passed to the Self which is of Prana; having passed to the Self which is of Mind; having passed to
the Self which is of Knowledge; having passed to the Self which is of
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Bliss, lo he rangeth about the worlds and eateth what he will and taketh
what shape he will and ever he singeth the mighty Sama. “Ho! ho! ho!
I am food! I am food! I am food! I am the eater of food! I am the eater!
I am the eater! I am he who maketh Scripture! I am he who maketh! I
am he who maketh! I am the firstborn of the Law; before the gods were,
I am, yea at the very heart of immortality. He who giveth me, verily
he preserveth me; for I being food, eat him that eateth. I have conquered the whole world and possessed it, my light is as the sun in its
glory.” Thus he singeth, who hath the knowledge. This verily is Upanishad, the secret of the Veda.
Together may He protect us, together may He possess us, together may we make unto us strength and virility! May our study be full
of light and power! May we never hate! OM Peace! Peace! Peace!
Hari OM!

SECTION THREE

I N C O M P L E T E T R A N S L AT I O N S
A N D C O M M E N TA R I E S
Circa 1902-1912

SVETASVATARA UPANISHAD
CHAPTER IV
1

ya eko'varÍo bahudhÀ ÙaktiyogÀd varÍÀnanekÀnnihitÀrtho dadhÀti
vi caiti cÀnte viÙvamÀdau sa devaÕ sa no buddhyÀ ÙubhayÀ saÌyunaktu

He who is one and without hue, but has ordained manifoldly many
hues by the Yoga of his Force and holds within himself all objects,
and in Him the universe dissolves in the end, that Godhead was
in the beginning. May He yoke us with a good and bright understanding.
2

tadevÀgnistadÀdityastadvÀyustadu candramÀÕ
tadeva ÙukraÌ tad brahma tadÀpastatprajÀpatiÕ

That alone is the fire and That the sun and That the wind and That
too the moon; That is the Luminous, That the Brahman, That the
waters, That the Father and Lord of creatures.
3

tvaÌ strÈ tvaÌ pumÀnasi tvaÌ kumÀra uta vÀ kumÀrÈ
tvaÌ jÈrÍo daÍÄena vaÜcasi tvaÌ jÀto bhavasi viÙvatomukhaÕ

Thou art the woman and Thou the man; Thou art a boy and again a
young virgin; Thou art yonder worn and aged man that walkest bent
with thy staff. Lo, Thou becomest born and the world is full of thy
faces.
4

nÈlaÕ pataÛgo harito lohitÀkØastaÄidgarbha ÐtavaÕ samudrÀÕ
anÀdimat tvaÌ vibhutvena vartase yato jÀtÀni bhuvanÀni viÙvÀ

Thou art the blue bird and the green and the scarlet-eyed, the
womb of lightning and the seasons and the oceans. Thou art
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that which is without beginning and thou movest with thy pervasive extension whence all the worlds are born.
5

ajÀmekÀÌ lohitaÙuklakÐØÍÀÌ bahvÈÕ prajÀÕ sÐjamÀnÀÌ sarÓpÀÕ
ajo hyeko juØamÀÍo'nuÙete jahÀtyenÀÌ bhuktabhogÀmajo'nyaÕ

There is One, unborn, white and black and red, who is ever bringing forth many creatures with forms and her one unborn loves and
cleaves to and lies with her; another unborn abandons, when all
her enjoyments have been enjoyed.
6

dvÀ suparÍÀ sayujÀ sakhÀyÀ samÀnaÌ vÐkØaÌ pariØasvajÀte
tayoranyaÕ pippalaÌ svÀdvattyanaÙnannanyo abhicÀkaÙÈti

Two winged birds cling about a common tree, comrades, yokefellows; and one eats the sweet fruit of the tree, the other eats not,
but watches.
7

samÀne vÐkØe puruØo nimagno'nÈÙayÀ Ùocati muhyamÀnaÕ
juØÒaÌ yadÀ paÙyatyanyamÈÙamasya mahimÀnamiti vÈtaÙokaÕ

The Soul upon a common tree is absorbed and because he is not
lord, grieves and is bewildered; but when he sees and cleaves to
that other who is the Lord, he knows that all is His greatness and
his sorrow passes away from him.
8

Ðco akØare parame vyoman yasmindevÀ adhi viÙve niØeduÕ
yastaÌ na veda kimÐcÀ kariØyati ya it tadvidusta ime samÀsate

In the highest immutable Heaven where all the gods have taken up
their session, there are the verses of the Rigveda, and he who knows
Him not, what shall he do with the Rik? They who know That, lo,
it is they who thus are seated.
9

chandÀÌsi yajÜÀÕ kratavo vratÀni bhÓtaÌ bhavyaÌ yacca vedÀ vadanti
asmÀnmÀyÈ sÐjate viÙvametat tasmiÌÙcÀnyo mÀyayÀ saÌniruddhaÕ

Rhythms and sacrifices and ritual and vows, what has been
and what is to be and what the Vedas declare, — the Master
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of Maya brings forth from that all this that is and there is another
whom within it his Maya holds imprisoned.
10

mÀyÀÌ tu prakÐtiÌ vidyÀnmÀyinaÌ tu maheÙvaram
tasyÀvayavabhÓtaistu vyÀptaÌ sarvamidaÌ jagat

Thou shalt know Maya to be Force of Nature and the Master of
Maya to be the great Lord; this whole universe is occupied by His
becomings that are His members.
11

yo yoniÌ yonimadhitiØÒhatyeko yasminnidaÌ saÌ ca vi caiti sarvam
tamÈÙÀnaÌ varadaÌ devamÈÄyaÌ nicÀyyemÀÌ ÙÀntimatyantameti

He who being One enters every womb and in whom all this comes
together and goes apart, the adorable Godhead who rules as lord
and gives us our desirable boons, one having seen comes exceedingly unto this peace.
12

yo devÀnÀÌ prabhavaÙcodbhavaÙca viÙvÀdhipo rudro maharØiÕ
hiraÍyagarbhaÌ paÙyata jÀyamÀnaÌ sa no buddhyÀ ÙubhayÀ saÌyunaktu

He who is the coming to birth of the gods and the arising of their
being, the master of the universe, the Violent One, the Great Seer
and beheld Hiranyagarbha born, — may he yoke us with a bright
and good understanding.
13

yo devÀnÀmadhipo yasmiÚllokÀ adhiÙritÀÕ
ya ÈÙe asya dvipadaÙcatuØpadaÕ kasmai devÀya haviØÀ vidhema

He who is the master of the gods, in whom the worlds are lodged
and who rules over this two-footed and four-footed, to what god
should we offer the worship of our oblation?
14

sÓkØmÀtisÓkØmaÌ kalilasya madhye viÙvasya sraØÒÀramanekarÓpam
viÙvasyaikaÌ pariveØÒitÀraÌ jÜÀtvÀ ÙivaÌ ÙÀntimatyantameti

Subtle beyond the subtle in the midst of the hurtling chaos,
the creator of the universe who has many forms and being
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one encompasses all, knowing as the Benign, one comes exceedingly to the peace.
15

sa eva kÀle bhuvanasya goptÀ viÙvÀdhipaÕ sarvabhÓteØu gÓÄhaÕ
yasmin yuktÀ brahmarØayo devatÀÙca tamevaÌ jÜÀtvÀ mÐtyupÀÙÀÌÙchinatti

He in Time is the guardian of the world of existence and the master of the universe secret in all existences, — in whom have union
of Yoga the holy sages and the gods; thus knowing him one cuts
asunder the snares of Death.
16

ghÐtÀtparaÌ maÍÄamivÀtisÓkØmaÌ jÜÀtvÀ ÙivaÌ sarvabhÓteØu
gÓÄham
viÙvasyaikaÌ pariveØÒitÀraÌ jÜÀtvÀ devaÌ mucyate sarvapÀÙaiÕ

Knowing him who is exceedingly subtle like the cream above the
clarified butter, the Benign secret in all existences, knowing the God
who being one encompasses all, one is released from every bondage.
17

eØa devo viÙvakarmÀ mahÀtmÀ sadÀ janÀnÀÌ hÐdaye saÚniviØÒaÕ
hÐdÀ manÈØÀ manasÀbhikËpto ya etad viduramÐtÀste bhavanti

This is the God, the mighty Soul, the Architect of all, seated for ever
in the hearts of creatures and he is realised by the heart and the
intellect and the mind; who know this, they become immortal.
18

yadÀ'tamastanna divÀ na rÀtrirna sanna cÀsaÜÙiva eva kevalaÕ
tadakØaraÌ tatsaviturvareÍyaÌ prajÜÀ ca tasmÀtprasÐtÀ purÀÍÈ

When there is no darkness, that is neither day nor night, nor being
nor non-being, it is the absolute Benign alone; That is the immutable, that the supreme light of the Creating Sun and from it the Wisdom went forth that is of old.
19

nainamÓrdhvaÌ na tiryaÜcaÌ na madhye parijagrabhat
na tasya pratimÀ asti yasya nÀma mahadyaÙaÕ
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19. Him one shall not seize as on high nor as one on a level plane
nor in the middle; there is no image for him whose name is a mighty
glory.
20

na saÌdÐÙe tiØÒhati rÓpamasya na cakØuØÀ paÙyati kaÙcanainam
hÐdÀ hÐdisthaÌ manasÀ ya enamevaÌ viduramÐtÀste bhavanti

The form of Him stands not within the vision and none beholdeth
Him by the eye; but by the heart and the mind, for in the heart is
His station; who thus know Him, they become immortal.
21

ajÀta ityevaÌ kaÙcid bhÈruÕ prapadyate
rudra yatte dakØiÍaÌ mukhaÌ tena mÀÌ pÀhi nityam

One here and there approaches him with awe thinking of him as the
Unborn. O Violent One, that which is thy auspicious right-hand face,
with that protect me ever.
22

mÀ nastoke tanaye mÀ na ÀyuØi mÀ no goØu mÀ no aÙveØu rÈriØaÕ
vÈrÀn mÀ no rudra bhÀmito vadhÈrhaviØmantaÕ sadamit tvÀ havÀmahe

Do no hurt to our son nor our grandson nor our life nor our cattle
nor our horses. O Violent One, slay not in thy anger our heroes;
ever to Thee with the oblation we call.
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1

dve akØare brahmapare tvanante vidyÀvidye nihite yatra gÓÄhe
kØaraÌ tvavidyÀ hyamÐtaÌ tu vidyÀ vidyÀvidye ÈÙate yastu so'nyaÕ

Both of these in the Transcendent, the Knowledge and the Ignorance,
yea both have their hidden being in the Eternal and Infinite Who
dwelleth beyond Brahman of the Veda, and are set in it for ever.
But of these Ignorance dieth and Knowledge liveth for ever; and
He who is master of both is other than they.
2

yo yoniÌ yonimadhitiØÒhatyeko viÙvÀni rÓpÀÍi yonÈÙca sarvÀÕ
ÐØiÌ prasÓtaÌ kapilaÌ yastamagre jÜÀnairbibharti jÀyamÀnaÌ ca paÙyet

He being One entereth upon womb and womb, yea upon all forms
of being and upon all wombs of creatures. This was He that of old
filled with many sorts of Knowledge Kapila, the seer, after his
mother bore him; yea He saw Kapila shaping.
3

ekaikaÌ jÀlaÌ bahudhÀ vikurvannasminkØetre saÌharatyeØa devaÕ
bhÓyaÕ sÐØÒvÀ yatayastatheÙaÕ sarvÀdhipatyaÌ kurute mahÀtmÀ

God weaveth Him one net or He weaveth Him another and He
maketh it of manifold meshes and casteth it abroad in this field
of the body; then He draweth it in again. Also He created Yatis,
great Seekers, and thus the Mighty Mind wieldeth the sceptre of His
universal Lordship.
4

sarvÀ diÙa ÓrdhvamadhaÙca tiryak prakÀÙayanbhrÀjate yadvanaÄvÀn
evaÌ sa devo bhagavÀnvareÍyo yonisvabhÀvÀnadhitiØÒhatyekaÕ

The Sun riseth and driveth the world's wain, then he blazeth illumining all the regions and above and below and the level grow
one lustre, even so this glorious and shining God, being One, entereth upon and ruleth nature that clingeth to the womb, to each
womb its nature.
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5

yacca svabhÀvaÌ pacati viÙvayoniÕ pÀcyÀÌÙca sarvÀn pariÍÀmayedyaÕ
sarvametad viÙvamadhitiØÒhatyeko guÍÀÌÙca sarvÀn viniyojayedyaÕ

For He who is the Womb of the World bringeth each nature to its
perfection and He matureth all those that are yet to be perfected.
He indwelleth and presideth over all this His world and setteth all
the modes of Nature to their workings.
6

tad vedaguhyopaniØatsu gÓÄhaÌ tad brahmÀ vedate brahmayonim
ye pÓrvadevÀ ÐØayaÙca tadviduste tanmayÀ amÐtÀ vai babhÓvuÕ

This is that secret mystery which is hidden in Upanishads; for the
Upanishad is the secret of the Veda. This is that which Brahma
knoweth for the Womb of the Eternal and the older Gods and the
sages who knew of This, became This and were immortal.
7

guÍÀnvayo yaÕ phalakarmakartÀ kÐtasya tasyaiva sa copabhoktÀ
sa viÙvarÓpastriguÍastrivartmÀ prÀÍÀdhipaÕ saÌcarati svakarmabhiÕ

There is One who maketh works and their fruits to them, for the
moods of Nature cleave to Him; this is He that enjoyeth the works
He hath done; and the World is His body and He hath three modes
of His natures and the roads of His travel are likewise three. Lo,
the Master of Life, by the momentum of His own works He moveth
in the centuries.
8

aÛguØÒhamÀtro ravitulyarÓpaÕ saÚkalpÀhaÚkÀrasamanvito yaÕ
buddherguÍenÀtmaguÍena caiva ÀrÀgramÀtro hyaparo'pi dÐØÒaÕ

His size is as the size of a man's thumb but His aspect as the Sun in
its glory; and He hath Volition and He hath Personality; but there is
another whom we see by virtue of the Understanding and by virtue
of the Spirit for the point of a cobbler's awl is not finer to vision.
9

bÀlÀgraÙatabhÀgasya ÙatadhÀ kalpitasya ca
bhÀgo jÈvaÕ sa vijÜeyaÕ sa cÀnantyÀya kalpate
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Take thou the hundredth part of the point of a hair, divide it into a
hundred parts again; then as is a part of this hundredth part of a
hundredth, such shalt thou find this Spirit in man, if thou seek to
separate Him; yet 'tis this in thee that availeth towards Infinity.
10

naiva strÈ na pumÀneØa na caivÀyaÌ napuÌsakaÕ
yadyaccharÈramÀdatte tena tena sa rakØyate

Not woman is He, nor man either, nor yet sexless; but whatsoever
body He take, that confineth and preserveth Him.
11

saÚkalpanasparÙanadÐØÒimohairgrÀsÀmbuvÐØÒyÀ cÀtmavivÐddhijanma
karmÀnugÀnyanukrameÍa dehÈ sthÀneØu rÓpÀÍyabhisaÌprapadyate

As body is born and groweth by food and drink and plenty, so
also the Spirit in body progressively attaineth to successive
forms in their fit places — by the allurements of sight, by the
witcheries of touch, by the magic of volition, for according to
his works he progresseth and his forms shape themselves to
his works.
12

sthÓlÀni sÓkØmÀÍi bahÓni caiva rÓpÀÍi dehÈ svaguÍairvÐÍoti
kriyÀguÍairÀtmaguÍaiÙca teØÀÌ saÌyogaheturaparo'pi dÐØÒaÕ

Forms gross and forms subtle, forms many, — the Spirit in body
evolveth them all by his own nature in its working; by the law of
action of his works and the law of action of the Spirit in man, by
these he evolveth them. But there is Another in Whom we behold
Cause whereby all these meet together.
13

anÀdyanantaÌ kalilasya madhye viÙvasya sraØÒÀramanekarÓpam
viÙvasyaikaÌ pariveØÒitÀraÌ jÜÀtvÀ devaÌ mucyate sarvapÀÙaiÕ

Without beginning, without end in the welter and the chaos, who createth the world by taking many figures and as
the One girdeth and encompasseth it. He is the Lord and
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if thou know Him thou shalt break free from all kinds of
bondage.
14

bhÀvagrÀhyamanÈÄÀkhyaÌ bhÀvÀbhÀvakaraÌ Ùivam
kalÀsargakaraÌ devaÌ ye viduste jahustanum

Shiva the Master of all becomings and not-becomings and from
Him this whole creation floweth and it is only one part of Shiva;
but He is not named after any nest of the winged Spirit, and the
heart alone can apprehend Him. They who know Shiva, the Blessed One, abandon body for ever.
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CHAPTER VI
1

svabhÀvameke kavayo vadanti kÀlaÌ tathÀnye parimuhyamÀnÀÕ
devasyaiØa mahimÀ tu loke yenedaÌ bhrÀmyate brahmacakram

'Tis Nature and Self-existence, say one school of the Seers. Nay,
'tis Time, say another; both are deceived and bewildered. 'Tis the
Majesty of the Lord in the world of His creatures whereby the
Wheel of the Eternal whirleth about continually.
2

yenÀvÐtaÌ nityamidaÌ hi sarvaÌ jÜaÕ kÀlakÀro guÍÈ sarvavidyaÕ
teneÙitaÌ karma vivartate ha pÐthivyÀpyatejo'nilakhÀni cintyam

He envelopeth this whole Universe with Himself for ever, He that
knoweth, Maker of Time, and the Modes of Nature dwell in Him;
yea, all things He discerneth and by His governance the Law of
Works revolveth in its cycle. Earth, water, fire, air, ether, of these
thou shalt consider (as the substance wherein it turneth).
3

tatkarma kÐtvÀ vinivartya bhÓyastattvasya tattvena sametya yogam
ekena dvÀbhyÀÌ tribhiraØÒabhirvÀ kÀlena caivÀtmaguÍaiÙca sÓkØmaiÕ

The Lord doeth works and resteth again from His works, one or
two or three or eight He yoketh Himself with the Principle of things
in their essence and with Time He yoketh Himself and with Self in
its subtle workings.
4

Àrabhya karmÀÍi guÍÀnvitÀni bhÀvÀÌÙca sarvÀn viniyojayedyaÕ
teØÀmabhÀve kÐtakarmanÀÙaÕ karmakØaye yÀti sa tattvato'nyaÕ

So He beginneth works, that are subject to the modes of Nature,
and setteth all existences to their workings: and when these things
are not, thereby cometh annihilation of work that hath been done;
and with the perishing of work, He departeth out of them; for in
His final truth He is other than they.
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5

ÀdiÕ sa saÌyoganimittahetuÕ parastrikÀlÀdakalo'pi dÐØÒaÕ
taÌ viÙvarÓpaÌ bhavabhÓtamÈÄyaÌ devaÌ svacittasthamupÀsya pÓrvam

Lo we have beheld Him and He is the Beginning and the Cause of
all Causes whereby these elements meet together and form ariseth;
the past, the present and the future are this side of Him and Time hath
no part in Him. Let us worship the Ancient of Days in our own hearts
who sitteth. Let us wait upon God who must be adored, for the world
is His shape and the Universe is but His becoming.
6

sa vÐkØakÀlÀkÐtibhiÕ paro'nyo yasmÀtprapaÜcaÕ parivartate'yam
dharmÀvahaÌ pÀpanudaÌ bhageÙaÌ jÜÀtvÀtmasthamamÐtaÌ viÙvadhÀma

Time and Form and the Tree of Things, none of these is He for He
is more than they and it is from Him that this Cosmos beginneth.
We will know this Master of grace and glory for He cometh to us
carrying righteousness in His hand and He driveth Sin from its
strong places. We will know Him for He is in our Self and immortal and the World's foundation.
7

tamÈÙvarÀÍÀÌ paramaÌ maheÙvaraÌ taÌ devatÀnÀÌ paramaÌ ca daivatam
patiÌ patÈnÀÌ paramaÌ parastÀd vidÀma devaÌ bhuvaneÙamÈÄyam

We will know this Mightiest one who is far above all the mighty —
this summit of the gods and their godhead, King of Kings and Lord
of Lords, who towereth high above all summits and greatnesses. Let
us learn of God for He is this World's Master and all shall adore Him.
8

na tasya kÀryaÌ karaÍaÌ ca vidyate na tatsamaÙcÀbhyadhikaÙca dÐÙyate
parÀsya Ùaktirvividhaiva ÙrÓyate svÀbhÀvikÈ jÜÀnabalakriyÀ ca

God needeth not to do anything neither hath He any organ of doing; there is none greater than He nor do we see
any that is His equal — for His power is far over all, only
men hear of it under a thousand names and various fashions. Lo the strength of Him and the works of Him and
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His Knowledge, they are self-efficient and their own cause and
nature.
9

na tasya kaÙcit patirasti loke na ceÙitÀ naiva ca tasya liÛgam
sa kÀraÍaÌ karaÍÀdhipÀdhipo na cÀsya kaÙcijjanitÀ na cÀdhipaÕ

He hath no master in all this world, there is none that shall rule over
Him. Nor feature nor distinction hath He; for He is begetting cause
and sovran over the lords of these natural organs, but Himself hath
no begetter neither any sovran.
10

yastantunÀbha iva tantubhiÕ pradhÀnajaiÕ svabhÀvataÕ
deva ekaÕ svamÀvÐÍot sa no dadhÀd brahmÀpyayam

Even as is the spider that out of himself fashioneth his own web,
so is God One and nought else existeth but by his own nature covereth Himself up in the threads He hath spun out of primal matter. May the One God ordain unto us departure into His Eternal.
11

eko devaÕ sarvabhÓteØu gÓÄhaÕ sarvavyÀpÈ sarvabhÓtÀntarÀtmÀ
karmÀdhyakØaÕ sarvabhÓtÀdhivÀsaÕ sÀkØÈ cetÀ kevalo nirguÍaÙca

One God who alone is and He lurketh hidden in every creature for
He pervadeth and is the inmost Self of all beings, He presideth over
all work and is the home of all things living. He is the Mighty
Witness who relateth thought with thought and again He is the Absolute in whom mood is not nor any attribute.
12

eko vaÙÈ niØkriyÀÍÀÌ bahÓnÀmekaÌ bÈjaÌ bahudhÀ yaÕ karoti
tamÀtmasthaÌ ye'nupaÙyanti dhÈrÀsteØÀÌ sukhaÌ ÙÀÙvataÌ netareØÀm

One God and alone He controlleth the many who have themselves no separate work nor purpose; and He developeth one
seed into many kinds of creatures; the strong-hearted behold God
in their own Self, therefore for them is everlasting bliss and not
for others.
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13

nityo'nityÀnÀÌ cetanaÙcetanÀnÀmeko bahÓnÀÌ yo vidadhÀti kÀmÀn
tatkÀraÍaÌ sÀÌkhyayogÀdhigamyaÌ jÜÀtvÀ devaÌ mucyate
sarvapÀÙaiÕ

One Eternal of all these that pass and are not, One conscious in all
consciousnesses; He being One ordereth the desires of many; He
alone is the great Source to which Sankhya and Yoga bring us. If
thou know God thou shalt break free from every sort of bondage.
14

na tatra sÓryo bhÀti na candratÀrakaÌ nemÀ vidyuto bhÀnti kuto'yamagniÕ
tameva bhÀntamanubhÀti sarvaÌ tasya bhÀsÀ sarvamidaÌ vibhÀti

There the sun cannot shine and the moon has no splendour; the stars
are blind; there our lightnings flash not neither any earthly fire; all
that is bright is but the shadow of His brightness and by His shining all this shineth.
15

eko haÌso bhuvanasyÀsya madhye sa evÀgniÕ salile saÌniviØÒaÕ
tameva viditvÀti mÐtyumeti nÀnyaÕ panthÀ vidyate'yanÀya

One Swan of Being in the heart of all this Universe and He is Fire
that lieth deep in the heart of water. By Knowledge of Him, the
soul passeth beyond the pursuit of Death and there is no other road
for the great passage.
16

sa viÙvakÐd viÙvavidÀtmayonirjÜaÕ kÀlakÀro guÍÈ sarvavidyaÕ
pradhÀnakØetrajÜapatirguÍeÙaÕ saÌsÀramokØasthitibandhahetuÕ

He hath made all and knoweth all; for He is the womb out of which
Self ariseth, and being possessed of the Nature Moods He becometh Time's Maker and discerneth all things. And Matter is
subject to Him and the Spirit in Man that cogniseth His field of
matter and the modes of Nature are His servants. He therefore is
the cause of this coming into phenomena and of the release from
phenomena — and because of Him is their endurance and because
of Him is their bondage.
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17

sa tanmayo hyamÐta ÈÙasaÌstho jÜaÕ sarvago bhuvanasyÀsya goptÀ
ya ÈÙe'sya jagato nityameva nÀnyo heturvidyata ÈÙanÀya

Lo He is Immortal because He is utter existence; but He houseth
Himself in the Lord and is the Knower, the Omnipresent that standeth on guard over this His universe, yea He ruleth all this moving
world for ever and for ever, and there is no other source of lordship and kingliness.
18

yo brahmÀÍaÌ vidadhÀti pÓrvaÌ yo vai vedÀÌÙca prahiÍoti tasmai
taÌ ha devamÀtmabuddhiprakÀÙaÌ mumukØurvai ÙaraÚÍamahaÌ prapadye

He ordained Brahma the Creator from of old and sent forth unto
him the Veda, I will hasten unto God who standeth self-revealed
in the Spirit and in the Understanding. I will take refuge in the
Lord for my salvation;
19

niØkalaÌ niØkriyaÌ ÙÀntaÌ niravadyaÌ niraÜjanam
amÐtasya paraÌ setuÌ dagdhendhanamivÀnalam

Who hath neither parts nor works for He is utterly tranquil, faultless, stainless, therefore He is the one great bridge that carrieth us
over to Immortality, even as when a fire hath burnt all its fuel.
20

yadÀ carmavadÀkÀÙaÌ veØÒayiØyanti mÀnavÀÕ
tadÀ devamavijÜÀya duÕkhasyÀnto bhaviØyati

When the sons of men shall fold up ether like a skin and wrap the
heavens round them like a garment, then alone without knowledge
of the Lord our God shall the misery of the World have an ending.
21

tapaÕprabhÀvÀd devaprasÀdÀcca brahma ha ÙvetÀÙvataro'tha vidvÀn
atyÀÙramibhyaÕ paramaÌ pavitraÌ provÀca samyagÐØisaÛghajuØÒam

By the might of his devotion and the grace of God in his being
Svetasvatara hereafter knew the Eternal and he came to the
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renouncers of the worldly life and truly declared unto them the Most
High and Pure God, to whom the companies of seers resort for ever.
22

vedÀnte paramaÌ guhyaÌ purÀkalpe pracoditam
nÀpraÙÀntÀya dÀtavyaÌ nÀputrÀyÀÙiØyÀya vÀ punaÕ

This is the great secret of the Vedanta which was declared in
former times, not on hearts untranquilled to be squandered nor
men sonless nor on one who hath no disciples.
23

yasya deve parÀ bhaktiryathÀ deve tathÀ gurau
tasyaite kathitÀ hyarthÀÕ prakÀÙante mahÀtmanaÕ prakÀÙante mahÀtmanaÕ

But whosoever hath supreme love and adoration for the Lord and
as for the Lord, so likewise for the Master, to that Mighty Soul
these great matters when they are told become clear of themselves,
yea to the Great Soul of him they are manifest.

CHHANDOGYA UPANISHAD
CHAPTER I
and

the

first

section

1

omityetadakØaramudgÈthamupÀsÈta, omiti hyudgÀyati tasyopavyÀkhyÀnam

Worship ye OM, the eternal syllable. OM is Udgitha, the chant of
Sajnaveda; for with OM they begin the chant of Sama. And this is
the exposition of OM.
2

eØÀÌ bhÓtÀnÀÌ pÐthivÈ rasaÕ pÐthivyÀ Àpo rasaÕ, apÀmoØadhayo rasa
oØadhÈnÀÌ puruØo rasaÕ puruØasya vÀgraso vÀca Ðgrasa ÐcaÕ sÀma rasaÕ
sÀmna udgÈtho rasaÕ

Earth is the substantial essence of all these creatures and the waters are the essence of earth; herbs of the field are the essence of
the waters; man is the essence of the herbs. Speech is the essence
of man, Rigveda the essence of Speech, Sama the essence of Rik.
Of Sama OM is the essence.
3

sa eØa rasÀnÀÌ rasatamaÕ paramaÕ parÀrdhyo'ØÒamo yadudgÈthaÕ

This is the eighth essence of the essences and the really essential,
the highest and it belongeth to the upper hemisphere of things.
4

katamÀ katamark katamat katamatsÀma katamaÕ katama udgÈtha iti
vimÐØÒaÌ bhavati

Which among things and which again is Rik; which among things
and which again is Sama; which among things and which again
is OM of the Udgitha — this is now pondered.
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5

vÀgevark prÀÍaÕ sÀmomityetadakØaramudgÈthaÕ, tadvÀ etanmithunaÌ yadvÀk ca prÀÍaÙcark ca sÀma ca

Speech is Rik, Breath is Sama; the Imperishable is OM of Udgitha.
These are the divine lovers, Speech and Breath, Rik and Sama.
6

tadetanmithunamomityetasminnakØare saÌsÐjyate yadÀ vai mithunau
samÀgacchata Àpayato vai tÀvanyonyasya kÀmam

As a pair of lovers are these and they cling together in OM the eternal syllable; now when the beloved and her lover meet, verily they
gratify each the desire of the other.
7

ÀpayitÀ ha vai kÀmÀnÀÌ bhavati ya etadevaÌ vidvÀnakØaramudgÈthamupÀste

He becometh a gratifier of the desires of men who with this knowledge worshippeth OM the eternal syllable.
8

tad vÀ etadanujÜÀkØaraÌ yaddhi kiÌcÀnujÀnÀtyomityeva tadÀhaiØo
eva samÐddhiryadanujÜÀ samardhayitÀ ha vai kÀmÀnÀÌ bhavati ya
etadevaÌ vidvÀnakØaramudgÈthamupÀste

Now this OM is the syllable of Assent; for to whatsoever one
assenteth, one sayeth OM; and assent is blessing of increase. Verily
he becometh a blesser and increaser of the desires of men who
with this knowledge worshippeth OM the eternal syllable.
9

teneyaÌ trayÈ vidyÀ vartata omityÀÙrÀvayatyomiti ÙaÌsatyomityudgÀyatyetasyaivÀkØarasyÀpacityai mahimnÀ rasena

By OM the triple knowledge proceedeth; with OM the priest reciteth the Rik, with OM he pronounceth the Yajur, with OM he
chanteth the Sama. And all this is for the heaping up of the Imperishable and by the greatness of It and the delightfulness.
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10

tenobhau kuruto yaÙcaitadevaÌ veda yaÙca na veda, nÀnÀ tu vidyÀ
cÀvidyÀ ca yadeva vidyayÀ karoti ÙraddhayopaniØadÀ tadeva vÈryavattaraÌ bhavatÈti khalvetasyaivÀkØarasyopavyÀkhyÀnaÌ bhavati

He doeth works by OM who hath the knowledge, and he also who
hath it not; but these are diverse, the Knowledge and the Ignorance. Whatso work one doeth with knowledge, with faith and with
the secret of Veda, it becometh to him more virile and mighty. This
is the exposition of the eternal letters.
And

the

second

section

1

devÀsurÀ ha vai yatra saÌyetira ubhaye prÀjÀpatyÀstaddha devÀ
udgÈthamÀjahruranenainÀnabhibhaviØyÀma iti

The Gods and the Demons strove together and both were children
of the Almighty Father. Then the Gods took up for weapon OM
of Udgitha, for they said “With this we shall overcome these Titans.”
2

te ha nÀsikyaÌ prÀÍamudgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakrire taÌ hÀsurÀÕ pÀpmanÀ vividhustasmÀttenobhayaÌ jighrati surabhi ca durgandhi ca
pÀpmanÀ hyeØa viddhaÕ

The Gods worshipped OM as Breath in the nostrils; but the Demons came and smote it with the arrow of Evil; therefore it
smelleth both alike, the sweet scent and the evil odour. For it is
smitten through and through with Evil.
3

atha ha vÀcamudgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakrire tÀÌ hÀsurÀÕ pÀpmanÀ vividhustasmÀt tayobhayaÌ vadati satyaÌ cÀnÐtaÌ ca pÀpmanÀ hyeØÀ viddhÀ

Then the Gods worshipped OM as Speech; but the Demons came
and smote it with the arrow of Evil; therefore it speaketh both
alike, Truth and Falsehood. For it is smitten through and through
with Evil.
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4

atha ha cakØurudgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakrire taddhÀsurÀÕ pÀpmanÀ vividhustasmÀt tenobhayaÌ paÙyati darÙanÈyaÌ cÀdarÙanÈyaÌ ca pÀpmanÀ
hyetad viddham

Then the Gods worshipped OM as the Eye; but the Demons came
and smote it with the arrow of Evil; therefore it beholdeth both
alike, the fair to see and the foul of favour. For it is smitten through
and through with Evil.
5

atha ha ÙrotramudgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakrire taddhÀsurÀÕ pÀpmanÀ vividhustasmÀt tenobhayaÌ ÙÐÍoti ÙravaÍÈyaÌ cÀÙravaÍÈyaÌ ca pÀpmanÀ
hyetad viddham

Then the Gods worshipped OM as the Ear; but the Demons came
and smote it with the arrow of Evil; therefore it heareth both alike,
that which is well to hear and that which is harsh and unseemly.
For it is smitten through and through with Evil.
6

atha ha mana udgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakrire taddhÀsurÀÕ pÀpmanÀ vividhustasmÀt tenobhayaÌ saÌkalpayate saÌkalpanÈyaÌ cÀsaÌkalpanÈyaÌ ca
pÀpmanÀ hyetad viddham

Then the Gods worshipped Udgitha as Mind; but the Demons came
and smote it with the arrow of Evil; therefore it conceiveth both
alike, right thoughts and unlawful imaginations. For it is smitten
through and through with Evil.
7

atha ha ya evÀyaÌ mukhyaÕ prÀÍastamudgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakrire taÌ
hÀsurÀ ÐtvÀ vidadhvaÌsuryathÀÙmÀnamÀkhaÍamÐtvÀ vidhvaÌseta

Then the Gods worshipped OM as this which is Breath in the mouth
and the Demons rushing against it dashed themselves to pieces; as
when an object striketh against firm and solid rock, it dasheth to
pieces upon the rock.
8

evaÌ yathÀÙmÀnamÀkhaÍamÐtvÀ vidhvaÌsata evaÌ haiva sa vidhvaÌsate
ya evaÌvidi pÀpaÌ kÀmayate yaÙcainamabhidÀsati sa eØo'ÙmÀkhaÍaÕ

And even as an object hurling against firm and solid rock
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dasheth itself to pieces, so he hurleth himself upon destruction
whoso desireth evil against the Knower or whoso doeth him hurt;
for the Knower is as that firm and solid rock.
9

naivaitena surabhi na durgandhi vijÀnÀtyapahatapÀpmÀ hyeØa tena
yadaÙnÀti yatpibati tenetarÀn prÀÍÀnavati, etamu
evÀntato'vittvotkrÀmati vyÀdadÀtyevÀntata iti

With this Breath one cogniseth neither sweet scent nor ill odour,
for it hath flung Evil from it. Whatsoever one eateth with this or
drinketh, thereby it cherisheth the other breaths. At the end and
last when he findeth not the breath, the Spirit goeth out from the
body; verily he openeth wide the mouth as he goeth.
10

taÌ hÀÛgirÀ udgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakra etamu evÀÛgirasaÌ
manyante'ÛgÀnÀÌ yad rasaÕ

Angiras worshipped OM of Udgitha as Breath in the mouth and
men think of Breath in the mouth as Angiras because it is essence
of the members of the body.
11

tena taÌ ha bÐhaspatirudgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakra etamu eva bÐhaspatiÌ
manyante vÀgghi bÐhatÈ tasyÀ eØa patiÕ

By the strength of Angiras, Brihaspati worshipped OM as Breath
in the mouth, and men think of the Breath as Brihaspati, because
Speech is the great goddess and Breath is the lord of Speech.
12

tena taÌ hÀyÀsya udgÈthamupÀsÀÌcakra etamu evÀyÀsyaÌ manyanta
ÀsyÀd yadayate

By the strength of Brihaspati, Ayasya worshipped OM as Breath
in the mouth and men think of the Breath as Ayasya, because 'tis
from the mouth it cometh.
13

tena taÌ ha bako dÀlbhyo vidÀÌcakÀra, sa ha naimiØÈyÀÍÀmudgÀtÀ
babhÓva sa ha smaibhyaÕ kÀmÀnÀgÀyati
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By the strength of Ayasya, Baka the son of Dalbha knew the Breath.
And he became the Chanter of the Sama among the Naimishiyas and
he chanteth their desires for them unto fulfilment.
14

ÀgÀtÀ ha vai kÀmÀnÀÌ bhavati ya etadevaÌ vidvÀnakØaramudgÈthamupÀsta ityadhyÀtmam

Verily he becometh a chanter unto fulfilment of the desires of men
who with this knowledge worshippeth OM of Udgitha, the eternal
syllable. Thus far concerning Self is the exposition.
And the third section
1

athÀdhidaivataÌ ya evÀsau tapati tamudgÈthamupÀsÈtodyanvÀ eØa
prajÀbhya udgÀyati, udyaÌstamo bhayamapahantyapahantÀ ha vai
bhayasya tamaso bhavati ya evaÌ veda

Thereafter concerning the Gods. Lo yonder burning fire in the
heavens, worship ye Him as the Udgitha; for the Sun riseth and
singeth his bright hymn unto the peoples. Yea he riseth, and darkness is slain and its terror — therefore shall he be a slayer of the
terror and the darkness, he who thus knoweth.
2

samÀna u evÀyaÌ cÀsau coØÍo'yamuØÍo'sau svara itÈmamÀcakØate svara
iti pratyÀsvara ityamuÌ tasmÀdvÀ etamimamamuÌ codgÈthamupÀsÈta

Breath and the Sun are one and alike — for the one is heat and
the other is heat, and they call Breath the mover and the Sun too
they call the mover and they call him also the mover that returneth upon his paths — therefore ye shall worship both the one and
the other as Udgitha.
3

atha khalu vyÀnamevodgÈthamupÀsÈta yadvai prÀÍiti sa prÀÍo yadapÀniti
so'pÀnaÕ, atha yaÕ prÀÍÀpÀnayoÕ saÌdhiÕ sa vyÀno yo vyÀnaÕ sÀ vÀk,
tasmÀdaprÀÍannanapÀnan vÀcamabhivyÀharati
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Thereafter verily ye shall worship Vyana the middle breath as
Udgitha. For when one breathes forth it is Prana, the Main Breath,
and when one breathes down it is Apana, the lower breath. Now
this which is the joint and linking of the main breath and the lower breath, is Vyana — and Vyana, it is Speech. Therefore 'tis when
one neither breatheth forth nor breatheth down that one giveth utterance to Speech.
4

yÀ vÀk sark tasmÀdaprÀÍannanapÀnannÐcamabhivyÀharati yark
tatsÀma tasmÀdaprÀÍannanapÀnan sÀma gÀyati yatsÀma sa
udgÈthastasmÀdaprÀÍannanapÀnannudgÀyati

But Speech is the Rik — therefore 'tis when one neither breatheth out nor Breatheth in that one uttereth the Rik. And Rik it is
Sama — therefore 'tis when one neither breatheth out nor breatheth in that one chanteth the Sama. But Sama it is Udgitha — therefore 'tis when one neither breatheth out nor breatheth in that one
singeth Udgitha.
5

ato yÀnyanyÀni vÈryavanti karmÀÍi yathÀgnermanthanamÀjeÕ
saraÍaÌ dÐÄhasya dhanuØa ÀyamanamaprÀÍannanapÀnaÌstÀni
karotyetasya hetorvyÀnamevodgÈthamupÀsÈta

Hence whatsoever actions there be that are of might and forcefulness as smiting out fire from the tinder or leaping a great barrier
or bending a stark and mighty bow, it is when one neither breatheth out nor breatheth in that one doeth these. And for this cause ye
shall worship the middle breath as Udgitha.
6

atha khalÓdgÈthÀkØarÀÍyupÀsÈtodgÈtha iti prÀÍa evot prÀÍena hyuttiØÒhati
vÀg gÈrvÀco ha gira ityÀcakØate'nnaÌ thamanne hÈdaÌ sarvaÌ sthitam

Thereafter verily ye shall worship the syllables of the Udgitha
saying Udgitha and Prana is the first syllable, because one
riseth up with the main breath and Speech is the second syllable, because they call Speech that which goeth forth and
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food is the third syllable, because in food all this Universe is established.
7

dyaurevodantarikØaÌ gÈÕ pÐthivÈ thamÀditya evod vÀyurgÈragnisthaÌ
sÀmaveda evod yajurvedo gÈrÐgvedasthaÌ dugdhe'smai vÀg dohaÌ yo
vÀco doho'nnavÀnannÀdo bhavati ya etÀnyevaÌ vidvÀnudgÈthÀkØarÀÍyupÀsta udgÈtha iti

Heaven is the first syllable, the middle air is the second syllable,
earth is the third syllable. The Sun is the first syllable, Air is the
second syllable, Fire is the third syllable. The Samaveda is the first
syllable, Yajurveda is the second syllable, Rigveda is the third
syllable. To him Speech is a cow that yieldeth sweet milk — and
what is this milking of Speech? — even that he becometh rich in
food and the eater of food who knoweth these and worshippeth the
syllables of Udgitha saying lo even this is Udgitha.

NOTES ON THE C HHANDOGYA UPANISHAD
F I R S T A D H YAYA
omityetadakØaramudgÈthamupÀsÈta
omiti hyudgÀyati tasyopavyÀkhyÀnam

OM is the syllable (the Imperishable One); one should follow
after it as the upward Song (movement); for with OM one sings (goes)
upwards; of which this is the analytical explanation.
So, literally translated in its double meaning, both its exoteric,
physical and symbolic sense and its esoteric symbolised reality, runs
the initial sentence of the Upanishad. These opening lines or passages of the Vedanta are always of great importance; they are always
so designed as to suggest or even sum up, if not all that comes afterwards, yet the central and pervading idea of the Upanishad. The
Isha Vasyam of the Vajasaneyi, the Keneshitam manas of the Talavakara, the Sacrificial Horse of the Brihad Aranyaka, the solitary
Atman with its hint of the future world vibrations in the Aitareya are
of this type. The Chhandogya, we see from its first and introductory sentence, is to be a work on the right and perfect way of devoting oneself to the Brahman; the spirit, the methods, the formulae are to be given to us. Its subject is the Brahman, but the Brahman as symbolised in the OM, the sacred syllable of the Veda; not,
therefore, the pure state of the Universal Existence only, but that
Existence in all its parts, the waking world and the dream self and
the sleeping, the manifest, half-manifest and hidden, Bhurloka,
Bhuvar and Swar, — the right means to win all of them, enjoy all of
them, transcend all of them, is the subject of the Chhandogya. OM
is the symbol and the thing symbolised. It is the symbol, aksharam,
the syllable in which all sound of speech is brought back to its wide,
pure indeterminate state; it is the symbolised, aksharam, the changeless, undiminishing, unincreasing, unappearing, undying Reality
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which shows itself to experience in all the change, increase, diminution, appearance, departure which in a particular sum and harmony
of them we call the world, just as OM the pure eternal sound-basis of
speech shows itself to the ear in the variations and combinations of
impure sound which in a particular sum and harmony of them we call
the Veda. We are to follow after this OM with all our souls, upasita,
— to apply ourselves to it and devote ourselves to its knowledge and
possession, but always to OM as the Udgitha. Again in this word we
have the symbolic sense and the truth symbolised expressed, as in
aksharam and OM, in a single vocable with a double function and
significance.
The Sanscrit has always been a language in which one word is
naturally capable of several meanings and therefore carries with it
a number of varied associations. It lends itself, therefore, with peculiar ease and naturalness to the figure called slesha or embrace,
the marriage of different meanings in a single form of words. Paronomasia in English is mere punning, a tour-deforce, an incongruity, a grotesque and artificial play of humour. Paronomasia, slesha,
in Sanscrit, though in form precisely the same thing, is not punning,
not incongruous but easily appropriate, not grotesque or artificial,
but natural and often inevitable, not used for intellectual horseplay,
but with a serious, often a high and worthy purpose. It has been
abused by rhetorical writers; yet great and noble poetical effects
have been obtained by its aid, as, for instance, when the same form
of words has been used to convey open blame and cover secret
praise. Nevertheless in classical Sanscrit, the language has become
a little too rigid for the perfect use of the figure; it is too literary,
too minutely grammatised; it has lost the memory of its origins.
A sense of cleverness and artifice suggests itself to us because
meanings known to be distinct and widely separate are brought
together in a single activity of the word which usually suggests
them only in different contexts. But in the Vedic slesha we have
no sense of cleverness or artifice, because the writers themselves
had none. The language was still near to its origins and had, not
perhaps an intellectual, but still an instinctive memory of them.
With less grammatical and as little etymological knowledge as
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Panini and the other classical grammarians, the Rishis had better
possession of the soul of Sanscrit speech. The different meanings
of a word, though distinct, were not yet entirely separate; many
links yet survived between them which were afterwards lost; the
gradations of sense remained, the hint of the word's history, the
shading off from one sense to another. Ardha now means half and
it means nothing else. To the Vedic man it carried other associations. Derived from the root ridh which meant originally to go and
join, then to add, to increase, to prosper, it bore the sense of place
of destination, the person to whom I direct myself, or simply
place; increase, also addition, a part added and so simply a part
or half. To have used it in any other sense than “place of destination” or as at once “half, part” and “a place of destination” would
not be a violence to the Vedic mind, but a natural association of
ideas. So when they spoke of the higher worlds of Sacchidananda as Parardha, they meant at once the higher half of man's inner
existence and the param dhama or high seat of Vishnou in other
worlds and, in addition, thought of that high seat as the destination of our upward movement. All this rose at once to their mind
when the word was uttered, naturally, easily and, by long association, inevitably.
OM is a word in instance. When the word was spoken as a solemn affirmation, everyone thought of the Pranava in the Veda, but
no one could listen to the word OM without thinking also of the
Brahman in Its triple manifestation and in Its transcendent being.
The word, aksharam, meaning both syllable and unshifting, when
coupled with OM, is a word in instance; “OM the syllable” meant
also, inevitably, to the Vedic mind “Brahman, who changes not nor
perishes”. The words udgitha and udgayati are words in instance.
In classical Sanscrit the prepositional prefix to the verb was dead
and bore only a conventional significance or had no force at all;
udgayati or pragayati is not very different from the simple gayati;
all mean merely sing or chant. But in Veda the preposition is still
living and joins its verb or separates itself as it pleases; therefore it
keeps its full meaning always. In Vedanta the power of separation
is lost, but the separate force remains. Again the roots gí and gá
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in classical Sanscrit mean to sing and have resigned the sense of
going to their kinsman gam; but in Vedic times, the sense of going was still active and common. They meant also to express, to
possess, to hold; but these meanings once common to the family
are now entrusted to particular members of it, gir, for expression,
grih, for holding. Gatha, githa, gana, gayati, gata, gatu, meant to
the Vedic mind both going and singing, udgitha meant ascension
as well as casting upward the voice or the soul in song. When
the Vedic singer said Ud gayami, the physical idea was that, perhaps, of the song rising upward, but he had also the psychical idea
of the soul rising up in song to the gods and fulfilling in its meeting with them and entering into them its expressed aspiration. To
show that this idea is not a modern etymological fancy of my own,
it is sufficient to cite the evidence of the Chhandogya Upanishad
itself in this very chapter where Baka Dalbhya is spoken of as
the Udgata of the Naimishiyas who obtained their desires for
them by the Vedic chant, ebhya agayati kaman; so, adds the Upanishad, shall everyone be a “singer to” and a “bringer to” of
desires, agata kamanam, who with this knowledge follows after
OM, the Brahman, as the Udgitha.
This then is the meaning of the Upanishad that OM, the syllable, technically called the Udgitha, is to be meditated on as a symbol of the fourfold Brahman with two objects, the “singing to” of
one's desires and aspirations in the triple manifestation and the spiritual ascension into the Brahman Itself so as to meet and enter into
heaven after heaven and even into Its transcendent felicity. For, it
says, with the syllable OM one begins the chant of the Samaveda,
or, in the esoteric sense, by means of the meditation on OM one makes
this soul-ascension and becomes master of all the soul desires. It
is in this aspect and to this end that the Upanishad will expound
OM. To explain Brahman in Its nature and workings, to teach the
right worship and meditation on Brahman, to establish what are the
different means of attainment of different results and the formulae
of the meditation and worship, is its purpose. All this work of explanation has to be done in reference to Veda and Vedic sacrifice and
ritual of which OM is the substance. In a certain sense, therefore,
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the Upanishad is an explanation of the purpose and symbology of Vedic
formulae and ritual; it sums up the results of the long travail of seeking by which the first founders and pioneers of Vedantism in an age
when the secret and true sense of Veda had been largely submerged
in the ceremonialism and formalism of the close of the Dwapara Yuga,
attempted to recover their lost heritage partly by reference to the adepts
who still remained in possession of it, partly by the traditions of the
great seekers of the past Yuga, Janaka, Yajnavalkya, Krishna and others, partly by their own illuminations and spiritual experience. The
Chhandogya Upanishad is thus the summary history of one of the greatest and most interesting ages of human thought.

S AT YA K A M A J A B A L A

The story of Satyakama Jabala occupies five sections, the third
to the eighth, of the fourth chapter in the Chhandogya Upanishad. The
Chhandogya seems to be the most ancient of the extant Upanishads. It
speaks of Krishna, son of Devaki, and Dhritarashtra Vaichitravirya in
a tone that would justify us in assuming that it regarded them not as
ancient and far-off names but as men who had walked the earth in living memory. The movement of philosophic speculation of which the
Upanishads are the extant record, was an attempt to pass from the old
ritualistic karma to the freedom of the jnanamarga. According to the
writer of the Gita, this was not a new movement, but a return to a past
and lost discipline; for Sri Krishna says to Arjuna of the true or sajnan
karmamarga he reveals to him, “This is the imperishable Yoga I declared unto Vivaswan, Vivaswan revealed it to Manu and Manu to
Ixvacu told it. Thus was it known to the royal sages by hereditary transmission, till by the great lapse of time this yoga was lost, O scourge
of thy foes. This is the same ancient Yoga that I have told unto [thee]
today, because thou art my lover and my friend; for this is the highest
of all the inner truths.”
The Dwapara Yuga was the age of Kuru preeminence and the
Kurus were a great practical, warlike, ritualistic, juristic race of the
Roman type, with little of the speculative temper or moral enthusiasm of the eastern Coshalas, Videhas, Kashis, Chedis. The West of
India has always been noted for its practical, soldierly, commercial
bent of mind in comparison with the imaginative and idealistic Eastern races and the scholastic, logical and metaphysical South. According to the Hindu theory of the Yugas, it is in the Dwapara that everything is codified, ritualised, formalised. In the Satya Vishnu descends
among men as Yajna. Yajna is the spirit of adoration and sacrifice, and
in the Satya yajna reigns in the hearts of men, and there is no need
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of external ritual, external sacrifices, elaborate law, government,
castes, classes and creeds. Men follow the law by the necessity
of their purified nature and their complete knowledge. The kingdom of God and the Veda are in the hearts of His people. In the
Treta the old perfect order begins to break and Vishnu descends
as the chakravarti raja, the warrior and ruler, Kartavirya, Parsurama, Rama, and the sword, the law and the written Veda are instituted to govern men. But there is still great elasticity and freedom
and within certain limits men follow the healthy impulse of their
nature, only slightly corrupted by the first descent from purity. It
is in the Dwapara that form and rule have to take the place of the
idea and the spirit as the true governors of religion, ethics and
society. Vishnu then descends as Vyasa, the great codifier and systematiser of knowledge.
At the end of the Dwapara, when Sri Krishna came, this tendency had reached its extreme development, and the form tended
to take the place of the idea and the rule to take the place of the
spirit not only in the outward conduct but in the hearts of men.
Nevertheless an opposite tendency had already begun. Dhritarashtra himself was an earnest inquirer into the inner meaning of things.
Great Vedantists were living and teaching, such as the rishi Ghora
to whom Sri Krishna himself went for the word of illumination. Sri
Krishna was the intellectual force that took up all these scattered
tendencies and, by breaking down the strong formalism of the Dwapara, prepared the work of the Kali. In the Gita he denounces those
who will not go outside the four corners of the Veda and philosophises the whole theory of the sacrificial system; he contemptuously dismisses the guidance of the set ethical systems and establishes an inward and spiritual rule of conduct. To many of his time
he seems to have appeared as a baneful and destructive portent;
like all great revolutionary innovators, he is denounced by Bhurisravas as a well known misleader of men and corrupter of morals.
It is the work of the Kali Yuga to destroy everything by questioning everything in order to establish after a struggle between the
forces of purity and impurity a new harmony of life and knowledge
in another Satyayuga.
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After the destruction of the conservative Kurus and Panchalas at Kurukshetra, the development of the Vedanta commenced
and went on progressing till in its turn it reached its extreme and
excessive development in the teachings of Buddha and Shankaracharya. But at the period of the Chhandogya it is in its early
stage of development. The first sections of the Upanishad are
taken up with an esoteric development of the inner meaning of
certain parts of the sacrificial formulae, which in itself is sufficient to show that the work belongs to the first stratum of Vedantic formation.
The story of Satyakama is one of the most typical in the Upanishad. It is full of sidelights on early Vedantic teaching, Yogic sadhan and that deep psychical knowledge which the writer took for
granted in the hearers of his work. So much knowledge, indeed, is
thus taken for granted that it is impossible for anyone not himself a
practiser of Yoga, to understand anything but its broad conclusions.
The modern commentators, Shankara included, have approached it
in order to establish particular metaphysical doctrines, not to elucidate its entire significance. I shall take the side that has been neglected; for what to the European inquirer are merely “the babblings of
children”, bear to the Yogin an aspect of infinite truth, value and significance.
Chapter

II

“Now Satyakama Jabala spoke unto his mother Jabala and
said 'Mother, I shall go and lead the life of the Brahmacharin;
tell me what is my gotra.' But she answered him, 'This I know
not, my son, of what gotra thou art; resorting to many as a serving woman in my youth I got thee, therefore I know not of what
gotra thou art. But Jabala is my name and Satyakama is thine,
Satyakama Jabala therefore call thyself.' So he came to Haridrumata the Gautama and said, 'I would stay with my Lord as a
Brahmacharin, let me therefore enter under thee.' And he said
to him, 'My son, of what gotra art thou?' But the other answered, 'This, alas, I know not of what gotra I am; I asked my
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mother and she answered me, Resorting to many in my youth as
a serving woman I got thee, therefore I know not of what gotra
thou art, but Jabala is my name and Satyakama is thine; Satyakama Jabala therefore am I.' And he said to him, 'None who is not
a Brahmin can be strong enough to say this; gather the firewood,
my son, I will take thee under me, for thou didst not depart from
the truth.' He admitted him and put forth four hundred cows weak
and lean and said, 'These, my son, do thou follow as a herd,' and
he set the cows in motion and said, 'Return not until they are a
thousand.' And he fared abroad with them during the years till they
were a thousand.”
So the story opens, and simple as it seems, it already contains
several points of capital importance in understanding the ideas of
the time and the principles of the old Vedantic sadhana. Satyakama, as we gather from other passages, was one of the great Vedantic teachers of the time immediately previous to the composition
of the Chhandogya Upanishad. But his birth is the meanest possible. His mother is a serving girl, not a dasi attached to a permanent household whose son could have named his father and his
gotra, but a paricharika, serving for hire at various houses, “resorting to many”, and therefore unable to name her son's father.
Satyakama has, therefore, neither caste, nor gotra, nor any position in life. It appears from this story as from others that, although
the system of the four castes was firmly established, it counted
as no obstacle in the pursuit of knowledge and spiritual advancement. The Kshatriya could teach the Brahmin, the illegitimate and
fatherless son of the serving girl could be guru to the purest and
highest blood in the land. This is nothing new or improbable, for
it has been so throughout the history of Hinduism and the shutting out of anyone from spiritual truth and culture on the ground
of caste is an invention of later times. In the nature of things the
usual rule would be for the greater number of spiritual preceptors to be found in the higher castes, but this was the result of
natural laws and not of a fixed prohibition. It is noticeable also
from this and other instances that it was the father's position that
fixed the son's, and the mother's seems to have been of very minor
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importance. The question about the gotra was of importance, probably, with regard to the rites and other circumstances of initiation.
Satyakama must have known perfectly well that he was the illegitimate son of a serving woman, but he wished to know his father's name
and gotra because he would have to tell it to his guru. Even after knowing the worst, he persisted in his intention of taking up spiritual studies, so that he can have had no fear of being rejected on account of
his base origin. His guru, impressed by his truthfulness, says, “None
but a Brahmin would have the moral strength to make such an avowal.” It can hardly be meant by this that Satyakama's father must have
been a Brahmin, but that since he had the Brahmin qualities, he must
be accepted as a Brahmin. Even the Kshatriya would have hesitated to speak so truthfully, because the Kshatriya is by nature a lover
of honour and shuns dishonour, he has the sense of mana and apamana; but the true Brahmin is samo manapamanayoh, he accepts
indifferently worldly honour and dishonour and cares only for the
truth and the right. In short the Gautama concludes that, whatever
may be Satyakama's physical birth, spiritually he is of the highest
order and especially fitted for a sadhaka; na satyad agat, he did not
depart from the truth.
The second point is the first action of the guru after the ceremony of initiation. Instead of beginning the instruction of this promising
disciple he sends him out with four hundred miserable kine, more likely to die than prosper and increase, and forbids him to return till he
has increased them to a thousand. Wherefore this singular arrangement? Was it a test? Was it a discipline? But Haridrumata had already
seen that his new disciple had the high Brahmin qualities. What more
did he require?
The perfect man is a fourfold being and one object of Vedan tic
discipline is to be the perfect man, siddha. When Christ said, “Be
ye perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect,” he was only repeating in popular language the Vedantic teaching of sadharmya, likeness to God.

THE BRIHAD ARANYAK UPANISHAD
CHAPTER ONE: SECTION I
1

uØÀ vÀ aÙvasya medhyasya ÙiraÕ, sÓryaÙcakØurvÀtaÕ prÀÍo vyÀttamagnirvaiÙvÀnaraÕ saÌvatsara ÀtmÀÙvasya medhyasya, dyauÕ pÐØÒhamantarikØamudaraÌ pÐthivÈ pÀjasyaÌ diÙaÕ pÀrÙve avÀntaradiÙaÕ
parÙava Ðtavo'ÛgÀni mÀsÀÙcÀrdhamÀsÀÙca parvÀÍyahorÀtrÀÍi
pratiØÒhÀ nakØatrÀÍyasthÈni nabho mÀÌsÀni, ÓvadhyaÌ sikatÀÕ
sindhavo gudÀ yakÐcca klomÀnaÙca parvatÀ oØadhayaÙca vanaspatayaÙca lomÀnyudyanpÓrvÀrdho nimlocaÜjaghanÀrdho yad
vijÐmbhate tadvidyotate yadvidhÓnute tatstanayati yanmehati tadvarØati vÀgevÀsya vÀk

Dawn is the head1 of the horse sacrificial.2 The sun is his eye,3 his
breath is the wind, his wide open mouth is Fire, the master might
universal, Time is the self of the horse sacrificial.4 Heaven is his
back and the midworld his belly, earth is his footing, — the regions
are his flanks and the lesser regions their ribs, the seasons his
members, the months and the half months are their joints, the days
and nights are his standing place, the stars his bones and the sky
is the flesh of his body. The strands are the food in his belly,
the rivers are his veins, his liver and his lungs are the mountains, herbs and plants are his hairs, the rising is his front and the setting his hinder portion, when he stretches himself, then it lightens,
1

Because it is the front and beginning.
Aswa meant originally “being, existence, substance”. From the sense of speed
and strength it came to mean “horse”. The word is therefore used to indicate material existence and the horse (the image usually conveyed by this name) is taken
as the symbol of universal existence in annam.
The horse is symbolic and the sacrifice is symbolic. We have in it an image of
the Virat Purusha, of Yajmya Purusha, God expressing himself in the material universe.
3
Because the sun is the master of sight.
4
Air is the basis of life, Fire of strength and expansion. Time is that which upholds existence in material space and is the soul of it.
2
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when he shakes his frame, then it thunders, when he urines, then it
rains. Speech, verily, is the sound of him.
2

aharvÀ aÙvaÌ purastÀnmahimÀnvajÀyata tasya pÓrve samudre yonÈ
rÀtrirenaÌ paÙcÀnmahimÀnvajÀyata tasyÀpare samudre yoniretau vÀ
aÙvaÌ mahimÀnÀvabhitaÕ saÌbabhÓvatuÕ, hayo bhÓtvÀ devÀnavahad
vÀjÈ gandharvÀnarvÀsurÀnaÙvo manuØyÀn samudra evÀsya bandhuÕ
samudro yoniÕ

Day was the grandeur that was born before the horse as he galloped, the eastern ocean gave it birth; night was the grandeur that
was born behind him and its birth was from the other waters. These
are the grandeurs that came into being on either side of the horse.
He became Haya and bore the gods, Vaja and bore the Gandharvas, Arvan and bore the Titans, Aswa and bore mankind. The sea
was his brother and the sea was his birthplace.
CHAPTER ONE: SECTION II
1

naiveha kiÚcanÀgra ÀsÈnmÐtyunaivedamÀvÐtamÀsÈt, aÙanÀyayÀÙanÀyÀ
hi mÐtyustanmano'kurutÀtmanvÈ syÀmiti, so'rcannacarat tasyÀrcata
Àpo'jÀyantÀrcate vai me kamabhÓditi tadevÀrkasyÀrkatvaÌ kaÌ ha vÀ
asmai bhavati ya evametadarkasyÀrkatvaÌ veda

Formerly there was nothing here; this was concealed by Death —
by Hunger, for it is Hunger that is Death. That created Mind, and
he said, Let me have substance. He moved about working and as he
worked the waters were born and he said, Felicity was born to me
as I worked. This verily is the activity in action. Therefore felicity
cometh to him who thus knoweth this soul of activity in action.
2

Àpo vÀ arkastadyadapÀÌ Ùara ÀsÈt tatsamahanyata, sÀ pÐthivyabhavat
tasyÀmaÙrÀmyat tasya ÙrÀntasya taptasya tejoraso niravartatÀgniÕ

The waters verily (in their movement) are action; that which
was a lake of waters was contracted and became compact.
This became earth — upon earth he grew weary — in his
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weariness he was heated and the Essence of energy went out from
him, even Fire.
3

sa tredhÀtmÀnaÌ vyakurutÀdityaÌ tÐtÈyaÌ vÀyuÌ tÐtÈyaÌ sa eØa
prÀÍastredhÀ vihitaÕ, tasya prÀcÈ dik Ùiro'sau cÀsau cermau, athÀsya
pratÈcÈ dik pucchamasau cÀsau ca sakthyau dakØiÍÀ codÈcÈ ca pÀrÙve
dyauÕ pÐØÒhamantarikØamudaramiyamuraÕ sa eØo'psu pratiØÒhito
yatra kva caiti tadeva pratitiØÒhatyevaÌ vidvÀn

Fire divided himself into three — the sun one of the three and Vayu
one of the three; this is that force of life arranged triply. The east
is his head and the northeast and the southeast are his arms. Now
the west is his seat and the southwest and the northwest are his
thighs; his sides are the south and the north; heaven is his back and
the middle region is his belly; this earth is his bosom. This is he
that is established in the waters wheresoever thou turn. And as that
is he established who thus knoweth.
4

so'kÀmayata dvitÈyo ma ÀtmÀ jÀyeteti sa manasÀ vÀcaÌ mithunaÌ
samabhavadaÙanÀyÀ mÐtyustadyadreta ÀsÈt sa saÌvatsaro'bhavat, na
ha purÀ tataÕ saÌvatsara Àsa tametÀvantaÌ kÀlamabibhaÕ, yÀvÀn
saÌvatsarastametÀvataÕ kÀlasya parastÀdasÐjata, taÌ jÀtamabhivyÀdadÀt sa bhÀÍakarot saiva vÀgabhavat

He desired “Let a second self be born to me.” He by mind had intercourse with speech, even Hunger that is Death; the seed that was
of that union became Time. For before this Time was not (period
of Time) but so long He had borne him in Himself. So long as is
Time's period, after so long He gave it birth. He yawned upon him
as soon as it was born; it cried out and that became speech.
5

sa aikØata yadi vÀ imamabhimaÌsye kanÈyo'nnaÌ kariØya iti sa tayÀ
vÀcÀ tenÀtmanedaÌ sarvamasÐjata yadidaÌ kiÚcarco yajÓÌØi sÀmÀni
chandÀÌsi yajÜÀnprajÀÕ paÙÓn, sa yadyadevÀsÐjata tattadattumadhriyata sarvaÌ vÀ attÈti tadaditeradititvaÌ sarvasyaitasyÀttÀ bhavati
sarvamasyÀnnaÌ bhavati ya evametadaditeradititvaÌ veda
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He saw, If I devour this, I shall diminish food; therefore by that
speech and by that self he created all this that we see, the Riks and
the Yajus and the Samas and the rhythms and sacrifices and animals
and these nations. Whatsoever he created, that he set about devouring, verily he devoureth all; this is the substantiality of being in substance (that it can be destroyed5). He becometh the eater of all the
world and everything becometh his food who thus knoweth the substantiality of being in substance.
6

so'kÀmayata bhÓyasÀ yajÜena bhÓyo yajeyeti, so'ÙrÀmyat sa
tapo'tapyata tasya ÙrÀntasya taptasya yaÙo vÈryamudakrÀmat, prÀÍÀ
vai yaÙo vÈryaÌ tatprÀÍeØÓtkrÀnteØu ÙarÈraÌ Ùvayitumadhriyata tasya
ÙarÈra eva mana ÀsÈt

He desired “Let me sacrifice more richly with richer sacrifice.”
He laboured and put forth heat of force, and of him thus laboured
and heated splendour and strength came forth. The life-forces are
that splendour and strength, therefore when the life-forces go forth,
the body sets about to rot, yet in his body even so mind was.
7

so'kÀmayata medhyaÌ ma idaÌ syÀdÀtmanvyanena syÀmiti, tato'ÙvaÕ
samabhavad yadaÙvat tanmedhyamabhÓditi tadevÀÙvamedhasyÀÙvamedhatvam, eØa ha vÀ aÙvamedhaÌ veda ya enamevaÌ veda, tamanavarudhyaivÀmanyata, taÌ saÌvatsarasya parastÀdÀtmana Àlabhata
...

He desired “Let this have sacrificial capacity for me, by this let
me be provided with a body.” That which has expressed power and
being, that is fit for the sacrifice. This verily is the secret of the Aswamedha and he knoweth indeed the Aswamedha who thus
knoweth it. He gave him free course and thought, then after a year
(a fixed period of time) he dedicated him to the self. [The rest of
this section was not translated.]

5

Destroyed, ie enjoyed by absorption.
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CHAPTER ONE: SECTION III

1

dvayÀ ha prÀjÀpatyÀ devÀÙcÀsurÀÙca, tataÕ kÀnÈyasÀ eva devÀ jyÀyasÀ
asurÀsta eØu lokeØvaspardhanta te ha devÀ ÓcurhantÀsurÀn yajÜa
udgÈthenÀtyayÀmeti

Two were the races of the Sons of God, the gods and the Titans.
Thereafter the gods were weaker, mightier the Titans. They in these
worlds strove together, and the gods said, Let us by the udgitha
overpass the Titans in the yajna.
2

te ha vÀcamÓcustvaÌ na udgÀyeti tatheti tebhyo vÀgudagÀyat, yo vÀci
bhogastaÌ devebhya ÀgÀyad yatkalyÀÍaÌ vadati tadÀtmane, te
viduranena vai na udgÀnnÀtyeØyantÈti tamabhidrutya pÀpmanÀvidhyan sa yaÕ sa pÀpmÀ yadevedamapratirÓpaÌ vadati sa eva sa pÀpmÀ

They said to Speech, Do thou go upward (by the udgitha) for us.
“So be it” said Speech and he went upward for them; the enjoyment that is in speech, he reached for the gods, the good that it
speaks, he reached for the self. They thought it was by this singer
they would overpass them, but they ran at him and penetrated him
with evil. The evil that one speaketh this that hath no correspondence (to the thing or fact to be expressed), — this is that evil.

THE GREAT ARANYAKA
A C OMMENTARY
ON THE B RIHAD A RANYAK U PANISHAD
FOREWORD

The Brihad Aranyak Upanishad, at once the most obscure and the
profoundest of the Upanishads, offers peculiar difficulties to the modern mind. If its ideas are remote from us, its language is still more
remote. Profound, subtle, extraordinarily rich in rare philosophical
suggestions and delicate psychology, it has preferred to couch its ideas
in a highly figurative and symbolical language, which to its contemporaries, accustomed to this suggestive dialect, must have seemed a
noble frame for its riches, but meets us rather as an obscuring veil.
To draw aside this curtain, to translate the old Vedic language and
figures into the form contemporary thought prefers to give to its ideas
is the sole object of this commentary. The task is necessarily a little
hazardous. It would have been easy merely to reproduce the thoughts
and interpretations of Shankara in the modern tongue — if there were
an error, one could afford to err with so supreme an authority. But it
seems to me that both the demands of truth and the spiritual need of
mankind in this age call for a restoration of old Vedantic truth rather
than for the prolonged dominion of that single side of it systematised
by the mediaeval thinker. The great Shankaracharya needs no modern praise and can be hurt by no modern disagreement. Easily the
first of metaphysical thinkers, the greatest genius in the history of
philosophy, his commentary has also done an incalculable service
to our race by bridging the intellectual gulf between the sages of the
Upanishads and ourselves. It has protected them from the practical
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oblivion in which our ignorance and inertia have allowed the Veda
to rest for so many centuries — only to be dragged out by the rude
hands of the daringly speculative Teuton. It has kept these ancient
grandeurs of thought, these high repositories of spirituality under
the safe-guard of that temple of metaphysics, the Adwaita philosophy — a little in the background, a little too much veiled and
shrouded, but nevertheless safe from the iconoclasm and the restless ingenuities of modern scholarship. Nevertheless, it remains
true that Shankara's commentary is interesting not so much for the
light it sheds on the Upanishad as for its digressions into his own
philosophy. I do not think that Shankara's rational intellect, subtle
indeed to the extreme, but avid of logical clearness and consistency, could penetrate far into that mystic symbolism and that deep
and elusive flexibility which is characteristic of all the Upanishads, but rises to an almost unattainable height in the Brihad
Aranyaka. He has done much, has shown often a readiness and
quickness astonishing in so different a type of intellectuality but
more is possible and needed. The time is fast coming when the
human intellect, aware of the mighty complexity of the universe,
will be more ready to learn and less prone to dispute and dictate; we shall be willing then to read ancient documents of knowledge for what they contain instead of attempting to force into them
our own truth or get them to serve our philosophic or scholastic
purposes. To enter passively into the thoughts of the old Rishis,
allow their words to sink into our souls, mould them and create
their own reverberations in a sympathetic and responsive material — submissiveness, in short, to the Sruti — was the theory
the ancients themselves had of the method of Vedic knowledge
— giram upasrutim chara, stoman abhi swara, abhi grinihi, a ruva
— to listen in soul to the old voices and allow the Sruti in the
soul to respond, to vibrate first obscurely in answer to the Vedantic hymn of knowledge, to give the response, the echo and last
to let that response gain in clarity, intensity and fullness. This is
the principle of interpretation that I have followed — mystical
perhaps but not necessarily more unsound than the insistence and
equally personal standards of the logician and the scholar. And
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for the rest, where no inner experience of truth sheds light on the text,
to abide faithfully by the wording of the Upanishad and trust my intuitions. For I hold it right to follow the intuitions especially in interpreting this Upanishad, even at the risk of being accused of reading
mysticism into the Vedanta, because the early Vedantists, it seems to
me, were mystics — not in the sense of being vague and loose-thoughted visionaries, but in the sense of being intuitional symbolists — who
regarded the world as a movement of consciousness and all material
forms and energies as external symbols and shadows of deeper and
ever deeper internal realities. It is not my intention here nor is it in
my limits possible to develop the philosophy of the Great Aranyaka
Upanishad, but only to develop with just sufficient amplitude for entire clearness the ideas contained in its language and involved in its
figures. The business of my commentary is to lay a foundation; it is
for the thinker to build the superstructure.
THE HORSE

OF THE

WORLDS

The Upanishad begins with a grandiose abruptness in an impetuous figure of the Horse of the Aswamedha. “OM” it begins
“Dawn is the head of the horse sacrificial. The sun is his eye, his
breath is the wind, his wide-open mouth is Fire, the universal energy; Time is the self of the horse sacrificial. Heaven is his back
and the mid-region is his belly, earth is his footing, — the quarters are his flanks and their intermediate regions are his ribs; the
seasons are his members, the months and the half months are their
joints, the days and nights are that on which he stands, the stars
are his bones and the sky is the flesh of his body. The strands are
the food in his belly, the rivers are his veins, the mountains are
his liver and lungs, herbs and plants are the hairs of his body; the
rising day is his front portion and the setting day is his hinder
portion. When he stretches himself, then it lightens; when he
shakes himself, then it thunders; when he urines, then it rains.
Speech verily is the voice of him. Day was the grandeur that was
born before the horse as he galloped, the eastern ocean gave it
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birth. Night was the grandeur that was born in his rear and its birth
was in the western waters. These were the grandeurs that arose to
being on either side of the horse. He became Haya and carried the
gods, — Vajin and bore the Gandharvas, — Arvan and bore the Titans, — Aswa and carried mankind. The sea was his brother and the
sea his birthplace.”
This passage, full of a gigantic imagery, sets the key to the
Upanishad and only by entering into the meaning of its symbolism
can we command the gates of this many-mansioned city of Vedantic
thought. There is never anything merely poetic or ornamental in the
language of the Upanishads. Even in this passage which would at first
sight seem to be sheer imagery, there is a choice, a selecting eye,
an intention in the images. They are all dependent not on the author's
unfettered fancy, but on the common ideas of the early Vedantic theosophy. It is fortunate, also, that the attitude of the Upanishads to the
Vedic sacrifices is perfectly plain from this opening. We shall not
stand in danger of being accused of reading modern subtleties into
primitive minds or of replacing barbarous superstitions by civilised
mysticism. The Aswamedha or Horse-Sacrifice is, as we shall see,
taken as the symbol of a great spiritual advance, an evolutionary
movement, almost, out of the dominion of apparently material forces into a higher spiritual freedom. The Horse of the Aswamedha is,
to the author, a physical figure representing, like some algebraical
symbol, an unknown quantity of force and speed. From the imagery
it is evident that this force, this speed, is something worldwide,
something universal; it fills the regions with its body, it occupies
Time, it gallops through Space, it bears on in its speed men and gods
and the Titans. It is the Horse of the Worlds, — and yet the Horse
sacrificial.
Let us regard first the word Aswa and consider whether it
throws any light on the secret of this image. For we know that
the early Vedantins attached great importance to words in both
their apparent and their hidden meaning and no one who does
not follow them in this path, can hope to enter into the associations with which their minds were full. Yet the importance of
associations in colouring and often in determining our thoughts,
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determining even philosophic and scientific thought when it is most
careful to be exact and free, should be obvious to the most superficial psychologist. Swami Dayananda's method with the Vedas, although it may have been too vigorously applied and more often out
of the powerful mind of the modern Indian thinker than out of the recovered mentality of the old Aryan Rishis, would nevertheless, in
its principle, have been approved by these Vedantins. Now the word
Aswa must originally have implied strength or speed or both before
it came to be applied to a horse. In its first or root significance it
means to exist pervadingly and so to possess, have, obtain or enjoy. It is the Greek echo (OS. [Old Sanskrit] asha), the ordinary word
in Greek for “I have”. It means, also and even more commonly, to
eat or enjoy. Beside this original sense inherent in the roots of its
family it has its own peculiar significance of existence in force —
strength, solidity, sharpness, speed, — in ashan and ashma, a stone,
ashani, a thunderbolt, asri, a sharp edge or corner, (Latin acer, acris, sharp, acus, a point etc) and finally aswa, the strong, swift horse.
Its fundamental meanings are, therefore, pervading existence, enjoyment, strength, solidity, speed. Shall we not say, therefore, that aswa
to the Rishis meant the unknown power made up of force, strength,
solidity, speed and enjoyment that pervades and constitutes the material world?
But there is a danger that etymological fancies may mislead
us. It is necessary, therefore, to test our provisional conclusion
from philology by a careful examination of the images of this
parable. Yet before we proceed to this inquiry, it is as well to
note that in the very opening of his second Brahmana, the Rishi
passes on immediately from aswa the horse to Ashanaya mrityu,
Hunger that is death and assigns this hunger that is death as the
characteristic, indeed the very nature of the Force that has arranged and developed — evolved, as the moderns would say —
the material worlds.
“Dawn” says the Rishi, “is the head of the horse sacrificial.”
Now the head is the front, the part of us that faces and looks out
upon our world, — and Dawn is that part to the Horse of the
worlds. This goddess must therefore be the opening out of
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the world to the eye of being — for as day is the symbol of a time of
activity, night of a time of inactivity, so dawn images the imperfect
but pregnant beginnings of regular cosmic action; it is the Being's
movement forward, it is its impulse to look out at the universe in
which it finds itself and looking towards it, to yearn, to desire to
enter upon possession of a world which looks so bright because of
the brightness of the gaze that is turned upon it. The word Ushas
means etymologically coming into manifested being; and it could
mean also desire or yearning. Ushas or Dawn to the early thinkers
was the impulse towards manifest existence, no longer a vague
movement in the depths of the Unmanifest, but already emerging and
on the brink of its satisfaction. For we must remember that we are
dealing with a book full of mystical imagery, which starts with and
looks on psychological and philosophical truths in the most material things and we shall miss its meaning altogether, if in our interpretation we are afraid of mysticism.
The sun is the eye of this great Force, the wind is its lifebreath or vital energy, Fire is its open mouth. We are here in the
company of very familiar symbols. We shall have to return to them
hereafter but they are, in their surface application, obvious and
lucid. By themselves they are almost sufficient to reveal the
meaning of the symbol, — yet not altogether sufficient. For, taken by themselves, they might mislead us into supposing the
Horse of the Worlds to be an image of the material universe
only, a figure for those movements of matter and in matter with
which modern Science is so exclusively preoccupied. But the
next image delivers us from passing by this side-gate into materialism. “Time in its period is the self of the Horse Sacrificial.” If we accept for the word atma a significance which is
also common and is, indeed, used in the next chapter, if we understand by it, as I think we ought here to understand by it, “substance” or “body”, the expression, in itself remarkable, will become even more luminous and striking. Not Matter then, but Time,
a mental circumstance, is the body of this force of the material
universe whose eye is the sun and his breath the wind. Are we
then to infer that the Seer denies the essential materiality of
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matter? does he assert it to be, as Huxley admitted it to be, “a state of
consciousness”? We shall see. Meanwhile it is evident already that
this Horse of the Worlds is not an image merely of matter or material
force, but, as we had already supposed it to be, an image of the power which pervades and constitutes the material universe. We get also
from this image about Time the idea of it as an unknown power — for
Time which is its self or body, is itself an unknown quantity. The reality which expresses itself to us through Time — its body — but remains itself ungrasped, must be still what men have always felt it to
be, the unknown God.
In the images that immediately follow we have the conception of Space added to the conception of Time and both are
brought together side by side as constituents of the being of the
horse. For the sky is the flesh of his body, the quarters his flanks
and the intermediate regions his ribs — the sky, nabhas, the ether
above us in which the stellar systems are placed,— and these
stellar systems themselves, concentrations of ether, are the bones
which support the flesh and of which life in this spatial infinity
takes advantage in order more firmly to place and organise itself
in matter. But side by side with this spatial image is that of the
seasons reminding us immediately and intentionally of the connection of Time to Space. The seasons, determined for us by the
movements of the sun and stars, are the flanks of the horse and
he stands upon the months and the fortnights — the lunar divisions. Space, then, is the flesh constituting materially this body
of Time which the Sage attributes to his Horse of the worlds, —
by movement in Space its periods are shaped and determined.
Therefore we return always to the full idea of the Horse — not
as an image of matter, not as a symbol of the unknown supramaterial Power in its supra-material reality, but of that Power expressing itself in matter — materially, we might almost say, pervading and constituting the universe. Time is its body, — yes, but
sanvatsara not kala, Time in its periods determined by movement
in Space, not Time in its essentiality.
Moreover, it is that Power imaging itself in Cosmos, it is
the Horse of the Worlds. For, we read, “Heaven is its back, the
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mid-region is its belly, earth is its footing” — pajasyam, the four
feet upon which it stands. We must be careful not to confuse the
ancient Seer's conception of the universe with our modern conception. To us nothing exists except the system of gross material
worlds — annamayam jagat, — this earth, this moon, this sun and
its planets, these myriad suns and their systems. But to the Vedantic thinkers the universe, the manifest Brahman, was a harmony of
worlds within worlds; they beheld a space within our space but
linked with it, they were aware of a Time connected with our Time
but different from it. This earth was Bhur. Rising in soul into the
air above the earth, the antariksham, they thought they came into
contact with other sevenfold earths in which just as here matter is
the predominant principle, so there nervous or vital energy is the
main principle or else manas, still dependent on matter and vital
energy; these earths they called Bhuvar. And rising beyond this
atmosphere into the ethereal void they believed themselves to be
aware of other worlds which they called Swar or heaven, where
again in its turn mind, free, blithe, delivered from its struggle to
impose itself in a world not its own upon matter and nerve-life, is
the medium of existence and the governing Force. If we keep in
mind these ideas, we shall easily understand why the images are
thus distributed in the sentence I have last quoted. Heaven is the
back of the Horse, because it is on mind that we rest, mind that
bears up the Gods and Gandharvas, Titans and men; — the midregion is the belly because vital energy is that which hungers and
devours, moves restlessly everywhere seizing everything and turning it into food or else because mind is the womb of all our higher
consciousness; — earth is the footing because matter here, outward
form, is the fundamental condition for the manifestation of life,
mind and all higher forces. On Matter we rest and have our firm
stand; out of Matter we rise to our fulfilment in Spirit.
Then once again, after these higher and more remote suggestions, we are reminded that it is some Force manifesting in
matter which the Horse symbolises; the material manifestation
constitutes the essence of its symbolism. The images used are
of an almost gross materiality. Some of them are at the same
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time of a striking interest to the practical student of Yoga, for he recognises in them allusions to certain obscure but exceedingly common Yogic phenomena. The strands of the rivers are imaged as the
undigested food in the horse's belly — earth not yet assimilated or
of sufficient consistency for the habitual works of life; the rivers,
distributing the water that is the life blood of earth's activities, are
his veins; the mountains, breathing in health for us from the rarer altitudes and supporting by the streams born from them the works of
life, are his lungs and liver; herbs and plants, springing up out of the
sap of earth, are the hairs covering and clothing his body. All that is
clear enough and designedly superficial. But then the Upanishad
goes on to speak no longer of superficial circumstances but of the
powers of the Horse. Some of these are material powers, the thunder, the lightning, the rain. When he stretches himself, then it lightens; when he shakes himself, then it thunders; when he urines, then
it rains — vijrimbhate, extends himself by intensity, makes the most
of his physical bulk and force; vidhunute, throws himself out by
energy, converts his whole body into a motion and force; these two
words are of a great impetuosity and vehemence, and taken in conjunction with what they image, extremely significant. The Yogin
will at once recognise the reference to the electrical manifestations
visible or felt which accompany so often the increase of concentration, thought and inner activity in the waking condition — electricity, vidyutas, the material symbol, medium and basis of all
activities of knowledge, sarvani vijnanavijrimbhitani. He will recognise also the meghadhwani, one of the characteristic sounds
heard in the concentration of Yoga, symbolical of kshatratejas and
physically indicative of force gathering itself for action. The first
image is therefore an image of knowledge expressing itself in
matter, the second is an image of power expressing itself in matter. The third, the image of the rain, suggests that it is from the mere
waste matter of his body that this great Power is able to fertilise
the world and produce sustenance for the myriad nations of his
creatures. “Speech verily is the voice of him.” Vagevasya vak.
Speech with its burden of definite thought, is the neighing of this
mighty horse of sacrifice; by that this great Power in matter
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expresses materially the uprush of his thought and yearning and
emotion, visible sparks of the secret universal fire that is in him
— guhahitam.
But the real powers, the wonderful fundamental greatnesses
of the Horse are, the Sage would have us remember, not the material. What are they then? The sunrise and sunset, day and night are
their symbols, not the magnitudes of space, but the magnitudes of
Time, — Time, that mysterious condition of universal mind which
alone makes the ordering of the universe in Space possible, although its own particular relations to matter are necessarily determined by material events and movements — for itself subtle as
well as infinite it offers no means by which it can be materially
measured. Sunrise and sunset, that is to say birth and death, are the
front and hind part of the body of the horse, Time expressed in
matter. But on Day and Night the sage fixes a deeper significance.
Day is the symbol of the continual manifestation of material things
[in] the vyakta, the manifest or fundamentally in Sat, in infinite
being; Night is the symbol of their continual disappearance in
Avyakta, the unmanifest or finally into Asat, into infinite non-being. They appear according to the swift movement of this Horse
of the Worlds, anu ajayata, or, as I have written, translating the idea
and rhythm of the Upanishad rather than the exact words, as he
gallops. Day is the greatness that appears in his front, Night is the
greatness that appears in his rear, — whatever this Time-Spirit,
this Zeitgeist, turns his face towards or arrives at as he gallops
through Time, that appears or, as we say, comes into being, whatever he passes away from and leaves, that disappears out of being or, as we say, perishes. Not that things are really destroyed,
for nothing that is can be destroyed — nabhavo vidyate satah, but
they no longer appear, they are swallowed up in this darkness of
his refusal of consciousness; for the purposes of manifestation
they cease to exist. All things exist already in Parabrahman, but
all are not here manifest. They are already there in Being, not in
Time. The universal Thought expressing itself as Time reaches
them, they seem to be born; It passes away from them, they seem
to perish; but there they still are, in Being, but not in Time. These
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two greatnesses of the appearance of things in Time and Space and
their disappearance in Time and Space act always and continuously
so long as the Horse is galloping, are his essential greatnesses. Etau
vai mahimanau. The birth of one is in the eastern ocean, of the other
in the western, that is to say in Sat and Asat, in the ocean of Being and
the ocean of denial of Being or else in Vyakrita Prakriti and Avyakrita Prakriti, occult sea of Chaos, manifest sea of Cosmos.
Then the sage throws out briefly a description, not exhaustive
but typical, of the relations of the Horse to the different natural
types of being that seem to possess this universe. For all of them
He is the vahana, He bears them up on His infinite strength and
speed and motion. He bears all of them without respect of differences, samabhavena, with the divine impartiality and equality of
soul — samam hi Brahma. To the type of each individual being this
Universal Might adapts himself and seems to take upon himself
their image. He is Haya to the Gods, Arvan to the Asura, Vajin to
the Gandharvas, Aswa to men. Ye yatha mam prapadyante tans tathaiva bhajamyaham, mama vartmanuvartante manushyah Partha
sarvashah. In reality, they are made in his image, not He in theirs,
and though he seems to obey them and follow their needs and impulses, though they handle the whip, ply the spur and tug the reins,
it is he who bears them on in the courses of Time that are marked
out for him by his hidden Self; He is free and exults in the swiftness of his galloping.
But what are these names, Haya, Vajin, Arvan, Aswa? Certainly, they must suggest qualities which fit the Horse in each
case to the peculiar type of its rider; but the meaning depends on
associations and an etymology which in modern Sanscrit have
gone below the surface and are no longer easily seizable. Haya
is especially difficult. For this reason Shankara, relying too much
on scholarship and intellectual inference and too little on his
intuitions, is openly at a loss in this passage. He sees that the
word haya for horse must arise from the radical sense of motion borne by the root hi; but every horse has motion for his chief
characteristic and utility, Arvan and Vajin no less than Haya. Why
then should Haya alone be suitable for riding by the gods, why
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Arvan for the Asuras? He has, I think, the right intuition when he suggests that it is some peculiar and excelling kind of motion (visishtagati) which is the characteristic of Haya. But then, unable to fix on that
peculiarity, unable to read any characteristic meaning in the names that
follow, he draws back from his intuition and adds that after all, these
names may have merely indicated particular kinds of horses attributed mythologically to these various families of riders. But this suggestion would make the passage mere mythology; but the Upanishads,
always intent on their deeper object, never waste time over mere
mythology. We must therefore go deeper than Shankara and follow out
the intuition he himself has abandoned.
I am dwelling on this passage at a length disproportionate to
its immediate importance, not only because Shankara's failure in
handling it shows the necessity and fruitfulness of trusting our intuitions when in contact with the Upanishads, but because the passage serves two other important uses. It illustrates the Vedantic use
of the etymology of words and it throws light on the precise notions of the old thinkers about those super-terrestrial beings with
whom the vision of the ancient Hindus peopled the universe. The
Vedantic writers, we continually find, dwelt deeply and curiously
on the innate and on the concealed meaning of words; vyakarana, always considered essential to the interpretation of the Vedas, they used not merely as scholars, but much more as intuitive
thinkers. It was not only the actual etymological sense or the
actual sense in use but the suggestions of the sound and syllables
of the words which attracted them; for they found that by dwelling on them new and deep truths arose into their understandings.
Let us see how they use this method in assigning the names assumed by the sacrificial Horse.
Here modern philology comes to our help, for, by the clue it
has given, we can revive in its principle the Nirukta of our ancestors and discover by induction and inference the old meaning
of the Vedic vocables. I will leave Haya alone for the present;
because philology unaided does not help us very much in getting
at the sense of its application, — in discovering the visishtagati
which the word conveyed to the mind of the sage. But Vajin and
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Arvan are very illuminative. Vaja and Vajin are common Vedic
words; they recur perpetually in the Rigveda. The sense of Vaja
is essentially substantiality of being attended with plenty, from
which it came to signify full force, copiousness, strength, and by
an easy transition substance and plenty in the sense of wealth and
possessions. There can be no doubt about Vajin. But European
scholarship has confused for us the approach to the sense of Arvan.
Ar is a common Sanscrit root, the basis of ari, Arya, Aryama and
a number of well known words. But the scholars tell us that it
means to till or plough and the Aryans so called themselves because they were agriculturists and not nomads and hunters. Starting from this premise one may see in Arvan a horse for ploughing
as opposed to a draught-animal or a warhorse, and support the
derivation by instancing the Latin arvum, a tilled field! But even
if the Aryans were ploughmen, the Titans surely were not —
Hiranyakashipu and Prahlad did not pride themselves on the
breaking of the glebe and the honest sweat of their brow! There
is no trace of such an association in arvan here, — I know not
whether there is any elsewhere in the Vedas. Indeed, this agriculturist theory of the Aryans seems one of the worst of the many
irresponsible freaks which scholastic fancifulness has perpetrated in the field of Sanscrit learning. No ancient race would be
likely so to designate itself. Ar signifies essentially any kind of
preeminence in fact or force in act. It means therefore to be strong,
high, swift or active, preeminent, noble, excellent or first; to raise,
lead, begin or rule; it means also to struggle, fight, to drive, to labour, to plough. The sense of struggle and combat appears in ari, an
enemy; the Greek Ares, the war-god, arete, virtue, meaning originally like the Latin virtus, valour; the Latin arma, weapons. Arya
means strong, high, noble or warlike, as indeed its use in literature constantly indicates. We can now discover the true force of
Arvan, — it is the strong one in command, it is the stallion, or the
bull, ie master of the herd, the leader, master or fighter. The word
Asura also means the strong or mighty one. The Gandharvas are
cited here briefly, so as to suit the rapidity of the passage, as the
type of a particular class of beings, Gandharvas, Yakshas, Kinnaras
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whose unifying characteristic is material ease, prosperity and a
beautiful, happy and undisturbed self-indulgence; they are angels
of joy, ease, art, beauty and pleasure. For them the Horse becomes
full of ease and plenty, the support of these qualities, the vahana
of the Gandharvas. The Asuras are, similarly, angels of might and
force and violent struggle, — self-will is their characteristic, just
as an undisciplined fury of self-indulgence is the characteristic of
their kindred Rakshasas. It is a self-will capable of discipline, but
always huge and impetuous even in discipline, always based on a
colossal egoism. They struggle gigantically to impose that egoism
on their surroundings. It is for these mighty but imperfect beings
that the Horse adapts himself to their needs, becomes full of force
and might and bears up their gigantic struggle, their unceasing effort. And Haya? In the light of these examples we can hazard a
suggestion. The root meaning is motion; but from certain kindred
words, hil, to swing, hind, to swing, hiÍÄ, to roam about freely and
from another sense of hi, to exhilarate or gladden, we may, perhaps, infer that haya indicated to the sage a swift, free and joyous,
bounding motion, fit movement for the bearer of the gods. For the
Aryan gods were devas, angels of joy and brightness, fulfilled in
being, in harmony with their functions and surroundings, not like
the Titans imperfect, dispossessed, struggling. Firmly seated on the
bounding joy of the Horse, they deliver themselves confidently to
the exultation of his movements. The sense here is not so plain and
certain as with Vajin and Arvan; but Haya must certainly have been
one in character with the Deva in order to be his vahana; the sense
I have given certainly belongs to the word Deva, is discoverable
in Haya from its roots, and that this brightness and joyousness was
the character of the Aryan gods, I think every reader of Veda and
Purana must feel and admit. Last of all, the Horse becomes Aswa
for men. But is he not Aswa for all? why particularly for men? The
answer is that the Rishi is already moving forward in thought to
the idea of Ashanaya Mrityu with which he opens the second
Brahmana of the Upanishad. Man, first and supreme type of terrestrial creatures, is most of all subject to this mystery of wasting and death which the Titans bear with difficulty and the gods
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and Gandharvas entirely overcome. For in man that characteristic of
enjoyment which by enjoying devours and wastes both its object
and itself is especially developed and he bears the consequent
pressure of Ashanaya Mrityu which can only lighten and disappear
if we rise upward in the scale of Being towards Brahman and become truly sons of immortality, Amritasya putrah. That form of
force in matter that is self-wasting because it wastes or preys upon
others, is man's vahana.
Of this Horse of the Worlds, who bears up all beings, the sea is
the brother and the sea is the birthplace. There can be no doubt of
the meaning of this symbol. It is the upper ocean of the Veda in which
it imaged the superior and divine existence, these are the waters of
supramaterial causality. From that this lower ocean of our manifestation derives its waters, its flowing energies, apah; from that when
the Vritras are slain and the firmaments opened, it is perpetually replenished, prati samudram syandamanah and of that it is the shadow and the reproduction of its circumstances under the conditions
of mental illusion, — Avidya, mother of limitation and death. This
image not only consummates this passage but opens a door of escape from that which is to follow. Deliverance from the dominion of
Ashanaya Mrityu is possible because of this circumstance that the
sea of divine being is bandhu, kin and friend to the Horse. The aparardha proves to be of the same essential nature as the parardha, our
mortal part is akin to our unlimited and immortal part, because the
Horse of the Worlds comes to us from that divine source and in his
essence partakes of its nature, and from what other except this Ocean
can the Horse of the Worlds who is material yet supramaterial be said
to have derived his being? We, appearing bound, mortal and limited,
are manifestations of a free and infinite reality and from that from
which we were born comes friendship and assistance for that which
we are, towards making us that which we shall be. From our kindred
heavens the Love descends always that works to raise up the lower
to its brother, the higher.

THE KAIVALYA UPANISHAD
oÌ athÀÙvalÀyano bhagavantaÌ parameØÒhinamupasametyovÀca,
adhÈhi bhagavan brahmavidyÀÌ variØÒhÀÌ sadÀ sadbhiÕ sevyamÀnÀÌ
nigÓÄhÀm,
yathÀcirÀt sarvapÀpaÌ vyapohya parÀtparaÌ puruØaÌ yÀti vidvÀn

OM. Aswalayana to the Lord Parameshthi came and said, Teach
me, Lord, the highest knowledge of Brahman, the secret knowledge
ever followed by the saints, how the wise man swiftly putting from
him all evil goeth to the Purusha who is higher than the highest.
COMMENTARY

The Lord Parameshthi is Brahma — not the Creator Hiranyagarbha, but the soul who in this kalpa has climbed up to be the instrument of Creation, the first in time of the Gods, the Pitamaha or original and general Prajapati, the Pitamaha, because all the fathers or
special Prajapatis, Daksha and others, are his mind born children. The
confusion between the Grandsire and the Creator, who is also called
Brahma, is common; but the distinction is clear. Thus in the Mundaka
Upanishad brahmÀ devÀnÀÌ prathamaÕ saÌbabhÓva, it is the first
of Gods, the earliest birth of Time, the father of Atharva, and not the
unborn eternal Hiranyagarbha. In the Puranas Brahma is described as
in fear of his life from Madhu and Kaitabha, and cannot be the fearless and immortal Hiranyagarbha. Nor would it be possible for Aswalayana to come to Hiranyagarbha and say “Teach me, Lord,” for
Hiranyagarbha has no form nor is He approachable nor does He manifest Himself to men as Shiva and Vishnu do. He is millionfold, Protean, intangible, and for that reason He places in each cycle a Brahma or divine Man between Him and the search and worship of men.
It is Brahma or divine Man who is called Parameshthi or the one
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full of Parameshtham, that which is superlative and highest, — Hiranyagarbha. The power of Hiranyagarbha is in Brahma and creates
through him the nama and rupa of things in this cycle.
To Brahma Parameshthi Aswalayana comes as a disciple to a
master and says to him, Lord, teach me the Brahmavidya. He specifies the kind of knowledge he requires. It is varishtha, the best or highest, because it goes beyond the triple Brahman to the Purushottam or
Most High God; it is secret, because even in the ordinary teaching of
Vedanta, Purana and Tantra it is not expressed, it is always followed
by the saints, the initiates. The santah or saints are those who are pure
of desire and full of knowledge, and it is to these that the secret knowledge has been given sadÀ, from the beginning. He makes his meaning
yet clearer by stating the substance of the knowledge —yathÀ, how,
by what means won by knowledge, vidvÀn, one can swiftly put sin
from him and reach Purushottam.
There are three necessary elements of the path to Kaivalya, —
first, the starting point, vidya, right knowledge, implying the escape
from ignorance, non-knowledge and false knowledge; next, the process or means, escape from sarvapÀpaÌ, all evil, ie, sin, pain and
grief; last, the goal, Purushottam, the Being who is beyond the highest, that is, beyond Turiya, being the Highest. By the escape from sin,
pain and grief one attains absolute ananda, and by ananda, the last term
of existence, we reach that in which ananda exists. What is that? It is
not Turiya who is shivam, shantam, adwaitam, sacchidanandam, but
that which is beyond shivam and ashivam, good and evil, shantam and
kalilam, calm and chaos, dwaitam and adwaitam, duality and unity.
Sat, Chit and Ananda are in this Highest, but He is neither Sat, Chit
nor Ananda nor any combination of these. He is All and yet He is neti,
neti, He is One and yet He is many. He is Parabrahman and He is
Parameswara. He is Male and He is Female. He is Tat and He is Sa.
This is the Higher than the Highest. He is the Purusha, the Being in
whose image the world and all the Jivas are made, who pervades all
and underlies all the workings of Prakriti as its reality and self. It is
this Purusha that Aswalayana seeks.

NILA RUDRA UPANISHAD
FIRST PART
T R A N S L AT I O N
1

oÌ apaÙyaÌ tvÀvarohantaÌ divitaÕ pÐthivÈmavaÕ
apaÙyamasyantaÌ rudraÌ nÈlagrÈvaÌ ÙikhaÍÄinam

OM. Thee I beheld in thy descending down from the heavens to the
earth, I saw Rudra, the Terrible, the azure-throated, the peacockfeathered, as he hurled.
2

diva ugro avÀrukØatpratyaØÒhÀd bhÓmyÀmadhi
janÀsaÕ paÙyate mahaÌ nÈlagrÈvaÌ vilohitam

Fierce he came down from the sky, he stood facing me on the earth
as its lord, — the people behold a mass of strength, azure-throated, scarlet-hued.
3

eØa etyavÈrahÀ rudro jalÀsabheØajÀÕ
yatte'kØemamanÈnaÙad vÀtÈkÀro'pyetu te

This that cometh is he that destroyeth evil, Rudra the Terrible, born
of the tree that dwelleth in the waters; let the globe of the
stormwinds come too, that destroyeth for thee all things of evil
omen.
4

namaste bhavabhÀvÀya namaste bhÀmamanyave
namaste astu bÀhubhyÀmuto ta iØave namaÕ

Salutation to thee who bringeth the world into being, salutation to
thee, the passionate with mighty wrath. Salutation be to thy arms
of might, salutation be to thy angry shaft.
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5

yÀmiØuÌ giriÙanta haste bibharØyastave
ÙivÀÌ giritra tÀÌ kÐÍu mÀ hiÌsÈtpuruØÀn mama

The arrow thou bearest in thy hand for the hurling, O thou that liest
on the mountains, make an arrow of blessing, O keeper of the hills,
let it not slay my armed men.
6

Ùivena vacasÀ tvÀ giriÙÀcchÀvadÀmasi
yathÀ naÕ sarvamijjagadayakØmaÌ sumanÀ asat

With fair speech, O mountain-dweller, we sue to thee in the assembly of the folk, that the whole world may be for us a friendly and
sinless place.
7

yÀ te iØuÕ ÙivatamÀ ÙivaÌ babhÓva te dhanuÕ
ÙivÀ ÙaravyÀ yÀ tava tayÀ no mÐÄa jÈvase

That thy arrow which is the kindliest of all and thy bow which is
well-omened and that thy quiver which beareth blessing, by that
thou livest for us, O lord of slaughter.
8

yÀ te rudra ÙivÀ tanÓraghorÀ pÀpakÀÙinÈ
tayÀ nastanvÀ ÙantamayÀ giriÙa tvÀbhicÀkaÙat

That thy body, O Terrible One, which is fair and full of kindness
and destroyeth sin, not thy shape of terrors, in that thy body full of
peace, O mountaineer, thou art wont to be seen among our folk.
9

asau yastÀmro aruÍa uta babhrurvilohitaÕ
ye ceme abhito rudrÀ dikØu ÙritÀÕ sahasraÙo vaiØÀÌ heÄa Èmahe

This Aruna of the dawn that is tawny and copper-red and scarlethued, and these thy Violent Ones round about that dwell in the regions in their thousands, verily, it is these whom we desire.
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COMMENTARY

1. apaÙyaÌ. I beheld. The speaker is the author of the Upanishad, a prince of the Aryan people, as we see from the fifth verse.
He records a vision of Rudra descending from the heavens to the
earth. avaÕ, down, is repeated for the sake of vividness. In the second half of the sloka the murti or image in which he beheld the Divine Manifestation is described, Rudra, the God of might and wrath,
the neck and throat blue, a peacock's feather as a crest, in the act of
hurling a shaft.
2. He proceeds to describe the descent. He descended fiercely,
that is, with wrath in his face, gesture and motion and stood facing the seer, pratyaØÒhÀt, on the earth, and over it, adhi, in a way
expressive of command or control. This image of Divine Power,
seen by the prince in Yoga, becomes visible to the people in general as a mass of strength, maha, scarlet in colour, deep blue in
the neck and throat. Maha is strength, bulk, greatness. The manifestation is that of wrath and might. The people see Rudra as a mass
of brilliance, scarlet-ringed and crested with blue, the scarlet in
Yoga denoting violent passion of anger or desire, the blue sraddha, bhakti, piety or religion.
3. Rudra, whom we know as the slayer of evil, comes. The
Rajarshi describes him as born of the tree that is in the waters.
BheØa is by philology identical with the Latin ficus or figtree,
aswattha. The aswattha is the Yogic emblem of the manifested
world, as in the Gita, the tree of the two birds in the Swetaswatara Upanishad, the single tree in the blue expanse of the Song
of Liberation. The jala is the apah or waters from which the
world rises. The rishi then prays that the vÀtÈkÀraÕ; mass of
winds of which Rudra is lord and which in the tempest of their
course blow away all calamity, such as pestilence etc, may come
with him.
4. In the fourth verse he salutes the God. Rudra is the Supreme
Ishwara, Creator of the World, He is the dreadful, wrathful and
destroying Lord, swift to slay and punish. BhÀma is passionate
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anger, and the word manyuÕ denotes a violent disturbed state of mind,
passion, either of grief or of anger. BhÀmamanyave therefore means,
one who is full of the passion of violent anger. Rudra is being saluted as a God of might and wrath, it is therefore to the arms as the
seat of strength and the arrow as the weapon of destruction that salutation is made.
5. Rudra is coming in a new form of wrath and destruction in
which the Aryans are not accustomed to see him. Apprehensive of the
meaning of this vision, the King summons the people and in assembly
prayer is offered to Rudra to avert possible calamity. The shaft is lifted
to be hurled from the bow; it is prayed that it may be turned into a shaft
of blessing, not of wrath. In this verse the Prince prays the God not to
slay his men, meaning evidently, the armed warriors of the clan.

SECTION FOUR

I N C O M P L E T E C O M M E N TA R I E S
ON THE K ENA UPA N I S H A D
Circa 1912-1914

KENA UPANISHAD
AN INCOMPLETE COMMENTARY
FOREWORD
As the Isha Upanishad is concerned with the problem of God
and the world and consequently with the harmonising of spirituality and ordinary human action, so the Kena is occupied with the problem of God and the Soul and the harmonising of our personal activity with the movement of infinite energy and the supremacy of the
universal Will. We are not here in this universe as independent existences. It is evident that we are limited beings clashing with other
limited beings, clashing with the forces of material Nature, clashing too with forces of immaterial Nature of which we are aware
not with the senses but by the mind. The Upanishad takes for granted
that we are souls, not merely life-inspired bodies — into that question it does not enter. But this soul in us is in relation with the
outside world through the senses, through the vitality, through
mind. It is entangled in the mesh of its instruments, thinks they
alone exist or is absorbed in their action with which it identifies
itself — it forgets itself in its activities. To recall it to itself, to
lift it above this life of the senses, so that even while living in this
world, it shall always refer itself and its actions to the high universal Self and Deity which we all are in the ultimate truth of our being — so that we may be free, may be pure and joyous, may be immortal, that is the object of the seer in the Kena Upanishad. Briefly
to explain the steps by which he develops and arrives at his point
and the principal philosophical positions underlying his great argument, is as always the purpose of this commentary. There is much
that might and should be said for the full realisation of this ancient
gospel of submission and self-surrender to the Infinite, but it is left
to be said in a work of greater amplitude and capacity. Exegesis
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in faithful subordination to the strict purport and connotation of the text
will be here as always my principle.
THE FIRST PART
THE SELF

AND THE

SENSES

“By whom controlled, by whom commissioned and sent forth
falleth the mind on its object, by whom yoked to its activity goeth
abroad this chief of the vital forces? By whom controlled is this word
that men speak, and what god set ear and eye to their workings? That
which is hearing within hearing, mind of the mind, speech behind the
word, he too is the life of vitality and the sight within vision; the calm
of soul are liberated from these instruments and passing beyond this
world become Immortals... There the eye goes not and speech cannot
follow nor the mind; we know it not nor can we decide by reason how
to teach of it; for verily it is other than the known and it is beyond the
unknown; so have we heard from the men that went before us by whom
to us this Brahman was declared. That which is not uttered by speech,
but by which speech is expressed, know thou that to be the Soul of
things and not this which men here pursue. That which thinketh not by
the mind, but by which mind itself is realised, know thou that to be
the Soul of things, not this which men here pursue. That which seeth
not by sight, but by which one seeth things visible, know thou that to
be the Soul of things and not this which men here pursue. That which
heareth not by hearing but by which hearing becomes subject to knowledge through the ear, know thou that to be the Soul of things and not
this which men here pursue. That which liveth not by the breathing,
but by which the breath becometh means of vitality, know thou that to
be the Soul of things and not this which men here pursue.”
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I

In order to understand the question with which the Upanishad
opens its train of thought, it is necessary to remember the ideas of
the Vedantic thinkers about the phenomena of sensation, life, mind
and ideas which are the elements of all our activity in the body. It
is noticeable that the body itself and matter, [the] principle of which
the body is a manifestation, are not even mentioned in this Upanishad. The problem of matter the Seer supposes to have been so
far solved for the inquirer that he no longer regards the physical
state of consciousness as fundamental and no longer considers it
as a reality separate from consciousness. All this world is only one
conscious Being. Matter to the Vedantist is only one of several
states — in reality, movements — of this conscious being, — a state
in which this universal consciousness, having created forms within
and out of itself as substance, absorbs and loses itself by concentration in the idea of being as substance of form. It is still conscious,
but, as form, ceases to be self-conscious. The Purusha in matter,
the Knower in the leaf, clod, stone, is involved in form, forgets
himself in this movement of his Prakriti or Mode of Action and
loses hold in outgoing knowledge of his self of conscious being
and delight. He is not in possession of himself; He is not Atmavan. He has to get back what he has lost, to become Atmavan, and
that simply means that He has to become gradually aware in matter of that which He has hidden from Himself in matter. He has to
evolve what He has involved. This recovery in knowledge of our
full and real self is the sole secret meaning and purpose of evolution. In reality it is no evolution, but a manifestation. We are already what we become. That which is still future in matter, is already present in Spirit. That which the mind in matter does not yet
know, it is hiding from itself—that in us which is behind mind and
informs it already knows — but it keeps its secret.
For that which we regard as matter, cannot be, if the Vedantic view is right, mere matter, mere inert existence, eternally
bound by its own inertness. Even in a materialistic view of
the world matter cannot be what it seems, but is only a form or
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movement of Force which the Indians call Prakriti. This Force, according to the Upanishads, is composed in its action and capable
in its potentiality of several principles, of which matter, mind and
life are those already manifestly active in this world, and where
one of these principles is active, the others must also be there, involved in it; or, to put it in another way, Force acting as one of its
own principles, one of its movements, is inherently capable even
in that movement of all the others. If in the leaf, clod, stone and
metal life and mind are not active, it is not because they are not
present, but because they are not yet brought forward (prakrita)
and organised for action. They are kept concealed, in the background of the consciousness-being which is the leaf, stone or clod;
they are not yet vilu, as the Rigveda would say, but guha, not vyakta,
but avyakta. It is a great error to hold that that which is not just now
or in this or that place manifest or active, does not there and then
exist. Concealment is not annihilation; non-action is not non-being nor does the combination of secrecy and inaction constitute
non-existence.
If it is asked how we know that there is the Purusha or Knower
in the leaf, clod or stone, — the Vedantin answers that, apart from the
perceptions of the Seer and the subjective and objective experiences
by which the validity of the perceptions is firmly established in the
reason, the very fact that the Knower emerges in matter shows that He
must have been there all the time. And if He was there in some form
of matter He must be there generally and in all; for Nature is one and
knows no essential division, but only differences of form, circumstance and manifestation. There are not many substances in this world,
but one substance variously concentrated in many forms; not many
lives, but one liver variously active in many bodies; not many minds,
but one mind variously intelligent in many embodied vitalities.
It is, at first sight, a plausible theory that life and mind are
only particular movements of matter itself under certain conditions and need not therefore be regarded as independent immaterial movements of consciousness involved in matter but only as
latent material activities of which matter is capable. But this view
can only be held so long as it appears that mind and life can only
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exist in this body and cease as soon as the body is broken up, can
only know through the bodily instruments and can only operate
in obedience to and as the result of certain material movements.
The sages of the Upanishads had already proved by their own experience as Yogins that none of these limitations are inherent in
the nature of life and mind. The mind and life which are in this
body can depart from it, intact and still organised, and act more
freely outside it; mind can know even material things without the
help of the physical eye, touch or ear; life itself is not conditioned
necessarily, and mind is not even conditioned usually, though it
is usually affected, by the state of the body or its movements. It
can always and does frequently in our experience transcend them.
It can entirely master and determine the condition of the body.
Therefore mind is capable of freedom from the matter in which
it dwells here, — freedom in being, freedom in knowledge, freedom in power.
It is true that while working in matter, every movement of mind
produces some effect and consequently some state or movement in
the body, but this does not show that the mind is the material result of matter any more than steam is the mechanical result of the
machine. This world in which mind is at present moving, in the
system of phenomena to which we are now overtly related, is a
world of matter, where, to start with, it is true to say Annam vai
sarvam; All is matter. Mind and life awaken in it and seek to express themselves in it. Since and when they act in it, every movement they make, must have an effect upon it and produce a movement in it, just as the activity of steam must produce an effect in
the machine in which its force is acting. Mind and life also use particular parts of the bodily machine for particular functions and, when
these parts are injured, those workings of life and mind are correspondingly hampered, rendered difficult or for a time impossible —
and even altogether impossible unless life and mind are given time,
impulse and opportunity to readjust themselves to the new circumstances and either recreate or patch up the old means or adopt a new
system of function. It is obvious that such a combination of time,
impulse and opportunity cannot usually or even often occur,—
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cannot occur at all unless men have the faith, the nistha — unless that
is to say, they know beforehand that it can be done and have accustomed themselves to seek for the means. Bodies, drowned and “lifeless”, — nothing is really lifeless in the world, — can now be brought
back to life because men believe and know that it can be done and
have found a means to do it before the organised mind and life have
had time to detach themselves entirely from the unorganised life which
is present in all matter. So it is with all powers and operations. They
are only impossible so long as we do not believe in their possibility
and do not take the trouble or have not the clarity of mind to find their
right process.
Life and mind are sometimes believed to descend, — or the
hypothesis is advanced — into this world from another where they
are more at home. If by world is meant not another star or system in
this material universe, but some other systematisation of universal
consciousness, the Vedantin who follows the Vedas and Upanishads,
will not disagree. Life and mind in another star or system of this
visible universe might, it is conceivable, be more free and, therefore, at home; but they would still be acting in a world whose basis
and true substance was matter. There would therefore be no essential alteration in the circumstances of their action nor would the
problem of their origin here be at all better solved. But it is reasonable to suppose that just as here Force organises itself in matter as
its fundamental continent and movement, so there should be — the
knowledge and experience of the ancient thinkers showed them that
there are — other systems of consciousness where Force organises
itself in life and in mind as its fundamental continent and movement.
— It is not necessary to consider here what would be the relations
in Time and Space of such worlds with ours. Life and mind might
descend, ready organised, from such worlds and attach themselves
to forms of matter here; but not in the sense of occupying physically
these material forms and immediately using them, but in the sense
of rousing by the shock of their contact and awakening to activity
the latent life and mind in matter. That life and mind in matter would
then proceed, under the superior help and impulse, to organise a
nervous system for the use of life and a system of life-movements
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in the nerves for the use of mind fit to express in matter the superior organisations who have descended here. It was indeed the
belief of the ancients that — apart from the government of each living form by a single organised personality — such help from the
worlds of life and mind was necessary to maintain and support all
functionings of life and mind here below because of the difficulty
otherwise of expressing and perfecting them in a world which did
not properly belong to them but to quite other movements. This was
the basis of the idea of Devas, Daityas, Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas, Gandharvas etc, with which the Veda, Upanishad and Itihasa have familiarised our minds. There is no reason to suppose that
all worlds of this material system are the home of living things —
on the contrary the very reverse is likely to be the truth. It is, probably, with difficulty and in select places that life and mind in matter are evolved.
If it were otherwise, if life and mind were to enter, organised or
in full power, (such as they must be in worlds properly belonging to
them) into material forms, those forms would immediately begin to
function perfectly and without farther trouble. We should not see this
long and laborious process of gradual manifestation, so laboured, so
difficult, the result of so fierce a struggle, of such a gigantic toil of
the secret Will in matter. Everywhere we see the necessity of a gradual organisation of forms. What is it that is being organised? A suitable system for the operations of life, a suitable system for the operations of mind. There are stirrings similar to those that constitute life
in inanimate things, in metals — as Science has recently discovered,
— vital response and failure to respond, but no system for the regular movement of vitality has been organised; therefore metals do
not live. In the plant we have a vital system, one might almost say a
nervous system, but although there is what might be called an unconscious mind in plants, although in some there are even vague
movements of intelligence, the life system organised is suitable only
for the flow of rasa, sap, sufficient for mere life, not for prana, nerve
force, necessary for the operation in matter of mind. Apah is sufficient
for life, vayu is necessary for life capable of mind. In the animal life
is organised on a different plan and a nervous system capable
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of carrying currents of pranic force is developed as one rises in the
scale of animal creation, until it becomes perfect in man. It is, therefore, life and mind awakening in matter and manifesting with difficulty
that is the truth of this material world, not the introduction of a ready
made life entirely foreign to it in its own potentiality.
If it be said that the life and mind attaching themselves to matter only enter it by degrees as the system becomes more fit, putting
more and more of itself into the body which is being made ready for
it, that also is possible and conceivable. We are indeed led to see, as
we progress in self-knowledge, that there is a great mental activity
belonging to us only part of which is imperfectly expressed in our
waking thoughts and perceptions — a sub-conscious or super-conscious Self which stores everything, remembers everything, foresees
everything, in a way knows everything knowable, has possession of
all that is false and all that is true, but only allows the waking mind
into a few of its secrets. Similarly our life in the body is only a partial expression of the immortal life of which we are the assured possessors. But this only proves that we ourselves are not in our totality
or essentiality the life and mind in the body, but are using that principle for our purpose or our play in matter. It does not prove that there
is no principle of life and mind in matter. On the contrary, there is
reason to believe that matter is similarly involved in mind and life and
that wherever there is movement of life and mind, it tends to develop
for itself some form of body in which securely to individualise itself.
By analogy we must suppose life and mind to be similarly involved
and latent in matter and therefore evolvable in it and capable of manifestation.
We know then the theory of the early Vedantins with regard to the
relations of life, mind and matter and we may now turn to the actual
statements of the Upanishad with regard to the activities of life and
mind and their relation to the soul of things, the Brahman.
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II
MIND

If the Upanishads were no more than philosophical speculations,
it would be enough in commenting upon them to state the general
thought of a passage and develop its implications in modern language
and its bearing upon the ideas we now hold. Or if they only expressed
in their ancient language general conclusions of psychological experience, which are still easily accessible and familiar, nothing would
be gained by any minute emphasis on the wording of our Vedantic
texts. But these great writings are not the record of ideas; they are a
record of experiences; and those experiences, psychological and
spiritual, are as remote from the superficial psychology of ordinary
men as are the experiments and conclusions of Science from the
ordinary observation of the peasant driving his plough through a soil
only superficially known or the sailor of old guiding his bark by the
few stars important to his rudimentary investigation. Every word in
the Upanishads arises out of a depth of psychological experience and
observation we no longer possess and is a key to spiritual truths which
we can no longer attain except by discipline of a painful difficulty.
Therefore each word, as we proceed, must be given its due importance. We must consider its place in the thought and discover the ideas of which it was the spoken symbol.
The opening phrase of the Kena Upanishad, keneshitam patati
preshitam manah, is an example of this constant necessity. The Sage
is describing not the mind in its entirety, but that action of it which
he has found the most characteristic and important, that which, besides, leads up directly to the question of the secret source of all mental
action, its president and impelling power. The central and common
experience of this action is expressed by the word patati, falls. Motion forward and settling upon an object are the very nature of mind
when it acts.
Our modern conception of mind is different; while acknowledging its action of movement and forward attention, we are apt
to regard its essential and common action to be rather receptivity
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of objects, than research of objects. The scientific explanation of
mental activity helps to confirm this notion. Fixing its eye on the
nervous system and the brain, the physical channels of thought, Physiology insists on the double action of the afferent and the efferent
nerves as constituting the action of thought. An object falls on the
sense-organ, — instead of mind falling on the object, — the afferent nerves carry the impact to the brain-cells, their matter undergoes
modification, the brain-filaments respond to the shock, a message
— the will of the cell-republic — returns through the efferent nerves
and that action of perception,— whether of an object or the idea of
an object or the idea of an idea, which is the essence of thinking —
is accomplished. What else the mind does is merely the internal modification of the grey matter of the brain and the ceaseless activity of
its filaments with the store of perceptions and ideas already amassed
by these miraculous bits of organised matter. These movements of
the bodily machine are all, according to Physiology. But it has been
necessary to broach the theory of thought-waves or vibrations created by those animalcular amusements in order to account for the
results of thought.
However widely and submissively this theory has been received by a hypnotised world, the Vedantist is bound to challenge
it. His research has fixed not only on the physiological action,
the movement of the bodily machine, but on the psychological
action, the movement of the force that holds the machine, — not
only on what the mind does, but on what it omits to do. His observation supported by that careful analysis and isolation in experiment of the separate mental constituents, has led him to a quite
different conclusion. He upholds the wisdom of the sage in the
phrase patati manas. An image falls on the eye, — admittedly, the
mere falling of an image on the eye will not constitute mental perception — the mind has to give it attention; for it is not the eye
that sees, it is the mind that sees through the eye as an instrument,
just as it is not the telescope that sees an otherwise invisible sun,
but the astronomer behind the telescope who sees. Therefore,
physical reception of images is not sight; physical reception of
sounds is not hearing. For how many sights and sounds besiege
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us, fall on our retina, touch the tympanum of the ear, yet are to our
waking thought non-existent! If the body were really a self-sufficient
machine, this could not happen. The impact must be admitted, the
message must rush through the afferent nerve, the cells must receive
the shock, the modification, the response must occur. A self-sufficient machine has no choice of action or non-action; unless it is out
of order, it must do its work. But here we see there is a choice, a
selection, an ample power of refusal; the practical researches of the
Yogins have shown besides that the power of refusal can be absolute, that something in us has a sovereign and conscious faculty of
selection or total prohibition of perception and thought and can even
determine how, if at all, it shall respond, can even see without the
eye and hear without the ear. Even European hypnotism points to
similar phenomena. The matter cannot be settled by the rough and
ready conclusions of impatient Physiology eager to take a shortcut
to Truth and interpret the world in the light of its first astonished
discoveries.
Where the image is not seen, the sound is not heard, it is because the mind does not settle on its object — na patati. But we must
first go farther and inquire what it is that works in the afferent and
efferent nerves and insures the attention of the nerves. It is not, we
have seen, mere physical shock, a simple vibration of the bodily
matter in the nerve. For, if it were, attention to every impact would
be automatically and inevitably assured. The Vedantins say that the
nerve system is an immensely intricate organised apparatus for the
action of life in the body; what moves in them is prana, the life principle, materialised, aerial (vayavya) in its nature and therefore invisible to the eye, but sufficiently capable of self-adaptation both
to the life of matter and the life of mind to form the meeting place or
bridge of the two principles. But this action of life-principle is not
sufficient in itself to create thought, for if it were mind could be
organised in vegetable as readily as in animal life. It is only when
prana has developed a sufficient intensity of movement to form a
medium for the rapid activities of mind and mind, at last possessed
of a physical instrument, has poured itself into the life-movement
and taken possession of it that thought becomes possible. That
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which moves in the nerve system is the life-current penetrated
and pervaded with the habitual movement of mind. When the
movement of mind is involved in the life-movement, as it usually is in all forms, there is no response of mental knowledge to
any contact or impression. For just as even in the metal there is
life, so even in the metal there is mind; but it is latent, involved,
its action secret, — unconscious, as we say, and confined to a
passive reception into matter of the mind-forms created by these
impacts. This will become clearer as we penetrate deeper into
the mysteries of mind; we shall see that even though the clod,
stone and tree do not think, they have in them the secret matrix
of mind and in that matrix forms are stored which can be translated into mental symbols, into perception, idea and word. But
it is only as the life-currents gain in intensity, rapidity and subtlety, making the body of things less durable but more capable of
works, that mind-action becomes increasingly possible and once
manifested more and more minutely and intricately effective. For
body and life here are the pratistha, the basis of mind. A point,
however, comes at which mind has got in life all that it needs for
its higher development; and from that time it goes on enlarging
itself and its activities out of all proportion to the farther organisation of its bodily and vital instruments or even without any such
farther organisation in the lower man.
But even in the highest forms here in this material world, matter
being the basis, life an intermediary and mind the third result, the
normal rule is that matter and life (where life is expressed) shall always be active, mind only exceptionally active in the body. In other
words, the ordinary action of mind is subconscious and receptive, as
in the stone, clod and tree. The image that touches the eye, the sound
that touches the ear is immediately taken in by the mind-informed life,
the mind-informed and life-informed matter and becomes a part of the
experience of Brahman in that system. Not only does it create a vibration in body, a stream of movement in life but also an impression
in mind. This is inevitable, because mind, life and matter are one.
Where one is, the others are, manifest or latent, involved or evolved,
supraliminally active or subliminally active. The sword which
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has struck in the battle, retains in itself the mental impression of
the stroke, the striker and the stricken and that ancient event can
be read centuries afterwards by the Yogin who has trained himself to translate its mind-forms into the active language of mind.
Thus everything that occurs around us leaves on us its secret
stamp and impression. That this is so, the recent discoveries of
European psychology have begun to prove and from the ordinary
point of view, it is one of the most amazing and stupendous facts
of existence; but from the Vedantist's it is the most simple, natural and inevitable. This survival of all experience in a mighty and
lasting record, is not confined to such impressions as are conveyed to the brain through the senses, but extends to all that can
in any way come to the mind, — to distant events, to past states
of existence and old occurrences in which our present selves had
no part, to the experiences garnered in dream and in dreamless
sleep, to the activities that take place during the apparent unconsciousness or disturbed consciousness of slumber, delirium, anaesthesia and trance. Unconsciousness is an error; cessation of
awareness is a delusion.
It is for this reason that the phenomenon on which the sage lays
stress as the one thing important and effective in mental action here
and in the waking state, is not its receptiveness, but its outgoing force
— patati. In sense-activity we can distinguish three kinds of action
— first, when the impact is received subconsciously and there is no
message by the mind in the life current to the brain, — even if the
life current itself carry the message — secondly, when the mind is
aware of an impact, that is to say, falls on its object, but merely with
the sensory part of itself and not with the understanding part; thirdly, when it falls on the object with both the sensory and understanding parts of itself. In the first case, there is no act of mental knowledge, no attention of eye or mind; as when we pass, absorbed in
thought, through a scene of Nature, yet have seen nothing, been aware
of nothing. In the second, there is an act of sensory knowledge, the
mind in the eye attends and observes, however slightly; the thing is
perceived but not conceived or only partly conceived, as when the
maidservant going about her work, listens to the Hebrew of her
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master, hearing all, but distinguishing and understanding nothing, not
really attending except through the ear alone. In the third, there is true
mental perception and conception or the attempt at perception and
conception, and only the last movement comes within the description
given by the Sage — ishitam preshitam patati manas. But we must
observe that in all these cases somebody is attending, something is both
aware and understands. The man, unconscious under an anaesthetic
drug in an operation, can in hypnosis when his deeper faculties are
released, remember and relate accurately everything that occurred to
him in his state of supposed unconsciousness. The maidservant thrown
into an abnormal condition, can remember every word of her master's
Hebrew discourse, and repeat in perfect order and without a single
error long sentences in the language she did not understand. And, it
may surely be predicted, one day we shall find that the thing our minds
strove so hard to attend to and fathom, this passage in a new language,
that new and unclassed phenomenon, was perfectly perceived, perfectly understood, automatically, infallibly, by something within us
which either could not or did not convey its knowledge to the mind.
We were only trying to make operative on the level of mind, a knowledge we already in some recess of our being perfectly possessed.
From this fact appears all the significance of the sage's sentence
about the mind.

A COMMENTARY
ON THE K ENA U PANISHAD
FOREWORD

The Upanishads are an orchestral movement of knowledge, each
of them one strain in a great choral harmony. The knowledge of the
Brahman, which is the Universality of our existence, and the knowledge of the world, which is the multiplicity of our existence, but the
world interpreted not in the terms of its appearances as in Science,
but in the terms of its reality, is the one grand and general subject of
the Upanishads. Within this cadre, this general framework each Upanishad has its smaller province; each takes its own standpoint of
the knower and its resulting aspect of the known; to each there belongs a particular motive and a distinguishing ground-idea. The Isha
Upanishad, for example, is occupied with the problem of spirituality and life, God and the world; its motive is the harmonising of
these apparent opposites and the setting forth of their perfect relations in the light of Vedantic knowledge. The Kena is similarly
occupied with the problem of the relations between God and the
soul and its motive is to harmonise our personal activities of mental
energy and human will with the movement of the infinite divine Energy and the supremacy of the universal Will. The Isha, therefore,
has its eye more upon the outward Brahman and our action in and
with regard to the world we see outside us; the Kena fixes rather
on our psychological action and the movements within us. For on
this internal relation with the Brahman must evidently depend, from
it must evidently arise that attitude towards the external world, the
attitude of oneness with all these multitudinous beings which the
Isha gives to us as the secret of a perfect and liberated existence.
For we are not here in the phenomenal world as independent existences; we appear as limited beings clashing with other limited
beings, clashing with the forces of material Nature, clashing too with
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forces of immaterial Nature of which we are aware not with the physical senses but with the mind. We must become this multitudinous
world, become it in our souls, obviously, not in our body and senses.
The body and senses are intended to keep the multitudinousness, —
they are there to prevent God's worldwide time-filling play from sinking back into the vague and inchoate. But in the soul there must be
nothing but the sense and rapture of oneness in the various joy of
multitude. How is that possible? It is possible because our relations
with others are not in reality those of separate life-inspired bodies,
but of the great universal movement of a single soul — ekah sanatanah, — broken up into separate waves by concentration in these many
life-inspired bodies which we see appearing like temporary crests,
ridges and bubbles in the divine ocean, apah. This soul in us is in
relation to the outside world through the senses, through vitality,
through mind. But it is entangled in the meshes of its instruments; it
thinks they alone exist or is absorbed in their action with which it tends
to identify itself preponderatingly or wholly; — it forgets itself in its
activities. To recall the soul in man to self-knowledge, to lift it above
the life of the senses [....................................................................]
always refer its activities to that highest Self and Deity which [we]
ultimately are, so that we may be free and great, may be pure and joyous, be fulfilled and immortal, — this is the governing aim of the Kena
Upanishad. I propose in my commentary to follow with some minuteness and care the steps by which the Upanishad develops its aim,
to bring out carefully the psychological ideas on which the ancient
system was founded and to suggest rather than work out the philosophical positions which are presupposed in the ancient sage's treatment of his subject. To work them out in a volume of the present size
and purpose would not be possible, nor, if possible, would it be convenient, since it would need a freer and ampler method delivered
from the necessity of faithful subordination to the text. The first principle of a commentary must be to maintain the order of ideas and
adhere to the purpose and connotation of the text which it takes as
its authority.

THREE FRAGMENTS OF C OMMENTARY
The first two words of the Kena, like the first two words of the
Isha, concentrate into a single phrase the subject of the Upanishad
and settle its bounds and its spirit. By whom is our separate mental
existence governed? Who is its Lord and ruler? Who sends forth the
mind — kena preshitam, who guides it so that it falls in its ranging
on a particular object and not another (kena patati)? The mind is our
centre; in the mind our personal existence is enthroned. Manomayah
pranasariraneta pratisthito 'nne, a mental guide and leader of the life
and body has been established in matter, and we suppose and feel
ourselves to be that mental being. But what guides the mind itself?
Is it the mental ego as the unreflecting thinker usually and naturally
supposes? As a matter of fact, it is perfectly within our knowledge
and experience that the mental [ego] guides our actions only partially
and imperfectly; it is governed by other forces, it is driven often by
impulses that it cannot understand, it receives indications from a superconscious source; it is associated in the body with an immense
amount of subconscious action of which it is ignorant or over which
it has only a partial control. Guide and leader, perhaps, but certainly not the master. Who then is the master? Mind is not all we are.
There is a vital force in us independent of mind. For although the
two work together and act upon each other, they are still different
movements. Our life goes on or ceases, rests or is active caring
nothing, after all, about the mind and its notions. It serves it as a master whose interests it cannot afford to neglect, but does not always
obey it and insists on the rights of its own separate existence. Who
sent out this life force, who yoked it or applied it to these bodies and
these actions, kena praiti yuktah Pranah prathamah — the epithet is
used to indicate the essential life force as distinct from the particular life-functions called in Vedantic psycho-physics the five pranas.
*
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The Kena Upanishad is remarkable for its omissions. It omits to
tell us what in relation to the transcendent and immanent Brahman this
mind, life, sense activity really are. It omits even to mention one tattwa which one would think as important as mind, life and sense-activity — there is no least reference to matter. These omissions are
remarkable; they are also significant. The Sage of the Kena Upanishad
has a distinct object in view; he has selected a particular province of
knowledge. He is careful not to admit anything which does not bear
upon that object or to overstep the strict limits of that province. Matter is beyond his immediate field, therefore he makes no reference to
matter. Careless of comprehensiveness, he keeps to the exact matter
of his revelation — the working relations between man's mental life
and his supreme Existence. With the same scrupulous reserve he abstains from the discussion of the nature of these organs and their essential relation to the supreme Existence. For this knowledge we have
to resort to other Scriptures.
*

The subject of the Talavakara Upanishad is indicated and precisely determined by its opening word, Kena, very much as we have
seen the subject of the Isha Upanishad to be indicated and precisely
determined by its opening words Isha Vasyam. To reveal the true
Master of our mental life, the real Force of the Vitality which supports
it and of the sense-activities which minister to it and of the mentality
which fulfils it in this material existence, is the intention of the Upanishad.

KENA UPANISHAD
A P ARTIAL T RANSLATION WITH N OTES
I

1. By whom willed falleth the Mind when it is sent on its mission?
By whom yoked goeth forth the primal Breath? By whom controlled is this Speech that men utter? What God yokes the vision1
and the hearing?
2. That which is the Hearing behind hearing, the Mind of mind,
utters the Speech behind speech, — He too is the Life of the lifebreath and the Vision behind seeing. The wise put these away
and pass beyond; departing from this world they become immortal.
3. There Sight goes not, nor there Speech, nor the Mind arrives.
We know it not, nor can we discern how one should teach of this.
Other verily is That from the known and then it is beyond the unknown, — so do we hear2 from those of old by whom That was
expounded unto us.
4. That which remaineth unexpressed by Speech, by which Speech
is expressed, know thou That Brahman and not this which men
follow3 after here.
1
The words chakshuh Ùrotram do not refer to the physical eye and ear but to
the sense activity that uses the organ. This is evident from the expressions in verses 6 and 7, chakshunshi pashyati and Ùrotram Ùrutam— which cannot mean, “one
sees the eyes” or “the ear is heard.”
2
Purve is used here in the Vedic sense, the ancient sages before us and ÙuÙruma
means not the physical hearing but the reception by the Sruti, the inspired Word.
3
UpaÙate is by some understood in the sense of adoration; but the force of the
word is here the same as in the Isha Upanishad, ye avidyam upasate, which does
not mean “those who adore Ignorance”, but those who devote themselves to the
state of Ignorance and make it the sole object of their consciousness.
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5. That which thinketh4 not with the Mind, by which, they say, Mind
was made subject to mental perception, know thou that Brahman5
and not this which men follow after here.
4
Here and in the verses that follow my rendering differs from the received interpretation which runs, “That which one cannot think with the mind”, “That which
one cannot see with the eye”, etc and in verse 8, “That which one cannot smell by
the breath”, yat prÀÍena na prÀÍiti. PrÀÍa is undoubtedly used sometimes of the
breath as the medium of the sense of smell and prÀÍiti to express the action of that
sense. But in this Upanishad Prana has been used to indicate the nervous or vital
force, the primal or principal Life-Energy, prÀÍah prathamah, and not a subordinate sense function; the expressions employed almost reconstitute the image of the
Horse by which the Life-Energy is symbolised in the language of the Veda and in
the opening of the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. It is difficult to believe that one and
the same word means the Life-Breath in the question proposed, verse 1, and the
sense of smell in an integral part of the answer given, verse 8. But if Prana means
the Life-Energy typified by its obvious physical function, the life-breath, verse 8 can
only mean, “He who liveth (breatheth) not by the life-breath”, and the other verses
must follow suit. For a kindred idea we may compare Katha Upanishad II.2.5. “No
mortal lives by the superior or the inferior life-energy, but by another thing men live
in which both these have their foundation.”
5
The received interpretation runs “Know that to be the Brahman and not this
which men follow after here,” and by this text Shankara supports his metaphysical
doctrine that the objective world is not Brahman and is therefore an illusion. The
objections to the interpretation seem to me insuperable. The words are not Tadeva
Brahmeti twam viddhi, but Tadeva Brahma twam viddhi, which we should naturally
interpret “Seek to know that Brahman” ie, “seek to know Brahman in That Consciousness” and not in the form of this objective world to which most men are attached. Moreover, we ought to give their full value to the remarkable expressions
“That by which the mind is thought, seeings seen, hearing heard.” Such phrases can
hardly refer to the pure Absolute remote from all relativity or to the pure Self of
Shankara to whom the objective world is non-existent. They indicate another state
of consciousness, intermediate, if you will, in which the universe exists not as an objective and external reality, but within the percipient consciousness and is no longer perceived only through the objective organs and their functions, but known directly to the power from which those organs and functions are derived. This idea is confirmed by the apologue in which Brahman appears as a Power governing the universe, the Ish or Lord of the Isha Upanishad, in whom and by whose existence the
gods exist, but also by whose active might and its victories they conquer and reign.
It is therefore a self-Existence which is active in its stability and conscious in the
multiplicity of the universe as well as in its self-unity. The Upanishads, I think, nowhere deny but rather affirm that the objective world also is Brahman. The error of
Ignorance is to accept it as represented by the mind and senses in their inadequate
symbols and as if they were real in themselves, each in its own separate reality. The
wise put from them the error of the mind and the senses and in the self-luminous and
self-effective Consciousness beyond attain to that freedom, unity and immortality
which we have seen set before humanity as its goal in the Isha Upanishad.

SECTION FIVE
I N C O M P L E T E T R A N S L AT I O N S
OF TWO VEDANTIC TEXTS
Circa 1900-1902

THE KARIKAS OF GAUDAPADA
The Karikas of Gaudapada are a body of authoritative verse
maxims and reasonings setting forth in a brief and closely-argued
manual the position of the extreme Monistic school of Vedanta philosophy. The monumental aphorisms of the Vedantasutra are meant
rather for the master than the learner. Gaudapada's clear, brief and
businesslike verses are of a wider utility; they presuppose only an
elementary knowledge of philosophic terminology and the general
trend of Monistic and Dualistic discussion. This preliminary knowledge granted they provide the student with an admirably lucid and
pregnant nucleus of reasoning which enables him at once to follow
the Monistic train of thought and to keep in memory its most notable
positions. It has also had the advantage, due no doubt to its preeminent merit and the long possession of authority and general use, of a
full and powerful commentary by the great Master himself and a farther exposition by the Master's disciple, the clearminded and often
suggestive Anandagiri. To modern students there can be no better introduction to Vedanta philosophy — after some brooding over the
sense of the Upanishads — than a study of Gaudapada's Karikas and
Shankara's commentary with Deussen's System of the Vedanta in one
hand and any brief and popular exposition of the Six Darshanas in the
other. It is only after the Monistic School has been thoroughly understood that the Modified-Monistic and Dualistic-Monistic with their
intermediary shades can be profitably studied. When the Vedantic
theory has been mastered, the Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya and Vaisheshika
can in its light be easily mastered in succession with Vijnanabhikshu's
work and the great synthesis of the Bhagavadgita to crown the whole
structure. The philosophical basis will then be properly laid and the
Upanishads can be studied with new interest, verifying or modifying as one goes one's original interpretation of the Sacred Books.
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This will bring to a close the theoretical side of the Jnanakanda; its
practical and more valuable side can only be mastered in the path of
Yoga and under the guidance of a Sadguru.
Gaudapada begins his work by a short exposition in clear philosophic terms of the poetical and rhythmic phraseology of the Upanishad. He first defines precisely the essential character of the triune
nature of the Self as manifested in the macrocosm and the microcosm,
the Waker, the Dreamer and the Sleeper, who all meet and disappear
in the Absolute.
1

bahiØprajÜo vibhurviÙvo hyantaÕ prajÜastu taijasaÕ
ghanaprajÜastathÀ prÀjÜa eka eva tridhÀ smÐtaÕ

Visva being the Lord who pervades and is conscious of the external, Taijasa he who is conscious of the internal, Prajna he
in whom consciousness is (densified and) drawn into itself,
the Self presents himself to the memory as One under three conditions.
Shankara: The position taken is this, as the entity which cognizes enters into three conditions one after another and not simultaneously, and is moreover in all three connected by the memory
which persists in feeling “This is I” “This is I” “This is I”, it is obvious that it is something beyond and above the three conditions, and
therefore one, absolute and without attachment to its conditions. And
this is supported by the illustrations like that of the large fish given
in the Scripture.
2

dakØiÍÀkØimukhe viÙvo manasyantastu taijasaÕ
ÀkÀÙe ca hÐdi prÀjÜastridhÀ dehe vyavasthitaÕ

Visva in the gate of the right eye, Taijasa within in the mind, Prajna in the ether, the heart, this is its threefold station in the body.
Shankara: 1. The object of this verse is to show that these
three, Visva, Taijasa and Prajna, are experienced even in the waking
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state. The right eye is the door, the means, through which especially
Visva, the seer of gross objects, becomes subject to experience. The
Sruti saith “Verily and of a truth Indha is he, even this Being as he standeth here in the right eye.” Vaisvanor is Indha, because his essential
principle is light and is at once the macrocosmic Self within the Sun
and the seer in the eye.
2. “But” it will be objected “Hiranyagarbha is one and the cognizer of the material field, the guide and seer in the right eye is quite
another, the master of the body.” Not so; for in itself — if we look into
the real nature of our perceptions — we do not realise any difference between them. And the Scripture saith “One God hidden in all
creatures” and the Smriti also:
Know me, O son of Bharat, for the knower of the body in all
bodies. I stand undivided in all creatures and only seem to be
divided.
3. Be it noted that though Visva works indeed in all the organs
of sense without distinction, yet because the perceptions of [the] right
eye are noticed to be superior in acuteness and clearness it is for that
reason only specifically mentioned as his abiding-place. After this
Visva then dwelling in the right eye has seen a shape or appearance,
he remembers it when he has closed his eyes and still sees within in
the mind, as if in a dream, the same shape or appearance as manifested in the form of the idea or impression it has left. And it is just
the same in a dream, the impression or idea preserved by memory
reproduces in sleep the same shape or appearance that was seen in
waking. It follows that this Taijasa who is within in the mind is no
other than Visva himself.
4. Then by cessation of the process called memory Prajna
in the ether or heart becomes unified or as it is said densified
consciousness drawn into itself. And this happens because the
processes of the mind are absent; for sight and memory are vibrations of the mind and in their absence the Self in the form of
Prana takes its abode in the ether or heart without possibility
of separation or distinction. For the Scripture saith “It is Prana that swalloweth up all these into itself.” Taijasa is the same
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as Hiranyagarbha because it has its abode in the mind, and the
mind is the subtle part of the body, as is clear from the verse,
“This purusha is all mind”, and from other like sayings of
Scripture.
5. It may be objected that Prana in the state of Sleep is really
differenced and manifest and the senses become one with Prana,
so how do you predicate of it absence of manifestation and differentia by saying it becomes One? But there is no real fault in the
reasoning, since in the undifferenced the particularising conditions
of space and time are absent and the same is the case with Prana
in the state of Sleep. Although indeed the Prana is in a sense differenced because the idea of separate existence as Prana remains,
yet the more special sense of separate existence as circumscribed
by the body is brought to a stop in Prana and Prana is therefore
undifferenced and unmanifest in the Sleep in relation at least to
the possessors of this circumscribed egoism. And just as the Prana of those who have the circumscribed bodily egoism becomes
undifferenced when it is absorbed at the end of the world, so it is
with him who has the sense of existence as Prana only in the condition of Sleep which is in reality precisely the same as that of
the temporary disappearance of phenomena at the end of a world;
both states alike are void of differentia and manifestation and both
alike are pregnant with the seeds of future birth. The Self governing either state is one and the same, it is Self in an undifferenced
and unmanifest condition. It follows that the governing Self in each
case and the experiencers of the circumscribed bodily egoism are
one and the same; therefore the descriptions previously given of
Prajna become One or become densified and self-concentrated
consciousness etc are quite applicable; and the arguments already
advanced support the same conclusion.
6. “But” you will say “why is the name, Prana, given to the
Undifferenced?” On the ground of the Scripture “For, O fair son,
the cord and fastening of the mind is Prana.” “O but” you answer “there the words 'O fair son, Existence itself is Prana'
show that it is Brahman Existent which being the subject of the
verses must be intended by the word Prana.” However, my
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reasoning is not thereby vitiated, because we all understand the Existent to be pregnant with the seed of future birth. Although, then, it
is Brahman Existent which is meant by Prana, all the same the name
Prana is given to the Existent because the idea of pregnancy with the
seed from which the Jiva or life-conditioned human spirit is to be
born, has not been eliminated from it and indeed it is only when this
idea is not eliminated from the idea of Brahman that he can be called
Brahman Existent. For if it were the absolute seedless Brahman of
which the Scripture had meant to speak, it would have used such expressions as “He is not this, nor that nor anything which we can call
him”; “From whom words return baffled”; “He is other than the
known and different from the Unknown.” The Smriti also says “He
(the Absolute) is called neither Existent nor non-Existent.” Besides
if the Existent be seedless, then there would be no ground for supposing that those who have coalesced with and become absorbed
into the Existent in the state of Sleep or the destruction of a world
can again awake out of either of these conditions. Or if they can,
then we should immediately have the contingency of liberated souls
again coming into phenomenal existence; for on this hypothesis the
condition of souls liberated into the Absolute and those absorbed
into the Existent would be alike, neither having seed or cause of
future phenomenal existence. And if to remove this objection you
say that it is the seed of ignorance which has to be burnt away in
the fire of Knowledge that is absent in the case of liberated souls
and some other seed of things in the other case, you are in danger
of proving that Knowledge (of the Eternal) is without use or unnecessary as a means of salvation.
7. It is clear then that it is on the understanding that the Existent is pregnant with the seed of phenomenal life that in all
the Scripture it is represented as Prana and the cause of things.
Consequently it is by elimination of this idea of the seed that it
is designated by such phrases as “He is the unborn in whom
the objective and subjective are One”, “From whom words return baffled”, “He is not this nor that nor anything we can call
him”, and the rest. Our author will speak separately of this seedless condition of the Same Self which has been designated
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by the term Prajna. This condition by its being the Fourth or Absolute
is devoid of all relations such as body, Prana etc and is alone finally
and transcendentally true. Now the condition of undifferenced seedfulness also is like the two others experienced in this body in the form
of the idea of the awakened man which tells him “For so long I felt
and knew nothing”. Thus then the Self is said to have a threefold station in the body.
3

viÙvo hi sthÓlabhuÛ nityaÌ taijasaÕ praviviktabhuk
Ànandabhuk tathÀ prÀjÜastridhÀ bhogaÌ nibodhata

Visva is the enjoyer of gross objects, Taijasa of subtle, and Prajna
of pure (unrelated) pleasure, thus shall ye understand the threefold
enjoyment of the Self in the body.
4

sthÓlaÌ tarpayate viÙvaÌ praviviktaÌ tu taijasam
ÀnandaÙca tathÀ prÀjÜaÌ tridhÀ tÐptiÌ nibodhata

The gross utterly satisfieth Visva, but the subtle Taijasa and pure
pleasure satisfieth Prajna, thus shall ye understand the threefold satisfaction of the Self in the body.
Shankara: The meaning of these two verses has been explained.
5

triØu dhÀmasu yad bhojyaÌ bhoktÀ yaÙca prakÈrtitaÕ
vedaitadubhayaÌ yastu sa bhuÜjÀno na lipyate

That which is enjoyed in the three conditions and that which is the
enjoyer, he who knoweth both these as one enjoyeth and receiveth
no stain.
Shankara: That which is enjoyed under the names of gross
objects, subtle objects and pure pleasure in the three conditions,
waking, dream and sleep is one and the same thing although it has
taken a threefold aspect. And that which enjoys under the names
of Visva, Taijasa and Prajna, has been declared to be one because they are connected by the sense of oneness expressed in the
continual feeling “This is I, This is I” and because the nature
of cognition is one and without difference throughout. Whoever
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knows both these to be one though split up into multiplicity by the
sense of being enjoyer or enjoyed, does not receive any stain from
enjoyment, because the subject of enjoyment is the One universal
and the enjoyer too is not different from the enjoyed. For note that
whoever be the enjoyer or whatever his object of enjoyment, he
does not increase with it or diminish with it, just as in the case of
fire when it has burnt up its object in the shape of wood or other
fuel; it remains no less or greater than it was before.
6

brabhavaÕ sarvabhÀvÀnÀÌ satÀmiti viniÙcayaÕ
sarvaÌ janayati prÀÍaÙcetoÌÙÓn puruØaÕ pÐthak

It is a certain conclusion that all existences which take birth are
already in being; Prana brings the All into phenomenal being, it is
this Prana or Purusha which sends its separate rays of consciousness abroad.
Shankara: All existences (divided as Visva, Taijasa and Prajna) are already in being, that is, they existed before and it is only by
their own species and nature, an illusion of name and form created
by Ignorance, that they take birth or in other words [are] put forth into
phenomenal existence. As indeed the writer says later on “A son from
a barren woman is not born either in reality or by illusion”. For if birth
of the nonexistent — that is something coming out of nothing — were
possible, then there would be no means of grasping this world of usage and experience and the Eternal itself would become an unreality.
Moreover we have seen that the snake in the rope and other appearances born of the seed of illusion created by Ignorance do really
exist as the self of the rope or other substratum in the case. For
the snake in the rope, the mirage and other hallucinations of the
sort are never experienced by anybody unless there is some substratum. Just as before the coming into phenomenal being of the
snake it existed already in the rope as the rope's self, so before the
coming to birth of all phenomenal existences, they already existed as the self of the seed of things called Prana. And the Scripture
also saith, “This universe is the Eternal”, “In the beginning all this
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was the Spirit.” The Prana gives birth to the All as separate rays
of consciousness; — just as the rays of the Sun, so are these consciousness-rays of the Purusha who is Chid or conscious existence
and they are clearly distinguished in different bodies of gods, animals, etc under three different lights as Visva, Tai jasa and Prajna, in the same way as reflections of the sun are clearly seen in
different pieces of water; they are thrown from the Purusha and
though they differ according to the separate existences which are
their field of action and enjoyment, yet they are all alike like
sparks from a fire being all Jiva or conditioned Self. Thus the Prana
or causal Self gives phenomenal birth to all other existences as the
spider to his web. Compare the Scripture “As a fire sendeth forth
sparks.”
7

vibhÓtiÌ prasavaÌ tvanye manyante sÐØÒicintakÀÕ
svapnamÀyÀsarÓpeti sÐØÒiranyairvikalpitÀ

Some who concern themselves with the cause of creation think that
Almighty Power is the origin of things and by others creation is
imagined as like to illusion or a dream.
Shankara: Those who concern themselves with creation think
that creation is the pervading Power, the extension, so to speak, of
God; but it is implied, those who concern themselves with final and
transcendental truth do not care about speculations on creation. For
when men see a conjurer throw a rope into the air and ascend it
armed and accoutred and then after he has climbed out of sight fall
hewn to pieces in battle and rise again whole, they do not care about
inquiring into the illusion he has created with all its properties and
origins. Just so this evolution of the Sleep, Dream and Waking conditions is just like the self-lengthening of the juggler's rope and the
Prajna, Taijasa and Visva self abiding in the three conditions is
like the conjurer climbing up the rope, but the real conjurer is other
than the rope or its climber. Just as he stands on the ground invisible and hidden in illusion, so is it with the real and transcendental fact called the Fourth. Therefore it is for Him that the Aryanminded care, those who follow after salvation, and they do not
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care for speculations about creation which are of no importance to them. Accordingly the writer implies that all these
theories are only imaginations of those who concern themselves with the origin of creation and then goes on to say that
by others creation is imagined as like to an illusion or again
as like to a dream.
8

icchÀmÀtraÌ prabhoÕ sÐØÒiriti sÐØÒau viniÙcitÀÕ
kÀlÀtprasÓtiÌ bhÓtÀnÀÌ manyante kÀlacintakÀÕ

Those who have made up their minds on the subject of creation say
it is merely the Will of the Lord; those who concern themselves
about Time think that from Time is the birth of creatures.
Shankara: Creation is the Will of the Lord because the divine
ideas must be true facts — pots etc are ideas only and nothing more
than ideas. Some say that creation is the result of Time.

9

bhogÀrthaÌ sÐØÒirityanye krÈÄÀrthamiti cÀpare
devasyaiØa svabhÀvo'yamÀptakÀmasya kÀ spÐhÀ

Others say that creation is for the sake of enjoyment, yet others say
it is for play. Really, this is the very nature of the Lord; as for other theories, well, He has all He can desire and why should He crave
for anything?
Shankara: Others think creation was made for enjoyment or for
play. These two theories are criticised by the line “This is the very
nature of the Lord”. Or, it may be, that the theory of Divine Nature is
resorted to in order to criticise all other theories by the argument,
He has all He can desire and why should He crave for anything? For
no cause can be alleged for the appearance of the snake etc in the rope
and other substrata except the very nature of Ignorance.
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10

nivÐtteÕ sarvaduÕkhÀnÀmÈÙÀnaÕ prabhuravyayaÕ
advaitaÕ sarvabhÀvÀnÀÌ devasturyo vibhuÕ smÐtaÕ

He who is called the Fourth is the Master of the cessation of all
ills, the Strong Lord and undecaying, the One without second of all
existences, the Shining One who pervadeth.
Shankara: The Fourth Self or transcendental is the master of the
cessation of all ills, which belong to the conditions of Prajna, Taijasa and Visva. The expression Strong Lord is an explanation of the word
Master; it is implied that His strength and lordship are in relation to
the cessation of ills, because the cessation of ills results from the
knowledge of Him. Undecaying, because He does not pass away,
swerve or depart, ie, from His essential nature. How is this? Because
He is the One without a second owing to the vanity of all phenomenal
existences. He is also called God, the Shining One, because of effulgence, the Fourth and He who pervades, exists everywhere.
11

kÀryakÀraÍabaddhau tÀviØyete viÙvataijasau
prÀjÜaÕ kÀraÍabaddhastu dvau tau turye na sidhyataÕ

Visva and Taijasa are acknowledged to be bound by cause and
effect, Prajna is bound by cause only; both of these are held not to
exist in the Fourth.
Shankara: The common and particular characteristics of Visva
and the two others are now determined in order that the real self of
the Fourth may become clear. Effect, that which is made or done, is
existence as result. Cause, that which makes or does, is existence
as seed. By inapprehension and misapprehension of the Truth the
aforesaid Visva and Taijasa are, it is agreed, bound or imprisoned by
existence as result and seed. But Prajna is bound by existence as seed
only. For the seed state which lies in unawakening to the Truth alone
and not in misreading of Him is the reason of the state of Prajna.
Therefore both of these, existence as cause and existence as effect,
inapprehension and misapprehension of the Truth are held not to apply to the Fourth, ie do not exist and cannot happen in Him.
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12

nÀtmÀnaÌ na parÀÌÙcaiva na satyaÌ nÀpi cÀnÐtam
prÀjÜaÕ kiÌcana saÌvetti turyaÌ tatsarvadÐk sadÀ

Prajna cogniseth nought, neither self nor others, neither truth nor
falsehood; the Fourth seeth all things for ever.
Shankara: But how then is Prajna bound by Cause, while in the
Fourth the two kinds of bondage conditioned by inapprehen sion and
misapprehension of the Truth are said to be impossible? Because
Prajna does not cognize at all this duality of an outside universe born
from Ignorance and conditioned as distinct from Self, so that like Visva
and Taijasa he also is bound by inappre hension of the Truth, by that
blind darkness which becomes the seed of misapprehension; and because the Fourth seeth all things for ever. That is to say, since nothing
really exists except the Fourth, He is necessarily a seer of all that is,
Omniscient and All-cognizant at all times and for ever; in Him therefore the seed state of which the conditioning feature is inapprehension of the Truth, cannot possibly exist. Absence of the misapprehension which arises out of inapprehension naturally follows. The Sun
is for ever illuminative by its nature and non-illumination or misillumination as contrary to its nature cannot happen to it; and the same
train of reasoning applies to the Omniscience of the Turiya. The
Scripture also says “For of the Sight of the Seer there is no annihilation.” Or indeed, since it is the Fourth that in the Waking and Dream
State dwelling in all creatures is the light or reflection in them to which
all objects present themselves as visible ie cognizable objects, it is
in this way too the seer of all things for ever. The Scripture says
“There is nought else than This that seeth.”

SADANANDA' S ESSENCE OF VEDANTA
IN VO C ATION
1

To the Absolute
akhaÍÄaÌ saccidÀnandamavÀÛmanasagocaram
ÀtmÀnamakhilÀbhÀramÀÙraye'bhÈØÒasiddhaye

I take refuge with Him who is sheer Existence, Intelligence and
Bliss, impartible, beyond the purview of speech and mind, the Self
in whom the whole Universe exists — may my desire and purpose
attain fulfilment.
2

To the Masters
arthato'pyadvayÀnandÀnatÈtadvaitabhÀnataÕ
gurÓnÀrÀdhya vedÀntasÀraÌ vakØye yathÀmati

After homage to the Masters who in deed as well as word delight
in the One without second and from whom the seemings of duality
have passed away, I will declare the Essence of Vedanta according to my intellectual capacity.
P R E L I M I N A R Y S TAT E M E N T
3

The Training of the Vedantin
vedÀnto nÀmopaniØatpramÀÍaÌ tadupakÀrÈÍi ÙÀrÈrakasÓtrÀdÈni ca

By Vedanta is meant the Upanishads as authoritative basis of the
philosophy and as useful supplementary inquiries the Aphoristic
Books that treat of the Embodied Soul.
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asya vedÀntaprakaraÍatvÀt tadÈyairevÀnubandhaistadvattÀsiddherna
te pÐthagÀlocanÈyÀÕ

Now since Vedanta is the subject of this work, its circumstantiae
— the conclusions sought to be established being similar in both,
— are the same as those of the Vedanta and need not be separately discussed.
5

tatrÀnubandho nÀmÀdhikÀriviØayasaÌbandhaprayojanÀni

In circumstantia we include four things, the fit hearer, the subject,
the logical relation, the object of the work.
6

adhikÀrÈ tu
vidhivadadhÈtavedavedÀÛgatvenÀpÀtato'dhigatÀkhilavedÀrtho'smin
janmani janmÀntare vÀ kÀmyaniØiddhavarjanapuraÕsaraÌ nityanaimittikaprÀyaÙcittopÀsanÀnuØÒhÀnena nirgatanikhilakalmaØatayÀ
nitÀntanirmalasvÀntaÕ sÀdhanacatuØÒayasaÌpannaÕ pramÀtÀ

Now the fit hearer of Vedanta must be one who is compe tent to
form a right judgment of it. He must therefore have mastered [
]
by proper study of Veda and its accessory sciences the entire meaning of Veda; he must in this life or another have begun by abandoning forbidden actions and actions prompted by desire and then by
the performance of daily observances, occasional observances,
penance and adoration freed himself from all sin and stain and attained to perfect purity of the mind and heart; and he must be in
possession of the four Ways and Means.
7

ÀmyÀni svargÀdÈØÒasÀdhanÀni jyotiØÒomÀdÈni

By actions of desire is understood all ways and means by which
we pursue various kinds of happiness from Paradise downward —
the Jyotisthom sacrifice for example.
8

niØiddhÀni narakÀdyaniØÒasÀdhanÀni brahmahananÀdÈni

By forbidden actions is meant all ways and means by which we
compass all our ills from the torments of Hell downward, — Brahminicide for example and other sins and disobediences.
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9

nityÀnyakaraÍe pratyavÀyasÀdhanÀni saÌdhyÀvandanÀdÈni

By regular observances is meant ceremonies like the evening prayer
etc, the non-performance of which turns them into means of offence
and stumbling blocks.
10

naimittikÀni putrajanmÀdyanubandhÈni jÀteØÒyÀdÈni

By occasional observances is understood ceremonies circumstantial to particular occasions, such as the Blessing of the New-born
attendant on the birth of a son.
11

prÀyaÙcittÀni pÀpakØayamÀtrasÀdhanÀni cÀndrÀyaÍÀdÈni

By penances is understood vows and forms of self-discipline such
as the Ghandrayan vow which are means only towards the purging away of sin.
12

upÀsanÀni saguÍabrahmaviØayakamÀnasavyÀpÀrarÓpÀÍi ÀÍÄilyavidyÀdÈni

By adoration is understood the various forms of mental working which
have for their whole subject and purpose the Eternal in His aspect
as a Personal Deity — Sandilya's Art of Divine Love, for example.
13

eteØÀÌ nityÀdÈnÀÌ buddhiÙuddhiÕ paraÌ prayojanamupÀsanÀnÀÌ tu
cittaikÀgryam, tametamÀtmÀnaÌ vedÀnuvacanena brÀhmaÍÀ vividiØanti yajÜenetyÀdiÙruteÕ tapasÀ kalmaØaÌ hantÈtyÀdismÐteÙca

The main object of the first three, observances regular and occasional and penance, is the purification of the Understanding; but the
main object of adoration is singleness of heart and mind towards
one object. This is proved by such passages as these from Revealed
Scripture — “This is that Self of whom the Brahmins shall seek to
know by exposition of Veda and by Sacrifice shall they seek to know
Him” — and by other passages from the Unrevealed Scripture such
as “By Tapasya (energism of will) one slayeth sin.”
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14

nityanaimittikayorupÀsanÀnÀÌ cÀvÀntaraphalaÌ pitÐlokasatyalokaprÀptiÕ, karmaÍÀ pitÐloko vidyate devaloka ityÀdiÙruteÕ

A secondary result of observances regular and occasional and of
adoration and worship is attainment to the world of the fathers and
to the world of the Living Truth. For so the Scripture says “By action
the World of the Fathers is found and the World of the Gods also.”
15

sÀdhanÀni
nityÀnityavastuvivekehÀmutraphalabhogavirÀgaÙamadamÀdisaÌpattimumukØutvÀni

By Ways and Means we understand, Discrimination of eternal
objects from the transient; Disattachment from enjoyment in this
world or another; Calm, Self-Conquest and the other moral excellences; and Desire of Salvation.
16

nityÀnityavastuvivekastÀvad brahmaiva nityaÌ vastu
tato'nyadakhilamanityamiti vivecanam

By Discrimination of eternal objects from the transient we understand the discernment of Brahman as the one thing eternal and of
everything other than Brahman as transient and perishable.

Part Three
Writings on Vedanta
These incomplete writings (c. 1902-1916) were not revised by Sri
Aurobindo for publication. They have been transcribed from his manuscripts and arranged in chronological order.

FOUR FRAGMENTS
1

The answer to all philosophical problems hinges on the one question, What is myself? It is only by knowing man's real self that we can
know God; for whatever we may think or know, the value of the
thought and the knowledge must hinge upon the knower, the means of
knowledge and
Vedanta's final and single answer to all the questions of philosophy is contained in a single mighty and ever-memorable phrase, So
'ham. I am He or more explicitly or to the question of the inquirer ahaÌ
brahmÀsmi, I am Brahman. Cutting through all tremors and hesitations,
scorning all doubt or reserve it announces with a hardy and daring incisiveness the complete identity of man and God. This is its gospel
that the individual Self who seems so limited, thwarted, befouled,
shamed and obscured with the bonds and shackles, the mud and stains
of earthly life and the pure, perfect and illimitable Being who possesses and supports all existence, to Whom this vast and majestic Universe is but an inconsiderable corner of His mind and infinite Time
cannot end and infinite Space cannot confine and the infinite net of
cause and effect is powerless to trammel are equal, are of one nature,
power, splendour, bliss, are One. It seems the very madness of megalomania, the very delirium of egoism. And yet if it be true?
And it is true. Reason can come to no other conclusion, Yoga ends
in no less an experience, the voices of a hundred holy witnesses who
have seen God face to face, bring to us no less wonderful a message.
And since it is true, what eagerness should not fill us to
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Ego or Self is an Ens which is not knowable by sight or any of
the senses; it can only be grasped in the innate conception, “I am”.
This intuitive and inherent self-perception is called, subjective illumination; for there are two kinds of direct knowledge, one called
subjective, the other objective illumination and the difference is that
while objective illumination or as it is called the Supra-intelligence
has for its object both the known and unknown, the object of subjective illumination is that which is perpetually and inevitably
known, since even the supra-intelligence is illumined or revealed
by the light of the Ego. For as it is said “The subtle self has consciousness for its

3

It has been said with a singularly subtle ineptitude that the existence of the One Formless Nameless Indivisible without Qualities
and without desires may be admitted; and the existence of a multifold world of phenomena may be admitted; but that the one excludes
the other. Since it is not possible that the Absolute should limit itself even illusorily; for any such limitation is an act and an act implies an object; but an Existence without desires can have no object
to serve and cannot therefore act. Moreover the Infinite excludes the
possibility of the Finite. This is a juggling with words. The Infinite
instead of excluding the Finite supposes the Finite. When we think
of the Infinite, it is not at first as a blind and limitless expanse but
as the Finite Existence we know spreading on and on without beginning or limit. Having once formed the idea of the Infinite, we
may then by an effort of the Mind blot out that vision of finite things
informing it and imagine infinity as a blind and limitless expanse;
but even so Infinity only exists to us on condition of the possibility of the Finite; it is there possible, latent, manifested in the past,
to be yet manifested in the future. Destroy the possibility of the
Finite and the Infinite becomes unimaginable. This is expressed in
the Puranic philosophy of the Parabrahma absorbing all things into
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himself for a while only to put them forth again. Nor is the objection that an Act implies an object, in itself tenable; an act may be
pure and objectless, ceasing indeed to be an action in the ordinary
human sense of the word but not in the philosophic or scientific
sense. The sun acts when it shines though it has no object in doing
so (jaÄavat samÀcaret).
The Visishtadwait recognizing that the Infinite implies the Finite
within it, bases its ontology on the fact; the Adwait points out however that the existence of the Finite is only a possibility and when it
occurs implies no real change in the Infinite, nothing essential and
permanent, but the objectless action of the Absolute, the working of a
force which as it creates nothing real and lasting may well be called
Maya or illusion. All turns on whether the Finite is a real ie an essential and permanent existence or a mere condition of thought. If the
former, the Visishtadwaita view is correct, but if the latter the Adwaita
must claim our adherence.
4

[.....] the next few centuries. This issue I prefer to call the issue
between Science and Hinduism, not because there are not in the world
other great embodiments of the old religious and moral spirit, but
because Hinduism alone has shown an eternal and indestructible vitality and still more because Hinduism alone does not on the side of
reason stand naked to the assaults of Science. And when I speak of
Hinduism, I do not refer to the ignorant and customary Hinduism of
today, which is largely a Buddhicised and vulgarised edition of the
old faith, but the purer form which under the pressure of Science is
now reasserting its empire over the Hindu mind.

T HE SPIRIT OF H INDUISM
GOD

OM ityetad akØaram idaÌ sarvam; OM is the syllable, OM is
the Universe; all that was, all that is, all that will be is OM. With this
pregnant confession of faith Hinduism begins its interpretation of the
Universe.
Metaphysical systems arise and metaphysical systems fall; Hegel disappears and Kant arrives; Pantheism, Theism, Atheism pursue
their interminable round, and there is no finality. Then Science comes
and declares the whole vanity, for all is physical and there is nothing
metaphysical save in the brain of the dreamer; and yet tho' Science
has spoken still there is no finality. For the soul of man refuses to be
dissolved into a force or a procession of sensations or a composite
effect created by the action of outward things on the neurons of the
brain. It persists in saying “I am”; it persists in demanding an explanation of its existence, and will not be satisfied without an answer. But where is that answer to come from or how is it possible
to arrive at any conclusion? The rock on which all metaphysics come
to shipwreck is the same unsurpassable barrier before which Science itself becomes a baffled and impotent thing; it is that behind
everything, beyond everything, when all knowledge has been acquired, when matter has been pursued into its subtlest unanalysable
element, there is always an Inexplicable Something which remains.
Metaphysics seeks to tell us What the Universe is and Why it is; in
other words to explain the Inexplicable; but the end of this process is
inevitably a juggling with words which must repel all clear-minded
thinkers. At the end of all metaphysical systems we find an enthroned
word which apparelled in the purple of finality professes to explain
the Universe, and yet when we look into it, we find that it stands itself in need of explanation, that it is merely a Word which stands for the
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Inexplicable. Science avoids the difficulty by professing that the
ultimate results of its analysis are a sufficient description of the
Universe, a sufficient answer to the What, and as to the Why it rests
in the great fact of Evolution. Again we find that we have landed
ourselves in unexplained words beyond which lies the same region of darkness involved in yet deeper darkness; the tamas tamasÀ gÓÄham of the Scriptures; Evolution, Force, Kinesis, these are
words in which we gather up our observation of certain phenomena; they are the sum of the workings of a nameless, unintelligible
Thing, but what that Thing is and why It is, remains an unsolved
mystery. Whether it is that the human mind is intrinsically unable
to pierce beyond the veil or whether it has the power latent or
potential but as yet unevolved, we may at least safely assert that
so far man has not been able to understand Finality; he is constitutionally incapable of imagining a Final Cause which his reason
when faithfully interrogated will not refuse to accept as Final, will
not be forced by its own nature to subject to the query How and
Why. There are only two ways of meeting the difficulty; one is to
assert that the reason of man as at present constituted is imperfect
and by reason of its imperfection unable to grasp Finality which
for all that exists; the other is to assert that the reason of man is
right and that Finality is inconceivable because it does not exist.
The latter is the answer which Hinduism has selected; the human
mind cannot arrive at anything final because there is nothing final, for all the universe is OM and OM is Infinite, without beginning and without end either in Time or in Space. It has indeed
been advanced that the human mind can realise only the Finite and
not the Infinite, — a sorry paradox, for it is truer to say that the
only fact which the human mind can realise is Infinity; the Finite
it grasps only as a phenomenon, the very conception of which depends on the wider conception of the Infinite. A finite thing, such
as a house, we conceive as a limited phenomenon in relation to
that which is not the house; limit is only imaginable in relation
to something beyond the limit; a final limit to everything is unimaginable whether in Time or Space. Outside the house is the
province and outside the limits of the province is the country
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and outside the limits of the country is the earth and outside the limits
of the earth is the Universe and to the Universe we can only imagine
limits if we imagine it as surrounded by other Universes, and so the
mind of man goes travelling forward and ever forward without reaching an end. Having realised that there is no end the Mind refuses to
proceed farther and returns on its traces into the world of phenomena. It is this refusal, this return which is meant when it is stated that
the human mind cannot conceive Infinity. And yet what does the statement amount to? Simply to this that there is no end to the Infinite, in
other words that the Infinite is infinite, that the boundless has no bound.
The human mind works within limits, that is to say, within the Absolute apparently conditioned by phenomena because it is itself the Absolute apparently conditioned by phenomena. This fundamental idea
of the Vedanta I shall have occasion to return upon in its proper place;
here I follow out the argument so far in order to establish that the
working of the human mind within limits does not militate against the
undoubted experience that if rigidly interrogated it realises phenomena only as phenomena and the only fact to which it can give assent is
the fact of infinity. If therefore we take reason or mental Experience
as the final authority, the Hindu proposition demonstrates itself. The
alternative proposition like the Roman Curia calls upon us to put reason out of Court and makes discussion of the ques tion impossible.
Although one cannot dogmatically declare it to be untrue, it is certainly
contrary to all scientific probability; Hinduism does not deny, but
rather asserts that the powers of the human mind can and will enlarge
indefinitely, but it believes that this will be by the process of development, not by a radical alteration of its essential nature. To assert
that man must believe in finality although he is constitutionally unable to grasp any finality, is to leave the terra firma on which all thought
moves and reposes, the collective mental experience of the race affecting and affected by the mental experience of each individual and
to launch into the void of dogmatic and irrational belief. Credo quia
incredibile est, I believe because it is incomprehensible.
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We come back therefore to the Hindu confession of faith, OM is
the syllable, OM is the Universe; the past, the present and the future,
— all that was, all that is, all that will be is OM. Likewise all that
may exist beyond the bounds of Time, that too is OM.
Mark the determination to drive the idea of Infinity to its logical conclusion. All that may exist beyond the bounds of Time,
that too is OM. Man can conceive nothing that is neither in the past,
present nor future, but if there be such inconceivable thing, it does
not by becoming beyond Time place itself beyond OM. That too
is OM. In a similar spirit another verse of the Upanishad declares
of God “He moves and He moveth not, He is near and He is far,
He is within the Universe and He is outside the Universe.” The
Universe is all that exists, all that Man can know or conceive and
there can be nothing outside it because it has no limits; but if there
does exist such inconceivable thing as is beyond illimitable Space
it does not by becoming beyond Space, put itself beyond OM. He
is within the Universe and He is outside the Universe. All Hindu Scripture is precise upon this point, our God is not a gigantic
polypus, not a term for infinite and Eternal Matter, not a stream of
Tendency that makes for righteousness, or for the survival of the
fittest, or for the goal of Evolution, whatever that may be. He is
the Infinite and the Absolute, and what seems to be finite and conditioned, seems and is not; is phenomenon and not fact. God is the
only fact, God is the only reality; God is the One than whom there
is no other. He alone exists, all else appears. But of these things
later. At present the conclusion which I wish to present is this that
there is an Infinite who is the one fact; there is no Final Cause,
because Final Cause implies an Effect different from itself and
must therefore be finite, but the human mind cannot conceive of
anything ultimate and finite; for there is no such thing; it cannot
conceive of a beginning to all things because there was no beginning, or an end to all things because there is no end. There is only
One Infinite who is without beginning and without End.
But if He is Infinite, He must be Unknowable, for knowledge implies limit and division. The human mind as has been
said, works within limits; in order to know, we must define and
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analyse; but definition and analysis imply limits, imply conditions. The
Infinite is conceivable to us, but not being measurable, it is also not
knowable. This is the second great philosophical truth on which Hinduism insists. OM tat sat is its formula, OM, That is what Is. “That”,
the most non-committing expression discoverable in the language, is
the one selected to express the idea of the Infinite One. “That is the
one thing that is”, but what That is and why That is, lies beyond the
scope of our knowledge. Again and again the Scriptures asseverate
our ultimate ignorance.1

1

The notes that follow were written by Sri Aurobindo at the top of the last
page of this manuscript:
Infinite, therefore Unknowable, Unknowable therefore Absolute. Prove the Existence of God. Known by Becoming.

THE P HILOSOPHY OF THE U PANISHADS
CHAPTER I
P R E FATO RY

The philosophy of the Upanishads is the basis of all Indian religion and morals and to a considerable extent of Hindu politics,
legislation and society. Its practical importance to [our] race is
therefore immense. But it has also profoundly [affected] the thought
of the West in many of the most critical stages of [its] development;
at first through Pythagoras and other Greek philosophers, then
through Buddhism working into Essene, Gnostic and Roman Christianity and once again in our own times through German metaphysics, Theosophy, and a hundred strange and irregular channels. One
can open few books now at all in the latest stream of thought without seeing the old Vedantism busy at its work of moulding and
broadening the European mind, sometimes by direct and conscious impact as a force, more often by an unacknowledged and
impalpable pressure as an atmosphere. This potent influence [in]
modern times of a way of thinking many thousands of years old,
is due to [a] singular parallelism between the fundamental positions arrived [at by] ancient Vedantism and modern Science. Science in its [researches] amid matter has stumbled on the basal
fact of the [Unity] of all things; the Unity of all things is the rock
on which the Upanishads have been built. Evolution has been discovered and [analyzed] by Science; Evolution of a kind is implied at every turn by the Vedanta. Vedantism like Science, [but]
after its own fashion, [is] severely conscientious in its logical
processes and rigorously experimental; [Vedantism] has mastered
physical and psychical laws which Science [is] now beginning to
handle. But the parallelism is no more than a parallelism, [there
is] no real point of contact; for the Hindu or Southern Asiatic mind
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differs fundamentally in its processes from either [the] Teutonic
or the Mediterranean. The former is diffuse and comprehensive;
the latter compact and precise. The Asiatic acquires a [deeper] and
truer view of things in their totality, the European a more accurate
and practically serviceable conception of their parts. [The] European seizes on an aspect and takes it for the whole; he is [a] fanatic of single ideas and the preacher of the finite: the Asiatic
passes at once to the whole and slurs rapidly over the aspects; he
[is] eclectic, inveterately flexible and large-minded, the priest of
[the Infinite]. The European is an analytical reasoner proceeding
from observations, the Asiatic a synthetic diviner, leaping to intuitions. Even [when] both analyze, the European prefers to dissect
his observations, [the] Asiatic to distinguish his experiences: or
when both [synthetize, the] European generalises and classifies
what he has [observed,] the Asiatic masses into broad single truths
what he [has seen] within. The one deals as a master with facts,
but halts over [ideas and] having mastered an idea works round it
in a circle; the other [masters ideas] unerringly [.........] but stumbles among facts and applications. The mind of the European is an
Iliad or an Odyssey, fighting rudely but heroically forward, or, full
of a rich curiosity, wandering as an accurate and vigorous observer
in landlocked seas of thought; the mind of the Asiatic is a Ramayan or a Mahabharat, a gleaming infinity of splendid and inspiring
imaginations and idealisms or else an universe of wide moral aspiration and ever varying and newly-grouped masses of thought.
The mind of the Westerner is a Mediterranean full of small and
fertile islands, studded with ports to which the owner, a private
merchant, eagerly flees with his merchandise after a little dashing
among the billows, and eagerly he disembarks and kisses his dear
mother earth; the mind of the Eastern man is an Ocean, and its voyager an adventurer and discoverer, a Columbus sailing for months
over an illimitable Ocean out of reach of land, and his ports of visit
are few and far between, nor does he carry in his bottoms much
merchandise you can traffick in; yet he opens for the trader new
horizons, new worlds with new markets. By his intuitions and
divinations he helps to widen the circles the European is always
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obstinately tracing. The European is essentially scientific, artistic and commercial; the Asiatic is essentially a moralist, pietist
and philosopher. Of course the distinction is not rigid or absolute; there is much that is Asiatic in numbers of Europeans, and
in particular races, notably the South Germans, the Celt and the
Slav; there is much that is European in numbers of Asiatics, and
in particular nations, notably the Arabs and the Japanese. But the
fundamental divergence in speculative habits is very noticeable,
for in the things of the mind the South imposes its law on the
whole Continent.
We shall therefore expect to find, as we do find, that Vedantic
Evolution and Monism are very different things from Evolution and
Monism as European Science understands them. European thought
seizes on Evolution as manifested in the outward facts of our little
earth and follows it into its details with marvellous minuteness, accuracy and care. The Vedanta slurs over this part of the scheme with
a brief acknowledgement, but divines the whole course of Evolution in the Universe and lays down with confident insight its larger
aspects in the inward facts of the soul. In its Monism also Vedanta
is far more profound and searching than the European scientific observer, for while the latter is aware only of this gross material
world and resolves everything into the monism of gross Matter, the
Vedanta, which is perfectly aware that gross matter can all be resolved into a single principle, does not pause at this discovery; it
has pursued its investigations into two other worlds which surround and interpenetrate ours like two concentric but larger circles, the psychic or dream world of subtle Matter and the spiritual or sleep world of causal Matter, each with its own monistic
unity; these three parallel monisms it resolves into a Supreme,
Absolute and Transcendent Unity which is alone real and eternal.
To the Indian consciousness at least these are no mere speculations;
they are conclusions based on the actual experiences and observations of investigators who had themselves entered into these inner and yet wider worlds. The good faith of their observations cannot seriously be doubted and their accuracy can only be impugned
when Science itself consents to explore the same fields of being
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whether by the methods hitherto practised in the East or by any other
adequate means of its own invention.
We need not expect in the Upanishads a full statement of the
facts on which its more grandiose statements of religious and
philosophic truth are built, nor should we hope to find in them
complete or reasoned treatises marshalling in a comprehensive
and orderly manner the whole scheme of Vedantic philosophy.
That is seldom the way in which the true Asiatic goes to work.
He is a poet and a divine in the real sense of the word. His peculiar faculty is apparent in the very form of his philosophic
books. The Aphorisms, that peculiarly Indian instrument of thought,
by which our philosophers later on packed tons of speculation into
an inch of space, give only the fundamental illuminations on which
their philosophy depends. The Exegeses (Karikas) of Gaudapada
and others are often a connected and logical array of concise and
pregnant thoughts each carrying its burden of endless suggestion,
each starting its own reverberating echo of wider and wider
thought; but they are not comprehensive treatises. Nor can such a
term be applied to the Commentaries (Bhashyas) of Shankara, Ramanuja and other powerful and original minds; they are, rather,
forceful excursions into terse and strenuous logic, basing, strengthening, building up, adding a wing here and a story there to the cunning and multiform, yet harmonic structure of Indian thought. Nowhere will you find an exhaustive and systematic statement of a
whole philosophy interpreting every part of the universe in the
terms of a single line of thought. This habit of suggestiveness and
reserve in thought leaves the old philosophies still as inspiring and
full of intention and potential development as when the glowing
divinations and massive spiritual experiences stored in the Upanishads were first annealed and hammered into philosophic form.
It is the reason of the Vedanta's surprising vitality, of the extent to
which it enters and the potency with which it governs Indian life,
in a way that no European philosophy except recently the Evolutionary has entered into or governed the life of the West. The European metaphysician has something in him of the pedagogue,
something indeed of the mechanic, at least of the geometrician;
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his philosophies are masterpieces of consistent logic, admirable constructions of a rigid symmetry. But their very perfection militates
against the vitality of the truth they set forth; for Life is not built on
the lines of consistent logic, Nature does not proceed on the principle of a rigid symmetry: even where she seems most formal she loves
to assert herself in even the slightest, just perceptible, perhaps hardly perceptible deflection from a strict correspondence. Nothing indeed
can live permanently which has not in itself the potentiality of an unending Evolution; nothing — nothing finite at least — is completely
true which is not incomplete. The moment a poem or work of art becomes incapable of fresh interpretation, or a philosophy of fruitful
expansion or a species of change and variety, it ceases from that moment to be essential to existence and is therefore doomed, sooner or
later, to extinction. The logical intellect may rebel against this law and
insist passionately on finality in truth,1 but it rebels vainly; for this is
the law of all life and all truth.
This is the secret of the Upanishads and their undying fruit-fulness. They are, to begin with, inspired poems, — not less so when
they are couched in prose form than when they are poured into solemn and far-sounding verse, — grand and rhythmic intuitions where
the speakers seem to be conveyors only of informing ideas cast out
from a full and complete vision in the eternal guardian Mind of the
race. The style in which they are couched is wonderfully grave,
penetrating and mighty, suffused with strange light as if from another world, its rhythms unequalled for fathomless depth of sound
and the rolling sea of solemn echoes they leave behind them. Here
only in literature have philosophy and poetry at their highest met
together and mingled their beings in the unison of a perfect love
and understanding. For the Upanishads stand, as poetry, with the
1
Observe for instance the phenomenon of Theosophy. The Western intellect
seizes upon the profound researches of the East into the things behind the veil, the
things of the soul and spirit — researches admirably firm in the outline of their results but incomplete in detail — and lo and behold! everything is arranged, classified, manualized, vulgarized, all gaps filled in, finality insisted on and the infinite
future with its infinite possibilities and uncertainties audaciously barred out of its
heritage.
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greatest productions of creative force and harmonic beauty. As philosophy, they have borne the weight of three millenniums of thought
and may well suffice for an equal period of future speculation. But
exhaustive and balanced exposition is not to be expected; you must
piece together their glowing jewels of thought if you would arrive
at the forced symmetry of a sys tem; and perhaps to the end of the
world different minds will construct from them a different mosaic.
To the systematic in tellect this inevitably detracts from their philosophic value, but to the Indian mind, flexible, illimitable, unwilling to recognize any finality in philosophy or religion, it enhances
their claim to reverence as Scriptures for the whole world and for
all time to come.

DISCOVERY

CHAPTER II
ABSOLUTE BRAHMAN

OF THE

The idea of transcendental Unity, Oneness and Stability behind all the flux and variety of phenomenal life is the basal idea
of the Upanishads: this is the pivot of all Indian metaphysics, the
sum and goal of our spiritual experience. To the phenomenal
world around us stability and singleness seem at first to be utterly alien; nothing but passes and changes, nothing but has its
counterparts, contrasts, harmonised and dissident parts; and all
are perpetually shifting and rearranging their relative positions
and affections. Yet if one thing is certain, it is that the sum of all
this change and motion is absolutely stable, fixed and unvarying;
that all this heterogeneous multitude of animate and inanimate
things are fundamentally homogeneous and one. Otherwise nothing could endure, nor could there be any certainty in existence.
And this unity, stability, unvarying fixity which reason demands
and ordinary experience points to, is being ascertained slowly
but surely by the investigations of Science. We can no longer escape from the growing conviction that however the parts may
change and shift and appear to perish, yet the sum and whole
remains unchanged, undiminished and imperishable; however
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multitudinous, mutable and mutually irreconcilable forms and
compounds may be, yet the grand substratum is one, simple and
enduring; death itself is not a reality but a seeming, for what appears to be destruction, is merely transformation and a preparation for rebirth. Science may not have appreciated the full import
of her own discoveries; she may shrink from an unflinching acceptance of the logical results to which they lead; and certainly
she is as yet far from advancing towards the great converse truths
which they for the present conceal, — for instance the wonderful fact that not only is death a seeming, but life itself is a seeming, and beyond life and death there lies a condition which is truer
and therefore more permanent than either. But though Science
dreams not as yet of her goal, her feet are on the road from which
there is no turning back, — the road which Vedanta on a different plane has already trod before it.
Here then is a great fundamental fact which demands from philosophy an adequate explanation of itself; — that all variations resolve themselves into an unity; that within the flux of things and
concealed by it is an indefinable, immutable Something, at once the
substratum and sum of all, which Time cannot touch, motion perturb,
nor variation increase or diminish; and that this substratum and sum
has been from all eternity and will be for all eternity. A fundamental fact to which all Thought moves, and yet is it not, when narrowly considered, an acute paradox? For how can the sum of infinite
variations be a sempiternally fixed amount which has never augmented or decreased and can never augment or decrease? How can
that whole be fixed and eternal of which every smallest part is eternally varying and perishing? Given a bewildering whirl of motion,
how does the result come to be not merely now or as a result, but
from beginning to end a perfect fixity? Impossible, unless either
there be a guiding Power, for which at first sight there seems to
be no room in the sempiternal chain of causation; or unless that sum
and substratum be the one reality, imperishable because not conditioned by Time, indivisible because not conditioned by Space,
immutable because not conditioned by Causality, — in a word
absolute and transcendent and therefore eternal, unalterable and
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undecaying. Motion and change and death and division would then
be merely transitory phenomena, masks and seemings of the One
and Absolute, the as yet undefined and perhaps indefinable It
which alone is.
To such a conclusion Indian speculation had turned at a very
early period of its conscious strivings — uncertainly at first and
with many gropings and blunders. The existence of some Oneness
which gives order and stability to the multitudinous stir of the
visible world, the Aryan thinkers were from the first disposed
to envisage and they sought painfully to arrive at the knowledge
of that Oneness in its nature or its essentiality. The living Forces of the Cosmos which they had long worshipped, yet always
with a floating but persistent perception of an Unity in. their
multitude, melted on closer analysis into a single concept, a single Force or Presence, one and universal. The question then
arose, Was that Force or Presence intelligent or non-intelligent?
God or Nature? “He alone” hazarded the Rigveda “knoweth, or
perhaps He knoweth not.” Or might it not be that the Oneness
which ties together and governs phenomena and rolls out the
evolution of the worlds, is really the thing we call Time, since
of the three original conditions of phenomenal existence, Time,
Space and Causality, Time is a necessary part of the conception
of Causality and can hardly be abstracted from the conception of
Space, but neither Space nor Causality seems necessary to the
conception of Time? Or if it be not Time, might it not be Swabhava, the essential Nature of Things taking various conditions and
forms? Or perhaps Chance, some blind principle working out an
unity and law in things by infinite experiment, — this too might
be possible. Or since from eternal uncertainty eternal certainty
cannot come, might it not be Fate, a fixed and unalterable law in
things in subjection to which this world evolves itself in a preordained procession of phenomena from which it cannot deviate?
Or perhaps in the original atomic fountain of things certain Elements might be discovered which by perpetual and infinite combinations and permutations keep the universe to its workings? But
if so, these elements must themselves proceed from something
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which imposes on them the law of their being, and what could that be
but the Womb, the matrix of original and indestructible Matter, the
plasm which moulds the universe and out of which it is moulded? And
yet in whatever scheme of things the mind might ultimately rest, some
room surely must be made for these conscious, thinking and knowing
Egos of living beings, of whom knowledge and thought seem to be the
essential selves and without whom this world of perceivable and
knowable things could not be perceived and known; — and if not
perceived and known, might it not be that without them it could not
even exist?
Such were the gurges of endless speculation in which the old
Aryan thinkers, tossed and perplexed, sought for some firm standing-ground, some definite clue which might save them from being beaten about like stumbling blind men led by a guide as blind.
They sought at first to liberate themselves from the tyranny of appearances by the method which Kapila, the ancient prehistoric
Master of Thought, had laid down for mankind, the method
called Sankhya or the law of Enumeration. The method of Kapila consisted in guidance by pure discriminative reason and it
took its name from one of its principal rules, the law of enumeration and generalisation. They enumerated first the immediate Truths-in-Things which they could distinguish or deduce
from things obviously phenomenal, and from these by generalisation they arrived at a much smaller number of ulterior Truthsin-Things of which the immediate were merely aspects. And
then having enumerated these ulterior Truths-in-Things, they
were able by generalisation to reduce them to a very small
number of ultimate Truths-in-Things, the Tattwas (literally Thenesses) of the developed Sankhya philosophy. And these Tattwas once enumerated with some approach to certainty, was it not
possible to generalise yet one step farther? The Sankhya did so
generalise and by this supreme and final generalisation arrived
at the very last step on which, in its own unaided strength, it could
take safe footing. This was the great principle of Prakriti, the single eternal indestructible principle and origin of Matter which
by perpetual evolution rolls out through aeons and aeons the
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unending panorama of things.2 And for whose benefit? Surely for
those conscious knowing and perceiving Egos, the army of witnesses, who, each in his private space of reasoning and perceiving Mind
partitioned off by an enveloping medium of gross matter, sit for ever
as spectators in the theatre of the Universe! For ever, thought the
Sankhyas, since the Egos, though their partitions are being continually broken down and built anew and the spaces occupied never remain permanently identical, yet seem themselves to be no less eternal and indestructible than Prakriti.
This then was the wide fixed lake of ascertained philosophical knowledge into which the method of Sankhya, pure intellectual
reasoning on definite principles, led in the mind of ancient India.
Branchings off, artificial canals from the reservoir were not, indeed,
wanting. Some by resolving that army of witnesses into a single
Witness, arrived at the dual conception of God and Nature, Purusha
and Prakriti, Spirit and Matter, Ego and Non-ego. Others, more radical, perceived Prakriti as the creation, shadow or aspect of Purusha, so that God alone remained, the spiritual or ideal factor eliminating by inclusion the material or real. Solutions were also attempted on the opposite side; for some eliminated the conscious Egos
themselves as mere seemings; not a few seem to have thought that
each ego is only a series of successive shocks of consciousness and
the persistent sense of identity no more than an illusion due to the
unbroken continuity of the shocks. If these shocks of consciousness
are borne in on the brain from the changes of Prakriti in the multitudinous stir of evolution, then is consciousness one out of the many
terms of Prakriti itself, so that Prakriti alone remains as the one reality, the material or real factor eliminating by inclusion the spiritual or ideal. But if we deny, as many did, that Prakriti is an ultimate
reality apart from the perceptions of Purushas and yet apply the theory of a false notion of identity created by successive waves of
2
Note that Matter here not only includes gross matter with which Western Science is mainly concerned, but subtle matter, the material in which thought and feeling work, and causal matter in which the fundamental operations of the Will-to-live
are conducted.
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sensation, we arrive at the impossible and sophistic position of the
old Indian Nihilists whose reason by a singular suicide landed itself
in Nothingness as the cradle and bourne, nay, the very stuff and reality of all existence. And there was a third direction in which thought
tended and which led it to the very threshold of Vedanta; for this also
was a possible speculation that Prakriti and Purusha might both be
quite real and yet not ultimately different aspects or sides of each other
and so, after all, of a Oneness higher than either. But these speculations, plausible or imperfect, logical or sophistic, were yet mere speculations; they had no basis either in observed fact or in reliable experience. Two certainties seemed to have been arrived at, Prakriti
was testified to by a close analysis of phenomenal existence; it was
the basis of the phenomenal world which without a substratum of original matter could not be accounted for and without a fundamental oneness and indestructibility in that substratum could not be, what observation showed it to be, subject, namely, to fixed laws and evidently
invariable in its sum and substance. On the other hand Purushas were
testified to by the eternal persistence of the sense of individuality and
identity whether during life or after death3 and by the necessity of a
perceiving cause for the activity of Prakriti; they were the receptive
and contemplative Egos within the sphere of whose consciousness
Prakriti, stirred to creative activity by their presence, performed her
long drama of phenomenal Evolution.
But meanwhile the seers of ancient India had, in their experiments and efforts at spiritual training and the conquest of the
body, perfected a discovery which in its importance to the future
of human knowledge dwarfs the divinations of Newton and Galileo; even the discovery of the inductive and experimental method in Science was not more momentous; for they discovered
down to its ultimate processes the method of Yoga and by the
method of Yoga they rose to three crowning realisations. They
3
Survival of the human personality after death has always been held in India
to be a proved fact beyond all dispute; the Charvaka denial of it was contemned
as mere irrational and wilful folly. Note however that survival after death does not
necessarily to the Indian mind imply immortality, but only raises a presumption in
its favour.
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realised first as a fact the existence under the flux and multitudinousness of things of that supreme Unity and immutable Stability which had hitherto been posited only as a necessary theory, an
inevitable generalisation. They came to know that It is the one
reality and all phenomena merely its seemings and appearances,
that It is the true Self of all things and phenomena are merely its
clothes and trappings. They learned that It is absolute and transcendent and, because absolute and transcendent, therefore eternal, immutable, imminuable and indivisible. And looking back on
the past progress of speculation they perceived that this also was
the goal to which pure intellectual reasoning would have led
them. For that which is in Time must be born and perish; but the
Unity and Stability of things is eternal and must therefore transcend
Time. That which is in Space must increase and diminish, have
parts and relations, but the Unity and Stability of things is imminuable, not augmentable, independent of the changefulness of its
parts and untouched by the shifting of their relations, and must
therefore transcend Space; — and if it transcends Space, cannot
really have parts, since Space is the condition of material divisibility; divisibility therefore must be, like death, a seeming and not
a reality. Finally that which is subject to Causality, is necessarily
subject to Change; but the Unity and Stability of things is immutable, the same now as it was aeons ago and will be aeons hereafter, and must therefore transcend Causality.
This then was the first realisation through Yoga,
nityo'nityÀnÀm, the One Eternal in many transient.
At the same time they realised one truth more, — a surprising truth;
they found that the transcendent absolute Self of things was also the
Self of living beings, the Self too of man, that highest of the beings
living in the material plane on earth. The Purusha or conscious Ego
in man which had perplexed and baffled the Sankhyas, turned out to
be precisely the same in his ultimate being as Prakriti the apparently
non-conscious source of things; the non-consciousness of Prakriti, like
so much else, was proved a seeming and no reality, since behind the
inanimate form a conscious Intelligence at work is to the eyes of the
Yogin luminously self-evident.
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This then was the second realisation through Yoga, cetanaÙ chetanÀnÀm , the One Consciousness in many Consciousnesses.
Finally at the base of these two realisations was a third, the
most important of all to our race, — that the Transcendent Self in
individual man is as complete because identically the same as the
Transcendent Self in the Universe; for the Transcendent is indivisible and the sense of separate individuality is only one of the fundamental seemings on which the manifestation of phenomenal existence perpetually depends. In this way the Absolute which would
otherwise be beyond knowledge, becomes know-able; and the man
who knows his whole Self knows the whole Universe. This stupendous truth is enshrined to us in the two famous formulae of
Vedanta, so'ham, He am I, and aham brahmÀ'smi , I am
Brahman the Eternal.
Based on these four grand truths, nityo'nityÀnÀm, cetanaÙ cetanaÀnÀm, so'ham, aham brahmÀ'smi, as upon
four mighty pillars the lofty philosophy of the Upanishads raises its
front among the distant stars.

N AT U R E

CHAPTER III
ABSOLUTE BRAHMAN

OF THE

Viewed in the light of these four great illuminations the utterances of the Upanishads arrange themselves and fall into a perfect harmony. European scholars like Max Muller have seen in
these Scriptures a mass of heterogeneous ideas where the sublime jostles the childish, the grandiose walks arm-in-arm with
the grotesque, the most petty trivialities feel at home with the
rarest and most solemn philosophical intuitions, and they have
accordingly declared them to be the babblings of a child humanity; inspired children, idiots endowed with genius, such to the
Western view are the great Rishis of the Aranyaka. But the view
is suspect from its very nature. It is not likely that men who handle the ultimate and most difficult intellectual problems with such
mastery, precision and insight, would babble mere folly in
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matters which require the use of much lower faculties. Their utterances in this less exalted sphere may be true or they may be erroneous,
but, it may fairly be assumed, they gave them forth with a perfectly
clear idea of their bearing and signification. To an understanding totally unacquainted with the methods by which they are arrived at, many
of the established conclusions of modern Science would seem unutterably grotesque and childish, — the babblings if not of a child humanity, at least of humanity in its dotage; yet only a little accurate
knowledge is needed to show that these grotesque trivialities are wellascertained and irrefragable truths.
In real truth the Upanishads are in all their parts, allowing
for imaginative language and an occasional element of symbolism, quite rational, consistent and homogeneous. They are not
concerned indeed to create an artificial impression of consistency by ignoring the various aspects of this manifold Universe
and reducing all things to a single denomination; for they are not
metaphysical treatises aiming at mathematical abstractness or
geometrical precision and consistency. They are a great store of
observations and spiritual experiences with conclusions and
generalisations from those observations and experiences, set
down without any thought of controversial caution or any anxiety to avoid logical contradictions. Yet they have the consistency
of all truthful observation and honest experience; they arrange
themselves naturally and without set purpose under one grand universal truth developed into a certain number of wide general laws
within whose general agreement there is room for infinite particular variations and even anomalies. They have in other words
a scientific rather than a logical consistency.
To the rigorous logician bound in his narrow prison of verbal reasoning, the Upanishads seem indeed to base themselves
on an initial and fundamental inconsistency. There are a number
of passages in these Scriptures which dwell with striking emphasis on the unknowableness of the Absolute Brahman. It is distinctly stated that neither mind nor senses can reach the Brahman and
that words return baffled from the attempt to describe It; more,
— that we do not discern the Absolute and Transcendent in Its
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reality, nor can we discriminate the right way or perhaps any way of
teaching the reality of It to others; and it is even held, that It can only
be properly characterised in negative language and that to every challenge for definition the only true answer is NETINETI, It is not this,
It is not that. Brahman is not definable, not describable, not intellectually knowable. And yet in spite of these passages the Upanishads
constantly declare that Brahman is the one true object of knowledge
and the whole Scripture is in fact an attempt not perhaps to define, but
at least in some sort to characterise and present an idea, and even a
detailed idea, of the Brahman.
The inconsistency is more apparent than real. The Brahman in
Its ultimate reality is transcendent, absolute, infinite; but the senses
and the intellect, which the senses supply with its material, are finite; speech also is limited by the deficiencies of the intellect;
Brahman must therefore in Its very nature be unknowable to the
intellect and beyond the power of speech to describe, — yet only
in Its ultimate reality, not in Its aspects or manifestations. The
Agnostic Scientist also believes that there must be some great ultimate Reality unknown and probably unknowable to man (ignoramus et ignorabimus) from which this Universe proceeds and on
which all phenomena depend, but his admission of Unknowableness is confined to the ultimate Nature of this supreme Ens and not
to its expression or manifestation in the Universe. The Upanishad,
proceeding by a profounder method than material analysis, casts
the net of knowledge wider than the modern Agnostic, yet in the
end its attitude is much the same; it differs only in this important
respect that it asserts even the ultimate Brahman to be although
inexpressible in the terms of finite knowledge, yet realisable and
attainable.
The first great step to the realisation of the Brahman is by
the knowledge of Him as manifested in the phenomenal Universe;
for if there is no reality but Brahman, the phenomenal Universe
which is obviously a manifestation of something permanent and
eternal, must be a manifestation of Brahman and of nothing else,
and if we know it completely, we do to a certain extent and in a
certain way, know Him, not as an Absolute Existence, but under
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the conditions of phenomenal manifestation. While, however, European Science seeks only to know the phenomena of gross matter, the Yogin goes farther. He asserts that he has discovered an universe of subtle matter penetrating and surrounding the gross; this
universe to which the spirit withdraws partially and for a brief time
in sleep but more entirely and for a longer time through the gates
of death, is the source whence all psychic processes draw their
origin; and the link which connects this universe with the gross
material world is to be found in the phenomena of life and mind.
His assertion is perfectly positive and the Upanishad proceeds on
it as on an ascertained and indisputable fact quite beyond the limits of mere guesswork, inference or speculation. But he goes yet
farther and declares that there is yet a third universe of causal
matter penetrating and surrounding both the subtle and the gross,
and that this universe to which the spirit withdraws in the deepest
and most abysmal states of sleep and trance and also in a remote
condition beyond the state of man after death, is the source whence
all phenomena take their rise. If we are to understand the Upanishads we must accept these to us astounding statements, temporarily at least; for on them the whole scheme of Vedanta is built.
Now Brahman manifests Himself in each of these Universes, in the
Universe of Causal Matter as the Cause, Self and Inspirer, poetically styled Prajna the Wise One; in the universe of subtle matter
as the Creator, Self and Container, styled Hiranyagarbha the Golden
Embryo of life and form, and in the universe of gross matter as the
Ruler, Guide, Self and Helper, styled Virat the Shining and Mighty
One. And in each of these manifestations He can be known and
realised by the spirit of Man.
Granted the truth of these remarkable assertions, what then
is the relation between the Supreme Self and man? The position has already been quite definitely taken that the transcendent Self in man is identically the same as the transcendent Self
in the Universe and that this identity is the one great key to the
knowledge of the Absolute Brahman. Does not this position
rule out of court any such differences between the Absolute and
the human Self as is implied in the character of the triple
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manifestation of Brahman? On the one hand completest identity of
the Supreme Self and the human is asserted as an ascertained and
experienced fact, on the other hand widest difference is asserted
as an equally well-ascertained and experienced fact; there can be
no reconciliation between these incompatible statements. Yet are
they both facts, answers Vedanta; identity is a fact in the reality of
things; difference is a fact in the appearance of things, the world
of phenomena; for phenomena are in their essence nothing but
seemings and the difference between the individual Self and the
Universal Self is the fundamental seeming which makes all the rest
possible. This difference grows as the manifestation of Brahman
proceeds. In the world of gross matter, it is complete; the difference is so acute, that it is impossible for the material sensual being to conceive of the Supreme Soul as having any point of contact with his own soul and it is only by a long process of evolution that he arrives at the illumination in which some kind of identity becomes to him conceivable. The basal conception for Mind
as conditioned by gross matter is Dualistic; the knower here must
be different from the Known and his whole intellectual development consists in the discovery, development and perfected use of
ever new media and methods of knowledge. Undoubtedly the ultimate knowledge he arrives at brings him to the fundamental truth
of identity between himself and the Supreme Self, but in the sphere
of gross phenomena this identity can never be more than an intellectual conception, it can never be verified by personal realisation. On the other hand it can be felt by the supreme sympathy of
love and faith, either through love of humanity and of all other fellow-beings or directly through love of God. This feeling of identity is very strong in religions based largely on the sentiment of
Love and Faith. I and my Father are One, cried the Founder of
Christianity; I and my brother man and my brother beast are One,
says Buddhism; St Francis spoke of Air as his brother and Water
as his sister; and the Hindu devotee when he sees a bullock lashed
falls down in pain with the mark of the whip on his own body. But
the feeling of Oneness remaining only a feeling does not extend into
knowledge and therefore these religions while emotionally
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pervaded with the sense of identity, tend in the sphere of intellect to a
militant Dualism or to any other but always unMonistic standpoint.
Dualism is therefore no mere delusion; it is a truth, but a phenomenal
truth and not the ultimate reality of things.
As it proceeds in the work of discovering and perfecting
methods of knowledge, the individual self finds an entry into the
universe of subtle phenomena. Here the difference that divides it
from the Supreme Self is less acute; for the bonds of matter are
lightened and the great agents of division and disparity, Time and
Space, diminish in the insistency of their pressure. The individual here comes to realise a certain unity with the great Whole; he
is enlarged and aggrandized into a part of the Universal Self, but
the sense of identity is not complete and cannot be complete. The
basal conception for Mind in this subtle Universe is Dualo-Monistic; the knower is not quite different from the known; he is like
and of the same substance but inferior, smaller and dependent; his
sense of oneness may amount to similarity and consubstantiality but
not to coincidence and perfect identity.
From the subtle Universe the individual self rises in its evolution until it is able to enter the universe of Causal matter, where it
stands near to the fountain-head. In this universe media and methods
of knowledge begin to disappear, Mind comes into almost direct relations with its source and the difference between the individual and
the Supreme Self is greatly attenuated. Nevertheless there is here too
a wall of difference, even though it wears eventually thin as the thinnest paper. The knower is aware that he is coeval and coexistent with
the Supreme Self, he is aware in a sense of omnipresence, for wherever the Supreme Self is, there also he is; he is, moreover, on the other side of phenomena and can see the Universe at will without him or
within him; but he has still not necessarily realised the Supreme as
utterly himself, although the perfect realisation is now for the first time
in his grasp. The basal perception for Mind in this Universe is Monism with a difference, but the crowning perception of Monism becomes
here possible.
And when it is no longer only possible but grasped? Then
the individual Self entering into full realisation, ceases in any
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sense to be the individual Self, but merges into and becomes again
the eternal and absolute Brahman, without parts, unbeginning, undecaying, unchanging. He has passed beyond causality and phenomena and is no longer under the bondage of that which is only
by seeming. This is the laya or utter absorption of Hinduism, the
highest nirvana or extinction from phenomena of the Upanishads
and of Buddhist metaphysics. It is obviously a state which words
fail to describe, since words which are created to express relations and have no meaning except when they express relations,
cannot deal successfully with a state which is perfectly pure, absolute and unrelated; nor is it a condition which the bounded and
finite intellect of man on this plane can for a moment envisage. This
unintelligibility of the supreme state is naturally a great stumblingblock to the undisciplined imagination of our present-day humanity which, being sensuous, emotional and intellectual, inevitably
recoils from a bliss in which neither the senses, emotions nor intellect have any place. Surely, we cry, the extinction or quietude
of all these sources and means of sensation and pleasure implies
not supreme bliss but absolute nothingness, blank annihilation. “An
error”, answers the Vedanta, “a pitiful, grovelling error! Why is
it that the senses cease in that supreme condition? Because the senses were evolved in order to sense external being and where externality ceases, they having no action cease to exist. The emotions
too are directed outwards and need another for their joy, they can
only survive so long as we are incomplete. The intellect similarly is and works only so long as there is something external to it
and ungrasped. But to the Most High there is nothing ungrasped,
the Most High depends on none for His joy. He has therefore neither emotions nor intellect, nor can he either who merges in and
becomes the Most High, possess them for a moment after that high
consummation. The deprivation of the limited senses in His boundlessness is not a loss or an extinction, but must be a fulfilment, a
development into Being which rejoices in its own infinity. The disappearance of our broken and transient emotions in His completeness must bring us not into a cold void but rather into illimitable bliss.
The culmination of knowledge by the supersession of our divided
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and fallible intellect must lead not to utter darkness and blank vacuity but to the luminous ecstasy of an infinite Consciousness. Not
the annihilation of Being, but utter fullness of Being is our Nirvana.” And when this ecstatic language is brought to the touchstone
of reason, it must surely be declared just and even unanswerable.
For the final absolution of the intellect can only be at a point where
the Knower, Knowledge and the Known become one, Knowledge
being there infinite, direct and without media. And where there is
this infinite and flawless knowledge, there must be, one thinks,
infinite and flawless existence and bliss. But by the very conditions of this state, we can only say of it that it is, we cannot define
it in words, precisely because we cannot realize it with the intellect. The Self can be realized only with the Self; there is.no other
instrument of realization.
Granted, it may be said, that such a state is conceivably possible, — as certainly it is, starting from your premises, the only and
inevitable conclusion, — but what proof have we that it exists as a
reality? what proof can even your Yoga bring to us that it exists? For
when the individual Self becomes identified with the Supreme, its
evolution is over and it does not return into phenomena to tell its experiences. The question is a difficult one to handle, partly because
language, if it attempts to deal with it at all precisely, must become
so abstract and delicate as to be unintelligible, partly because the
experiences it involves are so far off from our present general evolution and attained so rarely that dogmatism or even definite statement appears almost unpardonable. Nevertheless with the use of
metaphorical language, or, in St Paul's words, speaking as a fool,
one may venture to outline what there is at all to be said on the
subject. The truth then seems to be that there are even in this last
or fourth state of the Self, stages and degrees, as to the number of
which experience varies; but for practical purposes we may speak
of three, the first when we stand at the entrance of the porch and
look within; the second when we stand at the inner extremity of the
porch and are really face to face with the Eternal; the third when
we enter into the Holy of Holies. Be it remembered that the language I am using is the language of metaphor and must not be pressed
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with a savage literalness. Well then, the first stage is well within the possible experience of man and from it man returns to be
a Jivanmukta, one who lives and is yet released in his inner self
from the bondage of phenomenal existence; the second stage
once reached, man does not ordinarily return, unless he is a
supreme Buddha, — or perhaps as a world Avatar; from the
third stage none returns nor is it attainable in the body. Brahman as realised by the Jivanmukta, seen from the entrance of the
porch, is that which we usually term Parabrahman, the Supreme
Eternal and the subject of the most exalted descriptions of the
Vedanta. There are therefore five conditions of Brahman. Brahman Virat, Master of the Waking Universe; Brahman Hiranyagarbha, of the Dream Universe; Brahman Prajna or Avyakta of
the Trance Universe of Unmanifestation; Parabrahman, the Highest; and that which is higher than the highest, the Unknowable.
Now of the Unknowable it is not profitable to speak, but something of Parabrahman can be made intelligible to the human understanding because — always if the liberal use of loose metaphors is not denied, — it can be partially brought within the
domain of speech.
CHAPTER IV
PARABRAHMAN

So far the great Transcendent Reality has been viewed from
the standpoint of the human spirit as it travels on the upward
curve of evolution to culminate in the Supreme. It will now be
more convenient to view the Absolute from the other end of the
cycle of manifestation where, in a sense, evolution begins and the
great Cause of phenomena stands with His face towards the Universe He will soon create. At first of course there is the Absolute, unconditioned, unmanifested, unimaginable, of Whom nothing can be predicated except negatives. But as the first step towards manifestation the Absolute — produces, shall we say? let
the word serve for want of a better! — produces in Itself a luminous Shadow of Its infinite inconceivable Being, — the image is
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trivial and absurd, but one can find none adequate, — which is
Parabrahman or if we like so to call Him, God, the Eternal, the
Supreme Spirit, the Seer, Witness, Wisdom, Source, Creator, Ancient of Days. Of Him Vedanta itself can only speak in two great
trilogies, subjective and objective, Sacchidanandam, Existence,
Consciousness, Bliss; Satyam Jnanam Anantam, Truth, Knowledge, Infinity.
SACCHIDANANDAM. The Supreme is Pure Being, Absolute
Existence, SAT. He is Existence because He alone Is, there being
nothing else which has any ultimate reality or any being independent of His self-manifestation. And He is Absolute Existence because
since He alone is and nothing else exists in reality, He must necessarily exist by Himself, in Himself and to Himself. There can be no
cause for His existence, nor object to His existence; nor can there
be any increase or diminution in Him, since increase can only come
by addition from something external and diminution by loss to something external, and there is nothing external to Brahman. He cannot
change in any way, for then He would be subject to Time and Causality; nor have parts, for then He would be subject to the law of
Space. He is beyond the conceptions of Space, Time and Causality
which He creates phenomenally as the conditions of manifestation
but which cannot condition their Source. Parabrahman, then, is Absolute Existence.
The Supreme is also Pure Awareness, Absolute Consciousness, CHIT. We must be on our guard against confusing the ultimate consciousness of Brahman with our own modes of thought
and knowledge, or calling Him in any but avowedly metaphorical language the Universal Omniscient Mind and by such other terminology; Mind, Thought, Knowledge, Omniscience, Partial Science, Nescience are merely modes in which Consciousness figures under various conditions and in various receptacles. But the Pure Consciousness of the Brahman is a conception which transcends our modes of thinking. Philosophy has
done well to point out that consciousness is in its essence purely
subjective. We are not conscious of external objects; we are
only conscious of certain perceptions and impressions in our
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brains which by the separate or concurrent operation of our senses we are able to externalise into name and form; and in the very
nature of things and to the end of Time we cannot be conscious of
anything except these impressions and perceptions. The fact is indubitable, though Materialism and Idealism explain it in diametrically opposite directions. We shall eventually know that this condition is imperative precisely because consciousness is the fundamental thing from which all phenomenal existence proceeds, so
much so that all phenomena have been called by a bold metaphor
distortions or corruptions (vikaras) of the absolute consciousness.
Monistic philosophers tell us however that the true explanation is
not corruption but illation (adhyaropa), first of the idea of not-self
into the Self, and of externality into the internal, and then of fresh
and ever more complex forms by the method of Evolution. These
metaphysical explanations it is necessary indeed to grasp, but even
when we have mastered their delicate distinctions, refined upon
refinement and brought ourselves to the verge of infinite ideas,
there at least we must pause; we are moored to our brains and
cannot in this body cut the rope in order to spread our sails over
the illimitable ocean. It is enough if we satisfy ourselves with
some dim realisation of the fact that all sentience is ultimately
self-sentience.
The Upanishads tell us that Brahman is not a blind universal
Force working by its very nature mechanically, nor even an unconscious Cause of Force; He is conscious or rather is Himself Consciousness, CHIT, as well as SAT. It necessarily follows that SAT
and CHIT are really the same; Existence is Consciousness and cannot be separated from Consciousness. Phenomenally we may choose
to regard existence as proceeding from sentience or culminating in
it or being in and by it; but culmination is only a return to a concealed
source, an efflorescence already concealed in the seed, so that from
all these three standpoints sentience is eventually the condition of
existence; they are only three different aspects of the mental necessity which forbids us to imagine the great Is as essentially unaware
that He Is. We may of course choose to believe that things are the
other way about, that existence proceeds from insentience through
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sentience back again to insentience. Sentience is then merely a form
of insentience, a delusion or temporary corruption (vikara) of the
eternal and insentient. In this case Sentience, Intelligence, Mind,
Thought and Knowledge, all are Maya and either insentient Matter or Nothingness the only eternal reality. But the Nihilist's negation of existence is a mere reductio ad absurdum of all thought and
reason, a metaphysical harakiri by which Philosophy rips up her
own bowels with her own weapons. The Materialist's conclusion
of eternal insentient Matter seems to stand on firmer ground; for
we have certainly the observed fact that evolution seems to start
from inanimate Matter, and consciousness presents itself in Matter as a thing that appears for a short time only to disappear, a
phenomenon or temporary seeming. To this argument also Vedanta can marshal a battalion of replies. The assertion of eternally
insentient Matter (Prakriti) without any permanently sentient reality (Purusha) is, to begin with, a paradox far more startling than
the Monistic paradox of Maya and lands us in a conclusion mentally inconceivable. Nor is the materialistic conclusion indisputably proved by observed facts; rather facts seem to lead us to a
quite different conclusion, since the existence of anything really
insentient behind which there is no concealed Sentience is an assumption (for we cannot even positively say that inanimate things
are absolutely inanimate,) and the one fact we surely and indisputably know is our own sentience and animation. In the workings of
inanimate Matter we everywhere see the operations of Intelligence
operating by means and adapting means to an end and the intelligent use of means by an unconscious entity is a thing paradoxical
in itself and unsupported by an atom of proof; indeed the wider
knowledge of the Universe attainable to Yoga actually does reveal
such a Universal Intelligence everywhere at work.
Brahman, then, is Consciousness, and this once conceded, it
follows that He must be in His transcendental reality Absolute
Consciousness. His Consciousness is from itself and of itself like
His existence, because there is nothing separate and other than
Him; not only so but it does not consist in the knowledge of one
part of Himself by another, or of His parts by His whole, since
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His transcendental existence is one and simple, without parts. His
consciousness therefore does not proceed by the same laws as our
consciousness, does not proceed by differentiating subject from object, knower from known, but simply is, by its own right of pure and
unqualified existence, eternally and illimitably, in a way impure and
qualified existences cannot conceive.
The Supreme is, finally, Pure Ecstasy, Absolute Bliss, ANANDA.
Now just as SAT and CHIT are the same, so are SAT and CHIT not
different from ANANDA; just as Existence is Consciousness and
cannot be separated from Consciousness, so Conscious Existence
is Bliss and cannot be separated from Bliss. I think we feel this
even in the very finite existence and cramped consciousness of life
on the material plane. Conscious existence at least cannot endure
without pleasure; even in the most miserable sentient being there
must be pleasure in existence though it appear small as a grain of
mustard seed; blank absolute misery entails suicide and annihilation as its necessary and immediate consequence. The will to live,
— the desire of conscious existence and the instinct of self-preservation, — is no mere teleological arrangement of Nature with a
particular end before it, but is fundamental and independent of end
or object; it is merely a body and form to that pleasure of existence which is essential and eternal; and it cannot be forced to give
way to anything but that will to live more fully and widely which
is the source on one side of all personal ambition and aspiration,
on the other of all love, self-sacrifice and self-conquest. Even suicide is merely a frenzied revolt against limitation, a revolt not the
less significant because it is without knowledge. The pleasure of
existence can consent to merge only in the greater pleasure of a
widened existence, and religion, the aspiration towards God, is
simply the fulfilment of this eternal elemental force, its desire to
merge its separate and limited joy in the sheer bliss of infinite
existence. The Will to live individually embodies the pleasure of
individual existence which is the outer phenomenal self of all creatures; but the will to live infinitely can only proceed straight from
the transcendent, ultimate Spirit in us which is our real Self;
and it is this that availeth towards immortality. Brahman, then,
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being infinity of conscious existence, is also infinite bliss. And the
bliss of Brahman is necessarily absolute both in its nature and as
to its object. Any mixture or coexistence with pain would imply a
cause of pain either the same or other than the cause of bliss, with
the immediate admission of division, struggle, opposition, of something inharmonious and self-annulling in Brahman; but division and
opposition which depend upon relation cannot exist in the unrelated Absolute. Pain is, properly considered, the result of limitation. When the desires and impulses are limited in their satisfaction or the matter, physical or mental, on which they act is checked,
pressed inward, divided or pulled apart by something alien to itself, then only can pain arise. Where there is no limitation, there
can be no pain. The Bliss of Brahman is therefore absolute in its
nature.
It is no less absolute with regard to its object; for the subject and object are the same. It is inherent in His own existence
and consciousness and cannot possibly have any cause within or
without Him who alone Is and Is without parts or division. Some
would have us believe that a self-existent bliss is impossible;
bliss, like pain, needs an object or cause different from the subject and therefore depends on limitation. Yet even in this material
or waking world any considerable and deep experience will show
us that there is a pleasure which is independent of surroundings and
does not rely for its sustenance on temporary or external objects.
The pleasure that depends on others is turbid, precarious and
marred by the certainty of diminution and loss; it is only as one
withdraws deeper and deeper into oneself that one comes nearer
and nearer to the peace that passeth understanding. An equally significant fact is to be found in the phenomena of satiety; of which
this is the governing law that the less limited and the more subjective the field of pleasure, the farther is it removed from the reach
of satiety and disgust. The body is rapidly sated with pleasure; the
emotions, less limited and more subjective, can take in a much deeper
draught of joy; the mind, still wider and more capable of internality, has a yet profounder gulp and untiring faculty of assimilation;
the pleasures of the intellect and higher understanding, where we
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move in a very rare and wide atmosphere, seldom pall and, even
then, soon repair themselves; while the infinite spirit, the acme of
our subjectiveness, knows not any disgust of spiritual ecstasy and
will be content with nothing short of infinity in its bliss. The logical culmination of this ascending series is the transcendent and
absolute Parabrahman whose bliss is endless, self-existent and
pure.
This then is the Trinity of the Upanishads, Absolute Existence;
which is therefore Absolute Consciousness; which is therefore Absolute Bliss.
And then the second Trinity SATYAM JNANAM ANANTAM.
This Trinity is not different from the first but merely its objective expression. Brahman is Satyam, Truth or Reality because Truth or Reality is merely the subjective idea of existence viewed objectively.
Only that which fundamentally exists is real and true, and Brahman
being absolute existence is also absolute truth and reality. All other
things are only relatively real, not indeed false in every sense since
they are appearances of a Reality, but impermanent and therefore not
in themselves ultimately true.
Brahman is also JNANAM, Knowledge; for Knowledge is merely
the subjective idea of consciousness viewed objectively. The word
jÜÀna as a philosophic term has an especial connotation. It is distinguished from saÌjÜÀna which is awareness by contact; from ajÜÀna
which is perception by receptive and central Will and implies a command from the brain; from prajÜÀna which is Wisdom, teleological
will or knowledge with a purpose; and from vijÜÀna or knowledge
by discrimination. JÜÀna is knowledge direct and without the use of
a medium. Brahman is absolute jÜÀna, direct and self-existent, without beginning, middle or end, in which the Knower is also the Knowledge and the Known.
Finally, Brahman is ANANTAM, Endlessness, including all
kinds of Infinity. His Infinity is of course involved in His absolute
existence and consciousness, but it arises directly from His absolute bliss, since bliss, as we have seen, consists objectively in the
absence of limitation. Infinity therefore is merely the subjective idea
of bliss viewed objectively. It may be otherwise expressed by
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the word Freedom or by the word Immortality. All phenomenal
things are bound by laws and limitations imposed by the triple
idea of Time, Space and Causality; in Brahman alone there is absolute Freedom; for He has no beginning, middle or end in Time
or Space nor, being immutable, in Causality. Regarded from the
point of view of Time, Brahman is Eternity or Immortality, regarded from the point of view of Space He is Infinity or Universality, regarded from the point of view of Causality He is absolute Freedom. In one word He is ANANTAM, Endlessness, Absence of Limitation.
CHAPTER V

OF

M AYA : T H E P R I N C I P L E
PHENOMENAL EXISTENCE

Brahman then, let us suppose, has projected in Itself this luminous Shadow of Itself and has in the act (speaking always in the
language of finite beings with its perpetual taint of Time, Space
and Causality) begun to envisage Itself and consider Its essentialities in the light of attributes. He who is Existence, Consciousness,
Bliss envisages Himself as existent, conscious, blissful. From that
moment phenomenal manifestation becomes inevitable; the Unqualified chooses to regard Himself as qualified. Once this fundamental
condition is granted, everything else follows by the rigorous logic of evolution; it is the one postulate which Vedanta demands. For
this postulate once granted, we can see how the Absolute when it
projects in itself this luminous Shadow called the Parabrahman,
prepares the way for and as it were necessitates the evolution of
this manifest world, — by bringing into play the great fundamental principle of Maya or Illusion. Under the play of that one principle translating itself into motion, the great transformation spoken of by the Upanishad becomes possible, — the One becomes
the Many.
(But this one fundamental postulate is not easily conceded.
The question which will at once spring up armed and gigantic in
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the European mind is the teleological objection, Why? All action
implies a purpose; with what purpose did Brahman regard Himself
as qualified? All Evolution is prompted by a desire, implies development, moves to an intelligible goal. What did Brahman who, being Absolute, is self-sufficing, desire, of what development did He
stand in need or to what goal does He move? This is, from the teleological standpoint, the great crux of any theory of the Universe
which tries to start from an essential and original Unity; a gulf is left
which the intellect finds it impossible to bridge. Certain philosophies do indeed attempt to bridge it by a teleological explanation.
The Absolute One, it is argued, passes through the cycle of manifestation, because He then returns to His original unity enriched with
a new store of experiences and impressions, richer in love, richer
in knowledge, richer in deed. It is truly amazing that any minds
should be found which can seriously flatter themselves with the
serene illusion that this is philosophy. Anything more unphilosophical, more vicious in reasoning cannot be imagined. When the Veda,
speaking not of the Absolute but of Brahman Hiranyagarbha, says
that He was alone and grew afraid of His loneliness, it passes, as
a daring poetical fancy; and this too might pass as a poetical fancy, but not as serious reasoning. It is no more than an unreasoning
recoil from the European idea of absolute, impersonal Unity as a
blank and empty Negation. To avoid this appalling conclusion, an
Unity is imagined which can be at the same time, not phenomenally but in its ultimate reality, manifold, teeming with myriad memories. It is difficult to understand the precise argumentation of the
idea, whether the One when He has reentered His unity, preserves
His experiences in detail or in the mass, say, as a pulp or essence.
But at any rate several radical incoherences are in its conception.
The Absolute is imaged as a thing incomplete and awaking to a
sense of Its incompleteness which It proceeds in a business-like
way to remedy; subject therefore to Desire and subject also to Time
in which It is now contained! As to the source whence these new
impressions are derived which complete the incompleteness of
Brahman, that is a still greater mystery. If it was out of Himself,
then it was latent in Him, already existing unknown to Himself.
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One therefore presumes He produced in Himself, since there was
no other place to produce them from, things which had no existence previously but now are; that which was not, became; out of
nothing, something arose. This is not philosophy but theology; not
reasoning, but faith. As faith it might pass; that God is omnipotent
and can therefore literally create something out of nothing, is a dogma which one is at liberty to believe or reject, but it is outside the
sphere of reasoning.)
There seems at first to be a fatal objection to the concession
of this postulate; it seems really to evade the fundamental question of the problem of Existence or merely carry the beginning of
the problem two steps farther back. For the great crux of the Universe is precisely the difficulty of understanding How and Why the
One became Many, and we do not get rid of the difficulty by saying that it proceeds from the Unqualified willing to regard Himself as qualified. Even if the question How were satisfactorily met
by the theory of Maya, the Why of the whole process remains. The
goal of Evolution may have been determined, — it is, let us concede, the return of the Infinite upon Itself through the cycle of manifestation; but the beginning of Evolution is not accounted for, its
utility is not made manifest. Why did the Absolute turn His face
towards Evolution? There seems to be no possible answer to this
inquiry; it is impossible to suggest any teleological reason why the
Unqualified should will to look on Himself as qualified and so set
the wheel of Evolution rolling, — at any rate any reason which
would not be hopelessly at variance with the essential meaning
of Absoluteness; and it is only an unphilosophic or imperfectly
philosophic mind which can imagine that it has succeeded in the
attempt. But the impossibility does not vitiate the theory of Maya;
for the Vedantist parries this question of the Why with an unanswerable retort. The question itself, he says, as directed to the
Brahman, is inadmissible and an impertinence. He, being Absolute, is in His very nature beyond Causality on which all ideas
of need, utility, purpose depend, and to suppose purpose in Him
is to question His transcendent and absolute nature: That which
is beyond causality, has no need to act on a purpose. To catechise
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the Mighty Infinite as to why It chose to veil Its infinity in Maya, or to
insist that the Universe shall choose between being utilitarian or not
being at all, is absurd; it betrays a want of perfect intellectual lucidity. The question Why simply cannot arise.
But even when the question of utility is set aside, the intelligibility of the process is not established. The Unqualified willing
to regard Himself as qualified is, you say, His Maya. But what is
the nature of the process, intellectual or volitional, and how can
an intellectual or volitional process be consistently attributed to
the Absolute? — on this head at least one expects intellectual satisfaction. But the Vedantist strenuously denies the legitimacy of the
expectation. If the “Will to regard” were put forward as a literal
statement of a definable fact and its terms as philosophically precise, then the expectation would be justifiable. But the terms are
avowedly poetical and therefore logically inadequate; they were
merely intended to present the fact of Maya to the intellect in the
imperfect and totally inadequate manner which is alone possible
to finite speech and thought in dealing with the infinite. No intellectual or volitional process as we conceive will and intellect has
really taken place. What then has happened? What is Maya? How
came it into existence?
The Vedanta answers this question with its usual uncompromising candour and imperturbable clearness of thought; — we cannot tell,
it says, for we do not and cannot know; at least we cannot intelligibly define; and this for the simple reason that the birth of Maya, if it
had any birth, took place on the other side of phenomena, before the
origin of Time, Space and Causality; and is therefore not cognizable by the intellect which can only think in terms of Time, Space and
Causality. A little reflection will show that the existence of Maya
is necessarily involved even in the casting of the luminous shadow
called Parabrahman. A thing so far removed in the dark backward
and abysm before Time, a state, force or process (call it what we
will) operating directly in the Absolute Who is but cannot be thought
of, may be perceived as a fact, but cannot be explained or defined.
We say therefore that Maya is a thing anirdeshyam, impossible to
define, of which we cannot say that it is, — for it is Illusion, —
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and we cannot say that it is not, — for it is the Mother of the Universe;
we can only infer that it is a something inherent in the being of Brahman and must therefore be not born but eternal, not in Time, but out of
Time. So much arises from our premises; more it would be dishonest
to pretend to know.
Still Maya is no mere assumption or its existence unprovable! Vedanta is prepared to prove that Maya is; prepared to show
what it is, not ultimately but as involved in Parabrahman and
manifested in the Universe; prepared to describe how it set about
the work of Evolution, prepared to present Maya in terms of the
intellect as a perfectly possible explanation of the entire order
of the Universe; prepared even to contend that it is the only explanation perfectly consistent with the nature of being and the
recognized bases of scientific and philosophical truth. It is only
not prepared to represent the ultimate infinite nature and origin
of Maya in precise terms comprehensible to finite mind; for to
attempt philosophical impossibilities constitutes an intellectual
pastime in which the Vedantist is too much attached to clear thinking to indulge.
What then is Maya? It is, intellectually envisaged, a subjective
necessity involved in the very nature of Parabrahman. We have seen
that Parabrahman is visible to us in the form of three subjective conceptions with three corresponding objective conceptions, which are
the essentialities of His being. But Parabrahman is the Brahman as
envisaged by the individual self in the act of returning to its source;
Brahman externalized by His own will in the form of Maya is looking at Himself with the curtains of Maya half-lifted but not yet quite
thrown back. The forms of Maya have disappeared, but the essentiality stands behind the returning Self at the entrance, of the porch,
and it is only when he reaches the inner end of the porch that he
passes utterly out of the control of Maya. And the essentiality of
Maya is to resolve Existence, Consciousness and Bliss which are
really one, into three, the Unity appearing as a Trinity and the single Essentiality immediately breaking up into manifold properties
or attributes. The Absolute Brahman at the inner entrance is the
bright triune Parabrahman, absolute also, but cognizable; at the
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threshold of the porch He is Parabrahman envisaging Maya, and
the next step carries Him into Maya, where Duality begins, Purusha differentiates from Prakriti, Spirit from Matter, Force from
Energy, Ego from Non-Ego; and as the descent into phenomena
deepens, single Purusha differentiates itself into multitudinous receptacles, single Prakriti into innumerable forms. This is the law
of Maya.
But the first step, speaking in the terms of pure intellect, is the
envisaging of the Essentiality as possessing Its three subjective and
three objective properties, — Existence; Consciousness; Bliss:
Truth; Knowledge; Infinity. The moment this happens, by inevitable
necessity, the opposite attributes, Nothingness, Non-Sentience, Pain,
present themselves as inseparable shadows of the three substances, and with them come the objective triad, Falsehood, Ignorance,
Limitation; Limitation necessitates Divisibility, Divisibility necessitates Time and Space; Time and Space necessitate Causality; Causality, the source from which definite phenomena arise, necessitates
Change. All the fundamental laws of Duality have sprung into being, necessitated in a moment by the appearance of Saguna Brahman,
the Unqualified Infinite become Qualified. They do not really or
ultimately exist, because they are inconsistent with the absolute nature of Parabrahman, for even in the sphere of phenomena we can
rise to the truth that annihilation is an illusion and only form is destroyed; nothingness is an impossibility, and the Eternal cannot perish; nor can He become non-sentient in whose being sentience and
non-sentience are one; nor can He feel pain who is infinite and without limitation. Yet these things, which we know cannot exist, must
be conceived and therefore have phenomenally an existence and a
reality in impermanence. For this is the paradox of Maya and her
works that we cannot say they exist, because they are in reality impossible, and we cannot say they do not exist, because we must conceive them subjectively and, knowledge being now turned outward,
envisage them objectively.
Surely this is to land ourselves in a metaphysical morass!
But the key of the tangle is always in our hands; — it is to
remember that Parabrahman is Himself only the aspect of the
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indefinable Absolute who is beyond Science and Nescience, Existence and Non-existence, Limitation and Infinity, and His sixfold attributes are not really six but one, not really attributes of
Brahman, but in their unity Brahman Himself. It is only when we
conceive of them as attributes that we are driven to regard Annihilation, Non-sentience and Limitation and their correspondings subjective or objective, as realities. But we are driven so
to conceive them by something datelessly inherent in the infinite
Will to live, in Brahman Himself. To leave for a moment the difficult language of metaphysics which on this dizzy verge of infinity, eludes and bewilders our giddy understanding and to use
the trenchant symbolic style of the Upanishads, Parabrahman is
the luminous shadow of the Absolute projected in Itself by Itself,
and Maya is similarly the dark shadow projected by the Absolute in Parabrahman; both are real because eternal, but sheer
reality is neither the light nor the darkness but the Thing-in-itself
which they not merely like phenomena represent, but which in an
inexplicable way they are. This, then, is Maya in its subjective
relation to Parabrahman.
In phenomena Maya becomes objectivised in a hundred elusive
forms, amid whose complex variety we long strive vainly to find the
one supreme clue. The old thinkers long followed various of the
main threads, but none led them to the mysterious starting point of
her motions. “Then” says the Svetasvatara “they followed after concentration of Yoga and saw the Might of the Spirit of the Lord hidden deep in the modes of working of its own nature;” Devatmashakti, the Energy of the Divine Self, Parabrahman, is Maya; and it is in
another passage stated to have two sides, obverse and reverse, Vidya and Avidya, Science and Nescience. Nescience eternally tends
to envelop Science, Science eternally tends to displace Nescience.
Avidya or Nescience is Parabrahman's power of creating illusions
or images, things which seem but are not in themselves; Vidya or
Science is His power of shaking off His own imaginations and returning upon His real and eternal Self. The action and reaction of
these two great Energies doing work upon each other is the secret
of Universal activity. The power of Nescience is evident on every
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plane of existence; for the whole Universe is a series of images.
The sun rises up in the morning, mounts into the cusp of the blue
Heavens and descends at evening trailing behind it clouds of glory as it disappears. Who could doubt this irrefragable, overwhelmingly evidenced fact? Every day, through myriads of years, the eyes
of millions of men all over the world have borne concurrent and
unvarying testimony to the truth of these splendid voyagings. Than
such universal ocular testimony, what evidence can be more conclusive? Yet it all turns out to be an image created by Nescience
in the field of vision. Science comes and undeterred by prison and
the stake tells us that the sun never voyages through our heavens,
is indeed millions of miles from our heavens, and it is we who
move round the Sun, not the Sun round us. Nay those Heavens themselves, the blue firmament into which poetry and religion have read
so much beauty and wonder, is itself only an image, in which Nescience represents our atmosphere to us in the field of vision. The
light too which streams upon us from our Sun and seems to us to
fill Space turns out to be no more than an image. Science now freely
permitted to multiply her amazing paradoxes, forces us at last to
believe that it is only motion of matter affecting us at a certain pitch
of vibration with that particular impression on the brain. And so
she goes on resolving all things into mere images of the great cosmic ether which alone is. Of such unsubstantialities is this marvellous fabric of visible things created! Nay, it would even appear
that the more unsubstantial a thing seems, the nearer it is to ultimate reality. This, which Science proves, says the Vedantist, is
precisely what is meant by Maya.
Never dream, however, that Science will end here and that
we have come to the last of her unveilings. She will yet go on
and tell us that the cosmic ether itself is only an image, that this
universe of sensible things and things inferable from sense is only
a selection of translations from a far vaster universe of forms
built out of subtler matter than our senses can either show or
imply to us. And when she has entered into that subtler world
with fit instruments of observation and analysis, that too she will
relentlessly resolve into mere images of the subtler ether out of
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which it is born. Behind that subtler universe also there looms a
profounder and vaster, but simpler state of existence where there
is only the undetermined universality of things as yet involved in
their causes. Here Science must come to her latest dealings with
matter and show us that this indeterminate universality of things
is after all only an image of something in our own self. Meanwhile
with that very self she is busy, continually and potently trying to
persuade us that all which we believe to be ourselves, all in which
our Nescience would have us contentedly dwell, is mere imagery
and form. The animal in us insists that this body is the real Self
and the satisfaction of its needs our primal duty; but Science (of
whom Prof. Haeckel's Riddle of the Universe is not the concluding utterance) bids us beware of identifying our Self with a mere
mass of primitive animal forms associated together by an aggregating nucleus of vital impulses; this surely is not the reality of
Shakespeare and Newton, Buddha and St Francis! Then in those
vital impulses we seek the bedrock of our being. But these too
Science resolves into a delusion or image created by Nescience;
for in reality these vital impulses have no existence by themselves
but are merely the link established between that material aggregation of animal forms and something within us which we call Mind.
Mind too she will not permit us long to mistake for anything more
than an image created by the interaction of sensations and response
to sensations between the material aggregation of the body and
something that governs and informs the material system. This governing power in its action upon mind reveals itself in the discriminating, selecting, ordering and purposeful entity called by Vedanta
the Buddhi, of which reason is only one aspect, intellect only one
image. Buddhi also turns out eventually to be no entity, only an
image, and Science must end by showing us that body, vitality, mind,
buddhi are all images of what Philosophy calls Ananda, the pleasure of existence or Will to live; and she reveals to us at last that
although this Will divides itself into innumerable forms which
represent themselves as individual selves, yet all these are images of one great Cosmic Will to live, just as all material forms
are merely images of one great undifferentiated Universality of
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cosmic matter, causal ether, if we so choose to describe it. That Will
is Purusha, that Universality is Prakriti; and both are but images of
Parabrahman.
So, very briefly and inadequately stated in some of its main principles, runs the Vedantic theory of Maya, for which analytic Science
is, without quite knowing it, multiplying a stupendous mass of evidence. Every fresh certainty which this Science adds, swells the mass,
and it is only where she is incomplete and therefore should be agnostic, that Vedanta finds no assistance from her analysis. The completion of Science means the final conquest over Nescience and the unveiling of Maya.
CHAPTER VI
M AYA ; T H E E N E R G Y
OF THE ABSOLUTE

Maya then is the fundamental fact in the Universe, her dualistic system of balanced pairs of opposites is a necessity of intellectual conception; but the possibility of her existence as an inherent
energy in the Absolute, outside phenomena, has yet to be established.
So long as Science is incomplete and Yoga a secret discipline for
the few, the insistent questions of the metaphysician can never be
ignored, nor his method grow obsolete. The confident and even arrogant attempt of experimental Science to monopolise the kingdom
of Mind, to the exclusion of the metaphysical and all other methods, was a rash and premature aggression, — rash because premature; successful at first its victorious usurping onrush is beginning to stagger and fail, even to lose hold on positions once thought
to be permanently secured. The slow resurgence of metaphysics
has already begun. Certainly, no metaphysic can be admissible
which does not take count of the standards and undoubted results
of Science; but until experimental analysis has solved the whole
mystery of the Universe, not by speculation through logic (a method stolen from metaphysics with which Science has no business)
but by experimental proof and hypotheses checked and confirmed
by experimental proof, leaving no phenomenon unaccounted
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for and no fact ignored, — until then metaphysics must reign
where analytic experiment leaves a void. Vedanta, though it bases itself chiefly on the subjective experimental methods of Yoga
and admits no metaphysical hypothesis as valid which is not in
agreement with its results, is yet willing to submit its own conclusions to the tests of metaphysical logic. The Vedantic Yogin
shrinks at present, because of certain moral scruples, from divulging his arcana to the crowd, but he recognises that so long
as he refuses, he has no right to evade the inquisition of the
metaphysical logician. Atharvan and Svetasvatara having spoken, Shankara and Ramanuja must be allowed their arena of verbal discussion.
The metaphysical question involved turns upon the nature of
Avidya, Nescience, and its possibility in Parabrahman who is, after all, absolute, — Absolute Consciousness and therefore Absolute
Knowledge. It is not sound to say that Parabrahman envisaging
Maya, becomes capable of Avidya; for envisagement of Maya is
simply a metaphorical expression for Avidya itself. Neither can the
Vedantist take refuge in the theologian's evasion of reason by an
appeal to lawless Omnipotence, to the Credo quia Impossibile.
The Eternal is undoubtedly in His own nature free and unlimited,
but, as undoubtedly, He has deliberately bound Himself in His
relation to phenomena by certain fundamental principles; He has
willed that certain things shall not and cannot be, and to use a human parallel He is like a King who having promulgated a certain
code is as much bound by his own laws as the meanest subject, or
like a poet whose imaginations in themselves free, are limited by
laws the moment they begin to take shape. We may say, theoretically, that God being Omnipotent can create something out of nothing, but so long as no single clear instance can be given of a something created out of nothing, the rule of ex nihilo nihil fit remains
an universal and fundamental law and to suppose that God has
based the Universe on a violation of a fundamental law of the
Universe, is to kick Reason out of the house and slam the door
against her return. Similarly, if the coexistence of Avidya with
Vidya in the same field and as it were interpenetrating each other, is
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against the Law, it does by that very fact become impossible and the
theory of Maya will then be proved an error; no appeal to Omnipotence will save it.
The objection to Avidya may be stated thus that Absolute
Knowledge cannot at the same time not know, cannot imagine a
thing to be real which is not real; for such imagination involves
an element of self-deception, and self-deception is not possible in
the Absolute. But is it really a law of consciousness — for there
lies the point — that things can in no sense be at the same time real
and unreal, that you cannot by any possibility imagine things to be
real which at the same time you know perfectly well to be unreal?
The dualist objector may contend that this impossibility is a law
of consciousness. The Vedantin replies at once, Negatur, your statement is refuted by a host of examples; it is inconsistent with universal experience. The most utter and avowed unrealities can be
and are firmly imagined as realities, seen as realities, sensed as
realities, conceived as realities without the mind for a moment
admitting that they are indeed real. The mirage of the desert we
know after a time to be unreal, but even then we see and firmly
image it as a reality, admire the green beauty of those trees and
pant for the cool shining delight of those waters. We see dreams
and dreams are unrealities, and yet some of them at least are at the
same time not positive unrealities, for they image, and sometimes
very exactly, events which have happened, are happening or will
happen in the future. We see the juggler throw a rope in the air,
climb up it, kill the boy who has preceded him and throw down
his bleeding limbs piecemeal on the earth; every detail and circumstance of the unreal event corresponding to the event as it would
have been, were it real; we do not imagine it to be unreal while it
lasts, and we cannot so imagine it; for the visualisation is too clear
and consistent, the feelings it awakes in us are too vivid, and yet
all the time we perfectly well know that no such thing is happening. Instances of this sort are not easily numbered.
But these are distant, unimmediate things, and for some of them
the evidence may not be considered ample. Let us come nearer
to our daily life. We see a stone and we note its properties
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of solidity and immobility, nor can we by any persuasion be induced to imagine it as anything else but solid and immobile; and
we are right, for it is both: and yet we know that its immobility and
solidity are not real, that it is, and to a vision sensible of the infinitesimal would appear, a world of the most active motion, of
myriads of atoms with spaces between them. Again, if there is one
thing that is real to me, it is this, that I am vertical and upright,
whatever the people at the Antipodes may be and that I walk in all
directions horizontally along the earth; and yet alas! I know that I
am in reality not vertical but nearer the horizontal, walking often
vertically up and down the earth, like a fly on the wall. I know it
perfectly, yet if I were constantly to translate my knowledge into
imagination, a padded room in Bedlam would soon be the only
place for me. This is indeed the singular and amazing law of our
consciousness that it is perfectly capable of holding two contradictory conceptions at the same time and with equal strength. We
accept the knowledge which Science places at our disposal, but
we perpetually act upon the images which Nescience creates. I
know that the sun does not rise or set, does not move round the
earth, does not sail through the heavens marking the time of day as
it proceeds, but in my daily life I act precisely on the supposition
that this unreality really happens; I hourly and momently conceive
it and firmly image it as real and sometimes regulate on it my every
movement. The eternal belligerents, Science and Nescience, have
come in this matter of the sun's motion, as in so many others, to
a working compromise. To me as an untrammelled Will to live
who by the subtle intellectual part of me, can wander through Eternity and place myself as a spectator in the centre of the sun or
even outside the material Universe the better to observe its motions, the phenomenon of the earth's movement round the sun is
the reality, and even Nescience consents that I shall work on it
as an acknowledged fact in the operations of pure intellect; but
to me as a trammelled body unable to leave the earth and bound
down in my daily life to the ministry of my senses, the phenomenon of the sun's movement round the earth is the reality and to
translate my intellectual knowledge into the stuff of my daily
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imaginations would be intolerably inconvenient; it would take my
secure resting-place, the earth, from under my feet and make havoc of my life in sensation; even Science therefore consents that I
shall work on the evidence of my senses as an acknowledged fact
in my material life of earth-bounded existence. In this duplicity
of standpoint we see as in a glass darkly some image of the manner in which the Absolute wills to be phenomenally conditioned;
at once knows perfectly what is, yet chooses to image what is not,
having infinite Science, yet makes room for self-limiting Nescience. It is not necessary to labour the point, or to range through
all scientific knowledge for instances; in the light of modern
knowledge the objection to the coexistence of Vidya and Avidya
cannot stand; it is a perpetual fact in the daily economy of Consciousness.
Yes, it may be argued, but this does not establish it as anything
more than a possibility in regard to the Absolute. A state of things true
throughout the range of phenomenal existence, may cease to operate
at the point where phenomena themselves cease. The possibility, however, once granted, Vedanta is entitled to put forward Maya as the
one successful explanation yet advanced of this manifold existence;
first, because Maya does explain the whole of existence metaphysically and is at the same time an universal, scientifically observable fact ranging through the whole Universe and fundamentally
present in every operation of Consciousness; secondly, because it
does transcend phenomena as well as inform them, it has its absolute as well as its conditioned state and is therefore not only possible in the Absolute but must be the Absolute Himself in manifestation; and thirdly, because no other possible explanation can logically
contain both the truth of sheer transcendent Absoluteness of the
Brahman and the palpable, imperative existence of the phenomenal
Universe.4 Illogical theories, theories which part company with reason, theories which, instead of basing themselves in observed laws,
4
Of course I am not prepared, in these limits, to develop the final argument; that
would imply a detailed examination of all metaphysical systems, which would be in
itself the labour of a lifetime.
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take their stand in the void, may be had in plenty. Maya is no theory but a fact; no mere result of logic or speculation, but of careful observation, and yet unassailable by logic and unsurpassable
by speculation.
One of the most remarkable manifestations of Avidya in human
consciousness, presenting in its nature and laws of working a close
analogy to its parent is the power of imagination, — the power of
bodying forth images which may either be reabsorbed into the individual consciousness which gave them forth or outlast it. Of the latter
kind poetical creation is a salient example. At a certain time in a
certain country one named Shakespeare created a new world by the
force of his Avidya, his faculty of imagining what is not. That world
is as real and unreal today as it was when Shakespeare created it
or in more accurate Vedantic language asrijata, loosed it forth from
the causal world within him. Within the limits of that world lago is
real to Othello, Othello to Desdemona, and all are real to any and
every consciousness which can for a time abstract itself from this
world [of] its self-created surroundings and enter the world of
Shakespeare. We are aware of them, observe them, grow in knowledge about them, see them act, hear them speak, feel for their griefs
and sorrows; and even when we return to our own world, they do
not always leave us, but sometimes come with us and influence our
actions. The astonishing power of poetical creation towards
moulding life and history, has not yet been sufficiently observed;
yet it was after all Achilles, the swift-footed son of Peleus, who
thundered through Asia at the head of his legions, dragged Batis
at his chariot-wheels and hurled the Iranian to his fall, — Achilles, the son of Peleus, who never lived except as an image, — nay,
does not omniscient learning tell us, that even his creator never
lived, or was only a haphazard assortment of poets who somehow
got themselves collectively nicknamed Homer! Yet these images,
which we envisage as real and confess by our words, thoughts,
feelings, and sometimes even by our actions to be real, are, all the
time and we know them perfectly well to be as mythical as the
dream, the mirage and the juggler on his rope. There is no Othello, no lago, no Desdemona but all these are merely varieties
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of name and form, not of Shakespeare, but in which Shakespeare
is immanent and which still exist merely because Shakespeare is
immanent in them. Nevertheless he who best succeeds in imaging forth these children of illusion, this strange harmonic Maya,
is ever adjudged by us to be the best poet, Creator or Maker, even
though others may link words more sweetly together or dovetail
incidents more deftly. The parallel between this work of imagination and the creation of phenomena and no less between the
relation of the author to his creatures and the relation of the Conditioned Brahman to His creatures is astonishingly close in most
of their details no less than in their general nature. Observe for
instance that in all that multitude of figures vicious and virtuous,
wise and foolish, he their creator who gave them forth, their Self
and reality without whom they cannot exist, is unaffected by their
crimes and virtues, irresponsible and free. The Lord [sentence
left incomplete]
What then? Is this analogy anything more than poetic fancy, or is
not after all, the whole idea of Brahman and Maya itself a mere poetic fancy? Perhaps, but not more fanciful or unreal, in that case, than
the Universe itself and its motions; for the principle and working of
the two are identical.
Let us ask ourselves, what it is that has happened when a great
work of creation takes place and how it is that Shakespeare's creatures are still living to us, now that Shakespeare himself is dead and
turned to clay. Singular indeed that Shakespeare's creations should
be immortal and Shakespeare himself a mere shortlived conglomeration of protoplasmic cells! We notice first that Shakespeare's dramatic creatures are only a selection or anthology from among the
teeming images which peopled that wonderful mind; there were
thousands of pictures in that gallery which were never produced for
the admiration of the ages. This is a truth to which every creator
whether he use stone or colour or words for his thought-symbols will
bear emphatic testimony. There was therefore a subtler and vaster
world in Shakespeare than the world we know him to have bodied
forth into tangible material of literature. Secondly we note that all
these imaginations already existed in Shakespeare unmanifested
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and unformed before they took shape and body; for certainly they
did not come from outside. Shakespeare took his materials from
this legend or that play, this chronicle or that history? His framework possibly, but not his creations; Hamlet did not come from the
legend or the play, nor Cassius or King Henry from the history or
the chronicle. No, Shakespeare contained in himself all his creatures, and therefore transcended and exceeded them; he was and
is more than they or even than their sum and total; for they are
merely limited manifestations of him under the conditions of time
and space, and he would have been the same Shakespeare, even if
we had not a scene or a line of him to know him by; only the world
of imagination would have remained latent in him instead of manifest, avyakta instead of vyakta. Once manifest, his creatures are
preserved immortally, not by print or manuscript, for the Veda has
survived thousands of years without print or manuscript, — but,
by words, shall we say? no, for words or sounds are only the physical substance, the atoms out of which their shapes are built, and
can be entirely rearranged, — by translation, for example — without our losing Othello and Desdemona, just as the indwelling soul
can take a new body without being necessarily changed by the
transmigration. Othello and Desdemona are embodied in sounds
or words, but thought is their finer and immortal substance. It is
the subtler world of thought in Shakespeare from which they have
been selected and bodied forth in sounds, and into the world of
thought they originally proceeded from a reservoir of life deeper
than thought itself, from an ocean of being which our analysis has
not yet fathomed.
Now, let us translate these facts into the conceptions of
Vedanta. Parabrahman self-limited in the name and form of
Shakespeare, dwells deepest in him invisible to consciousness,
as the unmanifest world of that something more elemental than
thought (may it not be causal, elemental Will?), in which Shakespeare's imaginations lie as yet unformed and undifferentiated;
then he comes to a surface of consciousness visible to Shakespeare as the inwardly manifest world of subtle matter or
thought in which those imaginations take subtle thought-shapes
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and throng; finally, he rises to a surface of consciousness visible to others besides Shakespeare as the outwardly manifest
world, manifest in sound, in which a select number of these imaginations are revealed to universal view. These mighty images
live immortally in our minds because Parabrahman in Shakespeare is the same as Parabrahman in ourselves; and because
Shakespeare's thought is, therefore, water of the same etheric
ocean as that which flows through our brains. Thought, in fact,
is one, although to be revealed to us, it has to be bodied forth and
take separate shapes in sound forms which we are accustomed
to perceive and understand. Brahman-Brahma as Thought Creative in Shakespeare brings them forth, Brahman-Vishnu as
Thought Preservative in us maintains them, Brahman-Rudra as
Thought Destructive or Oblivion will one day destroy them; but
in all these operations Brahman is one, Thought is one, even as
all the Oceans are one. Shakespeare's world is in every way a
parable of ours. There is, however, a distinction — Shakespeare
could not body forth his images into forms palpable in gross
matter either because, as other religions believe, that power is
denied to man, [or] because, as Vedantism suggests, mankind has
not risen as yet to that pitch of creative force.
There is one class of phenomena however in which this defect
of identity between individual Imagination and universal Avidya
seems to be filled up. The mind can create under certain circumstances images surviving its own dissolution or departure, which do take
some kind of form in gross matter or at least matter palpable to the
gross senses. For the phenomena of apparition there is an accumulating mass of evidence. Orthodox Science prefers to ignore the evidence, declines to believe that a prima facie case has been made
out for investigation and shuts the gate on farther knowledge with a
triple polysyllabic key, mysticism, coincidence, hallucination. Nevertheless, investigated or not, the phenomena persist in occurring!
Hauntings, for example, for which there are only scattered indications in Europe, are in India, owing to the more strenuous psychical
force and more subtle psychical sensitiveness of our physical
organisation, fairly common. In these hauntings we have a signal
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instance of the triumph of imagination. In the majority of cases they
are images created by dying or doomed men in their agony which
survive the creator, some of them visible, some audible, some both
visible and audible, and in rare cases in an unearthly, insufficient,
but by no means inefficient manner, palpable. The process of their
creation is in essence the same as attends the creation of poetry or
the creation of the world; it is tapas or tapasya, — not penance as
English scholars will strangely insist on translating it, but HEAT, a
tremendous concentration of will, which sets the whole being in a
flame, masses all the faculties in closed ranks and hurls them furiously on a single objective. By tapas the world was created; by
tapas, says the Moondaca, creative Brahman is piled up, chiyate,
gathered and intensified; by tapas the rush of inspiration is effected. This tapas may be on the material plane associated with purpose or entirely dissociated from purpose. In the case of intense
horror or grief, fierce agony or terrible excitement on the verge of
death it is totally dissociated from any material purpose, it is what
would be ordinarily called involuntary, but it receives from its origin an intensity so unparalleled as to create living images of itself
which remain and act long after the source has been dissolved or
stilled by death. Such is the ultimate power of imagination, though
at present it cannot be fully used on the material plane except in a
random, fortuitous and totally unpurposed manner.
In the manner of its working, then, Imagination is a carefully executed replica of Avidya; and if other marks of her essential identity with Avidya are needed, they can be found. Both are,
for instance, preponderatingly purposeless. The workings of imagination are often totally dissociated, on the material plane at
least, from any intelligible purpose and though it is quite possible that the latent part of our consciousness which works below
the surface, may have sometimes a purpose of which the superficial part is not aware, yet in the most ordinary workings of
Imagination, an absolute purposelessness is surely evident. Certainly, if not purposelessness there is colossal waste. A few hundreds of images were selected from Shakespeare's mind for a
definite artistic purpose, but the thousands that never found verbal
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expression, many of them with as splendid potentialities as those
which did materialize in Hamlet and Macbeth seem to have risen
and perished without any useful purpose. The same wastefulness
is shown by Nature in her works; how many millions of lives does
she not shower forth that a few may be selected for the purposes
of evolution! Yet when she chooses to work economically and with
set purpose, she like Imagination can become a scrupulous miser
of effort and show herself possessed of a magical swiftness and
sureness in shaping the means to the end. Neither Nature nor Imagination, therefore, can be supposed to be blind, random energies
proceeding from an ungoverned force and ideological only by accident. Their operations are obviously guided by an Intelligence
as perfectly capable, when it so wills, of purposing, planning, fitting its means to its ends, economising its materials and labour as
any intelligent and careful workman in these days of science and
method. We need therefore some explanation why this great universal Intelligence should not be, as a careful workman, always,
not occasionally, economical of its materials and labour. Is not the
truth this that Nature is not universally and in all her works teleological, that purpose is only one minor part of existence more concentrated than most and therefore more intense and triumphant,
while for the greater part of her universal operation we must find
another explanation than the teleological? or rather [one that] will
at once contain and exceed the teleological? If it had only been
Shakespeare, Michelangelo, Edison, Beethoven, Napoleon, Schopenhauer, the creators in poetry, art, science, music, life or thought,
who possessed imagination, we might then have found an use for
their unused imaginations in the greater preparatory richness they
gave to the soil from which a few exquisite flowers were to spring.
The explanation might not be a good one, little more indeed than a
poetical fancy, but it could have passed for want of a better. But
every human being possesses the divine faculty, more or less developed; every mind is a teeming world of imaginations; and indeed, imagination for imagination the opium-smoker's is more
vivid, fertile and gorgeous than Shakespeare's. Yet hardly in one
case out of a thousand are these imaginations of use to the world
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or anything but a practical hindrance or at best a purposeless pastime to the dreamer. Imagination is a fundamental energy of consciousness, and this marvellous, indomitable energy works on
without caring whether she is put to use or misuse or no use at all;
she exists merely for the sake of delight in her own existence. Here
I think we touch bottom. Imagination is outside purpose, sometimes
above, sometimes below it, sometimes united with it, because she
is an inherent energy not of some great teleological Master-Workman, but of Ananda, the Bliss of existence or Will to live, and beyond this delight in existence she has no reason for being. In the
same way Maya, the infinite creative energy which peoples the
phenomenal Universe, is really some force inherent in the infinite
Will to be; and it is for this reason that her operations seem so
wasteful from the standpoint of utilitarian economy; for she cares
nothing about utilitarianism or economy and is only obeying her
fundamental impulse towards phenomenal existence, consciousness, and the pleasure of conscious existence. So far as she has a
purpose, it is this, and all the teleologic element in Nature has simply this end, to find more perfect surroundings or more exquisite
means or wider opportunities or a grander gust and scope for the
pleasure of conscious phenomenal existence. Yet the deepest bliss
is after all that which she left and to which she will return, not the
broken and pain-bounded bliss of finite life, but the perfect and
infinite Bliss of transcendent undivided and illimitable consciousness. She seeks for a while to find perfect bliss by finite means
and in finite things, the heaven of the socialist or anarchist, the
heaven of the artist, the heaven of knowledge, the heaven of
thought, or a heaven in some other world; but one day she realises
that great truth, “The Kingdom of Heaven is within you,” and to
that after all she returns. This is Maya.
One metaphysical test remains to be satisfied before we
can be sure that Avidya and Vidya, the outcurve and incurve of
Maya, go back to something eternally existent in the Absolute
and are not created by phenomenal causes. If inherent in the
Absolute, Maya must culminate in conceptions that are themselves absolute, infinite and unconditioned. Vidya tapers off into
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infinity in the conceptions, SAT or Pure Existence, CHIT or Pure
Consciousness, ANANDA or Pure Bliss; Avidya rises at her apex into
ASAT, Nothingness, ACHETANAM, Non-sentience, NIRANANDAM, Blisslessness or Misery. Nothingness and Non-sentience are
certainly absolute conceptions, infinite and unconditioned; but the third
term of the negative Trinity gives us pause. Absolute pain, blank infinite unconditioned and unrelieved Misery is a conception which Reason shies at and Consciousness refuses, violently refuses to admit as
a possibility. A cypher if you like to make metaphysical calculations
with, but by itself sheer nought, nowhere discoverable as existing or
capable of existence. Yet if infinite misery could be, it would in the
very act of being merge into Nothingness, it would lose its name in
the very moment of becoming absolute. As a metaphysical conception
we may then admit Absolute Blisslessness as a valid third term of the
negative Trinity, not as a real or possible state, for no one of the three
is a real or possible state. The unreality comes home to us most in the
third term, just as reality comes home to us most in the third term of
the positive Trinity, because Bliss and its negative blisslessness appeal to us on the material plane vividly and sensibly; the others touch
us more indirectly, on the psychic and causal planes. Yet the Nothingness of nothingness is taught us by Science, and the unreality of nonsentience will become clear when the nature of sentience is better
understood.
It will be said that the escape from pleasure as well as pain is
after all the common goal of Buddhism and Vedanta. True, escape
from limited pleasure which involves pain, escape from pain which
is nothing but the limitation of pleasure. Both really seek absolute
absence of limitation which is not a negative condition, but a positive, infinity and its unspeakable, unmixed bliss; their escape from
individuality does not lead them into nothingness, but into infinite
existence, their escape from sensation does not purpose the annihilation of sentience but pure absolute consciousness as its goal. Not
ASAD ACHETANAM NIRANANDAM, but SACCHIDANANDAM is the great Reality to which Jivatman rises to envisage, the
TAT or sole Thing-in-itself to whom by the force of Vidya he tends
ever to return.
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CHAPTER VII
THE TRIPLE BRAHMAN

Parabrahman is now on the way to phenomenal manifestation;
the Absolute Shakespeare of Existence, the infinite Kavi, Thinker
and Poet, is, by the mere existence of the eternal creative force
Maya, about to shadow forth a world of living realities out of
Himself which have yet no independent existence. He becomes
phenomenally a Creator and Container of the Universe, though
really He is what He ever was, absolute and unchanged. To understand why and how the Universe appears what it is, we have deliberately to abandon our scientific standpoint of transcendental
knowledge and speaking the language of Nescience, represent the
Absolute as limiting Itself, the One becoming the Many, the pure
ultra-Spiritual unrefming Itself into the mental and material. We are
like the modern astrologer who, knowing perfectly well that the
earth moves round the sun, must yet persist in speaking of the Sun
as moving and standing in this part of the heavens or that other,
because he has to do with the relative positions of the Sun and
planets with regard to men living in the earth and not with the ultimate astronomical realities.
From this point of view we have to begin with a dualism of
the thing and its shadow, Purusha and Prakriti, commonly called
spirit and matter. Properly speaking, the distinction is illusory,
since there is nothing which is exclusively spirit or exclusively
matter, nor can the Universe be strictly parcelled out between
these; from the point of view of Reality spirit and matter are not
different but the same. We may say, if we like, that the entire
Universe is matter and spirit does not exist; we may say, if we
like, that the entire Universe is spirit and matter does not exist.
In either case we are merely multiplying words without counsel,
ignoring the patent fact visible throughout the Universe that both
spirit and matter exist and are indissolubly welded, precisely
because they are simply one thing viewed from two sides. The
distinction between them is one of the primary dualisms and a
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first result of the great Ignorance. Maya works out in name and
form as material; Maya works out in the conceiver of name and
form as spiritual. Purusha is the great principle or force whose
presence is necessary to awake creative energy and send it out
working into and on shapes of matter. For this reason Purusha is
the name usually applied to the Conditioned Brahman in His manifestations; but it is always well to remember that the Primal Existence turned towards manifestation has a double aspect, Male and
Female, positive and negative; He is the origin of the birth of things
and He is the receptacle of the birth and it is to the Male aspect of
Himself that the word Purusha predominatingly applies. The image often applied to these relations is that of the man casting his
seed into the woman; his duty is merely to originate the seed and
deposit it, but it is the woman's duty to cherish the seed, develop
it, bring it forth and start it on its career of manifested life. The
seed, says the Upanishad, is the self of the Male, it is spirit, and
being cast into the Female, Prakriti, it becomes one with her and
therefore does her no hurt; spirit takes the shaping appearance of
matter and does not break up the appearances of matter, but develops under their law. The Man and the Woman, universal Adam and
Eve, are really one and each is incomplete without the other, barren without the other, inactive without the other. Purusha the Male,
God, is that side of the One which gives the impulse towards phenomenal existence; Prakriti the Female, Nature, is that side which
is and evolves the material of phenomenal existence; both of them
are therefore unborn and eternal. The Male is Purusha, he who
lurks in the Wide; the Female is Prakriti, the working of the Male,
and sometimes called Rayi, the universal movement emanating
from the quiescent Male. Purusha is therefore imaged as the Enjoyer, Prakriti as the enjoyed; Purusha as the Witness, Prakriti as
the phenomena he witnesses; Purusha as the getter or father of
things, Prakriti as their bearer or mother. And there are many other images the Upanishad employs, Purusha, for instance, symbolising Himself in the Sun, the father of life, and Prakriti in the Earth,
the bearer of life. It is necessary thus clearly to define Purusha from
the first in order to avoid confusion in endeavouring to grasp the
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development of Maya as the Upanishads describe it.
Parabrahman in the course of evolving phenomena enters into
three states or conditions which are called in one passage his three
habitations and, by a still more suggestive figure, his three states
of dream. The first condition is called avyakta, the state previous
to manifestation, in which all things are involved, but in which
nothing is expressed or imaged, the state of ideality, undifferentiated but pregnant of differentiation, just as the seed is pregnant of
the bark, sap, pith, fibre, leaf, fruit and flower and all else that
unites to make the conception of a tree; just as the protoplasm is
pregnant of all the extraordinary variations of animal life. It is, in
its objective aspect, the seed-state of things. The objective possibility, and indeed necessity of such a condition of the whole Universe, cannot be denied; for this is the invariable method of development which the operations of Nature show to us. Evolution
does not mean that out of protoplasm as a material so many organisms have been created or added by an outside power, but that they
have been developed out of the protoplasm; and if developed, they
were already there existent, and have been manifested by some
power dwelling and working in the protoplasm itself. But open up
the protoplasm, as you will, you will not find in it the rudiments
of the organs and organisms it will hereafter develop. So also
though the protoplasm and everything else is evolved out of ether,
yet no symptom of them would yield themselves up to an analytical research into ether. The organs and organisms are in the protoplasm, the leaf, flower, fruit in the seed and all forms in the ether
from which they evolve, in an undifferentiated condition and therefore defy the method of analysis which is confined to the discovery of differences. This is the state called involution. So also ether
itself, gross or subtle, and all that evolves from ether is involved
in Avyakta; they are present but they can never be discovered there
because there [they] are undifferentiated. Plato's world of ideas
is a confused attempt to arrive at this condition of things, confused
because it unites two incompatible things, the conditions of Avyakta
and those of the next state presided over by Hiranyagarbha.
The question then arises, what is the subjective aspect of
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Parabrahman in the state of Avyakta? The organs and organisms are
evolved out of protoplasm and forms out of ether by a power which
resides and works in them, and that power must be intelligent consciousness unmanifested; must, because it is obviously a power
that can plan, arrange and suit means to ends; must because otherwise the law of subtler involving grosser cannot obtain. If matter
is all, then from the point of view of matter, the gross is more real
because more palpable than the subtle and unreality cannot develop
reality; it is intelligent consciousness and nothing else we know
of that not only has the power of containing at one and the same
time the gross and the subtle, but does consistently proceed in its
method of creation or evolution from vagueness to precision, from
no-form to form and from simple form to complex form. If the discoveries of Science mean anything and are not a chaos, an illusion
or a chimaera, they can only mean the existence of an intelligent
consciousness present and working in all things. Parabrahman
therefore is present subjectively even in the condition of Avyakta
no less than in the other conditions as intelligent consciousness and
therefore as bliss.
For the rest, we are driven to the use of metaphors, and
since metaphors must be used, one will do as well as another,
for none can be entirely applicable. Let us then image Avyakta
as an egg, the golden egg of the Puranas, full of the waters of
undifferentiated existence and divided into two halves, the upper or luminous half filled with the upper waters of subjective
ideation, the lower or tenebrous half with the lower waters of
objective ideation. In the upper half Purusha is concealed as the
final cause of things; it is there that is formed the idea of undifferentiated, eternal, infinite, universal Spirit. In the lower
half he is concealed as Prakriti, the material cause of things; it
is there that is formed the idea of undifferentiated, eternal, infinite, universal matter, with the implications Time, Space and
Causality involved in its infinity. It is represented mythologically by Vishnu on the causal Ocean sitting on the hood of Ananta, the infinite snake whose endless folds are Time, and are also
Space and are also Causality, these three being fundamentally
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one, — a Trinity. In the upper half Parabrahman is still utterly
Himself, but with a Janus face, one side contemplating the Absolute Reality which He is, the other envisaging Maya, looking
on the endless procession of her works not yet as a reality, but
as a phantasmagoria. In the lower half, if we may use a daring
metaphor, Parabrahman forgets Himself. He is subjectively in the
state corresponding to utter sleep or trance from which when a
man awakes he can only realise that he was and that he was in a
state of bliss resulting from the complete absence of limitation;
that he was conscious in that state, follows from his realisation
of blissful existence, but the consciousness is not a part of his
realisation. This concealment of Consciousness is a characteristic of the seed-state of things and it is what is meant by saying
that when Parabrahman enters into matter as Prakriti, He forgets
Himself.
Of such a condition, the realisations of consciousness do not return to us, we can have no particular information. The Yogin passes
through it on his way to the Eternal, but he hastens to this goal and
does not linger in it; not only so, but absorption in this stage is greatly
dreaded except as a temporary necessity; for if the soul finally leaves
the body in that condition, it must recommence the cycle of evolution all over again; for it has identified itself with the seed state of
things and must follow the nature of Avyakta which is to start on the
motions of Evolution by the regular order of universal manifestation. This absorption is called the Prakriti laya or absorption in
Prakriti. The Yogin can enter into this state of complete Nescience
or Avidya and remain there for centuries, but if by any chance his
body is preserved and he returns to it, he brings nothing back to the
store of our knowledge on this side of Avyakta.
Parabrahman in the state of Avyakta Purusha is known as Prajna, the Master of Prajna, Eternal Wisdom or Providence, for it
is here that He orders and marshals before Himself like a great
poet planning a wonderful masterpiece in his mind, the eternal
laws of existence and the unending procession of the worlds.
Vidya and Avidya are here perfectly balanced, the former still
and quiescent though comprehensive, the latter not yet at active
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work, waiting for the command, Let there be darkness. And then the
veil of darkness, Vidya seems to be in abeyance, and from the disturbance of the balance results inequality; then out of the darkness Eternal Wisdom streams forth to its task of creation and Hiranyagarbha,
the Golden Child, is born.

A N I NCOMPLETE W ORK OF
VEDANTIC EXEGESIS
BOOK II
THE NATURE OF GOD
CHAPTER I

The view of cosmic evolution which has been set forth in the first book
of this exegesis,1 may seem deficient to the ordinary religious consciousness which is limited and enslaved by its creeds and to which
its particular way of worship is a master and not a servant, because
it leaves no room for a “Personal” God. The idea of a Personal God
is, however, a contradiction in terms. God is Universal, he is Omnipresent, Infinite, not subject to limits. This all religions confess, but
the next moment they nullify their confession by assuming in Him a
Personality. The Universal cannot be personal, the Omnipresent cannot be excluded from any thing or creature in the world He universally pervades and possesses. The moment we attribute certain qualities to God, we limit Him and create a double principle in the world.
Yet no religion2
Brahman, we have seen, is the Universal Consciousness which Is and
delights in Being; impersonal, infinite, eternal, omnipresent, soleexisting, the One than whom there is no other, and all things and creatures have only a phenomenal existence [in] Brahman and by Brahman.
In the Vedantic theory of this Universe and its view of the
nature of the Brahman and Its relations to the phenomena that
make up this Universe, there is one initial paradox from which the
1

This first book was not written or has not survived. — Ed.
After this incomplete sentence, the rest of the notebook page was left
blank. — Ed.
2
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whole Vedantic philosophy, religion and ethics take their start. We
have seen that in existence as we see it there is Something that is
eternal, immutable and one, to which we give the name of Brahman, amidst an infinite deal that is transient, mutable and multifold. Brahman as the eternal, immutable and one, is not manifest
but latent; It supports, contains and pervades the changing and
unstable Universe and gives it eternity as a whole in spite [of the]
transience of its parts, unity as a whole in spite of the multiplicity
of its parts, immutability as a whole in spite of the mutability of
its parts. Without It the persistence of the Universe would be inexplicable, but itself is not visible, nameable or definable except
as Sacchidanandam, absolute and therefore unnameable and indefinable self-existence, self-awareness, self-bliss. But when we ask
what is it then which is mutable, transient, multiple, and whether
this is something other than and different from Brahman, we get the
reply that this also is Brahman and that there can be nothing other
than Brahman, because Brahman is the One without a second,
ekamevadwitiyam. This one, eternal, immutable became the many
who are transient and mutable, but this becoming is not real, only
phenomenal. Just as all objects and substances are phenomena of
and in the single, eternal and unchanging ether, so are all existences
animate or inanimate, corporeal, psychical or spiritual phenomena of and in Brahman. This phenomenal change of the One into the
Many, the Eternal into the perishable, the Immutable into the everchanging, is a supreme paradox but a paradox which all scientific
investigation shows to be the one fundamental fact of the Universe.
Science considers the One eternal and permanent reality to be eternal Matter, Vedanta for reasons already stated holds it to be eternal Consciousness of which Spirit-Matter are in phenomena the
positive-negative aspects. This Brahman, this Sacchidanandam,
this eternal Consciousness unknowable, unnameable and indefinable, which reason cannot analyse, nor imagination put into any
shape, nor the mind and senses draw within their jurisdiction, is
the Transcendent Reality which alone truly exists. The sole existence of this Turiya Brahman or Transcendent Eternal Consciousness is the basis of the Adwaita philosophy.
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But where in all this is there any room for religion, for the
spirit of man, for any idea of God? Who is the Lord, Isha, Maheshwar, Vishnu, Rudra, Indra, the Lord of the Illusion, the Ruler,
the Mighty One of which all the Upanishads speak? Who is this
triple Prajna-Hiranyagarbha-Virat? Who is this twofold PurushaPrakriti, God and Nature, without which the existence of the phenomenal world and consciousness in matter would not be intelligible or conceivable? To whom does the Bhakti of the Bhakta, to
whom do the works of the Karmayogin direct themselves? Why and
Whom do men worship? What is it to which the human self rises
in Yoga? The answer is that this also is Brahman, — Brahman not
in His absolute Self but in relation to the infinite play of multiplicity, mobility, mortality which He has phenomenally created for His
own delight on the surface of His really eternal immutable and
single existence. Above is the eternal surge, the innumerable laughters of the million-crested, multitudinous, ever-marching, evershifting wilderness of waves; below is the silent, motionless, unchanging rest of the Ocean's immeasurable and unvisited depths.
The rest and immobility is the Sea, and the mutable stir and motion of the waves is also the Sea, and as the Sea is to its waves,
so is Brahman to His creation. What is the relation of the Sea of
Brahman to its waves? Brahman is the One Self and all the rest,
innumerable souls of creatures and innumerable forms of things are
His Maya, illusions which cannot be eternal and therefore cannot
be true, because there is only One Eternal; the One Self is real, all
else is unreal and ends. This is Adwaita. But even though Brahman be the One Self, He has become Many by His own Iccha or
Will and the exercise of His Will is not for a moment or limited
by time and space or subject to fatigue, but for ever. He is eternal and therefore His Iccha is eternal and the Many Selves which
live in Him by His Iccha are eternal and do not perish, for they
also being really Brahman the Self are indistinguishable from
Him in nature and though their bodies, mind-forms and all else
may perish, cannot themselves perish. He may draw them into
Himself in utter communion, but He can also release them again
into separate communion, and this is actually what happens. All
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else is transient and changes and passes, but the Self that is One and
the Self that is Many are both of them real and eternal; and still they
are One Self. This is Visishtadwaita. This eternity of the One Self
and eternity of the Many-Selves shows that both are real without beginning and without end and the difference between them is therefore without beginning and end. The One is true and the Many are
true, and the One is not and cannot be the Many, though the Many
live in and for the One. This is Dwaita. The only tests to which we
can subject these three interpretations of the relation between the One
and the Many, all of which are equally logical and therefore equally valid to the reason, are the statements of the Upanishads and the
Gita and the experiences of Yoga when the Jivatman or individual
Self is in direct communion with the Paramatman or Supreme Universal Self and aware therefore of its real relations to Him. The
supreme experience of Yoga is undoubtedly the state of complete
identification in Sacchidananda in which the Jivatman becomes
purely self-existent, self-aware and self-joyous and phenomenal
existence no longer is. Adwaita, therefore, is true according to the
experience of Yoga. On the other hand the Jivatman can come out of
this state and return into phenomenal existence, and there is also
another Yogic state in which it is doubly conscious of its reality apart
from the world and its reality in the world or can see the Universe
at will in itself or outside itself possessing and enjoying it as an
omniscient, omnipotent, all-seeing, all-hearing, all-conscious Being; Visishtadwaita therefore is also true. Finally, there is the state
in which the Jivatman is entirely aware only of itself and the Paramatman and lives in a state of exalted love and adoration of the Eternal Being; and without this state3
To put the individual Self in intimate relation with the Eternal is the
aim of Hindu life, its religion, its polity, its ethics. Morality is not
for its own sake, nor for the pleasures of virtue, nor for any reward here or in another life, nor for the sake of society; these
3
This sentence was not completed; the rest of this notebook page and the
next were left blank.—Ed.
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are false aims and false sanctions. Its true aim is a preparation and
purification of the soul to fit it for the presence of God. The senseobscured, limited and desire-driven individual self must raise itself out of the dark pit of sense-obsession into the clear air of the
spirit, must disembarrass itself of servile bondage to bodily, emotional and intellectual selfishness and assume the freedom and
royalty of universal love and beneficence, must expand itself from
the narrow, petty, inefficient ego till it becomes commensurate with
the infinite, all-powerful, omnipresent Self of All; then is its aim
of existence attained, then is its pilgrimage ended. This may be
done by realising the Eternal in oneself by knowledge, by realising oneself in Him by Love as God the Beloved, or by realising
Him as the Lord of all in His universe and all its creatures by works.
This realisation is the true crown of any ethical system. For whether we hold the aim of morality to be the placing of oneself in harmony with eternal laws, or the fulfilment of man's nature, or the
natural evolution of man in the direction of his highest faculties,
Hinduism will not object but it insists that the Law with which
man must put himself into relation is the Eternal in the universe,
that in this permanent and stable Truth man's nature fulfils itself
out of the transient seemings of his daily existence and that to this
goal his evolution moves. This consummation may be reached by
ethical means through a certain manner of action and a certain
spirit in action which is the essence of Karmamarga, the Way of
Works, one of the three ways by which the spirit of man may see,
embrace and become God. The first law of Karmamarga is to give
up the natural desire for the fruits of our works and surrender all
we do, think, feel and are into the keeping of the Eternal, and the
second is to identify ourself with all creatures in the Universe
both individually and collectively, realising our larger Self in
others. These two laws of action together make what is called
Karmayoga or the putting of ourselves into relation with that
which is Eternal by means of and in our works. Before, then, we
can understand what Karmayoga is, we must understand entirely
and utterly what is this Eternal Being with whom we must put
ourselves in relation and what are His relations with our self,
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with the phenomena of the Universe and with the creatures that
people it. The Vedantic knowledge of Brahman, the Vedantic Cosmogony, the Vedantic explanation of the coexistence of Brahman
with the Universe, the Eternal with the Transient, the Transcendent
with the Phenomenal, the One with the Many, are what we have
first to study.
CHAPTER II
THE BRAHMAN IN HIS UNIVERSE

Three verses of the Isha Upanishad describe directly the Brahman and His relations with the Universe, the [fourth] and [fifth:]
anejad ekaÌ manaso javÈyo nainad devÀ Àpnuvan pÓrvam arØat
tad dhÀvato'nyÀn atyeti tiØÒhat tasminn apo mÀtariÙvÀ dadhÀti.
tad ejati tannaijati tad dÓre tadvantike
tad antar asya sarvasya tad u sarvasyÀsya bÀhyataÕ.

and the [eighth:]
sa paryagÀcchukram akÀyam avraÍam asnÀviraÌ
Ùuddham apÀpaviddham
kavir manÈØÈ paribhÓÕ svayambhÓr yÀthÀtathyato'rthÀn
vyadadhÀcchÀÙvatÈbhyaÕ samÀbhyaÕ.

We may for the present postpone the minuter consideration of the
last verse and proceed on the basis of the earlier two alone.
The first conclusion of Vedanta is that the Brahman in this shifting, multifold, mutable Universe is One, stable and unmoving, therefore permanent and unchanging.
* * *

The second conclusion of Vedanta is that Brahman pervades this
Universe and possesses it.
* * *
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The third conclusion of Vedanta is that Brahman which pervades,
possesses, causes and governs the world is the same as the Absolute
Transcendental Existence of which metaphysics speaks. Of this Transcendental Existence Vedanta always speaks in the neuter as Tat, that
or it; of the Eternal Will which pervades and governs the Universe it
speaks in the masculine as sa, He. But in the [fourth] verse we find
that to Tat are attributed that universal action and pervasiveness which
is properly only attributable to sa, the Eternal and Universal Will; the
identification of the two could not be more complete. It is yet more
strikingly brought out in the [eighth] verse where the description of
the cosmical action of Brahman begins with sa but the negative attributes of this masculine subject immediately following are in the
neuter as appropriate only to the Conditionless Brahman and those that
follow later on and apply to the Universal Will revert to the masculine, — all without any break in the sentence.
*

*

*

The fourth conclusion of the Vedanta is that Brahman [is] not only
the Absolute Transcendental Self, not only the One, Stable Immutable Reality in the phenomenal Universe, not only pervades, possesses, causes and governs it as an Eternal Universal Will, but contains
and in a figurative sense is it as its condition, continent, material cause
and informing force. Tasminnapo mÀtariÙvÀ dadhÀti. It is in this infinitely motionless etc.

BOOK III
BRAHMAN IN THE INDIVIDUAL SELF
CHAPTER I

We have now ascertained in some detail the nature of the Vedantic Cosmogony and have some idea of the relations of Brahman to His universe; but to us human beings, the crown and last
glorious evolution of conscious phenomenal existence in psychophysical matter, the real question of interest is not a knowledge
of the nature of the Universe for its own sake, but a knowledge
~ ðâÞòñùê, Know thyself, is still and always the
of our selves. àêöåæ
supreme command for humanity, and if we seek to know the universe, it is because that knowledge is necessary to the more important knowledge of ourselves. Science has adopted a different view;
looking only at man as a separate bodily organism it fairly enough
regards the Universe as more important than man and seeks to study
its laws for their own sake. But still it remains true that humanity
persists in its claim and that only those discoveries of the physicist,
the zoologist and the chemist have been really fruitful which have
helped man practically to master physical nature or to understand
the laws of his own life and progress. Whatever moralist or philosopher may say, Yajnavalkya's great dictum remains true that whatever man thinks or feels or does he thinks, feels and does not for
any other purpose or creature but for the sake of his Self. The supreme question therefore yet remains imperfectly answered, “So
much then for Brahman and the Universe; but what of the things we
have cherished so long, what of religion, what of God, what of the
human soul?” To some extent the answer to this question has been
foreshadowed, but before we get our foundations right for the
structure of a higher ethical conception of life and conduct, we must
probe to the core in comparison with the current and longstanding
ideas on the subject the nature of the Supreme Being as set forth
by the Vedanta and His relations to the individual self in man which
are the chief preoccupation of religion. We may postpone till later
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the question whether ethics can or cannot be satisfactorily based on a
materialistic interpretation of the world and nonreligious sanctions and aims.
A question of the first importance arises at once, how far does
the Vedanta sanction the ordinary ideas of God as a Personal Active Being with definite qualities which is all the average religionist understands by the Divine Idea? Whether we regard him with
the Jews as a God of Power and Might and Wrath and Justice, or
with the Moslems as God the Judge and Governor and Manager of
the world or with the early Christians as a God of Love, yet all
agree in regarding Him as a Person, definable, imaginable, limited in His Nature by certain qualities though not limited in His
Powers, omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent and yet by a mysterious paradox quite separate from His creatures and His world. He
creates, judges, punishes, rewards, favours, condemns, loves,
hates, is pleased, is angry, for all the world like a man of unlimited powers, and is indeed a Superior Man, a shadow of man's soul
thrown out on the huge background of the Universe. The intellectual and moral difficulties of this conception are well-known. An
Omnipotent God of Love, in spite of all glosses, remains inconsistent with the anguish and misery, the red slaughter and colossal
sum of torture and multitudinous suffering which pervades this
world and is the condition of its continuance; an Omnipotent God
of Justice who created and caused sin, yet punishes man for falling
into the traps He has Himself set, is an infinite and huge inconsistency, an insane contradiction in terms; a God of wrath, a jealous God, who favours and punishes according to His caprice,
fumes over insults and preens Himself at the sound of praise is
much lower than the better sort of men and, as an inferior, unworthy of the adoration of the saints. An omnipresent God cannot be
separate from His world, an infinite God cannot be limited in
Time or Space or qualities. Intellectually the whole concept becomes incredible. Science, Philosophy, the great creeds which
have set Knowledge as the means of salvation, have always been
charged with atheism because they deny these conceptions of the
Divine Nature. Science and Philosophy and Knowledge take
their revenge by undermining the faith of the believers in the ordinary
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religions through an exposure of the crude and semi-savage nature of
the ideas which religion has woven together into a bizarre texture of
clumsy paradoxes and dignified with the name of God. They show
triumphantly that the ordinary conceptions of God when analysed are
incredible to the intellect, unsatisfactory and sometimes revolting to
the moral sense and, if they succeed in one or two cases in satisfying
the heart, succeed only by magnificently ignoring the claims of the
reason. They find it an easy task to show that the attempts of theologians to reconcile the difficulties they have created are childish to the
trained reason and can find no acceptance with any honest and candid intellect. Theology in vain denies the right of reason to speak in
matters of spiritual truth, and demands that the incredible should be
believed. Reason is too high a faculty to be with impunity denied its
rights. In thus destroying the unsatisfactory intellectual conceptions with
which it has been sought to bring the Eternal Being into the province
of the reasoning powers, the core and essence of popular religion which
is true and necessary to humanity is discredited along with its imperfect coverings; materialism establishes itself for a while as the human
creed and the intellect of man holds despotic empire for a while at the
expense of his heart and his ethical instincts, until Nature revenges itself and saves the perishing soul of mankind by flooding the world with
a religious belief which seeks to satisfy the heart and the ethical instincts only and mocks at and tramples upon the claims of the intellect. In this unnatural duel between faculties which should work harmoniously for our development, the internal peace and progress of the
human self is marred and stunted. Much that has been gained is repeatedly being lost and has to be recovered with great difficulty and
not always in its entirety.
If reason unaided could solve the enigma of the world, it
would be a different matter. But the reason is able only to form
at the best an intellectually possible or logically consistent
conception of the Eternal in the Universe; it is not able to
bring Him home to the human consciousness and relate the
human soul to Him as it should be related if He exists. For nothing is
more certain than this that if a universal and eternal Consciousness
exists, the life and development of the human soul must be towards It
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and governed by the law of Its nature; and a philosophy which cannot
determine these relations so as to bring light and help to humanity in
its long road is merely an intellectual plaything and might just as well
have been kept as a private amusement when minds of a ratiocinative
turn meet in the lecture-room or the study. Philosophy can see clearly
that the Universe can be explicable only in the terms of the Eternal
Consciousness by which it exists. Either God is the material universe
in which case the name is a mere convenient abstraction like the materialist's “Nature”, or He is the Self within the Universe. If the Self,
then He is either transcendent and beyond phenomena and the phenomenal Universe can only be Maya, an imagination in the Universal
Mind, or else He is involved in phenomena, Consciousness His soul,
the Universe His form, Consciousness the witnessing and inspiring
Force, the Universe the work or Energy of the Consciousness. But
whichever of these possibilities be the truth, Knowledge is not
complete if it stops with this single conception and does not proceed to the practical consequences of the conception. If the universe is Maya, what of the human soul? Is that also Maya, a phenomenon like the rest which disappears with the dissolution of
the body or is it permanent and identical with the Eternal Consciousness? If permanent, why then has it confused itself with
phenomena and how does it escape from the bondage of this confusion? On the other hand if He is involved in phenomena, what
is the relation of the human consciousness to the Eternal? Are our
souls parts of Him or manifestations or emanations? And if so do
they return into Him at the dissolution of the body or do they
persist? And if they persist, what is their ultimate goal? Do they
remain by individuality separated from Him for ever even after
the end of phenomena or are both the Universe and the individual soul eternal? Or is the individual soul only phenomenally different from the eternal, and the phenomenal difference terminable at the pleasure of the Eternal or by the will of the individual Ego?
What are the present relations of the self to the Eternal? What are sin and
virtue? pleasure and pain? What are we to do with our emotions, desires,
imaginations? Has the Eternal Consciousness any direct action on the
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phenomenal Universe and, if so, how is He different from the popular
conception of God?
These are the questions which Philosophy has to answer, and in
answering them the great difficulty it has to meet is its inability to find
any better sanction for its conclusions than the play of speculative logic
or to evolve anything better than a speculative system of metaphysics
which may satisfy the argumentative faculty of the mind but cannot satisfy the reason of the heart or find its way to a mastery of that inner self
in man which controls his life. Religion, however imperfect, has the secret of that mastery; religion can conquer the natural instincts and desires of man, metaphysics can only convince him logically that they ought
to be conquered — an immense difference. For this reason philosophy has never been able to satisfy any except the intellectual few and
was even for a time relegated to oblivion by the imperious contempt
of Science which thought that it had discovered a complete solution
of the Universe, a truth and a law of life independent of religion and
yet able to supersede religion in its peculiar province of reaching and
regulating the sources of conduct and leading mankind in its evolution. But it has now become increasingly clear that Science has failed
to substantiate its claims, and that a belief in evolution or the supremacy of physical laws or the subjection of the ephemeral individual to
the interests of the slightly less ephemeral race is no substitute for a
belief in Christ or Buddha, for the law of Divine Love or the trust in
Divine Power and Providence. If Philosophy failed to be an ethical
control or a spiritual force, Science has failed still more completely,
and for a very simple reason — the intellect does not control the conduct. There is quite another mental force which controls it and which
turns into motives of action only those intellectual conceptions of which
it can be got to approve. We arrive therefore at this dilemma that Philosophy and Science can satisfy the reason but cannot satisfy the heart
or get mastery of the source of conduct; while Religion which satisfies
the heart and controls conduct, cannot in its average conceptions permanently satisfy the reason and thus exposes itself to gradual loss of empire
over the mind.
A religion therefore which claims to be eternal, must not be content with satisfying the heart and imagination, it must answer to the
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satisfaction of the intellect the questions with which philosophy is preoccupied. A philosophy which professes to explain the world-problem once
for all, must not be satisfied with logical consistency and comprehensiveness; it must like Science base its conclusions not merely on speculative
logic, but on actual observation and its truths must always be capable of
verification by experiment so that they may be not merely conceivable truth
but ascertained truth; it must like religion seize on the heart and imagination and without sacrificing intellectual convincingness, comprehensiveness and accuracy impregnate with itself the springs of human activity; and
it must have the power of bringing the human self into direct touch with
the Eternal. The Vedantic religion claims to be the eternal religion because
it satisfies all these demands. It is intellectually comprehensive in its explanation of all the problems that perplex the human mind; it brings the
contradictions of the world into harmony by a single luminous law of being; it has developed in Yoga a process of spiritual experience by which
its assertions can be tested and confirmed; the law of being it has discovered seizes not only on the intellect but on the deepest emotions of man
and calls into activity his highest ethical instincts; and its whole aim and
end is to bring the individual self into a perfect and intimate union with the
Eternal.
CHAPTER II

[This chapter was not written.]

T HE R ELIGION OF V EDANTA

If it were asked by anyone what is this multitudinous, shifting, expanding, apparently amorphous or at all events multimorphous sea of

religious thought, feeling, philosophy, spiritual experience we call Hinduism, what it is characteristically and essentially, we might answer in one

word, the religion of Vedanta. And if it were asked what are the Hindus
with their unique and persistent difference from all other races, we might
again answer, the children of Vedanta. For at the root of all that we Hindus have done, thought and said through these thousands of years of our
race-history, behind all we are and seek to be, there lies concealed, the
fount of our philosophies, the bedrock of our religions, the kernel of our
thought, the explanation of our ethics and society, the summary of our
civilisation, the rivet of our nationality, this one marvellous inheritance of
ours, the Vedanta. Nor is it only to Hindu streams that this great source
has given of its life-giving waters. Buddhism, the teacher of one third of
humanity, drank from its inspiration. Christianity, the offspring of Buddhism,
derived its ethics and esoteric teaching at second-hand from the same
source. Through Persia Vedanta put its stamp on Judaism, through Judaism, Christianity and Sufism on Islam, through Buddha on Confucianism,
through Christ and mediaeval mysticism and Catholic ceremonial, through
Greek and German philosophy, through Sanscrit learning and [sentence
left incomplete]

EVOLUTION IN THE VEDANTIC VIEW

We must not however pass from this idea,1 as it is easy to pass,
into another which is only a popular error, — that evolution is the
object of existence. Evolution is not an universal law, it is a particular process, nor as a process has it any very wide applicability. Some would affirm that every particle of matter in the universe

is bound to evolve life, mind, an individualised soul, a finally triumphant spirit. The idea is exhilarating, but impossible. There is no such
rigid law, no such self-driven and unintelligent destiny in things. In the
conceptions of the Upanishads Brahman in the world is not only Prajna, but Ishwara. He is not subject to law, but uses process. It is only
the individual soul in a state of ignorance on which process seems to
impose itself as law. Brahman on the other hand has an omnipotent
power of selection and limitation. He is not bound to develop selfconscious individuality in every particle of matter, nor has He any
object in such a colossal and monotonous application of one particular movement of things. He has nothing to gain by evolving, nothing to
lose by not evolving. For to Him all being is only a play of His universal self-consciousness, the will so to exist the only reason of this existence and its own pleasurability its only object in existence. In that
play He takes an equal delight in all, He is sama in ananda — an equal
delight in the evolved state, the unevolved and the evolving. He is equal
also in Being; when He has evolved Himself in the perfect man, He is
no more than He already was in the leaf and clod. To suppose that all
existence has one compelling purpose of growth, of progress, of consummation is to be guilty of the Western error and misunderstand the
nature of being. Existence is already consummate, all change and variety in it is for delight, not for a gain or a development. The Vedantist
cannot admit that anything is really developed in the sense of something
new emerging into existence by whatever combination or accident which
had no previous being. Nasato vidyate bhavah. That which was not cannot come into existence. The play of Brahman is not in its real nature an
evolution, but a manifestation, it is not an adding of something that was
wanting or a developing of something that was non-existent, but merely a

1
It is not known what “idea” Sri Aurobindo is referring to here, or whether the writing in which he discussed it has survived. — Ed.
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manifesting of something that was hidden. We are already what we shall
become. That which is still future in matter, is present in spirit.
We say, then, in the Vedanta that if the human form appears on
earth or the tree grows out of the seed, it is because the human form
already exists in the seed that is cast into the womb and the form
and nature of the tree already exists in the seed that is cast into the
earth. If there were not this preexistence as idea or implied form in
the seed, there would be no reason why any seed should bring forth
according to its kind. The form does not indeed exist sensibly in the
form of consciousness which we see as matter, but in the consciousness itself it is there, and therefore there is a predisposition in the
matter to produce that form and no other, which is much more than
tendency, which amounts to a necessity. But how came this preconception into unintelligent matter? The question itself is erroneous in
form; for matter is not unintelligent, but itself a movement of conceiving Spirit. This conceiving Spirit which in man conceives the idea
of human form, being one in the mind of the man, in his life principle,
in every particle of his body, stamps that conception on the life principle so that it becomes very grain of it, stamps it on the material
part so that it becomes very grain of it, so that when the seed is cast
into the woman, it enters full of the conception, impregnated with it
in the whole totality of its being. We can see how this works in
man; we know how the mental conceptions of the father and
mother work powerfully to shape body, life and temperament
of the son. But we do not perceive how this works in the tree,
because we are accustomed to dissociate from the tree all idea
of mind and even of life. We therefore talk vaguely of the
law of Nature that the tree shall produce according to its kind without
understanding why such a law should exist. Vedanta tells us that the
process in the tree is the same as in man, except that mind not being
active and self-conscious cannot produce those variations of delicate
possibility which are possible in the human being. The supramental conceiving Spirit stamps, through unconscious mind, on the life principle
in the tree and on all matter in the tree the conception of its nature and
kind so that the seed falls into earth with every atom of its being full of
that secret conception and every moment of the tree's growth is pre-
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sided over by the same fixed idea. Not only in thinking man and living
tree but in substances in which life and mind are inactive, this conceiving Spirit presides and determines its law and form. So 'rthan
vyadadhach chhaswatibhyah samabhyah.
We must not for a moment imagine that Brahman of the Upanishads is either an extracosmic God entering into a cosmos external to Him or that last refuge of the dualising intellect, an immanent God. When Brahman the conceiving Spirit is said to be in life
and mind and matter, it is only as the poet is said to be in his own
thought and creations; as a man muses in his mind, as the river
pours forward in swirls and currents. It would be easy, by quoting isolated texts from the Upanishads, to establish on them any
system whatever; for the sages of the Upanishads have made it their
business to see Brahman in many aspects, from many standpoints,
to record all the most important fundamental experiences which the
soul has when it comes into contact with the All, the Eternal. This
they did with the greater freedom because they knew that in the
fundamental truth of this All and Eternal, the most varied and even
contradictory experiences found their harmony and their relative
truth and necessity to each other. The Upanishads are Pantheistic,
because they consider the whole universe to be Brahman, yet not
Pantheistic because they regard Brahman as transcendental, exceeding the universe and in his final truth other than phenomena. They
are Theistic because they consider Brahman as God and Lord of His
universe, immanent in it, containing it, governing and arranging it;
yet not Theistic because they regard the world also as God, containing
Himself and dwelling in Himself. They are polytheistic because they
acknowledge the existence, power and adorability of Surya-Agni,
Indra and a host of other deities; yet not polytheistic, because they
regard them as only powers and names and personalities of the one
Brahman. Thus it is possible for the Isha Upanishad to open with
the idea of the indwelling God, Isha vasyam jagat, to continue with
the idea of the containing Brahman, Tasminn apo Matariswa dadhati, and at the same time to assert the world, the jagat, also as Brahman, Tad ejati, sa paryagat. That this catholicity was not born of incoherence of thinking is evident from the deliberate and precise ni-
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cety [of] statement both in the Gita and the Upanishad. The Gita
continually dwells on God in all things, yet it says Naham teshu te
mayi, “I am not in them, they are in me”; and again it says God is
Bhutabhrit not bhutastha, and yet na cha matsthani bhutani pashya
me yogam aishwaram. “I bear up creatures in myself, I do not dwell
in them; they exist in me, and yet they do not exist in me; behold my
divine Yoga.” The Upanishads similarly dwell on the coexistence of
contradictory attributes in Brahman, nirguno guni, anejad ekam
manaso javiyo, tadejati tannaijati. All this is perfectly intelligible and
reconcilable, provided we never lose sight of the key word, the master thought of the Upanishads, that Brahman is not a Being with fixed
attributes, but absolute Being beyond attributes yet, being absolute,
capable of all, and the world a phenomenal arrangement of attributes
in Intelligent Being, arranged not logically and on a principle of mutual exclusion, but harmoniously on a principle of mutual balancing
and reconciliation. God's immanence and God's extramanence, God's
identity with things and God's transcendence of things, God's personality and God's impersonality, God's mercy and God's cruelty and
so on through all possible pairs of opposites, all possible multiplicity of aspects, are but the two sides of the same coin, are but different views of the same scene and incompatible or inharmonious to
our ideas only so long as we do not see the entire entity, whole vision.
In Himself therefore God has arranged all objects according to their nature from years sempiternal. He has fixed from the
beginning the relations of his movements in matter, mind and life. The
principle of diversity in unity governs all of them. The world is not
comprised of many substances combining variously into many forms,
— like the elements of the chemist, which now turn out not to be elements, — nor yet of many substances composing by fusion one substance, — as hydrogen and oxygen seem to compose water, — but is
always and eternally one substance variously concentrated into many
elements, innumerable atoms, multitudinous forms. There are not many
lives composing by their union and fusion or by any other sort of combination one composite life, as pluralistic theories tend to suppose, but
always and eternally one Life variously active in multitudinous substan-
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tial bodies. There are not many minds acting upon each other, mutually penetrative and tending to or consciously seeking unity, as romantic
theories of being suppose, but always and eternally one mind variously
intelligent in innumerable embodied vitalities. It is because of this unity that there is the possibility of contact, interchange, interpenetration
and recovery of unity by and between substance and substance, life
and life, mind and mind. The contact and union is the result of oneness; the oneness is not the result of contact and union. This world is
not in its reality a sum of things but one unalterable transcendental
integer showing itself to us phenomenally as many apparent fractions
of itself, — fractional appearances simultaneous in manifestation, related in experience. The mind and sense deal with the fractions, proceed from the experience of fractions to the whole; necessarily, therefore, they arrive at the idea of an eternal sum of things; but this totality
of sum is merely a mental symbol, necessary to the mind's computations of existence. When we rise higher, we find ourselves confronted
with a unity which, is transcendental, an indivisible and incomputable
totality. That is Parabrahman, the Absolute. All our thoughts, perceptions, experiences are merely symbols by which the Absolute is phenomenally represented to the movements of its own Awareness conditioned as matter, life, mind or supermind.
Just as each of these tattwas, principles of being, movements
of Chit, conditions of Ananda which we call life, matter, mind,
are eternally one in themselves embracing a diversity of mere transient
forms and individual activities which emerge from, abide in and one
day return into their totality, material form into the substance of the
pancha bhutas, individual life into the oceanic surge of the world-pervading life principle, individual mind, whenever that is dissolved, into
the secret sukshmatattwa or sea of subtle mind-existence, so also these
three tattwas and all others that may exist are a diversity embraced in
an eternal unity — the unity of Brahman. It is Brahman who moves
densely as the stability of matter, forcefully as the energy of life, elastically in the subtlety of mind. Just as different vibrations in ether produce the appearances to sense which we call light and sound, so different vibrations in Chit produce the various appearances to Chit which
we call matter, life and mind. It is all merely the extension of the same
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principle through stair and higher stair of apparent existence until,
overcoming all appearances, we come to the still and unvibrating Brahman who, as we say in our gross material language, contains it all. The
Sankhya called this essential vibration the kshobha, disturbance in
Prakriti, cosmic ripple in Nature. The Vedanta continually speaks of
the world as a movement. The Isha speaks of things as jagatyam jagat, particular movement in the general movement of conscious Being
steadily viewed by that Being in His own self-knowledge, atmani atmanam atmana, self by self in self. This is the motion and nature of the
Universe.
This then is Matter, a particular movement of the Brahman,
one stream, one ocean of His consciousness fixed in itself as the
substance of form. This is life, mind; other movements, other such
streams or oceans active as material of thought and vitality. But
if they are separate, though one, how is it that they do not flow
separately — for obviously in some way they meet, they intermingle, they have relations. Life here evolves in body; mind
here evolves in vitalised substance. It is not enough to say, as
we have said, that the conception of Brahman is stamped in grain
of mind, through mind in grain of life, through life in grain of
matter and so produces particular form. For what we actually start
with seems to be not life moulding matter, but life evolving out
of matter or at least in matter. Afterwards, no doubt, its needs and circumstances react on matter and help to mould it. Even if we suppose the
first moulding to be only latent life and mind, the primacy of matter has to
be explained.

T HE M EANS OF R EALISATION

Vedanta is merely an intellectual assent, without Yoga. The verbal
revelation of the true relations between the One and the Many, the intellectual acceptance of the revelation and the dogmatic acknowledgement
of the relations do not lead us beyond metaphysics, and there is no human pursuit more barren and frivolous than metaphysics practised merely as an intellectual pastime, a play with words and thoughts, when there
is no intention of fulfilling thought in life or of moulding our inner state and
outer activity by the knowledge which we have intellectually accepted. It
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is only by Yoga that the fulfilment and moulding of our life and being in the
type of the true relations between God and the soul can become possible. Therefore every Upanishad has in it an element of Yoga as well as an
element of Sankhya, the scientific psychology on which Yoga is founded.

Vedanta, the perception of the relations between God in Himself and God
in the world, Sankhya, the scientific, philosophical and psychological analysis of those relations and Yoga, called also by the Rishis Yajna, their
practical application in social life, religious worship and individual discipline and self-perfection, is and has always been the whole substance of
the Hindu religion. Whatever we know of God, that we ought in every
way to be and live, is almost the only common dogma of all Hindu sects
and schools of every description.
If then we know this of God and ourselves that we and He
are one, So 'ham asmi, but divided by a movement of selfawareness which differentiates our forward active movement
of waking life from the great life behind that knows and embraces all, then to recover that oneness in our waking state becomes
the supreme aim and meaning of every individual existence.
Nothing connected only with the movement of division can be
of any moment to us, neither our bodily life and health, nor our
family welfare, nor our communal wellbeing compared with this immense self-fulfilment; they can only be of importance as means or
movements in the self-fulfilment. If, farther, we know that by recovering our secret oneness with God we shall also be at one with the world
and that hatred, grief, fear, limitation, sickness, mortality, the creations
of the divided movement, will no longer be able to exercise their yoke
upon us, then the abandonment of all else, if necessary, for the one
thing needful, becomes not only the supreme aim and meaning of human life, but our only true interest. Even if, as is quite probable, we
cannot in one birth attain to the fullness of this grand result yet it is
clear that even a little progress towards it must mean an immense
change in our life and inner experience and be well worth the sacrifice
and the labour. As the Gita says with force, “A little of this rule of life
saves man out of his great fear.” If farther a man knows that all mankind is intended to attain this consummation, he being one life with that
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divine movement called humanity, it must also be part of his self-fulfilment to pour whatever fullness of being, knowledge, power or bliss he
may attain, out on his fellow beings. It is his interest also, for humanity
being one piece, it is difficult for the individual to attain fullness of life
here when the race creates for him an atmosphere of darkness, unrest
and base preoccupation with the cares of a half-intellectualised animal
existence. So strong has this atmosphere become in the Iron Age, that
it is the rule for the individual who seeks his own salvation to sever himself from life and society and content himself with only the inner realisation. Modern Hinduism has become, therefore, in all but its strongest
spirits, absorbed in the idea of an individual salvation. But our Vedic
forefathers were of a different stuff. They had always their eye on the
individual in the race. Nothing is more remarkable in the Veda than
the absolute indifference and even confusion with which the singular
and plural are used by the Singer, as if “I” and “we” were identical in
meaning, and the persistence with which the Rishi regards himself as
a representative soul, as it were, of the visham devayatinam, the peoples in their seeking after the Godhead. We find the same transition in
the Isha from the singular “pashyami” of the successful representative
soul realising his oneness with God to the plural asman when he turns to
pray for the equal purification and felicity of his fellows. Our ideal, therefore, is fixed, — to become one with God and lead individually the divine
life, but also to help others to the divine realisation and prepare, by any
means, humanity for the kingdom of God on earth, — satyadharma,
Satyayuga.
Our means is Yoga. Yoga is not, as the popular mind too often
conceives, shutting oneself in a room or isolating oneself in a monastery or cave and going through certain fixed mental and bodily
practices. These are merely particular and specialised types of Yogic practice. The mental and bodily practices of Rajayoga and
Hathayoga are exercises of great force and utility, but they are not
indispensable. Even solitude is not indispensable, and absolute
solitude limits our means and scope of self-fulfilment. Yoga is the
application, by whatever means, of Vedanta to life so as to put oneself in some kind of touch with the high, one, universal and transcendent Existence in us and without us in our progress towards a final unity.
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All religious worship, sincerely done, all emotional, intellectual and spiritual realisation of that which is higher than ourselves, all steadily practised
increase of essential power, purity, love or knowledge, all sacrifice and
self-transcending amounts to some form of Yoga. But Yoga can be done
with knowledge or without knowledge, with a higher immediate object
or with a lower immediate object, for a partial higher result or for the fullest divine perfection and bliss. Yoga without knowledge can never have
the force of Yoga with knowledge, Yoga with the lower object the force
of Yoga with the higher object, Yoga for a partial result the force of Yoga
for the full and perfect result. But even in its lowest, most ignorant or narrowest forms, it is still a step towards God.

A F RAGMENTARY C HAPTER FOR A
W ORK ON V EDANTA

[.....] Each of the great authoritative Upanishads has its own peculiar character and determined province as well as the common starting
point of thought and supreme truth in the light of which all their knowledge has to be understood. The unity of universal existence in the transcendental Being who alone is manifested here or elsewhere forms their
common possession and standpoint.
All thought and experience here rest upon this great enigma of
a multiplicity that when questioned resolves itself to a unity of sum,
of nature and of being, of a unity that when observed seems to be a
mere sum or convention for a collection of multiples. The mind when
it starts its business of experience in sensation and thought, finds itself stumbling about in a forest of details of each of which it becomes
aware individually by knocking up against it, like a wayfarer in a
thick and midnight forest stumbling and dashing himself against the
trees, — by the shock and the touch only he knows of them. Mind

cannot discriminate and put these details into their place except, imperfectly, by the aid of memory — the habit of the [mind] of sensations.
Like the women imprisoned in the magic forests of the old Tantra the
mind is a prisoner in the circle of its own sensations wandering round
and round in that narrow area and always returning to the original source
of its bondage, — its inability to go beyond its data, the compulsion under
which it lies of returning to the object it meets merely the image of that
object as mirrored through the senses and in the mind. It is reason, the
faculty that can discriminate as objects, that first attempts to deliver mind
from its bondage by standing apart from the object and its mental reflection and judging them in its own terms and by its own measurements
and not in the terms and measurements of the senses. The knowledge
which the mind gives is sanjna, awareness not passing beyond contact
with and response to the thing known, the knowledge which reason
gives is prajna, awareness placing the object in front of it and studying it as a thing affecting but yet apart from and unconnected with
the feelings and needs of that which experiences. Therefore it is, according to our philosophy, in buddhi and not in manas that ahankara, the discriminative ego-sense is born. Mind like matter has an inert unity of all things in experience born of non-discrimination; the
perception of an object outside and a sensation within it stand on
the same footing to sanjna. We must discriminate and reflect, in order to be aware of separate multiplicity as distinguished from a multitude [of] sensations in the unity of our consciousness. Afterwards
when we rise through reason but above it, to Veda, we recover,
however rudimentarily, the original unity, but discriminating, knowing the tattwa of things, perceiving them to be circumstances not of
an individual and sense bound [but] of universal and sense delivered
consciousness. This consummation of knowledge and the ordering
of life on that knowledge is man's summit of evolution, the business
for which he is here upon the earth. To climb to it from the animal
mentality [sentence left incomplete]
The first thing that this discriminating reason effects is to put each
detail in its place and then to arrange the details in groups. It travels from
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the individual to the group, from the group to the class, from the class
to the kind, from the kind to the mass. And there until help arrives it has
to pause. It has done much. It has distinguished each individual tree in
the magical forest from its neighbour; it has arranged them in groves and
thickets; it has distinguished and numbered the various species of trees
and fixed their genus. It has mapped them out collectively and known
the whole mass as the forest. But it is not yet free. It has not escaped
from the ensorcelled gyre of the Almighty Magician. It knows every detail
of its prison, nothing more. It has discovered the vyashti and the samashti;
it has arrived only at a collective and not at a real unity. It has discovered
the relations of unit to unit, the units to the smaller group and the smaller
group to the larger group and the whole to the mass. It has its laws of
life fixed upon that knowledge, its duties of individual to individual, of
man to the family, of the man and family to the class, of [all] three to
the nation, of the nation and its constituents to humanity. It has ordered
excellently our life in the prison house. But it still travels in the magic
circle, it is still a prisoner and a [......] It has even discovered one pregnant truth that the farther we travel from the many, the nearer we draw
to the one, the less is the transience, the greater the permanence. The
family outlasts the individual, the class endures when the single family
has perished, the kind survives the disappearance of the class, the collective whole endures and outlives all the revolutions of its component
parts. Therefore a final law and morality is found, the sacrifice and consummation of the less in the greater, of the few for the many, — an evolutionary utility, a consummate altruism. And when all is said and done,
we are still in the prison house. For even the most permanent is here
transient, the world perishes as inevitably as the midge and the ant and
to our ranging vision seems hardly mightier in its ultimate reality or the
importance of its fate. For who has made individual follow individual
and nation follow nation and world follow world through the brilliant
mirage of life into the incomprehensible mystery of death; and when all
is ended, what profit has a man had of all his labour that he has done
under the sun?
Reason cannot deliver us. The day of our freedom dawns
when we transcend reason, not by imagination, which is itself
only an intellectual faculty, not [by] the intuition even, but by
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illumination. The intuitive reason can do much for us, can indicate
to us the higher truth. The intellectual reason can only arrive, as
we have seen, at a collective unity; it is still bound by its data. The
intuitive reason first suggests to us a unity which is not collective
but
essential,
the
Brahman
of
the
Veda
[....................................................] It is intuitive reason that
[..............] infinity. We [....................................] its non-existence to the observing intellect. [None] has ever [travelled]
beyond the uttermost limit of the stars and assured [himself
that] there is always a beyond, or lived from all time before
the stars shone out in the heavens so that he can say, Time
never began. The imagination can indeed add tract to tract of Space
and millennium to millennium of Time and, returning tired and
appalled, say “I at least find no end and infinity is possible.” But still we
have no proof — there are no data on which we can stand. Infinity remains to the intellect a surmise, a hypothesis, a powerful inference. Reason is essentially a measuring and arranging faculty and can only deal with
the finite. It is ensorcelled within the limits of the forest. Yet we have an
intuitive perception of the truth of infinity, not collectively, not as a never
ending sum of miles or moments but as a thing in itself not dependent on
that which it contains. We have, if we examine ourselves, other such intuitive perceptions, of immortality although we cannot look beyond the black
wall of death, of freedom although the facts of the world seem to load us
with chains.
Are we yet free by the force of this intuitive reason? We cannot say so, — for this reason that it gives us suggestions, but not
realisations. It is in its nature what the old psychologists would
have called smriti, a memory of truth, rather than a perception.
There is a suggestion to us in ourselves of infinity, of immortality, of freedom and knowledge in us replies, Yes, I know that to
be true, though I do not see it, there is something in me that has
always known it, it is in me like some divine memory. The reason of this movement is that the intuitive reason works in the intellect. It is the memory of freedom coming to the woman in the
forest which tells her that there is something outside this green
and leafy, but yet to her dark, fatal and dismal forest of impris-
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onment, some world of wide and boundless skies where a man can
move freely doing what he wills, kamachari. And because it works
in the intellect, its movement can be imitated by the other inhabitants of the intellect, by the brilliancy of imagination, by the fond
thought that is only the image of our wish. The rationalist is right in
distrusting intuition although it gave him Newton's theory of gravitation and most of the brilliant beginnings of Science and Free Thought,
— right, yet not right; right from the standpoint of a scepticism that
asks for intellectual certainty, wrong from the standpoint of ultimate truth and the imperative needs of humanity. Faith rests upon
the validity of this faculty of intuitive reason, and faith has been the
great helper and consoler of humanity in its progress, the indispensable staff on which he supports his thought and his action. But because
the divine smriti is aped by the voices of desire and fancy, faith has also
been the parent and perpetuator of many errors.
It is knowledge that loosens our bonds, that snaps asunder the
toils of sense and dispels the force of the world-enchantment. In
order to be free, we must pass from intuition to illumination. We
must get the direct perception of the knowledge of which intuitive
reason is the memory. For within us there are unawakened folds
in folds of conscious experience which we have yet to set in action in order to fulfil our nature's possibilities. In these inner realms
we are sushupta, asleep; but the whole movement of humanity is
towards the awakening of these centres. Science is in error when
it imagines that man is from all time and to all time a rational animal and the reason the end and summit of his evolution. Man did
not begin with reason, neither will he end with it. There are faculties within us which transcend reason and are asleep to our
waking consciousness, just as life is asleep in the metal, consciousness in the tree, reason in the animal. Our evolution is not over,
we have not completed even half of the great journey. And if now
we are striving to purify the intellect and to carry reason to its
utmost capacities, it is in order that we may discourage the lower
movements of passion and desire, self-interest and prejudice and
dogmatic intolerance which stand in the way of the illumination.
When the intellectual buddhi is pure by vichara and abhyasa of
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these things, then it becomes ready to rise up out of the mind into the
higher levels of consciousness and there lose itself in a much mightier
movement which because of its greatness and perfection is called in
the Rigveda mahas and in the Vedanta vijnana. This is what [is] meant
in the Veda by Saraswati awakening the great ocean. Ravaka nah
saraswati maho arnash chetayati. This is the justification of the demand
in our own Yoga that desire shall be expelled, the mind stilled, the very
play of reason and imagination silenced before a man shall attain to
knowledge, — as the Gita puts it, na kinchid api chintayet.
The illumination of the vijnana, when it is complete, shows us
not a collective material unity, a sum of physical units, but a real unity.
It reveals to us Space, Time and the chain of apparent circumstance
to be merely conventions and symbols seen in His own being by
One Seer and dependent purely on a greater transcendental existence of which they are not separate realities and divisions but the
manifold expressions of its single Truth. It is this knowledge that
gives us freedom. We escape from the enchanted forest, we know
once more the world outside this petty world, see the boundless
heavens above and breast the wide and circumambient air of our
infinite existence. The first necessity is to know the One, to be in
possession of the divine Existence; afterwards we can have all the
knowledge, joy and power for action that is intended for our souls,
— for He being known all is known, tasmin vijnate sarvam vijnatam, not at once by any miraculous revelation, but by a progressive illumination or rather an application of the single necessary illumination to God's multiplicity in manifestation, by the movement
of the mahat and the bhuma, not working from petty details to the
whole, but from the knowledge of the one to the knowledge of relation and circumstance, by a process of knowledge that is sovereign and free, not painful, struggling and bound. This is the central
truth of Veda and Upanishad and the process by which they have
been revealed to men.
This free and great movement of illumination descending from
above to us below and not like our thought here which climbs painfully up the mountain peaks of thought only to find at the summit that
it is yet far removed from the skies to which it aspires, this winged
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and mighty descent of Truth is what we call Sruti or revelation. There
are three words which are used of illumined thought, drishti, sruti
and smriti, sight, hearing and remembrance. The direct vision or experience of a truth or the thought-substance of a truth is called drishti,
and because they had that direct vision or experience, that pratyaksha not of the senses, but of the liberated soul, the Rishis are called
drashtas. But besides the truth and its artha or thought-substance
in which it is represented to the mind, there is the vak or sound
symbol, the inevitable word in which the truth is naturally enshrined revealed and not as in ordinary speech half concealed or only
suggested. The revelation of the vak is sruti. The revealed word is also
revelatory and whoever has taken it into his soul, though the mind may
not understand it, has the Truth ready prepared in the higher or sushupta reaches of his being from whence it must inevitably descend at a
future date or in another life to his lower and darkened consciousness
in order to liberate and illumine. It is this psychological truth which is
the foundation of the Hindu's trust in the Name of God, the vibrations
of the mantra and the sound of the Veda. For the vak carries, in the right
state of the soul, an illumination with it of the truth which it holds, an
inspiration of its force of satyam which is less than drishti but must in the
end lead to drishti. A still more indirect action of the vijnana is smriti;
when the truth is presented to the soul and its truth immediately and
directly recognised by a movement resembling memory — a perception that this was always true and already known to the higher consciousness. It is smriti that is nearest to intellect action and forms the link between vijnanam and prajnanam, ideal thought and intellectual thought,
by leading to the higher forms of intellectual activity, such as intuitive
reason, inspiration, insight and prophetic revelation, the equipment of
the man of genius.
But what proof have we that this illumination exists? how can
we say that this illuminated sight, this revelatory hearing, this confirming remembrance of eternal knowledge is not a self-delusion or
a peculiarly brilliant working of imagination and of rapid intellectuality? To those who have the illumination, the question does not arise.
The prisoner released from his fetters does not doubt the reality of
the file that undid their rivets; the woman escaped from the forest
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does not ask herself whether this amazing sunlight and wide-vaulted
blue sky is not a dream and a delusion. The scientist himself would
not be patient with one who began the study of science by questioning the reality of the revealing power of microscope and telescope and suggesting that the objects as seen underneath were so
presented merely by an optical illusion. Those who have experienced and seen, know [.....................................] sceptic. “Learn
how to use the instruments [.........] yourself, study all these wonders invisible to the ordinary eye, examine their constancy, coherency, fidelity to fixed wide and general laws, and then judge; do not vitiate inquiry from the beginning by denying on a priori grounds its utility or the right to inquire.” It is only by faith in the instruments of our
knowledge that we can acquire knowledge, — by faith in the evidence
of the senses that we can think at all, by faith in the validity of reason
that we can deduce, infer and argue. So also it is only by faith in illumination that we can see truth from above and come face to [face with
God.] It is true that all faith must have its limits. The faith in the senses
must be transcended and checked by the faith in our reason. The faith
in the reason itself is checked by agnosticism [and] will one day be
transcended and checked by the faith in the vijnana. The faith in the
vijnana must be checked and harmonised by a faith in a still higher form
of knowledge, — knowledge by identity. But within its own province
each instrument is supreme and must be trusted. In relying, therefore,
upon the vijnana, in asserting and demanding a preliminary faith in it,
the Yogin is making no mystic, irrational or obscurantist claim. He is
not departing from the universal process of knowledge. He claims to
exceed reason, just as the scientist claims to exceed the evidence of
the senses. When he asserts that things are not what they seem, that
there are invisible forces and agencies at work about us and that the
whole of our apparent existence and environment is only phenomenal, he is no more departing from rationality or advancing anything wild
or absurd than the scientist when he asserts that the earth moves round
the sun and the sun is relatively still, affirms the existence of invisible
gases or invisible bacilli, or finds in matter only a form of energy. Nor
are faith in the Guru and faith in the Sruti irrational demands, any more
than the scientist is irrational in saying to his pupil “Trust my expert
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knowledge, trust my method of experiment and the books that are authoritative and when you have made the experiments, you can use your
intellect to confirm, refute, amend or enlarge whatever scientific knowledge is presented to you in book or lecture or personal instruction,”
— or than the man of the Indian village who has been to London is
irrational in expecting his fellow villagers to accept his statement of
the existence, sights, scenes and characteristics of London or in supporting [it] by any book that may have been written with authority on the subject. If the Indian Teacher similarly demands faith in himself as an expert,
faith in the Sruti as the evidence of ancient experts, drishti as revealed truth
coming direct to them by vijnanam from the divine Knowledge, he is following the common, the necessary rule. He has the right to say, Trust these,
follow these, afterwards you will yourself look on the unveiled face of Truth
and see God. In each case there is a means of confirmation, — the evidence of the observation and deduction has to be confirmed by observation and deduction; the evidence of the senses by the senses, the evidence
of the vijnanam by the vijnanam. One cannot exceed one's instrument.
There is also the evidence of common experience — there is this
eternal witness to the truth of the vijnana, that men who have used it,
in whatever clime and whatever age, however they may differ in their
intellectual statement or the conclusions of the reason about what they
have seen, are at one in the substance of their experience and vision.
Whoever follows in these days the paths indicated, makes the experiments prescribed, goes through the training needed, cannot go beyond,
in the substance of his knowledge, or depart from what the ancients
observed. He may not go beyond [sentence left incomplete]

G OD AND I MMORTALITY
CHAPTER I
T H E U PA N I S H A D

The Upanishads stand out from the dim background of Vedic antiquity like stupendous rock cathedrals of thought hewn out of the ancient hills by a race of giant builders the secret of whose inspiration and strength has passed away with them into the Supreme. They
are at once Scripture, philosophy and seer-poetry; for even those of
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them that dispense with the metrical form, are prose poems of a rhythmically mystic thought. But whether as Scripture, philosophical theosophy or literature, there is nothing like them in ancient, mediaeval or modern, in Occidental or Oriental, in Egyptian, Chaldean,
Semitic or Mongolian creation; they are unique in style, structure and
motive, entirely sui generis. After them there were philosophic poems, aphorisms, verse and prose treatises in great number, Sutras,
Karikas, Gitas, their intellectual children; but these are a human progeny very different in type from their immortal ancestors. Pseudo-Upanishads there have been in plenty, a hundred or more of them; some
have arrived at a passable aping of the more external features of the
type, but always betray themselves by the pseudo-style, the artificial falsetto, the rasping creak of the machine; others are pastiches;
others are fakes. The great Upanishads stand out always serene,
grand, inimitable with their puissant and living breath, with that
phrase which goes rolling out a thousand echoes, with that faultless
spontaneous sureness of the inevitable expression, with that packed
yet easy compression of wide and rich wisdom into a few revelatory syllables by which they justify their claim to be the divine word.
Neither this inspiration nor this technique has been renewed or
repeated in later human achievement.

And if we look for their secret, we shall find it best expressed
in the old expression of them as the impersonal shabdabrahman.
They are that is to say, the accents of the divine Gnosis, — a revelatory word direct and impersonal from the very heart of a divine
and almost superconscious self-vision. All supreme utterance which
is the inspired word and not merely speech of the mind, does thus
come from a source beyond the human person through whom it is
uttered; still it comes except in rare moments through the personal
thought, coloured by it, a little altered in the transit, to some extent
coloured by the intellect or the temperament. But these seers seem to
have possessed the secret of the rapt passivity in which is heard faultlessly the supreme word; they speak the language of the sons of Immortality. Its truth is entirely revelatory, entirely intuitive; its speech
altogether a living breath of inspiration; its art sovereignly a spontaneous and unwilled discerning of perfection.
The plan and structure of their thought corresponds; it has a perfection of supra-intellectual cohesion in its effortless welling of
sound and thought, a system of natural and unsystematic correspondences. There is no such logical development, explicitly or implicitly satisfying the demands of the intellect, such as we find in other
philosophical thought or the best architectonic poetry; but there is
at the same time a supreme logic, only it is the logic of existence expressing itself self-luminously rather than of thought carefully finding out its own truth. It is the logic of the Himalayas or of a causeway of giants, not the painful and meticulous construction effected
with labour by our later intellectual humanity. There is in the whole
a unity of vision; the Upanishad itself rather than a human mind sees
with a single glance, hears the word that is the natural body of the
truth it has seen, perceives and listens again, and still again, till
all has been seen and heard: this is not the unity of the intellect
carefully weaving together its connections of thought, choosing, re-
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jecting, pruning to get terseness, developing to get fullness. And yet
there is a perfect coherence; for every successive movement takes up
the echoes of the old and throws out new echoes which are taken up in
their turn. A wave of seeing rises and ends to rise into another wave
and so on till the final fall and natural ceasing of the whole sea of thought
on its shore. Perhaps the development of a great and profound strain of
music is the nearest thing we have to this ancient poetry of pure intuitive
thought. This at least is the method of the metrical Upanishads; and even
the others approximate to it, though more pliant in their make.

NOTE ON THE TEXTS
N OTE ON THE T EXTS
KENA AND OTHER UPANISHADS comprises Sri Aurobindo's
translations of and commentaries on Upanishads other than the Isha
Upanishad, as well as translations of later Vedantic texts, and writings on the Upanishads and Vedanta philosophy in general. Translations of and commentaries on the Isha Upanishad are published in Isha
Upanishad, volume 17 of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO.
Sri Aurobindo's work on the Upanishads occupied more than
twenty years, from around 1900 until the early 1920s. (One translation was revised some twenty-five years after that.) Between 1914
and 1920, he published translations of the Isha, the Kena and the
Mundaka Upanishads, along with commentaries on the Isha and the
Kena, in the monthly review Arya. These, along with the translation
of the Katha Upanishad, which was published in 1909 and subsequently revised, may be said to represent his Upanishadic interpretation in
its most definitive form. His other translations and commentaries were
not published during his lifetime. Most of them belong to an earlier
period and only a few are complete. Some were used in producing
the final translations and commentaries published in Part One. They
are of interest as steps in the development of his thought, as well as
for their own inherent value.
In the present volume, the editors have placed material published
during Sri Aurobindo's lifetime in Part One, and material found among
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his manuscripts in Parts Two and Three. The Sanskrit texts have been
included for the convenience of Sanskrit-knowing readers.
PART ONE: TRANSLATIONS AND COMMENTARIES
PUBLISHED BY SRI AUROBINDO

This part contains the final versions of Sri Aurobindo's translations
of three Upanishads, the Kena, Katha and Mundaka, and commentaries

on the Kena and parts of the Taittiriya.
The Kena Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo first translated the Kena
Upanishad in Baroda around 1900. (This translation forms part of a typewritten manuscript, hereafter referred to as TMS, which Sri Aurobindo
entitled “The Upanishads rendered into simple and rhythmic English”.) The
TMS translation of the Kena was lightly revised and published in the
weekly review Karmayogin in June 1909. In 1920 the Karmayogin
translation was reproduced in The Seven Upanishads, published by Ashtekar St Co., Poona. (Only three of the seven translations in this book
were by Sri Aurobindo: Isha, Kena and Mundaka.)
Between 1912 and 1914, Sri Aurobindo began three commentaries on and one annotated translation of the Kena. All of these pieces
were left incomplete. They are published in Part Two, Section Four.
Between June 1915 and July 1916, Sri Aurobindo published a
new translation of the Kena Upanishad and a fifteen-chapter commentary on it in the Arya. He wrote each of the instalments immediately
before its publication. Sometime between 1916 and 1920, he lightly
revised the Arya translation and commentary. Their publication in
book-form was planned, and production was actually begun in the
summer of 1920; but the proposed book was never issued. Questioned
about the possibility of publishing Kena Upanishad in December
1927, Sri Aurobindo wrote: “My present intention is not to publish it
as it stands. This must be postponed for the present.” He never found
time to return to this work.
When the publication of Sri Aurobindo's Upanishadic translations
and commentaries was undertaken after his passing, the existence of
the revised versions of his translation of and commentary on the Kena
Upanishad was not known. The unrevised Arya versions were published by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram as Kena Upanishad in 1952, and
included in the same publisher's Eight Upanishads in 1953. The revised translation (but unrevised commentary) first appeared in the
second edition of Kena Upanishad in 1970. The same texts were reproduced in The Upanishads: Texts, Translations and Commentaries, volume 12 of the Sri Aurobindo Birth Centenary Library, in 1971.
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The revised commentary first appeared in The Upanishads: Part One,
published by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram in 1981.
The Arya text of the commentary had no chapter-titles. While revising the work, Sri Aurobindo gave titles to all the chapters except 8, 9
and 12. In the present edition, the editors have provided titles for these
three chapters.
The Katha Upanishad of the Black Yajurveda. Sri Aurobindo
first translated this Upanishad in Baroda around 1900; it forms part
of TMS. He later said that he had tried “to convey the literary merit
of the original”. The translation, slightly revised, was published in the
Karmayogin in July and August 1909. The Karmayogin translation
was published as The Katha Upanishad by Ashtekar and Co., Poona, in 1919. Sometime during the early part of his stay in Pondicherry (1910-20), Sri Aurobindo began a more extensive revision of TMS,
but reached only the end of the First Cycle. When it was proposed to
bring out the translation in a book during the late 1920s, he replied
that he did not have the time to make the necessary revisions. A new
edition of Katha Upanishad was published by the Sri Aurobindo
Ashram in 1952. In that edition, in Eight Upanishads (1953), and in
The Upanishads (1971), the partially revised TMS version was used
as text, with some editorial modernisation of the language. The Karmayogin version, containing the last revision of the Second Cycle,
was disregarded. In the present volume, the revised TMS is followed
for the First Cycle, and the Karmayogin text for the Second.
Mundaka Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo first translated this Upanishad in Baroda around 1900; it forms part of TMS. A revised version of the translation was published in the Karmayogin in February
1910. (This revised translation was included in The Seven Upanishads.) A further revised translation was published in the Arya in the
issue of November/December 1920. Sri Aurobindo thoroughly revised
the Arya translation during the late 1940s. This version was used when
the translation was published in Eight Upanishads in 1953 and in The
Upanishads in 1971.
Readings in the Taittiriya Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo translated the Taittiriya Upanishad in Baroda around 1902 (see below), but
never revised it for publication. He wrote “The Knowledge of Brah-
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man: Readings in the Taittiriya Upanishad” in 1918 for publication in the
Arya. It appeared in the November 1918 issue of the review. “Truth,
Knowledge, Infinity” was apparently intended for a later issue, but it was
never completed and not published during Sri Aurobindo's lifetime. Its
first appearance in a book was in the 1981 edition of The Upanishads.
PART TWO: TRANSLATIONS AND COMMENTARIES
FROM MANUSCRIPTS
The texts in this part were not published during Sri Aurobindo's lifetime. Several of the translations and all the commentaries are incomplete.
They have been arranged in five sections, the first comprising an introductory essay.
SECTION ONE. INTRODUCTION

On Translating the Upanishads. Editorial title. Sri Aurobindo
wrote this text in Baroda around 1900-1902 under the heading “OM
TAT SAT”. He evidently intended it to be the introduction to a collection of his translations, probably “The Upanishads rendered into
simple and rhythmic English”. It was first published in a book as the
introduction to Eight Upanishads in 1953, and was included in The
Upanishads in 1971 and subsequently.
S E C T I O N T W O . C O M P L E T E T R A N S L AT I O N S
(CIRCA 1900-1902)

“The Upanishads rendered into simple and rhythmic English”.
This is the title page of the typewritten manuscript (TMS), which dates
from around the turn of the century. Two of the six translations in the
manuscript — those of the Prashna (“Prusna”) and Mandukya (“Mandoukya”) Upanishads — were never revised or published by Sri
Aurobindo. These two are published here in their original form.
The Prusna Upanishad of the Athurvaveda. Circa 1900. From
TMS. The translation was published in Eight Upanishads in 1953 and
was included in The Upanishads in 1971.
The Mandoukya Upanishad. Circa 1900. From TMS. The translation was first published in Eight Upanishads in 1953 and was included in The Upanishads in 1971.
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The Aitereya Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo translated this Upanishad
in Baroda around 1902. (It does not form part of TMS.) The translation
was never revised and is published here in its original form. It was first
published in Eight Upanishads in 1953 and was included in The Upanishads in 1971.
Taittiriya Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo translated this Upanishad
in Baroda around 1902. (It does not form part of TMS.) It was never
revised and is published here in its original form. It was first published
in Eight Upanishads in 1953 and was included in The Upanishads
in 1971.
SECTION THREE. INCOMPLETE TRANSLATIONS AND COMMENTARIES
(CIRCA 1902-1912)
Svetasvatara Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo translated the fourth to
sixth chapters of this Upanishad sometime during the first decade of
the century. (It is not known whether he ever translated the first three
chapters.) Judging by the notebook and handwriting, it would appear
that he did the translation during the period of his stay in Baroda; yet
he is recorded as saying, “I translated the Shwetashwatara Upanishad
while I was in Bengal.” It is possible that he did the translation in
Bengal during one of his vacations from Baroda College between 1902
and 1906. He retranslated the fourth chapter in Pondicherry several
years later. The early translation of chapters 4 to 6 was first published
in the 1971 edition of The Upanishads. The revised version of the
fourth chapter first appeared in the 1981 edition.
Chhandogya Upanishad. Around 1902 Sri Aurobindo translated the first two sections and part of the third section of the first chapter of this Upanishad in the margins of his copy of The Chhandogya
Upanishad (Madras, 1899). He later recopied and revised the first
two sections in the notebook he used for his translations of the Aitareya
and Taittiriya. The editors have reproduced the recopied translation
for sections 1 -2, and fallen back on the marginal translation for section 3, verses 1 -7. The translation of the first two sections was first
published in The Upanishads in 1971; the translation of the opening
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of section 3 first appeared in 1986 in the second impression of the second edition of that book.
Notes on the Chhandogya Upanishad. Circa 1912. Sri Aurobindo wrote these two passages of commentary separately in Pondicherry. The first is entitled in the manuscript “Notes on the
Chhandogya Upanishad/First Adhyaya” (but only the first sentence is
treated). Part of the first page was included in The Upanishads in
1971; the full text was published in the 1981 edition. The second
commentary, also incomplete, is entitled in the manuscript “Vedic Interpretations/Satyakama Jabala”. In most editions of the Chhandogya
Upanishad, the story of Satyakama Jabala occupies sections 4-9 of the
fourth chapter, not sections 3 - 8 as in the edition Sri Aurobindo used.
The commentary was first published in the 1981 edition of The Upanishads.
The Brihad Aranyak Upanishad. Around 1912 Sri Aurobindo
translated the first two sections and part of the third section of the first
chapter of this Upanishad in the margins of his copy of the text (Poona: Ananda Ashram, 1902). This marginal translation was first reproduced in the 1981 edition of The Upanishads.
The Great Aranyaka. Circa 1912. Shortly after writing the
above translation, Sri Aurobindo began a commentary on the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad that he entitled “The Great Aranyaka/A Commentary on the Brihad Aranyak Upanishad”. This was not completed
even to the extent of what had been translated. The commentary was
included in The Upanishads in 1971.
The Kaivalya Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo wrote this translation
and commentary, which cover only the first verse of the Upanishad,
in Pondicherry around 1912. It was first published in The Upanishads
in 1971. The commentary in English is followed by a commentary in
Sanskrit, which is published in Writings in Bengali and Sanskrit,
volume 9 of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO.
Nila Rudra Upanishad. Sri Aurobindo translated the first of the
three parts of this Upanishad, with a commentary on the first five verses, in Pondicherry around 1912. It was first published in The Upanishads in 1971.
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SECTION FOUR. INCOMPLETE COMMENTARIES ON THE KENA
UPANISHAD
(CIRCA 1912-1914)
Kena Upanishad: An Incomplete Commentary. Circa 1912. Editorial subtitle. Sri Aurobindo wrote only the “foreword” and portions of
one “part” of this planned commentary before abandoning it. It was first
published in The Upanishads in 1971.
A Commentary on the Kena Upanishad: Foreword. Circa
1912. This fragmentary work appears to be a rewriting of the foreword of the preceding incomplete commentary. The manuscript has
been damaged and one entire line is missing. This piece is being published here for the first time in a book.
Three Fragments of Commentary. Circa 1912-13. Sri Aurobindo wrote these three untitled fragments on sheets used otherwise for
linguistic notes, undated entries for the Record of Yoga and the essay
“The Origin of Genius”. They are being published here for the first
time in a book.
Kena Upanishad: A Partial Translation with Notes. Editorial
subtitle. Sri Aurobindo wrote this on 23 May 1914. The Record of
Yoga for that day states: “Kena Upanishad I Kh [Khanda] translated
with notes”. It is being published here for the first time.
SECTION FIVE. INCOMPLETE TRANSLATIONS OF TWO VEDANTIC TEXTS
(CIRCA 1900-1902)
The Karikas of Gaudapada. Editorial title. Circa 1900. This
classic Vedantic text was written by Gaudapada in or around the eighth
cen tury. Sri Aurobindo translated only the first twelve verses, along
with Shankaracharya's commentary on them. The words italicised in
his translation were supplied by him to make the meaning of the Sanskrit more clear. It was first published in The Upanishads in 1971.
Sadananda's Essence of Vedanta. Circa 1902. The VedÀntasÀra or “Essence of Vedanta” was written by Sadananda in the fifteenth cen tury. Sri Aurobindo translated only the first sixteen of the
work's 227 aphorisms. The incomplete translation was first published
in The Upanishads in 1971.
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PART THREE: WRITINGS ON VEDANTA
These pieces found among Sri Aurobindo's manuscripts were not
completed or published by him. Written at various times from around
1902 to 1916, they have been arranged chronologically from earlier
to later.
With the exception of The Philosophy of the Upanishads, the
writings in this part are being published here for the first time in a
book. Most of them previously appeared in the journal Sri Aurobindo:
Archives and Research between 1978 and 1984.
Four Fragments. Circa 1902-4. These jottings are among Sri
Aurobindo's earliest independent philosophical writings. Before revision, the last sentence of the final fragment ended: “... the purer form
in which Vedanta, Sankhya and Yoga are harmonised”. This final fragment is being published here for the first time, the other three for the
first time in a book.
The Spirit of Hinduism: God. Circa 1903-4. This piece opens
with the first words of the Mandukya Upanishad.
The Philosophy of the Upanishads. Circa 1904-6. Sri Aurobindo wrote this piece during the latter part of his stay in Baroda. (He
seems to have left the manuscript in western India when he came to
Bengal in February 1906.) After completing six chapters and part of
a seventh, he broke off work and never took it up again. The second
to the seventh chapters of this work were included in The Upanishads
in 1971, where they were numbered from one to six. The full text was
published as a book in 1994.
The present text has been checked carefully against the manuscript, which unfortunately lacks its first two pages. For those pages
the editors have relied on a typewritten transcript that was made before the pages were lost. The transcript contains several blanks, which
occur in such a way as to suggest that the outer edge of the missing
leaf of the manuscript was broken off. Making use of the indications
found in the transcript, the editors have filled in the blanks with conjectural reconstructions; these have been printed within square brackets if they admitted of any doubt.
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An Incomplete Work of Vedantic Exegesis. Circa 1906-8. Editorial title. This piece seems to have been written during the same
period as “The Karmayogin: A Commentary on the Isha Upanishad”,
an extensive work published in Isha Upanishad, volume 17 of THE
COM PLETE WORKS. It is quite incomplete. Not all the projected
chapters were finished, and some of the completed chapters contain
unfinished passages. Sri Aurobindo wrote the following outline at the
end of the notebook:
II. God
Turiya Brahman. Swayambhu.
Prajna. Kavih.
Sacchidananda.
The Sakshi.
Isha in contemplation. Maheshwara.
Ananda. The Seed State. Sleep.
Hiranyagarbha. Manishi
The Will in Buddhi
God Manifold. The Saguna Brahman.
The Qualities of God. The Dream State.
Virat. Paribhu
The Almighty. Mahat.
The Self in creatures. God in Man (Avatars.)
The Self in Nature.
Images
God as Fate
God as Providence
Worship (Prayer and Praise)
Purusha and Prakritih.
III. Vidya and Avidya
Salvation. Escape from Avidya.
Knowledge, Love and Works. Nirguna and Saguna
Brahman.
Self-realisation in Virat.
States of moksha (Hiranyagarbha]). Laya (Prajna).
Yoga.
IV. I The Law of Karma. Sin and Virtue. Heaven and Hell.
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Salvation by Works
V. Ethics of Vedanta.
The Religion of Vedanta. 1906-8. An earlier draft of this fragment is published in the Reference Volume, volume 35 of THE COMPLETE WORKS. That draft continues slightly beyond the point where
this version stops. After work on the present draft was broken off, Sri
Aurobindo wrote the following, apparently a chapter-outline for a
planned work:
1. Vedantic Cosmos
4.5
2. God in the Vedanta
1.8
3. Salvation by Works
1.2.3
4. The Ethics of Vedanta
6.7
5. The Twofold Will
9.10.11.12.13.14.15.16
6. Works and Immortality
17.18
7. The Great Release.
It would appear that the proposed work was to be based on the
Isha Upanishad, which has eighteen verses.
Evolution in the Vedantic View. Circa 1912. Editorial title. It
is evident from the first sentence that the piece was written as part of
a larger work, which either was not completed or has not survived.
The Means of Realisation. Circa 1912. The actual heading in
the manuscript is “Chapter XI/The Means of Realisation”. The ten
chapters that presumably preceded this one have not been found or
identified.
A Fragmentary Chapter for a Work on Vedanta. Circa 191213. Editorial title. The manuscript of this piece is badly damaged in
places. The opening lines are lost, as are a number of words and parts
of sentences written near the edges and especially at the tops and bottoms of the pages.
God and Immortality. Circa 1916. This incomplete chapter is
all that was written of a proposed book.
PUBLISHING HISTORY
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Sri Aurobindo published translations of the Kena, Katha and Mundaka Upanishads in the Karmayogin, a weekly journal of political opinion, “ during the years 1909 and 1910. Between 1914 and 1920 he published revised or new translations of the Kena and Mundaka, and commentaries on all of the Kena and parts of the Taittiriya in the Arya, a monthly
review of philosophy. He revised most of these works with a view to
publishing them in books, but never did so. The unrevised Karmayogin
translation of the Katha Upanishad was reprinted by Ashtekar and Co.,
Poona, in 1919; the unrevised Karmayogin translations of the Isha, Kena
and Mundaka were included in the same publisher's Seven Upanishads
in 1920. It is uncertain whether or not Sri Aurobindo authorised these
publications.
The pieces published in Parts Two and Three of the present volume were found among Sri Aurobindo's manuscripts after his passing in 1950. Many of them were first published in journals connected
with the Sri Aurobindo Ashram. In 1953 Sri Aurobindo's published
translations of the Isha, Kena, Katha and Mundaka Upanishads and his
unpublished translations of the Prashna, Mandukya, Aitareya and Taittiriya were brought out by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram as Eight Upanishads. In 1971 all these translations, the Arya commentaries on the
Isha and Kena, the first of the “Readings in the Taittiriya Upanishad”,
and a number of pieces from the author's notebooks, were published
in The Upanishads, volume 12 of the Sri Aurobindo Birth Centenary
Library. This book was reprinted several times. In 1981 most of the
contents of the volume were rearranged and republished under the title
The Upanishads: Part One. Several pieces that had appeared in the
1971 edition were removed from the 1981 edition with the intention
of including them, along with other, recently discovered pieces, in a
proposed second volume; but this was never brought out. The 1981
edition was reprinted in 1986 (when the translation of Chapter One,
Section 3 of the Chhandogya Upanishad was included) and subsequently.
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The present edition is the first to appear under the title Kena and
Other Upanishads. In it, two pieces are published for the first time:
“Kena Upanishad: A Partial Translation with Notes” and the last of the
“Four Fragments” in Part Three. Several other pieces in Parts Two and
Three have previously appeared only in the journal Sri Aurobindo: Archives and Research and are included here for the first time in a book.
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The Kena Upanishad is concerned “with the relation of mindconsciousness to Brahman-consciousness,” writes Sri Aurobindo in
his commentary on this work. “The material world and the physical
life exist for us only by virtue of our internal self and our internal life.
According as our mental instruments represent to us the external
world, according as our vital force in obedience to the mind deals with
its impacts and objects, so will be our outward life and existence.”
Along with Sri Aurobindo's final translation of and commentary on
the Kena, this book includes his translations of six other Upanishads
as well as several other translations and commentaries, and essays
such as The Philosophy of the Upanishads
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